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ABSTRACT
Efficient techniques are developed for the computation of
helicopter rotor tip vortex geometry and helicopter rotor harmonic
airloads. These techniques are designed to minimize the computa-
tional expense by the use of simplified wake models together with
other devices which reduce the amount of integration over the wake
of the Biot Savart relation for induced velocity. These techniques
are designed for use in steady-state flight at advance ratios be-
low 0.3; however, they could be readily extended to higher advance
ratios and to transient flight conditions.
The results of the tip vortex geometry computations show that,
over the forward portion of the rotor, the tip vortex is actually
much closer to the rotor than the classical rigid wake assumption
would indicate. This results in very intense, close blade-tip
vortex interactions. These interactions must be modeled much more
carefully than the less intense ones which occur when the rigid
wake geometry assumption is used. The use of a lifting-surface
solution for the airloads induced by these close blade-tip vortex
interactions resulted in a substantial improvement in the agreement
with measured airloads. Further improvement was obtained by the
use of a very simplified model for tip vortex-core bursting and for
the propagation of that bursting ahead of the blade which initiated
it. This, together with the lifting-surface solution, brought the
computed airloads into reasonable agreement with the measured air-
loads.
A simple tip vortex roll-up model was used to test the effect
of roll-up on the airloads computation and it was found to be signifi-
cant in some cases. The effects of tangentially-induced velocity
and local separation on airloads computations were also evaluated
and found to be of limited importance. It is recommended that close
blade-vortex interactions and tip vortex formation and roll-up be
studied both experimentally and theoretically. The currently
available knowledge of these phenomena is inadequate for
accurate harmonic airloads computations.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Importance of Wake Distortion and
Harmonic Airloads
Rotary winged aircraft suffer from excessive vibration.
This vibration makes passengers uncomfortable, reduces crew ef-
ficiency, and induces fatigue failure in both structure and equip-
ment. Some helicopters are at present vibration limited rather
than power limited in their maximum usable speed capability. All
rotary winged aircraft suffer from increased maintenance costs
and reduced passenger appeal due to this excessive vibration. It
is therefore important to understand and be able to predict the
primary source of vibration: rotor harmonic airloads.
Rotor harmonic airloads come primarily from two sources,
the once per revolution variation in velocity tangential to the
blade,due to forward flight, and the rapid variations in velocity
perpendicular to the blade, due to the vortex wake. Classical uni-
form inflow theory includes the first source of harmonic airloads,
which is relatively easy to compute,but not the secondwhich is
much more difficult to compute. Unfortunately, nonuniform inflow
is the primary source of high harmonic airloads and hence vibra-
tion, so efficient nonuniform inflow computation techniques must
be developed.
A complete model for the computation of the harmonic air-
loads, due to the nonuniform inflow induced by the vortex wake,
would include: real (viscous) vortices, lifting-surface theory,
compressibility, dynamic stall, and a detailed wake model with an
accurate wake geometry, including the roll-up of part of the
trailing vortex sheet into the tip vortex. An all-encompassing
computation using such a model is impractical (i.e., it would
cost too much). It is, therefore, necessary to develop an
approximate model which will reduce computation to a practical
level.
The first step is to develop a better physical understand-
ing of the various ,urces of harmonic airloads and their relative
importance. It then becomes possible to use a very simple model
for the bulk of the computation and transition to more complicated
models for those areas of the wake which prove to be the most im-
portant sources of higher harmonic airloads. When constructing
these models it is important to realize that most of the expense
in a harmonic airloads computation is in the integration of the
Biot-Savart relation over the wake to find the induced velocities
at various points both in the wake and at the rotor blades. The
best way to save money is, therefore, to minimize the number of
elements in the wake model, the number of points at which the in-
duced velocity is computed, and the number of times that the in-
duced velocity at a given point due to a given wake element is re-
computed.
The dominant source of rotor harmonic airloads is the
rapid variation of the induced velocity at the rotor blades, both
radially and azimuthally. This rapid variation is primarily due
to the passage of the rotor blades close to concentrated vortices
in the wake. The vortex wake is composed of the trailing wake5
due to radial circulation variations,and the shed wakedue to
azimuthal circulation variations. The only concentrated vortices
in the wake are the tip vortices trailed from the tip of each
blade. These tip vortices are due to the very rapid drop in cir-
culation near the blade tip. Most of the trailing wake outboard
of the maximum bound circulation rapidly rolls up into the con-
centrated tip vortex. The rest of the trailing wake and the shed
wake does not roll up until it is far downstream of the rotor,
if at all. The tip vortices are, therefore, the most important
part of the wake and the primary source of harmonic airloads.
To compute rotor harmonic airloads, the harmonic induced
velocity at the rotor blades is computed by integration of the
Biot-Savart relation over the vortex wake. To perform this inte-
gration, the location of the wake relative to the blades must be
known. The location of the inboard trailing wake and the shed
wake need not be known to great accuracysince modest errors in
their location do not change the induced velocity distribution
very much. Due to the concentrated nature of the tip vortices,
errors in their location can lead to large errors in the induced
velocity distribution and hence in the harmonic airloads. There-
fore, a "rigid" wake geometry based on uniform inflow is adequate
for the inboard trailing wake and the shed wakebut a more accu-
rate "distorted" wake geometry should be used for the tip vor-
tices. The distortion is due to nonuniformities in the inflow
and is computed by integration of the sum of the free stream and
induced velocities over time at various points on the tip vor-
tices.
Figure 1 is a comparison of rigid and distorted tip vortex
geometries. The data is for the tip vortex of one blade of a four-
bladed rotor in steady, level flight at an advance ratio, v = 0.18.
The figure shows the geometry at the instant when the rotor blade
is at an azimuth angle $ = 180*; however, the geometry was com-
puted for all azimuth angles $ between 0* and 360* in 15* steps.
Figure 2 is a comparison of airloads computed using both
rigid and distorted tip vortex geometry. Only the airloads at the
95% radial station are shown; however, 5 other radial stations
were computed. The bound circulation distribution used for the
tip vortex geometry computation of Fig. 1 comes from this rigid
wake airloads computation. The tip vortex geometry used in the
distorted wake airloads computation of Fig. 2 comes from the wake
geometry computation of Fig. 1. Measured airloads from the flight
tests reported in [49]* are also shown in Fig. 2.
References are indicated by a number in square brackets [ ].
As can be seen in Fig. 1, there are substantial differences
between rigid and distorted tip vortex geometries. This is es-
pecially true in the side view,where the distorted tip vortex is
seen to stay in the '-ip path plane (TPP) until the next rotor
blade arrives. This would be expected to cause dramatic changes
in airloads, yet Fig. 2 shows relatively small changes. This
surprising result is due to various close blade-vortex interaction
effectswhich tend to smooth out large airloads peaks. If these
effects are neglected, there can be as much as an order of magni-
tude difference in airloads peak heights between rigid and dis-
torted wake computations. These close blade-vortex interaction
effects include: lifting-surface effects, tip-vortex-core effects,
tip vortex core bursting, and local stall effects.
1.2 Previous Investigations
The ability to accurately compute helicopter rotor harmonic
airloads in forward flight has steadily advanced over the last
25 years, due to the increased problems of modern, high-speed
helicopters and due to the availabiltiy of high-speed digital
computers. The first step beyond the classical assumption of uni-
form inflow was the development of theories assuming an infinite
number of blades, for example [1-4]. These theories are simple
enough to be used in hand computations or in tabulated solutions.
These theories distribute the tip vortices from the individual
blades into a single vortex cylinder leaving no concentrated tip
vortices in the wake model. Therefore, such theories cannot pre-
dict high harmonic airloadswhich mostly arise from close inter-
actions between the rotor blades and concentrated tip vortices.
The next step is the utilization of high-speed digital com-
puters. This approach permits the representation of a finite
number of rotor blades where the wake of each blade is represented
separately. The wake of each blade is assumed to consist of a
series of vortex lines,each forming a skewed helix whose geometry
is determined by the forward speed of the helicopter (advance
ratio) and the mean inflow through the tip path plane. This is
the rigid wake assumption. The first of these computer solutions
uses numerical integration of the Biot-Savart relation over the
skewed helices (5-8]. This procedure requires a very small step
size to achieve adequate accuracy. The use if infinite straight
vortex lines tangent to the skewed helices at carefully selected
points is found in [9,10]. This technique minimizes computation,
since the Biot-Savart relation can be integrated in closed form,
but accuracy is sacrificed due to neglect of the curvature of
the wake. The best solution to this problem to date is the ap-
proximation of the skewed helices by a series of finite length
straight vortex line segments, each subtending the same azimuth
angle [10-16]. The Biot-Savart relation can be integrated in
closed form over a finite straight vortex line segment. Large
step sizes can, therefore, be used compared to direct numerical
integration, where large step sizes result in large variations
in the computed induced velocity depending on the choice of
points at which the integrand is computed.
This rigid wake analysis gives a good first approximation
to the induced velocity and hence the airloads due to the trailing
wake. It is also necessary to include the effects of azimuthal
(time) variations in circulation and the resulting shed wake.
One way to do this is to use a constant average circulation in the
trailing wake computations and lump all circulation variation ef-
fects into a Theodorsen lift-deficiency function [5-9]. This only
accounts for circulation variations in the near wake,since it is
based on two-dimensional wing theory. The far shed wake can be-
come important when it passes under another blade or returns to
pass under the original blade. To account for circulation vari-
ations in the far wake, each trailing vortex line segment is
assigned a different circulation and shed vortex line segments
are introduced as necessary to conserve circulation [9,14]. In-
stead of using a lift-deficiency function to account for near
wake effects, it is often computationally convenient to continue
the integration of the shed wake up to within e of the control
point on the blade, where e is determined in [9] by the condition
that the result be ,--nsistent with classical theory.
As was discussed in Section 1.1, the exact location of
the tip vortex relative to the blades is important in the computa-
tion of harmonic airloads. The first step beyond the rigid wake
assumption is the semi-rigid wake [7,17]. This model allows each
wake element to move downward (perpendicular to the tip-path
plane) with its actual initial local inflow velocity at the in-
stant it leaves the blade, instead of an average inflow velocity
which is uniform over the disk. This model is better than rigid
wake,but not completely satisfactory since the induced velocity
experienced by any wake element changes as it moves and may even
change sign. In additionsignificant distortion of the wake can
occur parallel to the tip-path plane as well as perpendicular to
it.
The solution to these problems is to utilize a distorted
(or free) wake computation in which the induced velocity vector
is computed as a function of time for various wake elements and
integrated to obtain the distortion vector. In a wake distortion
computation, the current best estimate of the wake geometry changes
as the computation proceeds. This means that both the location of
the wake elements where the induced velocity vector is being com-
puted and the geometry of the wake which induces the velocity is
changing. It is, therefore, necessary to recompute or update
repeatedly the integration of the Biot-Savart relation over the
wake to obtain the induced velocity vectors. This is very ex-
pensive.
To reduce the amount of expensive computation, it is de-
sirable to minimize the amount of updating. One starting point
is to use an iterative scheme based on the assumption that the
distorted wake geometry will not be very different from the
classical rigid wake assumption [18]. This scheme involves
starting with a segment of rigid wake 2lTm in azimuth (typically,
m = 2). The rotor is then allowed to advancegenerating new wake,
and the distortion of this new wake is computed based on the
2rm of the rigid wake plus the new distorted wake. No updating
is used and when 27M (M < m) of new wake has been generated, one
iteration is completed. The next iteration starts using the 27M
of distorted wake from the previous iteration,plus any extrapola-
tion needed to fill out the 2rm segment. This iterative process
continues until satisfactory convergence is achieved. This method
is cheap, since no updating is done, but it converges very slowly
or not at all and it is not very accurate. This is because small
changes in wake geometry can result in very large changes in
the induced velocity vector for points which happen to lie near
a concentrated vortex line.
To improve this situation,some updating of the induced ve-
locity vectors must be introduced. The first step in this direc-
tion is to update the induced velocity vectors after every nth
step in the computation [19]. This greatly improves both conver-
gence and accuracy but is expensive, especially for small n. An
alternative to updating every nth step is to update any given
azimuth, whenever the distortion accumulated at that azimuth
since it was last updated exceeds a predetermined value. This
has been found to be less satisfactory than updating every n
steps because it turns out that the time spent accumulating dis-
tortion due to an inaccurate induced velocity vector is more
important than the amount of distortion accumulated. What some-
times happens, is that a very small amount of distortion at some
azimuth, combined with the distortion of the wake inducing ve-
locity at that azimuth, can result in a 180* phase change in the
induced velocity vector. This phase change is not found until
enough distortion is accumulated in the wrong direction to
trigger a new update.
An alternative approach to computing wake geometry has
been developed concurrently with the one described above [20,21].
This involves updating after every step both the induced velocity
vectors and the di. 'ortion vectors for all of the wake whose dis-
tortion has been computed to date. These computations may start
with either a segment 2rm of rigid wake or with no wake at all.
They continue generating new wake until a stable distortion pat-
tern is achieved. Unfortunately, this straightforward method is
very expensive, due to the large number of times that the in-
duced velocities must be recomputed.
A major improvement over the above procedure is developed
in [22]. During computation of the induced velocity at any point
P on the tip vortex, the rest of the wake is divided into two
parts relative to point P., the near wake and the far wake. The
induced velocity at point P due to the entire wake is computed
for some assumed wake geometry such as a "rigid wake". The near
wake is then composed of those wake elements (straight vortex
line segments) which induce at point P a velocity greater than
some input value qm. The rest of the wake becomes the far wake
relative to point P . Naturally, each different point P on the
tip vortex will have a different near and far wake. The induced
velocity at point P due to the far wake is stored. Whenever
the induced velocity at point P is updated,only the near wake
contribution is recomputed, the stored value is used for the far
wake. The value of qm is a trade-off between computation time
and accuracy and its selection is based on experience. This near
wake technique results in about an order of magnitude reduction in
computation time, which is a great improvement. There is a price
for this reduction in computation time, and that is a major in-
crease in the requirement for fast access memory capacity (core
storage). This may force the use of very large interval sizes
or even prohibit the use of the near wake technique,depending on
the computer available.
The developments described above are primarily for the
forward flight case. Hover is very different from forward flight
because in hover there is no large uniform relative wind. This
means that the wake does not spread out as rapidly and hence more
of the wake must be considered when computing either airloads
or wake geometry. It also means that induced velocities are the
only velocities present and therefore wake geometry is much more
sensitive to changes in induced velocity. This increased sensi-
tivity leads to instabilities in the tip vortex geometry as shown
in [23,24].
Classical propeller theory [25,26] assumes no slipstream
contraction. This is adequate for axial flight,but not statically.
One solution to this problem is to determine the slipstream con-
traction envelope based on actuator disk theory. This envelope
can be used directly in an actuator disk solution for airloads
[27] or as the outer boundary of the vortex sheets trailed by
each rotor blade [28]. To date these envelope solutions have not
produced completely satisfactory results.
Instead of the envelope approach, the distortion of the
wake of each blade can be computed directly in a manner similar
to the forward flight wake geometry computation methods of [19,
22]. These methods [23,29,30] still do not accuately predict the
tip vortex geometry near the rotor. In the far wake, the method
of [23,29] predicts instability which agrees with experimental
data [23,31]. The method of [30] does not predict this insta-
bility but instead computes an average location of the wake. This
is due to computing induced velocities at fixed points in space
rather than at points on the wake.
Since none of the theoretical methods of computing hover-
ing rotor wake geometry is yet completely satisfactoryan em-
pirical correlation method has been developed based on model test
data [23,29,31,32]. This correlation method is currently the
most useful method of computing hovering rotor wake geometry. It
is limited to relatively conventional rotors at present and a
better theoretical model is still desirable.
This quick survey of previous investigations is intended
to place the curren work in the context of previous and parallel
efforts in this field. A more general survey of the literature
can be found in (33].
1.3 Current Investigation
The concentrated tip vortices are the primary source of
vibratory rotor airloads. It is, therefore, necessary to be able
to compute tip vortex geometry as a part of an accurate vibratory
airloads computation. Methods have been developed for computing
tip vortex geometry, but they are very expensive. The current
investigation therefore concentrates on developing inexpensive
tip vortex geometry computation techniques with provisions for
trading-off accuracy for cost. In addition, an efficient air-
loads computation is developed, both to provide the circulation
distribution as an input to the tip vortex geometry computation
and to determine the effect of tip vortex geometry on harmonic
airloads. The special case of hovering rotor tip vortex geometry
is also studied.
1.3.1 Wake Models
The first step is the development of the simplest mathe-
matical model for the vortex wake which gives acceptable results.
The wake is divided into three parts: the tip vortex, the inboard
trailing wake, and the shed wake. Models are developed for each
of these parts. These models are made up of straight vortex line
segments, curved vortex line segments, and plane rectangular vortex
sheet segments. These segments can either be of uniform circula-
tion strength or they can have a linear variation in circulation
strength. The vortex line segments have a vortex core in which
viscous effects become important. In some cases, vortex line
segments having an artificially large vortex core are used to
represent vortex sheet segments at a considerable saving in compu-
tation time.
A basic wake model is developed. The tip vortex is repre-
sented by a vortex line made up of straight vortex line segments.
Curved vortex line segments are used for those segments of tip
vortex, adjacent to the point P on the tip vortex, at which the
induced velocity is being calculated during a wake geometry com-
putation. The inboard trailing wake is represented by either a
vortex sheet or by a vortex line having an artificially large
vortex core. The shed wake can be represented by either a series
of vortex sheet segments or by a series of vortex line segments
having artificially large vortex cores. In any case, the near
shed wake is represented by a vortex sheet segment extending to
within a distance e of the control points on the rotor blade.
This basic wake model and various refinements of it are discussed
more fully in Section 2.
Due to the lack of relative wind, the wake models used in
the computation of hovering tip vortex geometry are somewhat
different from those for forward flight. This is discussed
further in Section 1.3.5.
1.3.2 Circulation-Wake Geometry Iteration
For the forward flight case, two separate computer pro-
grams have been developed: one for computing tip vortex geometry
and one for computing rotor airloads. The airloads program (LDS)
uses a given tip vortex geometry which is held constant for the
duration of the computation. This geometry can be either a
"rigid wake" geometry based on a uniform inflow or a distorted
geometry computed by the tip vortex geometry program. The tip
vortex geometry program (WG) uses a circulation distribution
which remains unchanged for the duration of the computation.
This circulation distribution is normally obtained from a previous
run of the airloads program. As shown in Fig. 3, these two pro-
grams are normally run together in a circulation distribution,
tip-vortex geometry iteration. The first step in this iteration
is usually an airloads computation using the "rigid wake" tip vor-
tex geometry. Tip-vortex geometry is generally not very sensitive
to moderate variati ns in the circulation distribution. Thus one
iteration involving an initial "rigid wake" airloads computation,
a wake geometry computation, and a final "distorted wake" airloads
computation is usually sufficient.
1.3.3 Tip Vortex Geometry Computation
The method of computing tip vortex geometry is an extension
and refinement of the method developed in [19]. The modifications
fall into two categories: those which increase accuracy at the ex-
pense of some increase in computation time and those which greatly
reduce the computation required with a minimal sacrifice in ac-
curacy. The net result is a method which uses the basic itera-
tive approach of [19], but has been completely reworked to achieve
both increased accuracy and a reduction in the amount of computa-
tion required.
The major saving in computation comes from the adoption of
a near-wake/far-wake scheme similar to that used in [22]. Such a
scheme was considered during the development of the method reported
in [19]. The scheme was rejected because it required more fast
access computer memory (core storage) than was available at M.I.T.
at that time. The publication of (22] inspired a second look at
the problem to find a way of reducing the core storage requirements
to a level practical for use on the available computer. The re-
sult is a near-wake/far-wake scheme which achieves most of the
savings in computation obtained in [22] with a much more modest
core storage requirement. This scheme is described in Section 4.
In [19] only the induced velocities at points on the
boundary between the "new" wakewhose geometry has been computed
during the current iteration,and the "old" wake,whose geometry has
not been computed yetare updated. This form of updating has
been retainedwith the refinement that the frequency of updating
is a function of azimuth. This allows more frequent updating to
be specified at the sideswhere many different tip vortices inter-
act closely,compared to fore and aft,where the tip vortices are
more spread out.
In addition, a second, more complete type of updating has
been introduced. In this case, induced velocities are updated for
all of the "new" wake, not just the points on the boundary. This
type of updating requires computation of the induced velocity at
many more points than the first type of updating and it is done
much less frequently. The use of this second type of updating re-
quires a substantial increase in the amount of computation. On
the other hand, it improves the accuracy and stability of the
wake geometry computation, reducing the number of iterations re-
quired and improving the accuracy of the results. Fortunately,
the saving in computation achieved by using the near-wake scheme
more then compensates for the extra computation required by the
new updating process.
In addition to the major modifications to the methods of
(19] described above, various refinements have been introduced.
Instead of basing the wake geometry on only the most recent com-
putation of the distortion, at each stage in the computation the
latest computation of the incremental distortion during the
latest step in age (time) is combined with the immediately pre-
ceding computation of the same distortion in a weighted average.
This averaging greatly improves the stability and the convergence
of the tip-vortex geometry computation. Another refinement is the
use of closed-form integration of the induced velocity over time
to compute the distortion due to the bound vorticity when a rotor
blade passes over an element of the tip vortex. This avoids the
problem of sampling the induced velocity due to the bound vorticity
at discrete points in an area of rapid variation.
In summary, a new tip-vortex geometry-computation method
has been developed starting from the method of [19]. The major
developments are:
(a) The use -f more sophisticated wake models using
vortex sheets, vortex lines having artificially
enlarge vortex cores, and vortex core bursting.
(b) The near-wake/far-wake scheme.
(c) Modification of the original type of updating
and the addition of a new type of updating.
In addition, various lesser developments have been intro-
duced. For a more detailed account of these developments, see
Section 4.
1.3.4 Harmonic Airloads Computation
As shown in Section 1.3.2, an airloads computation is needed
to supply the circulation distribution to the wake geometry com-
putation. It must also be remembered that the actual goal is the
improved computation of rotor harmonic airloads, not just the com-
putation of tip-vortex geometry. Thus an airloads computation is
necessary to evaluate the effects of tip-vortex geometry on rotor
airloads.
To these ends an airloads computation has been developed.
It is described in detail in Section 3, so only its more important
or unusual features will be outlined here.
1) The wake models used are generally similar to those
used in wake-geometry computations.
2) There is provision for a jump in tip-vortex-core size
after a close blade-vortex interaction.
3) The "rigid-Wake" geometry is always used for the in-
board portion of the wake and can be used for the tip
vortex. Alternatively, the distorted tip-vortex
geometry obtained from a wake-geometry computation
can be used.
4) Normally, lifting-line theory is used but for close
blade-tip-vortex interactions, lifting-surface the-
ory is used.
5) Radial flow, dynamic stall, and some compressi-
bility effects are represented by simplified
models.
6) Rigid-body flapping and first mode blade bending
(with an assumed mode shape) are included in the
blade-motion solution. No lag or torsional mo-
tion of the blade is included. Flapping hinge
offset is included and a spring restraint about
the flapping hinge can be used to represent
"rigid" rotors.
The computation of airloads with distorted tip-vortex
geometries, using the above techniques, demonstrated that the
methods for computing close blade-tip vortex interactions are
inadequate. This lead to experiments with various models of the
interaction process. These experiments have lead to some rather
crude, empirical models which give somewhat better results. They
also demonstrate the critical importance of close blade-tip vortex
interactions in determining the harmonic airloads and the neces-
sity for basic research in this area. Until a better model for
close blade-tip vortex interactions is available, the computation
of accurate tip-vortex geometries, at considerable expense, is
hard to justify, except in special cases such as hover.
1.3.5 Hovering Wake Geometry
The hovering tip-vortex geometry computation is developed
from the general forward-flight computation. Axial symmetry of
the wake geometry is assumed (i.e., any wake element having a
given radial station n and age 6 will have the same geometry for
all azimuth *). This symmetry assumption greatly simplifies the
computation,since tip-vortex geometry and hence induced-velocities
are calculated at only one azimuth instead of at twenty-four azi-
muths.
Since there is no relative wind in the hovering case, the
wake does not move -ay from the rotor as rapidly as in the for-
ward flight case. This requires that a hovering tip-vortex-
geometry computation consider more of the wake than a forward
flight computation. Typically 12r (6 turns) of hovering tip vor-
tex geometry is computed and as much as 24w (12 turns) of wake is
considered below point P when computing the induced velocity at
that point. In addition, a semi-infinite vortex cylinder is used
to represent the tip vortex from the end of the normal wake model
to infinity. Besides the normal models used to represent the in-
board trailing wake,there is provision for the use of tilted
vortex sheets based on the experimental observations of (23].
A specialized airloads computation for the hovering case
has not been developed. Due to the assumption of symmetry, the
circulation is constant around the azimuth. The tip vortex cir-
culation used in tip vortex geometry computations is obtained
either by simple uniform inflow computations or from the experi-
mental data. This is adequate for current use but an operational
hovering tip-vortex geometry computation would require a cor-
responding airloads computation.
The results obtained from the hovering tip-vortex geometry
computation near the rotor are similar to those obtained by other
investigators (23,30] making similar computations (i.e., the theory
does not predict rapid enough wake contraction or downward move-
ment near the rotor). In the far wake,convergence to a stable
tip-vortex geometry is achieved only by the introduction of weighted
averaging between iterations as described in Section 1.3.3. This
convergence may be artificial and only represents an average po-
sition of the tip vortex, since there is some evidence that the
far wake is unstable in reality [23,24].
1.4 Assumptions and Approximations
This section is a review of the basic assumptions and ap-
proximations used in the computation of tip-vortex geometry and
harmonic airloads. The basic assumption of steady state, equi-
librium flight is made. This means that the rotor angular ve-
locity 2, the helicopter flight speed (or the relative wind
speed) V, the incidence of the tip-path plane relative to the
wind, i, and the net thrust and torque of the rotor all remain
constant over time. It is further assumed that all rotor-blade
referenced quantities such as airloads, bound circulation, and
blade motion are cyclic in azimuth angle every 360*. This implies
that the wake circulation is also cyclic every 360* and that
the wake geometry is stable.
A simplified basic model is used to save computation.
This basic model can be described as unsteady, three-dimensional,
inviscid and incompressible lifting-line theory. This basic
model is satisfactory for the bulk of the computations, but is is
modified in some regions. Near a concentrated vortex line, such
as the tip vortex, a special vortex-core model is used. Viscous
effects such as stall and tip vortex core bursting are also
modeled. Compressibility effects on lift-curve slope, on maxi-
mum lift coefficient, and on drag are included. For close rotor-
blade/tip-vortex interactions, lifting-surface theory is used.
Thus the more important effects of viscosity, compressibility,
and lifting-surface theory are included without the expense and
complication of using a complete viscous and compressible lifting-
surface theory.
A set of formulae is used to approximate airfoil section
lift and drag as a function of Mach number, angle of attack and
time rate of change of angle of attack. These formulae are typi-
cal of modern cambered helicopter airfoils, but do not represent
any particular airfoil. Dynamic stall, radial flow, and reverse
flow effects are modeled. The tangential component of induced
velocity can be included if desired, but it is not normally
very important.
In the blade-motion solution, rigid-body flapping and
first mode flapwise 'Lade bending are included, but lag and tor-
sional motion are not. The effects of flapping hinge offset are
included but lag and torsional motion are not. The effects of
flapping hinge offset are included and a spring about the flap-
ping hinge can be used to simulate a cantilever rotor. In both
the calculation of blade motion and of harmonic airloads, all
harmonics of blade motion are included and no small angle
assumptions are made. In the determination of the relative posi-
tions of the wake and the rotor blades, however, the zeroth and
first harmonics of flapping are assumed to be small angles and
the higher harmonics of flapping plus all harmonics of blade
bending are neglected.
1.5 Nomenclature and Notation
1.5.1 Fundamental Nomenclature
This section defines the most important nomenclature used
in this report. Less important, or less widely used nomenclature
will be defined where it is first used. To start with fundamen-
tals, consider the words: airloads (or harmonic airloads), wake
geometry, and distortion.
Airloads are the rotor blade section aerodynamic lift per
unit radius (lb/in). The lift is that component of the total
section aerodynamic force which is perpendicular to the local
relative wind (neglecting radial flow). Airloads vary with both
the rotor blade azimuth angle ($) and the radial station (n) on
the rotor blade. The term harmonic airloads is used to emphasize
that all azimuthal harmonics of airloads are of interest here,
not just the steady-state component.
Wake geometry is the geometric relationship between the
various elements of the wake and of the rotor. All wake geometry
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is measured relative to the rotor tip-path plane (TPP). This
eliminates the effect of first harmonic flapping on wake ge-
ometry. The effects of higher harmonics of flapping on wake
geometry are neglected.
The wake geometry is divided into two parts: the fundamen-
tal wake geometry and the distortion. The fundamental wake ge-
ometry is that due to the motion of the rotor blades relative to
the free stream (neglecting higher harmonic flapping). Thus the
fundamental tip-vortex geometry is the skewed helix described by
the rotor blade tip as it moves relative to the free stream.
The distortion is that part of the wake geometry which is due
to the velocities induced by the wake and by the bound circula-
tion. In the "rigid wake" assumption, the induced velocity is
uniform and perpendicular to the TPP. Thus, for this case, the
tip vortex distortion is obtained by adding the uniform induced
inflow to that component of the free stream which is perpendicu-
lar to the TPP. This results in the stretching of the funda-
mental skewed helix along an axis perpendicular to the TPP.
In the general distorted wake case, the induced velocity
can be nonuniform, time varying, and three dimensional. Consider
the location of a general point P in the wake. Point P will
have a position (P ) on the fundamental skewed helix which re-
mains fixed relative to the air in the free stream. The distor-
tion vector (D), drawn from P to the actual location of point
P., will, in general, vary with time and with the choice of
point P.
1.5.2 Fundamental Notation
This section defines the basic notation needed to follow
the more general portions of this report. Other, less important
notation is defined as it first occurs in the text. Most of the
notation used here is defined in an alphabetical list of notation
at the beginning of this report. Any notation not defined in
this list is very specialized and is only used in one small part
of the report, such as an appendix.
Point P is a general point at which the induced velocity
is being computed. "or airloads computations, P n is a point on
the n blade of the rotor. The n blade has an azimuth angle $
and point P is at radial station n. Radial station n is a dis-
tance rIR from the center of rotation, where R is the rotor radius.
For wake geometry computations, P is a point in the wake.
The element of wake at point P was originally shed from radial
station n on the n blade, which had an azimuth angle 4 at the
instant of shedding. The current age 6 of the element of wake
at point P n is the difference between $ and the current azimuth
angle of the n blade. 'Thus the azimuth angle, in radians, is
used as a nondimensional time. Figure 4 illustrates the case
* = 60*, n = 1.0, 6 = 180*, p = 0.19, and A* = 30*, where v is
the advance ratio (relative wind speed normalized by tip speed)
and the tip vortex line is represented by straight line segments
subtending A* = 30*.
Point P is the point at the upper (larger azimuth angle)
end of the vortex-line segment whose contribution to the induced
velocity at point P is being computed. The element of wake at
point P was originally shed from radial station t on the X blade,
which had an azimuth angle $ at the instant of shedding. The
current age, 6., of the element of wake at point P is the differ-
ence between $ and the current azimuth angle of the t blade. On
a multi-bladed rotor the Z blade and the n blade are not always
the same. The Z blade is identified by C, which is the azimuth
angle by which the I blade leads the n blade. Thus, for a three-
bladed rotor, ; can have three values: 0*, 120*, and 240* asso-
ciated with the three blades. For example, in Fig. 4, C = 0
and in Fig. 5, C = 1200.
Figure 5 illustrates the case of a three-bladed rotor
(nb = 3), P = .19, n = .50, t = 1.0, 4' = 120*, 6 = 0*, $ = 150*,
A* = 30*, 6 = 90*, C = 1200, and m = 2, where A$ is the vortex
line segment size and m is the number of turns (360* in azimuth)
of wake included. Only the tip vortex of the C = 120* blade
is shown for clarity. The Z blade is shown at three different
ages: 0, 6,, and 6 + A$ while the n blade is only shown at age
6 = 0.
Notice that the age 6, is related to C, $, and $:
For wake geometry computations 6 is not zero at points P in the
wake and Eq. 1.1 can be generalized:
= (1.2)
For airloads computations, however, 6 is always zero, since the
induced velocity is only computed at points P on the rotor blades.
Since 6 is not needed for the age of P in airloads computations,
it is normally used to replace 6 ., the age of P., in these compu-
tations. Thus the 6 used in wake geometry computations is always
zero in airloads computations and the 6 used in wake geometry
computations becomes 6 in airloads computations. This means that
Eq. 1.2 applies only to wake geometry computations and that, for
airloads computations, Eq. 1.1 becomes:
(1.3)
The points at the ends of the vortex-line segmentwhose
contribution to the induced velocity at point P is being com-
puted,are labeled points Pa and Pb* Normally, point Pa is also
point P. The vectors from point P to points Pa and Pb are a
and b, respectively. The nondimensional circulation of the vor-
tex-line segment is ya' with positive y a going from point Pa to
point Pb. Figure 5 illustrates these definitions.
The airload at point P on the n blade is L(n,$*), with
dimensions of lb/in. The local blade section angle of attack
at point P on the n blade is a(n,P) radians. The total inflow,
perpendicular to the TPP, at point P on the n blade is )in,P),
normalized by tip speed (OR). The distortion vector of a point
P n on the tip vorte. is D($,6), normalized by rotor radius (R).
Note that if point P is not constrained to be on the tip vortex,
then D also becomes a function of the radial station n.
Since only steady-state flight is considered here, airloads,
inflow, blade motion, etc., repeat every 2w in azimuth. It is,
therefore, often convenient to harmonically analyze these quanti-
ties. For most variables, the harmonics are written conventionally.
For example, airloads:
L&~,/) L( 7 +~ L i cos(nh)+ L., (-) smin(n *)] 14
and inflow, positive downwards:
(1.5)
For the rotor-blade flapping angle a(*), positive upwards, the
NACA notation is used:
A., Cos (n0+ Lsin (n*(1.6)
The flapping is measured relative to the no-feathering plane
(NFP), since there is no first harmonic flapping relative to
the TPP.
1.5.3 Normalization
Most of the variables used in this report are nondimen-
sional (normalized). Table 1 summarizes the general rules used
in normalizing variables. Exceptions to these rules will be ex-
plained as they occur in the rest of the report. Standard heli-
copter normalization is used for advance ratio y, thrust coef-
ficient CT, horizontal force coefficient CH, power coefficient C ,
torque coefficient CQ, and solidity a.
SECTION 2
VORTEX-WAKE MODELS
Any scheme to compute either wake induced airloads or wake
geometry must start with a mathematical model of the wake. As
discussed previously, this model must be as simple as possible to
allow efficient computation of induced velocities. The Biot-Savart
relation (for large distances) is such that the magnitude of the
induced velocity varies inversely with the square of the distance
between a finite element of vortex wake and the point at which the
induced velocity is computed. Therefore, when computing the in-
duced velocity at a point P 1 , the wake near point P must be treated
very carefully. The wake moderately far from point P can be repre-
sented by relatively simple models and the wake very far from point
P can be neglected. The Biot-Savart relation also implies a singu-
larity in induced velocity at the center of any vortex wake element
having finite circulation. Since there are no infinite induced ve-
locities in reality, the mathematical model of the vortex wake
must include physically realistic ways of avoiding these singulari-
ties.
2.1 Basic Wake Model
First, the basic wake model must be chosen. This consists
of a concentrated tip vortex line, an inboard trailing vortex line
or sheet, and a shed wake. The trailing wake is the wake resulting
from radial variations in the bound circulation, while the shed wake
comes from azimuth bound circulation variations. As discussed in
Subsection 1.1, the tip vortex is the most important part of the
wake and must be represented in any wake model. The inboard trail-
ing wake is necessary to conserve circulation. Trial runs show that
airloads and wake geometry computations made both with and without
it included, give substantially different results (Fig. 6). If the
trailing wake circulation is constant around the azimuth, then
there is no shed wake. If the trailing-wake circulation varies
around the azimuth, then there must be a shed wake to conserve
circulation.
To extend th basic wake model all the way to infinity
would require an infinite amount of computation, which is not prac-
tical. The following approximations are, therefore, used. For
hovering cases, the basic wake model extends downward for about
one rotor radius, and thereafter the tip vortex is represented by
a semi-infinite vortex cylinder over which the Biot-Savart rela-
tion can be integrated in closed form. For forward-flight cases,
enough revolutions of wake are included in the basic wake model
to ensure that it contains all wake elements within about a rotor
radius of any point at which induced velocities are computed.
This is, typically, four revolutions for p = 0.10 or two revolu-
tions for y = 0.20. The rest of the wake is neglected, since it
makes a negligible contribution to the induced velocities being
computed. Figure 7 shows two revolutions of the basic wake model.
2.2 Wake Model with n Trailing Vortex Lines
The question of more elaborate wake models than the basic
one described above requires some discussion. The standard tech-
nique is to use a multiplicity of trailing vortex lines, typically
10 to 20. To determine the wake circulation, it is necessary to
find the induced velocity, and hence, the circulation at n-l radial
stations for an n trailing vortex-line-wake model. When the basic
wake model is used, the induced velocity can be computed at any
convenient number of radial stations, typically six, which results
in a factor of 1.5 to 3 saving in computation. The lesser number
of wake elements in the basic wake model results in a further fac-
tor of 6 to 13 saving in computation time.
To avoid the very time-consuming, repeated computation of
induced velocities by the Biot-Savart relation during airloads com-
putations, a matrix of influence coefficients (QMAT) is stored.
When QMAT is multiplied by a bound circulation matrix, a matrix of
the induced velocity at each radial and azimuthal station is pro-
duced. QMAT is only a function of wake geometry and the wake model
used; thus it remains constant during the complete circulation iter-
ation. The size of QMAT is determined by the number of induced ve-
locities computed (number of radial stations times the number of
azimuthal stations, typically 6x25 = 125) and by the size of the
bound circulation matrix (the number of radial stations times the
number of azimuthal stations, typically 1x25 = 25). In the basic
wake model, only one radial bound circulation station is required
to completely describe the wake model. Thus, at 4 bytes per word,
QMAT requires about 15k bytes of core storage. When compared to
the 180k bytes required by the entire airloads program, this is
not excessive. For the n trailing vortex-line case, n-l radial
bound circulation stations are needed. Thus, for n=20, about 930k
bytes of core storage is needed, which is more than 5 times the
size of the rest of the airloads program. Thus, to save both com-
putation time and computer core storage, effort has been concen-
trated on the basic wake model and simple extensions which only
require one radial bound circulation station.
2.3 Wake Model Elements
It is not possible to integrate the Biot-Savart relation for
induced velocity in closed form over the relatively simple "rigid
wake" geometry, much less over the actual distorted wake geometry.
This leaves a choice between numerical integration over the actual
shape of the wake or the construction of an approximate wake model
out of simple elements for which the Biot-Savart relation can be
integrated in closed form. In the first case, errors arise from
the computation of the integrand at discrete points in an area of
rapid variation. These errors become large near a concentrated
vortex line, such as the tip vortex, unless the number of inte-
grand computation points is made very large. In the second case,
errors arise from the representation of curved vortex line elements
by a series of straight line segments. These errors are acceptable
for reasonable line-segment lengths (typically 150 in azimuth).
For a given level of accuracy, the second case requires much less
computation than the first and it is, therefore, used hereafter.
The simple wake elements chosen are straight vortex-line
segments, plane rectangular vortex sheet segments, and circular
arc vortex-line segments. Formulas are developed in Appendix A
for the velocity induced, at a general point in space, by straight
vortex-line segments having either constant circulation or a linear
variation of circulation. Similar formulas are developed in
Appendix B for plane rectangular vortex sheets. Formulas are de-
veloped in Appendix C for the velocity induced by a circular arc
vortex-line segment (with a finite vortex core) at a point on it-
self. The self-induced velocity of a circular arc vortex-line
segment is infinite unless a vortex core, where the circulation
is a function of radius, is included in the computation. The actual
use of these elements to model the various parts of the wake is
described below, in Subsections 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7.
2.4 Vortex Core Models
Three different vortex core models are used for vortex-line
segments. One of these models is also used for vortex sheet seg-
ments. All of these models assume that the vortex core is axially
symmetric about the center of the vortex line. The size of the
core region is characterized by a core radius pc (normalized by R).
This parameter p c is defined as the radius at which the maximum
tangential induced velocity is achieved. Thus p c is not neces-
sarily the radius at which the vorticity goes to zero or the outer
limit of the region where the Biot-Savart relation is inaccurate.
2.4.1 Solid Body Rotation Model
The simplest vortex core model is solid body rotation.
For this case, the radial circulation distribution is:
/O/P) f(2.1)
where yc (p) is the circulation at radius p (normalized by the total
circulation of the vortex line) and p is the radial coordinate
from the center of the vortex line (normalized by pc) . This model
considerably overestimates the induced velocity near p = 1.0 and
hence it is not used here for straight vortex-line or vortex-sheet
segments. Bliss [40] shows that the choice of circulation distri-
bution makes very little difference when computing the self-
induced velocity of a vortex ring. The simple solid body rotation
model is, therefore, used here for curved vortex-line segments which
are simply incomplete vortex rings.
2.4.2 Fixed Wing Vortex Core Model
A somewhat more complicated model is the "fixed wing vortex
core model". This model is based on measurements of tip vortex
properties behind fixed-wing wind-tunnel models [36, 37, 38]. The
vortex core radius is:
/A .05- (c/R) (2.2)
where c = blade chord (ft). The radial circulation distribution
is:
YC( 1 ) i+. /(2.3)
In the experimental data [36, 37, 38], pc varies from 0.025 (c/R)
to 0.063 (c/R) and the peak tangentially induced velocity varies
from 84% to 139% of that predicted by this model. From Eq. 2.3,
YC(1) = 0.5 for this model and from Eq. 2.1 yc (1) = 1.0 for the
solid body rotation model. Thus, the solid body rotation model
gives twice the peak tangential induced velocity that this model
does and therefore does not agree as well with the experimental
data.
This fixed-wing vortex-core model is very easy to use.
For the case of a straight vortex-line segment:
/P / c(2.4)
where h is defined in Eq. A.19 of Appendix A. Now yc (h) can be
written:
S + ft(2.5)
To obtain the induced velocity contribution of a straight-
line vortex segment, including a vortex core, the normal expression
developed in Appendix A is multiplied by yc (h). The case of a
vortex-sheet segment is more complicated because yc (h) is a function
of x and is inside the x integral. This case is discussed in
Subsection B.3 of Appendix B.
2.4.3 Rotary Wing Vortex Core Model
Recently, Cook [39] has published measurements of the tip
vortex of a full-scale, one-bladed helicopter rotor hovering on a
whirl tower. These measurements show almost an order of magnitude
smaller core radius p c when compared with the fixed-wing measure-
ments [36, 37, 38]. The magnitude of the measured peak tangentially
induced velocity is about the same. This implies a very different
type of radial circulation distribution and a new "rotary-wing
vortex core model" has been developed to fit this data. The vortex-
core radius is:
W .0 0 8 (C/R)(2.6)
and the radial circulation distribution is:
C.-07S-I) / (2.7)
This model is only used for straight vortex-line segments. The
model is not used for vortex sheets because there are no measure-
ments available for vortex sheets behind a rotor blade. In the
absence of experimental data, the "fixed-wing vortex core model",
which is much easier to integrate, is used for vortex-sheet seg-
ments.
2.4.4 Comparison of Vortex Core Models
A comparison of the induced velocity (V0 ) as a function of
the radial coordinate (p) for the three different vortex-core
models is given in Fig. 8. The results are normalized by the peak
induced velocity of the solid body rotation model (V*). The core
size p c for the solid body rotation and the "fixed-wing" models
is the same and is used to normalize the p in Fig. 8. The pc for
the "rotary-wing" model is only 15% as large as the p c for the
other two models. The smaller core size is a necessary part of
the model.
For the solid body rotation model, the influence of the
vortex core ends at p = 1 and everything after that is simply the
Biot-Savart relation. For the other two models, the influence of
the vortex core extends to infinity. As can be seen in Fig. 8,
he results of both of these models are asymptotic to the Biot-
Savart relation for large p. Therefore, the computation of the
vortex core influence can be dropped for sufficiently large p.
As shown in Fig. 8, the fixed-wing model gives about the
same results as the rotary-wing model, except for p< 0.5 (i.e.,
p< 0.025 chords). Since such close blade-vortex interactions do
not occur very frequently, airloads computations using the two
different models normally give similar results (see Fig. 9). As
shown in Appendix D, there is some doubt about the validity of
the rotary-wing model. Based on these considerations, and the
great simplicity of the fixed-wing model, the rotary-wing model
remains experimental while the fixed-wing model is standard. For
more background on the fixed- and rotary-wing vortex-core models,
see Appendix D.
2.5 Tip Vortex Models
The concentrated tip vortex line is (with one exception)
represented by straight vortex-line segments subtending equal
azimuth intervals (A$, typically 15*). The exception occurs when
it is necessary to compute the induced velocity at a point on the
tip vortex line, due to the adjacent tip vortex-line segments.
This occurs only in the tip vortex geometry program. For this
case, curved vortex-line segments are used, Appendix C. Whether
curved or straight, vortex-line segments have vortex cores. For
curved segments, the solid body rotation vortex core model is
used. For straight segments, the fixed-wing vortex-core model is
normally used, but the rotary-wing vortex-core model is available
as an option.
2.5.1 Vortex Core Bursting
A close interaction between a rotor blade and a concentrated
tip vortex line may cause changes in the properties of the tip vortex
line. One possibility is that a close blade-vortex interaction will
cause instability in the viscous vortex core leading to a break-
down or bursting of the core. This bursting does not destroy circu-
lation, but does result in a large increase in vortex-core radius.
Another possibility is the interaction of the concentrated
tip vortex line and the near wake. A close blade-vortex interaction
generates rapid spanwise variations of bound circulation on the
rotor blade (Fig. 10). These variations lead to a trailing wake
near the blade known as the near wake. The central portion of the
near wake comes from the very rapid change of bound circulation be-
tween the positive and the negative peaks shown in Fig. 10. This
central portion is relatively concentrated, has circulation opposite
in sign to the tip vortex line, and can be of the same order of mag-
nitude as the tip vortex line. The outer portions of the near
wake are spreadout vortex sheets having the same total magnitude
of circulation as the central portion, but of opposite sign. Thus,
the central portion of the near wake could roll up with the tip
vortex line and partially cancel it, leaving the distributed outer
portions instead. This process should be modeled by reducing the
tip vortex-line circulation and adding vortex sheets on either
side of the vortex line. This is complicated. A crude, but much
simpler model, is to increase the vortex-core radius.
To explore the effect of these possibilities on airloads
and wake geometry, a vortex-bursting model has been developed.
Two vortex-core radii are used for the concentrated tip vortex
line: a small radius associated with the vortex-core model and a
much larger, burst radius. All tip vortex-line segments start out
with the small radius when they leave the blade at zero age. If
the tip vortex-line segment at azimuth angle $ experiences, for
the first time, a close blade-vortex interaction at age 6b' it is
said to have burst. This segment at $ will then have the small
radius for all ages less than 6b and the larger, burst radius
for all ages greater than 6 . This 6b($) function is obtained
routinely during airloads computations and can be input for wake
geometry computations. The criteria for determining if a blade-
vortex interaction is close enough to cause bursting and at what
point in the interaction this bursting occurs are input parameters.
These parameters and the vortex-core radii can be varied to test
different theories.
Observation of measured rotor airloads [49,50] shows that
close blade vortex interactions near $ = 90* normally produce
larger airload peaks than similar interactions at larger azimuth
angles. Ordinary vortex bursting is not the answer, because
these peaks often come from the first close interaction that a
particular tip vortex-line segment experiences. These first in-
teractions are due to a rotor blade sweeping over the tip vortex
line left by the preceding blade, starting at about $ = 90 * and
continuing to about $ = 270*. Before $ %90 and after $ %270*,
the tip of the blade does not extend as far as the tip vortex left
by the preceding blade and no close interaction occurs. To clarify
this, look at Fig. 5 and imagine another q blade at $ = 60* and
= 1800. This blade does not reach the tip vortex line.
A possible explanation for the observed reduction in airload
peaks is the propagation of vortex bursting. When the rotor blade
first starts sweeping over the tip vortex from the preceding blade,
at about $ = 90*, normal bursting occurs. This means that the
bursting occurs behind the blade, after the first close interaction.
Thus, this first close interaction results in a large airload peak at
about $ = 90*. This bursting instability then propagates up the tip
vortex for increasing $ at a rate faster than the rotor blade. Thus,
the tip vortex can burst before the first close interaction for
$ > 90*. This could explain the reduced airload peaks in this area.
This propagation of bursting is speculative. On the other
hand, it is the only explanation which has been developed for the
observed reduction in the airload peaks, due to the first close
blade-vortex interaction, over the forward portion of the rotor disk.
To investigate the propagation idea, a simple model has been de-
veloped. Propagation starts when the first close interaction occurs
(normally near $ = 90*). A uniform propagation rate and the $ at
which all propagation stops are input parameters which can be varied
to test different theories.
To summarize, models have been developed for tip vortex-core
bursting and the propagation of this bursting. The parameters de-
fining these models are inputs which can be varied. Bursting is
simulated by a simple increase in vortex-core radius, the vortex-
core model remains unchanged. A segment of tip vortex which has
already burst cannot be burst a second time by any subsequent close
blade-vortex interactions.
2.5.2 Near Wake Caused by the Tip Vortex
Close blade-vortex interactions, which involve the concen-
trated tip vortex line, lead to extremely rapid spanwise variations
of the bound circulation. This causes the shedding of some extra
trailing wake which, in turn, modifies the bound circulation dis-
tribution by changing the induced angle-of-attack distribution.
This extra trailing wake ultimately either rolls up with the tip
vortex or becomes part of the distributed inboard trailing wake.
The part of this wake just behind the blade which shed it (the
near wake) has not had time to roll up and/or merge with the rest
of the wake. This near wake, therefore, has an important effect
on the airloads distribution, and hence the bound circulation dis-
tribution,which is not represented by the basic wake model. In
addition to this near wake effect, Johnson [52] has shown that
there are important lifting-surface effects on the airloads due
to a close blade-vortex interaction.
The normal solution to this near wake problem is to use
lifting-line theory with an n trailing vortex-line model. This
solution is expensive and it neglects both lifting-surface effects
and any rollup of the near wake. Furthermore, the n used is often
too small to adequately represent the near wake due to a close
blade-vortex interaction. For example, consider Fig. 10 which
shows a distance of less than one chord between the positive and
negative bound circulation peaks. Since the peaks are located
randomly with respect to the n trailing vortex lines, these lines
must be spaced no more than 1/3 chord apart to ensure hitting the
peaks. This implies values of n around 50 for typical high aspect
ratio rotor blades, which is very expensive.
A common solution to the rollup problem is to only use the
n trailing vortex line model for the near wake, with a two trailing
vortex line model (similar to the basic wake model) for the far
wake. This is good as far as it goes, but it still requires the
computation of induced velocities at (n-1) radial stations and
neglects lifting-surface effects. Lifting-surface theory could be
applied to this model, but it would require the computation of in-
duced velocities at several chordwise stations for each radial
station. Taking a m.nimal 5 chordwise stations and (n-1) = 50,
this implies the computation of induced velocities at 250 stations
on the blade at each azimuth. This compares with the 6 stations
normally used in this report.
To avoid this expense,superposition is used and the near
wake due to each close blade-vortex interaction is treated sepa-
rately. Johnson [52,53] has developed a planar lifting-surface
solution for the loading on an infinite aspect ratio wing, due to
an infinite, straight vortex line in a subsonic, compressible,
free stream. The vortex line lies in a plane parallel to the plane
of the wing, at a given distance below it and at an arbitrary
angle with the wing centerline. Based on this solution, Johnson
[52, 53] has developed an approximate analytical expression for
the lift influence function. A simplified, incompressible version
of this approximate cxpression is used for each individual close
blade-vortex interaction. Since the tip vortex line is modelled
by a series of straight-line segments, each of these segments is
examined individually to see if it is involved in a close blade-
vortex interaction.
The rotor blade has a finite aspect ratio, the vortex-
line segment has a finite length, and the plane of the vortex
line is not always parallel to the plane of the rotor blade, but
all of these factors are neglected in applying this approximate
lifting-surface solution. Furthermore, the lift-influence function
is applied to the induced velocity contribution of the vortex-line
segment instead of the lift. This implies that the lift-curve
slope is constant. Notwithstanding all of these approximations
this simplified lifting-surface solution is much more representa-
tive of near wake effects than a lifting-line solution. Further-
more, by applying this lifting-surface solution only at points
where it becomes important, a very efficient computation is achieved.
In summary, each tip vortex-line segment is examined to see
if it is involved in a close blade-vortex interaction. If it is,
then its contribution to the induced velocity at various points
on the blade is multiplied by an approximate lift influence func-
tion developed by Johnson [52, 53]. Superposition is assumed to
hold and the near wake due to anything but close blade-vortex in-
teractions is neglected, except for a very approximate representa-
tion by the basic wake model and its extensions.
2.5.3 Tip Vortex Sheet Plus Vortex Line Model
In reality, the trailing wake is shed from the blade as a
concentrated vortex line plus some distributed circulation. The
concentrated vortex line is shed from the tip of the blade. The
distributed circulation is shed inboard of the tip. Some of the
distributed circulation eventually rolls up with the concentrated
tip vortex. The rest of the distributed circulation remains
spread out, at least near the rotor. In this work, the tip vortex
is defined to include the concentrated tip vortex line, plus any
distributed circulation which eventually rolls up with it. The
rest of the distributed circulation is the inboard trailing wake.
In the basic wake model, it is assumed that, at each azimuth,
all of the trailing wake shed outboard of the radial maximum in bound
circulation will eventually roll up with the tip vortex (see
Appendix D.4 for theoretical justification of this assumption).
The normal basic wake model assumes that this rollup is instantane-
ous and that the concentrated tip vortex appears, full strength, at
the tip of the blade. To test this assumption of instantaneous
rollup, an alternative vortex sheet plus vortex line (VSVL) tip
vortex model is used. This VSVL model represents both the concen-
trated and the distributed parts of the tip vortex, as well as
the rollup process. The representation used is very simple, and not
really suitable for a production program, but it is adequate to
evaluate the importance of rollup in airloads computations. The
airloads program can use either the simple basic wake model (instan-
taneous rollup) or the VSVL tip vortex model. The wake geometry
program uses only the simple instantaneous rollup model.
The tip vortex circulation, in the VSVL model, is initially
split between a concentrated tip vortex line and a distributed tip
vortex sheet. The concentrated tip vortex line is shed from the
blade tip (9, = 1.0). The distributed vortex sheet is shed from a
segment of the blade extending from the tip (k = 1.0) inboard to
a radial station kt(f). This Zt($) is an input function of axi-
muth angle ($) and is determined using the bound circulation dis-
tribution from a previous airloads computation for the same case.
The total circulation of the tip vortex line plus the tip
vortex sheet is the same as the circulation of the tip vortex
line in the simple instantaneous rollup model. The fraction of
the total tip vortex circulation which is included in the concentra-
ted tip vortex line at azimuth angle $ and age 6 is ft($,6). Fort
the instantaneous rollup model ft($,6) = 1.0 for all $ and 6.
For the VSVL Model:
(2.8)
Thus, ft($,6) is assumed to be linear in age (6) starting from an
initial fo($) = f(,0) at the instant the wake element leaves the
rotor blade (6 = 0). The function f ($) is an input to the program
t0
and, like kt($), is determined using the bound circulation distribu-
tion from a previous airloads computation for the same case. The
rollup rate (fD) is also an input to the program and is -varied as at
parameter.
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The near wake segment of the tip vortex sheet is the seg-
ment just behind the a blade. This near wake must be handled with
special care, due to its proximity to the points P on the n blade
at which the induced velcoity is being computed. To avoid the edge
singularity, the radial station 2 ($) of tie inner edge of the vor-
tex sheet must always be chosen midway between adjacent points P .
In addition, the geometry of the near tip vortex sheet must be
very accurately defined relative to the f blade.
Normally, the geometry of a trailing vortex sheet segment
is determined by translating a trailing vortex-line segment a dis-
tance Ax oerpendicular to itself (see Appendix B). Since trailing
vortex-line segments are not always perpendicular to the Z blade
which shed them, this can lead to either a gap or an overlap be-
tween the Z blade and the vortex sheet (see Fig. 11). Ordinarily,
this is not important, but for the near wake, the t blade is also
the f blade, on which the induced velocity is being computed. So
for the near wake case, no gap or overlap between the n blade and
the vortex sheet can be allowed. The near wake vortex-sheet seg-
ment, therefore, extends back perpendicular to the f blade for a
distance equal to the corresponding trailing vortex line (see
Fig. 11).
The net result of the VSVL model is that the tip vortex
sheet circulation decays linearly with time, while total tip vor-
tex circulation remains constant. The dimensions of the tip vortex
sheet do not change with time. A model where the vortex sheet
rolls up into the vortex line like a window shade would be closer
to what happens in reality. The VSVL model is much simpler to
implement, however, and it is good enough to test the importance
of modeling tip vortex rollup at all.
2.6 Inboard Trailing Wake
The inboard trailing wake is the wake caused by radial
variations in bound circulation which is shed from that portion
of the rotor blade inboard of the peak bound circulation. It has
a total circulation equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to
that of the tip vortex. Unlike the tip vortex, the inboard trail-
ing wake does not seem to roll up into a concentrated vortex line
(at least not near enough to the rotor to affect the rotor air-
loads). This distributed nature of the inboard trailing wake
means that its precise geometry is not as important as the geometry
of the concentrated tip vortex line. This is fortunate because
the computation of its geometry would involve the computation of
the location of a network of points over a wide area. Compared
to the computation of the location of points on a tip vortex
line, this would be very expensive. For these reasons,only the
simple "rigid wake" geometry is used for the inboard trailing
wake in this report, with the exception of an empirical "prescribed"
wake geometry used for some hovering cases.
Ideally, the inboard trailing wake should be represented
by a vortex sheet of appropriately varying circulation. In prac-
tice, this vortex sheet is broken up into either vortex-line or
vortex-sheet segments as described in Subsection 2.3. Azimuthally,
these segments either have constant circulation or linearly varying
circulation. Radial circulation variations could be represented
by a multitude of vortex-line or vortex-sheet segments. As dis-
cussed in Subsection 2.2, this alternative is very expensive and
is not used here. Instead, either a single vortex line or a
single vortex sheet is used.
When the vortex-sheet model is used, the circulation of
the vortex sheet does not vary with radius. This corresponds to
a linear variation in bound circulation with radius. The inboard
edge of the vortex sheet is normally taken to be at the blade root
cutout radius. The outboard edge of the vortex sheet is an input
function of azimuth angle Z ($) for airloads computations, while
it is computed in wake geometry computations. In either case, it
is a function of the bound circulation distribution obtained from
a previous airloads computation, if available. This vortex-sheet
model works well, but it is more expensive than the vortex-line
model, due to the more complicated formula for the induced velocity
contribution of a vortex-sheet segment.
The single vortex-line model is faster and simpler to use.
However, it has the disadvantage of using a concentrated vortex
line to represent a distributed vortex sheet. This can lead to
close blade-vortex interactions which cause large airloads peaks.
These peaks are products of the model and do not exist in reality
where there is no concentrated vortex line to cause them. This
problem can be alleviated by using a vortex line having a very
large vortex-core radius. Normally, this vortex line is located
radially in the middle of the average vortex sheet and has a
vortex-core diameter equal to the width of this average vortex
sheet. Basically, this corresponds to spreading out the vortex-
line circulation over a circle whose diameter is equal to the
width of the vortex sheet. Naturally, this three-dimensional
spreading out of the circulation does not give the same answer
as the two-dimensional spreading involved in a vortex sheet.
However, the approximation is adequate for most purposes and this
model is considerably less expensive than the vortex-sheet model.
Since the vortex-core radius is artificial, there is no vortex
core bursting.
The near portion of the inboard trailing wake (that part
just behind the n blade) must be handled with some care. For
the vortex-line model, it is necessary only to make sure that the
center of the vortex line starts at a radial station midway be-
tween two adjacent points P at which airloads are computed. For
the vortex-sheet model, the edges of the sheet must start at
radial stations midway between two adjacent points P . In addi-
tion, the geometry of the vortex sheet must be very accuratelv
defined relative to the n blade. This is covered in more detail
for the near tip vortex sheet case in Subsection 2.5.3.
2.7 Shed Wake
The shed wake is all of the wake caused by azimuthal vari-
ations in the bound circulation. Like the inboard trailing wake,
it is a distributed vortex sheet which does not appear to roll up
near the rotor. Furthermore, the magnitude of the circulation
in the shed wake is much less, sometimes as much as an order of
magnitude less, than the trailing-wake circulation. Thus, the
shed wake, with the exception of the near shed wake, can be
treated fairly simply. The near shed wake must be handled care-
fully, due to the singularity as a shed vortex line approaches
the points P on the n blade.
Normally, a vortex-line model is used for the shed wake
with the exception of the near shed wake. This model consists of
accumulating all of the change in bound circulation between
azimuth angles $ and $ + A$ into a shed vortex line at azimuth
angle $. The shed vortex line extends from a corner between two
tip vortex-line segments to a corner between two inboard trailing
vortex-line segments (see Fig. 7). To simulate the distributed
nature of the shed wake an artificially large vortex-core radius,
equal to half the distance between adjacent shed vortex lines,
is used. A slightly more accurate model would place the shed
vortex line at $ + A$/2 instead of at $. However, this requires
the use of vortex-line segment end points which are different
from those used for the trailing wake. The increased accuracy
is not worth the extra complication.
When a more accurate model is desired,the shed vortex-sheet
model is used. This vortex sheet is generated by translating the
shed vortex line forward, perpendicular to itself, from $ to
$ + A$. This model is considerably more expensive than the shed
vortex-line model and is used only for exceptional cases.
The near shed wake is always modeled by a vortex sheet,
due to its proximity to the points P on the n blade. If this
near shed vortex-sheet segment were extended all of the way up to
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the points P, there would be a singularity in the induced velocity
at points P . Miller [91 presents a plot of c vs. reduced fre-
quency (k = -), where es is the limit of the shed-wake integration
for use in the lifting-line approximation. This plot was developed
using classical two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics. For typi-
cal helicopter reduced frequencies Es is about 0.25 chord. Thus,
the near shed wake vortex-sheet segment is generated by con-
structing a shed vortex-line segment es behind the points P on
the n blade. This vortex-line segment is then translated back-
wards, perpendicular to itself, from $ - s to 4' - A$ to generate
the near vortex-sheet segment.
2.8 Determining the Circulation
The various vortex wake elements which make up the wake
models have been described. Now the circulation of these wake
elements must be determined. The circulation of the wake elements
is determined, by conservation of circulation, from a bound circu-
lation model. Circulation is conserved with two exceptions:
1) Wake elements which are very far away from point
P are not included in the model and their contri-
bution to the induced velocity at Point P is
neglected.
2) As an experiment, some cases were run where the
inboard trailing wake was neglected: this approach
was not a success.
The bound circulation model is normally based on the bound
circulation distribution yn(n,$) obtained from a previous itera-
tion of the airloads computation. For the zeroth iteration, no
such bound circulation distribution is available and the bound
circulation is assumed to have a constant average value y 0 , based
on the thrust of the rotor. This means that there is no shed wake
for this case and that all trailing wake elements have the same
circulation.
The bound circulation y (n ,$) is computed at n (normally
n = 6) radial stations and ng (normally n, = 25) azimuthal sta-
tions. For the basic wake model there is only one value of bound
circulation ybv($) at each azimuth. This saves computer time and
core storage as discussed in Subsection 2.2. Thus, the radial
bound-circulation distribution yn (n,$), which is computed at n
radial stations, must be modeled by a much simpler distribution
which involves storing the value of only one bound circulation
ybv($) for each azimuth. There are different radial bound-circu-
lation-distribution models, depending on the use of a vortex line
or a vortex-sheet model of the inboard trailing wake and on the
use of a tip vortex line only or a tip vortex sheet plus line
model.
2.8.1 Vortex Line Trailing-Wake Models
For the simple basic wake model, where both the tip vortex
and the inboard trailing wake are modeled by vortex lines, the
radial bound-circulation model of Fig. 12 is used. The bound
circulation Ybv($) is chosen to be the maximum bound circulation
yn(n,$) at azimuth angle $ for all q greater than nMEP (normally
nMEP 1% 0.5). Since the radial stations n are spaced rather widely,
a peak in yn (n,$) sometimes falls in between two adjacent radial
stations n. In this case, interpolation is used to find ybv(o)
based on ybv ( + A$) and yby($ -A$). The value of Z2 is chosen
to be midway between two adjacent points P and to be about mid-
way between the root cutout (k1) of the blade and the average
Zi ($) which would have been chosen if a vortex-sheet model had
been used, see Subsection 2.6.
From Fig. 12, it is clear that the shed vortex-line circu-
lation ys ($) is constant radially with this model. The azimuthal
variation of ys ($) depends on Ybv
Y5 (#) ( (2.9)
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If the shed vortex-line model is used, the trailing-wake circu-
lation will be constant over each vortex-line segment and will
vary between segments. For the tip vortex-line segment at azi-
mith angle $:
Ye. A (2.10)
and for the inboard trailing vortex-line seqment:
(2.11)A la h
If the shed vortex-sheet model is used, its circulation is con-
stant both azimuthally and radially for each segment. This means
that the trailing-wake circulation must vary linearly over each
segment to conserve circulation. The values of y a remain as in
Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 and yb becomes:
Y11a Y" (# '60) (2.12)
for the tip vortex-line segment and
Y = §tb6V(# A&) (2.13)
for the inboard trailing vortex-line segment. The ya and Yb used
here are the circulations at the two ends of a vortex-line segment,
see Appendix A.
2.8.2 Vortex-Sheet Trailing-Wake Models
For the modified basic wake model, where both the tip vortex
and the inboard trailing wake are modeled by vortex sheets, the
radial bound circulation model of Fig. 13 is used. As before, the
bound circulation Ybv($) is the maximum yn(n,$) and interpolation
is used as necessary. The values of Z. ($) and t($) are chosen,
outside of the computer, based on the y n(n,$) from a previous iter-
ation. The value of X is normally the root cutout of the rotor
blade.
From Fig. 13, it is clear that the shed-wake circulation
YS ($) should be constant between t (*) and t (4) and should vary
linearly between k1 and t. ($) and between Zt($) and the tip
(Z = 1.0). This would require three shed-wake vortex-line seq-
ments at each azimuth angle $, which is expensive. The far-shed
wake is not important enough to justify this expense. The normal
solution is to use a single shed vortex-line (or sheet) segment
which runs from t2 to the tip (k = 1.0) and which has a constant
circulation radially, given by Eq. 2.9. For some wake geometry
computations, this constant circulation shed vortex line runs
only from Z.($) to the tip (Z = 1.0). There is then another
shed vortex line running form Z1 to X.(*) which has a circulation
varying linearly from 0.0 to y5 ($). This two-segment model is
more expensive than the one segment model and is not used very
often. The value of k2, used in the one-segment model is normally
midway between Z1 and the average ki (0).
If the shed vortex-line model is used, the trailing-wake
circulation will be constant over each trailing-wake segment and
will vary between segments. For the tip vortex-line segment at
azimuth angle $:
T t(2.14)
The total tip vortex-sheet-segment circulation will be:
6V ~ [(2.15)
The total circulation of the inboard trailing-vortex-sheet seg-
ment is given by Eq. 2.11. Both of the vortex-sheet segments
are of constant circulation radially and azimuthally.
If a shed vortex-sheet model is used, then the trailing-
wake circulation must vary linearly over each segment to conserve
circulation. This model is not normally used, but if necessary,
the equations for Yb can readily be derived from observation of
the examples above.
It is possible to use the inboard trailing-vortex sheet with
a tip vortex-line model or to use a tip vortex sheet plus vortex
line model with an inboard trailing vortex line. For these cases,
the radial bound circulation models of Figs. 12 and 13 can be mixed
as necessary. The circulation can be computed using appropriate
selections from Eqs. 2.10 through 2.15.
It should be observed that all of the circulation models
given in this section depend on only one Ybv ($) at each azi-
muth. This saves computer time and core storage as discussed
in Subsection 2.2. It might be desirable to change the Z.($)
and Z t() in the computer during the circulation iteration, since
these variables are functions of yn (r,$). This amounts to chang-
ing the wake geometry and as discussed in Subsection 2.2, this
would make circulation iterations much more expensive. On these
grounds, it is suggested that Z (*) and 9 t() should be allowed
to change much less often than every circulation iteration. In
the current program, they are only changed externally between com-
puter runs.
SECTION 3
ROTOR HARMONIC AIRLOADS COMPUTATION
A rotor harmonic airloads computation scheme, and a computer
program (LDS-73) which uses that scheme have been developed. The
airloads computation has two functions. It provides the angle of
attack c(n,$) which the wake geometry computation (WG-71) uses to
compute bound circulation y n (n,*), and it is used to evaluate the
influence of tip-vortex distortion on rotor harmonic-airloads com-
putations. The airloads computation is not concerned with rotor
blade structural response to the harmonic airloads, except where
the response is large enough to change the airloads. The airloads
computation is primarily intended for use at low advance ratios
where the influence of tip-vortex distortion on harmonic airloads
is expected to be most important. For these reasons, the blade-
dynamics modeling and dynamic-stall modeling is relatively simple,
while the aerodynamic modeling is sophisticated. It is anticipated
that an industrial user of this work would use the aerodynamic
models, but would provide his own blade-dynamics and blade-section
aerodynamics to whatever level of sophistication is necessary.
The airloads program LDS-73 computes the rotor airloads for
a given wake geometry. If the effects of tip-vortex distortion
are to be included in the computation, then LDS-73 is used to-
gether with WG-71. This program computes the tip-vortex distor-
tion D($,6) for a given bound circulation distribution y(n,$).
n
The relationship between LDS-73 and WG-71 is shown in Fig. 3.
The basic inputs to LDS-73 are a physical description of
the rotor, the operating condition of the rotor, the initial bound
circulation distribution (which can be simply a constant, y0 ), and
a group of parameters indicating which wake model and which of the
many different computation options are to be used. In addition,
the tip-vortex distortion E(W,6) and a set of experimental airloads
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XLDS(n,$ ) can be introduced as input, if necessary. The outputs
are the airloads distribution L(n,$), various overall performance
parameters (such as rotor L/DE), rotor blade motion, the rotor
downwash distribution X(n,$), the rotor angle-of-attack distribu-
tion a(n,$), the bound circulation distribution y (n,$), and a
mass of detailed data which supports these results. For a de-
tailed account of these inputs and outputs, see Appendix E.
During the evaluation of the effects of tip-vortex distor-
tion on rotor harmonic airloads, the vital importance of close
blade-vortex interactions became evident. A substantial program
of fundamental research will be required to fully understand this
problem. To help guide such research, an evaluation has been
made here of the effect on rotor harmonic airloads of various close
blade-vortex interaction phenomena. These phenomena include the
tip-vortex core, tip vortex-core bursting, the propagation of
tip-vortex-core bursting, lifting-surface effects, near wake ef-
fects, and local stall due to large radial pressure gradients.
Most of these phenomena are modeled very simply, which is appropri-
ate for our current level of understanding. Further investigation
may show that some of these phenomena do not exist in the form
postulated here, or it may show that other phenomena, not considered
here, are important. It is clear, however, that some sort of close
blade-vortex interaction phenomena exist which have an important
effect on rotor-blade harmonic airloads, especially when tip-vortex
distortion is included.
3.1 Bound-Circulation Computation
3.1.1 Bound-Circulation Iteration
A simplified flow chart for LDS-73 is given in Fig. 14.
This flow chart emphasizes the basic bound circulation iteration.
The program starts by reading input data and initializing various
constants. Then the bound-circulation distribution for the nth
iteration yn (n,$) is computed. There are two basic options here,
depending on whether or not an angle-of-attack distribution
a(n,f) is available from a previous run of LDS-73. If it is not
available, then this is a zeroth iteration and y (n,$) is equal
to a constant y0 , which is an input. If a(n,$f) is available, then
this is a first iteration and y (n,$) is computed from a(n,$):
CL (3.1)
where a = is the lift-curve slope, and u = is the advance
ratio.
The basic wake model bound circulation ybv($) is computed
from y n(n,$). For a zeroth iteration, Ybv($) is simply equal to
yO . Otherwise, Ybv($) is the radial peak yn(n,$), with interpolation
used as necessary, see Subsection 2.8. This ybv($) is used to com-
pute the downwash distribution ( Subroutine LOADS uses
X(n,$*) to compute blade motion and airloads. One result of this
airloads computation is a new angle-of-attack distribution a(n,5).
This ends an iteration.
To start a new iteration, a(n,$) is used to compute yn+1 *
If this is the first iteration, i.e., there is no old y (n, 0
except y o(n,) = yo, then Eq. 3.1 is used. Otherwise, a weighted
average of the y(n,$) obtained from the new a(n,$p) and the old
yn (n,$) is used:
nSr hc (3.2)
where wf is an input; normally wf = 0.5. The iteration then pro-
ceeds as described above. After the last iteration is completed
and a final a(n,$) is obtained, there is a final yn+1(n,$) compu-
tation using Eq. 3.2. This yn+l(n,$) and the corresponding Ybv
is printed and plotted by LDS-73 for comparison with yn (n,$) to de-
termine convergence.
There is no test for bound circulation convergence in the
program LDS-73. The number of iterations to be done is an input.
Normally, five iterations are sufficient. If QMAT is not recom-
puted, and if most of the output for the intermediate iterations
is suppressed (see Appendix E), then extra iterations are not ex-
pensive. The normal test for convergence is the output comparison
plot of the last and next to the last ybv o (see Appendix E).
3.1.2 Bound-Circulation Models
The bound circulation models are covered in Subsection 2.8.
The far-shed vortex sheet model of Subseciton 2.8 is not used in
LDS-73. This is because runs were made using this model which
showed no advantage over the simpler shed-vortex-line model.
one point which may cause confusion is the use of yn h
in Subsection 2.8 vs. yn (n,*) in Subsection 3.1. Also Ybv is
obtained from yn(n,$) in Subsection 3.1. The problem is that
yn (n,$) is computed at points P , which are at azimuth angle $.
Then y n(n,$) or ybv($) are used to define the circulation of a
wake element at azimuth angle $. Thus the function yn remains the
same, only the azimuth angle at which yn is evaluated changes.
This same situation will occur in WG-71 when the distortion D is
computed: D($,6), or is used: Z(,62). In LDS-73, the distortion
is read in as D($,6) and is used as $($,6).
3.2 Induced-Velocity Computation
The computation of the induced velocity at points P on the
rotor is the heart of the airloads computation. The induced con-
tribution to the downwash X(n,$,) is the source of high harmonic
airloads. The ability to predict these high harmonic airloads is
the chief object of this work. Also, the induced velocity computa-
tion is the most time-consuming part of the airloads computation.
For a typical four-bladed rotor case run on LDS-73, the induced
velocity computation takes about 30 seconds compared to less than
one second for the rest of a circulation iteration. Subsequent
iterations take less than one second each, unless QMAT is recom-
puted (see Subsection 3.2.2).
The induced velocity influence coefficient matrix QMAT is
a function of the wake model and the wake geometry relative to
points P on the rotor. If QMAT is to be held constant during a
complete airloads computation, then these items must also be con-
stant. The distortion D is constant during an airloads computation
by LDS-73, because D is only computed by WG-71, a separate program.
However, blade motion could still change the location of point P
relative to the wake. The effect of zeroth harmonic flapping a0
is included by input of a constant value of a based on the thrust
coefficient CT 3 /N Cr
2rpcR4  (3.3)
where a = rotor solidity and LN = Lock Number = . This is
normally adequate. A more complicated expression with twist and
downwash effects is given in Eq. 3.124. The effect of first har-
monic flapping is included by computing the wake geometry relative
to the tip path plane (TPP) and using a constant i, where i is the
incidence of the TPP to the relative wind (Fig. 15). At low ad-
vance ratios, the thrust T is very nearly perpendicular to the
TPP (C H, the horizontal force coefficient, is computed by LDS-73
to check on this). Thus, i is easily calculated, if the rotor
propulsive force X is known:
Z = Sin (X/-r) (3.4)
The effect of higher harmonics of flapping and of all other blade
motion on wake geometry is neglected.
The requirement that the wake model remain constant has a
more serious effect on the airloads computation. It means that
the parameters Z ($), P t f($), and f , which define the in-
board trailing and tip vortex sheets (Subsections 2.5 and 2.6),
cannot be changed during an airloads computation, unless QMAT is
recomputed. In LDS-'73, these parameters are inputs which remain
constant during a run. However, they are a function of the bound
circulation distribution y (n,V). In a program more advanced
than LDS-73, it might be desirable to compute these parameters
internally as part of the yn (n,V) iteration. This will require
either abandoning QMAT or greatly expanding it to include several
different radial stations. This will require a lot of core
storage and may not be worth the cost.
3.2.1 Induced Velocity Influence Coefficient
Matrix QMAT
To save computation time, the induced part of X(n,$) is
split into two pieces. One is an influence coefficient matrix
QMAT, which only depends on the geometry of the wake relative to
the points P on the rotor, and on the wake model. The other
is the wake circulation distribution which only depends on the
bound circulation ybv($). If the wake geometry and the wake model
are not changed during a complete airloads computation, then QMAT
only needs to be computed once for the initial iteration. Since
the computation of QMAT is typically 30 times as long as the rest
of an iteration, this is an important saving.
QMAT is a large matrix and it is important to minimize the
size of QMAT to save computer core storage. This QMAT storage
problem is one of the reasons for the choice of the basic wake
model over the n trailing vortex-line model, Subseciton 2.2. To
minimize the size of QMAT, consider its components. First, QMAT
is a function of the location of point P , where the induced ve-
locity is computed. This location is specified by n and $, see
Subsection 1.5. Normally, there are six radial stations n and
twenty-five azimuth stations $.
QMAT is also a function of the circulation distribution in
the wake. However, in the basic wake model, the circulation of
each wake element is completely determined by the bound circulation
ybv($) for a fixed wake model. There are normally at least three
wake elements per rotor blade for each Ybv($): tip vortex, inboard
trailing wake, and shed wake. Also ybv($) is cyclic every 21T in $,
due to the assumption of steady-state flight, Subsection 1.4.
Thus, QMAT storage is minimized by summing QMAT over the various
rotor blades (C), the various wake spirals (2r in azimuth), and
the different wake elements (M). In this context Z refers to
the shed wake, t2 refers to the inboard trailing wake, and k3 refers
to the tip vortex. This leaves QMAT a function of n, $, and $,
where $ is cyclic over every 2w interval. Typically, there are
twenty-five azimuth stations $; thus, QMAT requires 6n*25$*25$= 3750
words of storage (about 15k bytes).
Now QMAT(n,$,$) can be defined such that the distribution
of downwash perpendicular to the TPP is:
The ptani term is the component of the relative wind perpendicular
to the TPP. The factor b/2R appears because QMAT is normalized by
r/4wR, while y ($) is given by r/27bQR and X(n ,$) is normalized
by QR. This normalization of QMAT is chosen to avoid multiplying
each individual entry in the QMAT matrix by b/2R. In LDS-73, the
Ybv ($) are all multiplied by b/2R as they are computed. This
minimizes the number of multiplications.
Define qk as the contribution of the wake element
identified by C,t, and $ (see Subsection 1.5) to the induced ve-
locity component perpendicular to the TPP at point P . Let
qk (be normalized by r/47R, where r is the circulation
of the wake element (ft 2/sec). Now QMAT(n ,$,4) can be computed:
+ Aj+211A) jkj, ) 5 11 + 4 Z- v%(3.6)
The two P1 terms arise because the shed wake element circulation
is:
YS Y t(++- ) (2.9)
The summation over n is due to the cyclic nature of ybv($) and
hence of QMAT (n,$,$). The upper limit m is the number of spirals
(revolutions) of wake included in the wake model.
3.2.2 Induced Velocity SUM Matrix
The SUM matrix is the matrix of qz(n,$,CR), which is
called SUM in LDS-73. This q z(n,$,?,) is the contribution of
all of the wake associated with a particular rotor blade (C),
and type of wake (M): shed wake, inboard trailing wake, or tip
vortex, to X (n ,$). It is computed by summing the contributions
of the various wake elements over $:
b~
sal ?") T ?' (3.7)
where ya is the wake element circulation (see Subsection 2.8).
The function q$(n,$,C,2,6) is the same as q kexcept
that the age of point P (6) has replaced $. Recall from Sub-
section 1.5
(1.3)
This SUM matrix can now be used to compute X(n,$):
+ -iI 21 (3.8)
This computation of X(n,$) is done as a check on the results of
Eq. 3.5 whenever q (n, 9,,t) is available. Since QMAT (fl,$,$)
has already been summed over C and Z, q z(n,ip,l,L) cannot be ob-
tained from QMAT(n,$,$). Thus, qz(n,$,C,2) is only available
for those circulation iterations where subroutine QLDS is called
to compute a new QMAT and q (nhi?'?9' *
The primary reason for computing and storing the SUM matrix
qz (,is to permit its print-out. This allows the user to
determine the contribution of each individual rotor blade (C) and
each type of wake (Z) to l(n,$). This is often very useful in-
formation and it is sometimes worth the extra expense to have
QMAT recomputed on the last circulation iteration of a LDS-73
run, just to obtain qz(n,$,C,) for the final, converged Ybv '
The SUM matrix is quite large (typically 6n*25$*6C*3Z=
2700 words). Unlike QMAT, the SUM matrix is of no use once it has
been printed out and X(n,$) has been computed. Thus, all of the
large variable arrays associated with the blade motion and airloads
computations can be stored in the same space as SUM. This greatly
reduces the storage penalty associated with SUM.
3.2.3 Tip Vortex
Define an x, y, z coordinate system with origin at point
P , where the induced velocity is to be computed. A set of unit
vectors is defined 1, jk corresponding to x, y, z, respectively.
The y axis and " are parallel to the tip path plane (TPP) and are
directed downstream (Fig. 16). The x-axis and 1 are parallel to
the TPP and are directed to starboard. The z-axis and I are per-
pendicular to the TPP and are directed downward, making a right-
handed, rectangular coordinate system.
The various tip vortex models are described in Subsection
2.5. All of these models start from a tip vortex line made up of
straight-line segments. The geometry of such a line segment is
defined by the vectors a and b from point P to the ends of the
segment (Fig. 16). The components of these vectors are:
X 4 I (3.9)
Xur +(3.10)
To compute these conponents, recall that the advance ratio y and
the mean inflow X are both normalized by rotor tip speed QR and
that azimuth angles are measured in radians. Thus, the rotor
hub will move upstream a distance US as the rotor rotates through
azimuth angle 6. A review of the notation defined in Subsection
1.5 is suggested.
For the rigid-wake case, the horizontal components are
readily found using Fig. 16:
K& Jsn - .sin (3.11)
S $In 4-4) - I (3.12)
cos CCOS + (3.13)
ces --A -- C5405 (3.14)
where the age 6 of point P is:
5= t4 3.- (1.3)
and L = X.3 for the tip vortex.
For the rigid-wake case, the wake moves downwards perpendicular
to the TPP by X6 as the rotor rotates through an angle 6, where X
is a mean inflow input to LDS-73 just for this purpose. Including
the effect of zeroth harmonic flapping a 0 , the vertical components
are (for rigid wake):
- &..- (3.15)
j4 t) -- 4 J-7) (3.16)
where a is another input to LDS-73 and can be estimated using
Eq. 3.3.
For the distorted wake case, the distortion D($,6) must be
included. The distortion is computed by WG-71 and input to LDS-73.
It has components:
'Ab , S) a D (3.17)
The horizontal components of a and b become (for distorted wake):
5n -
(3.18)
X i& n + D (3.19)
-Is+ 2. (3.20)
ICOS(A) Ices + /( 4 12 (#4, (3.21)
For the vertical components of a and b, recall that D($,6) includes
the effect of the induced part of X but not the effect of the com-
ponent of the relative wind perpendicular to the TPP (ptani):
d6 S P pfae E - Ito + D3 (3.22)
a: ( +Af)A+Avd (3.23)
where i is the angle between the TPP and the relative wind (Fig. 15)
and is an input to LDS-73 (Eq. 3.4).
The circulation of the vortex-line segment must be known in
addition to a and b. The wake models of LDS-73 all use constant
circulation trailing-wake segments. Thus, only ya, the normalized
circulation at point Pa, is required. When the tip vortex is
modeled by only a vortex line, then
Y& (2.10)
When the tip vortex sheet plus vortex-line model is used (Sub-
section 2.5.3) ,
Yaw S) * (2.14)
For the computation of ybv($), see Subsection 3.1.
The contribution of a straight vortex-line segment to the
induced velocity at point P is derived in Appendix A as:
IR (A .24)
This qvL is normalized by tip speed and is parallel to oaxb. It
also neglects all vortex core and close blade-vortex interaction
effects. Define the components of axb as:
(oxI = + (ax + (Abc ) (3.24)
Define F as a correction factor which multiplies y a to correct
for all vortex core and close blade-vortex interaction effects.
Recall that QMAT is multiplied by (b/2 R) Ybv($) to get XA(n,$);
hence the ft($,6) factor in ya must be included in QMAT. For the
instantaneous tip vortex rollup case, where Eq. 2.10 is used for
Ya, the factor ft($,S) is always equal to one. From Eq. 3.6, QMAT
is a sum of q kh( ,C P$O From Subsection 3.2.1, qk(n"PIR#1)
is normalized by r/47rR instead of QR. From the definition of ya'
rb
(3.25)
Therefore, the tip vortex-line segment contribution is
I(x (3.26)
Similar expressions can be written for the induced velocity compo-
nents in the i and ' directions. The calculation of Fc will be
described in Subsection 3.2.4.
If the tip vortex sheet plus vortex line model is used,
the contribution of the vortex-sheet segment must be added to
the results of Eq. 3.26. Except for the near wake case, the
geometry of the tip-vortex sheet is determined by translating the
tip vortex line inboard, perpendicular to itself, from Z = 1.0
to Z = Zt (4)). The geometry is specified by four parameters a, b,
0f, and zm. The a and b are the same as in the tip vortex-line
case, see above. The length of the vortex sheet is:
AX = 1.0- (0 (3.27)
The z component of a vector from point P to the midpoint of the
2t (4) edge of the vortex sheet is:
where za and zb are the z components of I and b (Eqs. 3.15 and
3.16 or 3.22 and 3.23) and a is the zeroth harmonic of rigid body
flapping.
The computation of the contribution of a vortex sheet seg-
ment to the induced velocity at point P is complex. The numerous
equations required are developed in Appendix B. The ultimate
result (q's) is normalized by QR. To get the contribution tovs
qk ' 4) ''3,$), take the E component of 'f ,eliminate the ya (b/2R)
factor in front, and multiply by (1 - ft For example, if
the 's of Eq. B.69 is used (the constant circulation, no vortex-
core case), then
k [ (3.29)
The analogous expression including the vortex core is
'k(458 j3 ) 30)
58 *. -
For the near-wake case, a special tip vortex-sheet geometry
must be used (Subsection 2.5.3). The vortex-sheet segment is taken
perpendicular to the rotor blade instead of to the tip vortex line.
In the notation of Appendix B:
C 0 (3.31)
C1  (3.32)
X 1.0 (3.33)
X1 i M -1(3.34)
(3.35)
and Ax is given by Eq. 3.27. When Lt($) < n < 1.0, there is a
singularity, but it is integrable as long as n is not allowed to
equal either 1.0 or Zt ($). Due to Ca and z being equal to zero,
the computations are greatly simplified and the results are given
here. For the case of no vortex core (p = 0):
Al~lq 3113 [~ C% O h (3.36)
When Cb <vs
I LV(3.37)
When Cb > P %
(3.38)
3.2.4 Tip Vortex Core and Close Blade-Vortex
Interaction Effects
The tip vortex correction factor Fc is used to include all
vortex core and close blade-vortex interaction effects on the in-
duced velocity qk (ri, ,tC,L, $) . The corre ct ion f actor Fc is the
product of the vortex core factor yc (p) and the close blade-vortex
interaction factor qf:
c, + (339
The vortex core factor yc (p) is the fraction of the total
tip vortex-line segment circulation y a which is within a distance
p of the center of the vortex line. For large p this fraction yc (4
goes to 1.0 and can be neglected. The function yc (p) depends on
the choice of vortex-core model (Subsection 2.4) . The normal choice
is the fixed-wing vortex-core model, for which:
(2.3)
The distance p is normalized by the vortex-core radius p c. The
length of a perpendicular dropped from point P to the vortex-
line segment (or its extension) is h (normalized by R). From
Eqs. A.19 and A.20 in Appendix A:
1t x b\
(3.40)
Recalling that pc is normalized by R:
Y0 (3.41)
For the fixed-wing vortex-core model:
Y, (f) = 1 1(,X(3.41)
Putting this into Eq. 3.26:
111  NIM- a -)
For the other vortex-core models, Eq. 3.41 is used to provide p
for the appropriate y c (p) function. For large p (typically,
p > 10 ) yc (p) can be set equal to 1.0 to save computation.
A close blade-vortex interaction can change Fc in two ways.
It can cause tip vortex bursting, which enlarges pc and hence
changes y c (p), or it can change qf. The first step is to determine
whether or not a particular tip vortex-line segment has had a close
blade-vortex interaction. Consider a top view (projected into the
TPP) of the tip vortex-line segment (with circulation ) and the
n blade (Fig. 17). Define point Pc as the point on the vortex-line
segment (or its extension) which intersects the n blade (or its
extension) in this TPP projection. Let n c be the radial station
on the n blade of point P . The first requirement for a close
blade-vortex interaction is that the point Pc lies on the n blade
in the TPP projection. Assuming a 10% blade root cutout and pro-
viding a small margin at the tip, this means that n c must be
0.\0 & I & 1.01
(3.43)
The magnitude of n c can be found with the use of Fig. 17 and some
manipulation:
M U1 -X6 + (3.44)
&I sin - coshV
where:
A % X X dL(3 
.45)
6 ~S 'jb'(3.46)
Notice that the numerator is equal to (axb)k, which must be cal-
culated in any case as part of Eq. 3.26.
Define the distance from point Pc to point Pa in the TPP
projection as At (normalized by vortex-line segment length).
Point Pa is at the end of the tip vortex-line segment which has
that largest azimuth angle $. The sign of At is positive when
point Pa is behind the n blade, as shown in Fig. 17:
Id .(3.47)
where:
C - (3.48)
Two versions of the At formula are given because either Ax or
Ay can be zero.
The second requirement for a close blade-vortex interaction
is that the nearest end of the tip vortex-line segment be no more
than one segment length behind the n blade (At < 1.0) or more
than one-half the segment length ahead of the n blade (At > - 1.5).
-. ,5 < 4. e 1.0 (3.49)
This is a generous definition and could be restricted further if
desired.
The two requirements outlined above are sufficient to re-
quire the use of the factor qf to represent the close blade-vortex
interaction; the penalty for computing the factor qf when it is not
really needed is extra computation, not incorrect results. For
the vortex bursting case, more stringent criteria must be met
because bursting at the wrong time gives incorrect results. The
first requirement remains, as stated in Eq. 3.43. The second re-
quirement is restricted further in the area ahead of the n blade,
since bursting is expected to occur at or behind the n blade:
DNB 6< &A < .0 (3.50)
where DVB is an input to LDS-73. A typical value for DVB is zero.
This implies that all of the tip vortex-line segment is behind the
n blade.
The bursting model requires that all of a tip vortex-line
segment be burst or none of it. This tends to cause the choice
of a smaller DVB than would otherwise the used. For example, suppose
that the theory says the tip vortex-line should burst at At =
0.10 and that point Pa is at At = 0.05. Ideally, 95% of the
segment should be burst and 5% not. A DVB = 0.10 would cause no
bursting while a DVB = 0.0 would cause 100% bursting. The latter
choice is probably best, pending a more complex model which allows
partial bursting of a segment.
This leaves the case where part of the tip vortex-line seg-
ment has passed the n blade, but not enough to make At > DVB.
This segment will not burst immediately, but will burst later on.
To provide for this case, the age at which the segment bursts
6b($) is increased by A$ for every increment of 0.5 (or fraction
thereof), that At is less than DVB.
A third requirement for tip vortex-line segment bursting
is that the segment (or its extension) pass within a distance
FVB*pc below (or above) the n blade. Define zc as the distance
of point P c (on the tip vortex-line segment or its extension)
from the n blade (Fig. 18). Since point Pc lies on the n blade
in the TPP projection (Fig. 17), z c is a distance perpendicular to
the TPP. From Fig. 18:
" a . Z(3.51)
Now the third requirement can be written:
pVZ (3.52)
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The absolute value is necessary because the segment can be either
above or below the n blade.
To summarize the tip vortex core bursting criteria, con-
sider a tip vortex-line segment identified by azimuth angle $ and
age 6. If the basic criteria of Eqs. 3.43, 3.50, and 3.52 are
all met, then bursting occurs immediately:
= (3.53)
If Eq. 3.50 is not satisfied, but Eq. 3.49 is, then
2t5# O- ,4 (vV-tJ A.< 1.0 (.4
Assuming that Eqs. 3.43 and 3.49 are satisfied for a particu-
lar tip vortex-line segment, it becomes necessary to compute qf.
This qf represents the effects of the extra near wake generated by
a close blade-vortex interaction. The effects are estimated using
a lifting surface solution by Johnson [52,53], see Subsection 2.5.2.
The expression for qf used in LDS-73 is a simplified one, specialized
to Mach number (M) of zero. For a more general M # 0 case, the
use of Johnson's Eq. 40 [53] is suggested. This expression is very
complex and will not be repeated here. However, the necessary data
to use this expression and the relationship of Johnson's notation
to the notation used here will be given.
The form of Johnson's Eq. 40 is
L 4i r
Z c (3.55)
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To get qf, the lift (L) given by Eq. 3.55 must be divided by the
lift (L*), computed neglecting lifting-surface theory or the
near wake. Consider an infinite, straight vortex line of circula-
tion r passing below the n blade, parallel to the TPP, at a dis-
tance zc and making an angle A with the n blade (Fig. 19). A
portion of this infinite vortex line is designated the vortex-line
segment and has a Ax and a Ay just like the segment of Fig. 17.
The definitions of $, An, point P , and point Pc in Fig. 19 are
the same as in Fig. 17. Now, using the Biot-Savart relation for
an infinite, straight vortex line, the z component of the induced
velocity at point P n is 2 ?cCs
k t +(3.56)
Assuming that the angle of attack a is a small angle,
L ?- (3.57)
where b is the semi-chord (c/2) and a/1 - M is the lift curve
slope (D CL/3a). Now
L Ai _____a_____OS
14 Ces (3.58)
Dividing Eq. 3.55 by Eq. 3.58 to obtain qf = L/L*,
Cos (3.59)
where the expression {-} is the {-} expression in Johnson's
Eq. 40 [53].
To compute the {-} expression, the following inputs are
needed (in Johnson's notation): rA, h, A. The lengths rA and h
are both normalized by the semi-chord (b). In terms of the nota-
tion used here:
r A6) (3.60)
S (R/) (3.61)
(3.62)
Now A and 6 can be calculated (Fig. 19):
sinA = cos6 = sin '&X cos$/, (3.63)
cosA = - sin6 = . Cosf + A 51 s'n_ (3.64)
This completes the computation of qf and of Fc'
3.2.5 Inboard Trailing Wake
The computation of inboard-trailing-wake induced velocities
is similar to that for the tip vortex but much simpler. Since the
inboard trailing wake does not involve a concentrated vortex line,
such as the tip vortex, the use of a rigid-wake geometry is ade-
quate. Also, the close blade-vortex interaction effects of vortex
core bursting and of the lifting-surface solution can be neglected.
Thus, the inboard trailing wake is modeled by a rigid wake vortex
line, with an artificially enlarged vortex core, or by a rigid
wake vortex sheet, see Subsection 2.6.
The x,y,z coordinate system defined for the tip vortex in
Subsection 3.2.3 is also used here. The a and b definitions for
the rigid wake tip vortex (Eqs. 3.9 to 3.16) also apply with an
appropriate choice of Z. For a vortex line model Z is Z2 (an
input) and for a vortex sheet model Z is t. ($) (also an input).
This definition of a and b means that the circulation y a of an
inboard trailing-wake segment must be the negative of the ya for
the corresponding tip-vortex segment, see Subsection 2.8.
For a vortex-line model, the vortex-core radius p is chosen
to be about half the width of the average inboard trailing vortex
sheet. This is done through the choice of Z 2 since:
[i = IL - (3.65)
Now, qk(n,$,tL,$) can be computed from Eq. 3.26. For this case,
Fc is Yc (p), which is normally given by Eq. 2.3 (with pc =i)
and ft(0,S) is replaced by (-1.0) which represents the minus sign
on ya discussed above.
For a vortex-sheet model, a vortex-core radius p vs can be
used, if desired. The length of the vortex-sheet segment (Ax) is:
X (3.66)
The z coordinate of the midpoint of the back edge of the vortex-
sheet segment (zm) is the average of z a and zb computed from
Eqs. 3.15 and 3.16 with Z = 1I:
t A--(3.67)
Now qk (n ,, C ,,$)can be computed in the same way as for the tip
vortex sheet case but with the [1 - ft(0,6)] factor replaced by
minus one to represent the minus sign of y a . The analog of Eq. 3.29
for the inboard trailing vortex sheet instead of the tip vortex is
x + (3.68)
The near inboard trailing vortex sheet case must be handled
specially in the same way that the near tip vortex sheet is handled.
For this case:
(3.69)
L i (3.70)
(3.71)
Now q k(n ' ' ' 2 1 ) is computed using Eqs. 3.36, 3.37, or 3.38
as necessary, but with the [1 - ft($,)] factor replaced by
(-1.0).
3.2.6 Shed Wake
The computation of shed-wake induced velocities is similar,
in principle, to the trailing wake, but differs in detail. Like
the inboard trailing wake, there is no concentrated vortex line
in the shed wake and the effects of vortex core bursting and of
the lifting surface solution can be neglected. Again, the rigid-
wake geometry is adequate; however, as a matter of convenience,
the outboard end of the shed wake is located on the tip vortex,
even when the tip vortex is distorted. For airloads computations
in LDS-73,only the vortex-line shed-wake model is used. Vortex-
sheet, shed-wake models have been tried in earlier programs and the
results were very similar to those of the vortex-line model at
greatly increased expense.
The standard x,y,x coordinate system is used (see Sub-
section 3.2.3k. Point Pa is at the outboard end of the shed-vortex-
line segment and point Pb is at the inboard end. To save extra
computation, the a for the shed-vortex line is the same as the a
for the tip vortex line (Eqs. 3.11, 3.13, 3.15 or 3.18, 3.20, 3.22).
If the distorted-wake model is used for the tip vortex, this means
that the outboard end of each shed-wake segment will be located by
the distorted wake model. The inboard end of each shed-wake segment
is always located by the rigid wake model with i = Z2
K Sin S;sn ln (3.72)
. Cos -Cos 4 (3.73)
J6 (it - )(3.74)
The circulation of each shed-wake vortex-line segment is
ys ($), (Eq. 2.9). The vortex-core radius ps is chosen to approxi-
mately fill the space between adjacent shed-vortex-line segments,
thus approximating a continuous vortex sheet:
s= o4 A&0 (3.75)
For the shed wake the correction factor Fc is simply y c(p), which
is normally given by Eq. 2.3 (with pc = Ps). The factor ft(0,6)
is always one for the shed wake. Recall that the shed wake is
identified by ti;therefore q is computed from Eq.
3.26 with the appropriate Fc' t($,6), a, and b.
The near shed wake is normally represented by a vortex
sheet. This vortex sheet starts a distance s behind the points
P 'n on the n blade and extends over the first A$ interval (see
Subsection 2.7). Recall the definition of the shed circulation
s- (2.9)
For the far shed wake, all of the wake shed between * and * + AO
is accumulated into a shed-vortex line at $. For the near shed
wake, it is spread out in a sheet between $ +A$ and $. The geometry
of the sheet is referred to the n blade which is at $ = $ + A$.
This is awkward because a and b are defined at $ for use in the
trailing wake computations, but not at $ + A$. To avoid defining
an extra set of a and b at $ + A$, the computation of the near
shed-wake segment is in LDS-73 deferred one A*-step until * = $.
Thus, ys (0 - A$) must be used for the circulation of the near
shed-wake segment. This allows the far shed-wake equations for
a and b to be used for the near shed wake, with an extra term to
include the effect of es. For xa and xb, subtract es cosV. For
ya and yb, add es sin$. For za and zb, the age 6 is equal to es'
In addition to a and b, the vortex-sheet computation re-
quires Ax and zm. The length of the vortex-sheet segment (At) is
defined by the distance between adjacent shed vortex lines, at
their midpoints, with a correction for es
- E (3.76)
The z coordinate of the midpoint of the back edge of the sheet
segment (zm) is the average of z a and zb for $ - A$. Now,
qk(n,$,CE, $) can be computed in the same way as for the tip
vortex sheet, but with [1 - ft($, 6)] replaced by plus one. The
analog of Eq. 3.29 for the near shed wake is
T 7 + (3.77)
3.2.7 Special Cases
There are three special cases arising during induced-velocity
computations and not covered elsewhere. They are: avoidance of
the singularity at the edge of a vortex sheet, limitation of the
maximum angle-of-attack change (Aa m), due to any wake element,
and the consideration of tangential induced velocities.
It is shown in Appendix B (Subsection B.1) that there is a
singularity when point P approaches the edges of a vortex-sheet
segment (i.e., when x1 -+ 0 or x2 -+ 0). This singularity is a re-
sult of the vortex-sheet segment model where the circulation drops
sharply from a finite value to zero as a step function at the edges.
In reality the circulation would either taper off to zero gradually
or would continue, without a break, into the adjacent segment.
Either way there is no singularity in reality. A more accurate
vortex sheet model of reality would therefore avoid the singularity.
This would be very complicated and expensive, however, and the simpler
solution of avoiding the edges is adopted.
Point P is accurately fixed on the rotor blade. On the other
hand, the edges of the vortex-sheet segments, with the exception of
the near-wake case, are located rather arbitrarily by the require-
ments of the plane, rectangular, vortex-sheet-segment model. Thus,
these edges can be moved to avoid the singularity without particu-
larly changing the accuracy of the model. In LDS-73, the values of
x and x2 are checked to see if they are greater than (VSM*Ax)2
where the vortex-sheet margin (VSM) is an input (typically 0.1 or
0.2). If either x1 or x2 is not large enough, then it is increased
to VSM*A*.
As a result of some investigations by Ham [54,55], it is
postulated that there is a maximum incremental lift coefficient
ACL , due to any blade-vortex interaction of 0.2 to 0.3. This
max
corresponds to a maximum change in angle of attack (amax ) of
0.035 to 0.052 radians. The LDS-73 program does not isolate each
individual blade-vortex interaction but instead considers one
vortex line (or sheet) segment at a time. Fortunatley, in most
cases, the major portion of the induced velocity contribution of
a blade-vortex interaction comes from one tip vortex-line segment.
The change in angle of attack at point P (Aa), due to each tip
vortex-line segment is readily calculated. Assuming that Aa is a
small angle,
c= Y( ( S, 3 /T(3.78)
where UT(n,J) is the tangential component of velocity at point
P (Fig. 20). If ac is greater than aamax, then qk''c'?3'
is multiplied by (Aamax/aa) which reduces Aa to Acmax. Since
Aamax is an input to LDS-73,various values can be tested.
Normally, only the z component (perpendicular to the TPP)
of the induced velocity (qk) is considered in airloads computations.
This is because the induced velocity is frequently an important
part of the total downwash X(n,$). On the other hand, the induced
contribution (qT) to the tangential velocity UT(n,) is normally
assumed to be small compared to the contribution of the helicopter
airspeed and the rotor rotation (n + ysini). To test the importance
of qT, provision to compute it has been made in LDS-73. This is
easily done using qk and the components of a x b, which is a vector
parallel to the induced velocity (Appendix A, Eq. A.22):
3 5r,...cn (3.79)
t s ) & (x) / A k (3.80)
-"S (4X - (4.Y k (3.81)
To save computation time, a QTAN(n,$,#) matrix is defined which
is analogous to the QMAT(n,*,$) matrix:
(3.82)
The total tangential component of induced velocity at point P is
obtained by summing QTAN(n ,$,) over $:
i Z(3.83)
Finally,
T + (3.84)
In LDS-73, both qT(n,$) and (n + psin$) are always computed
and printed out side-by-side for comparison. There are three
options in the airloads computation:
1) qT (r,*) is neglected in U N,
2) q T(l,$) is included in UT(n P)
3) two sets of airloads are computed
using (1) and (2) for comparison.
Normally option (1) is used because qT(,$) is not very important.
3.3 Blade Motion
Blade motion is only important in helicopter rotor airloads
computations to the extent that it influences the airloads. Blade
motion influences the airloads when it is of large enough amplitude
to change the local angle of attack of a rotor-blade section. At
low advance ratios the modes of blade motion which have a signifi-
cant effect on airloads are rigid-body flapping and first mode flap-
wise bending. At higher advance ratios, blade torsional motion can
also become important. Since the work reported here is primarily
concerned with low advance ratios, where tip-vortex distortion is
important, blade-torsional motion is neglected. For a more general
airloads computation, torsional motion should be included.
If blade stresses are to be computed, many more modes of
blade motion need to be considered. It is suggested that this is
best done by developing a separate dynamics program which includes
a complete blade motion analysis but which uses airlaods computed
by a separate program similar to LDS-73. This decoupling of the
small amplitude blade motion from the airloads saves a substantial
amount of computation. No such dynamics program has been developed
to go with LDS-73, since blade stresses are not the object of the
work reported here.
Two different solutions for the blade motion are used in
LDS-73. The harmonic solution considers only the zeroth, first,
and second harmonics of rigid-body flapping and neglects blade
bending. The numerical solution includes all harmonics of rigid-
body flapping and of the first mode of flapwise blade bending.
The harmonic solution is much simpler and faster and it is used
to provide a starting point for the iteration required by the more
accurate numerical solution. The harmonic solution is also useful
because it is possible to isolate the various contributions to the
flapping motion from: thrust, blade twist, and the individual down-
wash harmonics. This data can provide a useful insight into the
sources of error in the computed flapping motion.
Rotor trim is specified by thrust coefficient (C T) and TPP
incidence (i) in both solutions. The thrust (T) is assumed to act
perpendicular to the tip-path plane (TPP) and to be the vector sum
of the weight (W) and the propulsive force (X):
T - \/ 4 7 (3.85)
The incidence of the TPP to the relative wind i (Fig. 15) is:
L 2 'SrW X /T)(3.4)
The LDS-73 program computes the horizontal force coefficient (C H)
so that it can be compared to CT. As long as CH is much less than
CT, the assumption that the thrust is perpendicular to the TPP is
valid.
Other rotor trim parameters such as collective pitch and
the flapping harmonics are computed by requiring equilibrium at
the flapping hinge and by requiring that the input CT and i be ob-
tained. This approach gives the orientation of the rotor with
respect to the relative wind, but it ignores the shaft and the
fuselage. This is satisfactory because the orientation of the
shaft and the fuselage are not needed in rotor airloads computa-
tions.
The harmonic solution for blade motion assumes that the
lift-curve slope 3CL/3a is constant. This means that the compres-
sibility correction to the lift can only be included in an average
way, based on conditions at the 75% radius, and that stall is neg-
lected. In the numerical solution, CL/a is not held constant
so compressibility and static-stall effects can be included.
Dynamic-stall effects are not properly represented in the numerical
solution, due to the difficulty of accurately estimating & = aa/3$.
Dynamic stall could be included in a completely revised version of
the numerical solution, if necessary.
It must be emphasized that the primary importance of blade
motion in airloads computations is the requirement for flapping
equilibrium. This requirement causes a substantial redistribution
of the rotor airloads and its importance increases with advance
ratio (y). Any forward flight airloads computation should include
enough of a blade-motion solution to satisfy flapping equilibrium.
Any further refinements in the blade-motion solution depend on the
accuracy required and the flight conditions considered; i.e., high
advance ratios require more sophisticated blade motion solutions.
3.3.1 Harmonic Solution
The fundamental assumption of the harmonic solution is
that the blade motion consists of zeroth, first, and second har-
monic rigid-body flapping:
AwWe0- a 1..acos sinf - c t4 (3.86)
The downwash X(n,$), which was computed in Subsection 3.2, is also
represented by its harmonics;
cestq +i-4S 
(3.87)
Using these expressions for 6 and X while requiring flapping equi-
librium and the achievement of a given CT leads to a set of algebraic
equations for the harmonics of a and the collective pitch 60.
The equation for moment equilibrium about an offset flapping
hinge is:
X (L +Ib L/~j(1 17 7 (3.88)
where Ib is the rotor blade flapwise moment of inertia about the
flapping hinge, L(n,$) is the airload per unit span at point P ,
and (N-e) is the moment arm of L(n,$) about the flapping hinge.
Figure 21 clarifies the definition of the flapping hinge offset C
(normalized by R).
The airload per unit span at point P can be written:
U101 )fci (rRjUO~. (3.89)
The lift deficiency function F is a alternate way of modeling the
shed wake and is normally not used (F=1.0). The second term in
Eq. 3.89 is because F does not apply to the steady-state component
of L(n,$P). The tangential and perpendicular components of the air-
speed U in the blade section plane at point P are UT and Up,
respectively when normalized by tip speed (Fig. 20). For helicopters
UT is normally either much greater than U or U is so small that
the dynamic pressure is too small to cause significant airloads.
Therefore U is neglected compared to U in the harmonic solution.
p 2 -2 T
This is why UT is used instead of U for the dynamic pressure in
Eq. 3.89.
Before substituting Eq. 3.89 into Eq. 3.88, it is helpful to
normalize. Define Lock Number (LN) as:
L - (3.90)
Instead of time t use azimuth angle $ and define:
(3.91)
oi IL (3.92)
Now substituting into Eq. 3.88 and dividing by Ib Q2
1.0 ty
+ f T t (3.93)2.
This is the equation requiring moment equilibrium about the flap-
ping hinge. The requirement for a given thrust coefficient CT is
obtained by integrating the airloads over the rotor:
V'
T T
ir 0 7(3.94)
where a is the rotor solidity. These equations (3.93 and 3.94)
can be solved for the flapping 6 ($) and the collective pitch 600.
Before this can be done, expressions for UT01,*) and a(n,$) must
be developed.
The angle of attack a (xU,4) can be written (Fig. 20):
e. f1(~) = & () 4A-a ( A T M ( 3.95)
The pitch 0(n) is not a function of azimuth * because the blade
motion solution is done in the no-feathering plane (NFP), which
eliminates cyclic pitch, and because blade-torsional motion is
neglected. For the harmonic solution, a linear twist is assumed:
e+ err7  (3.96)
Again, neglecting U2 compared to UT, the angle of attack can be
written:
ou e 1 -T (3.97)
For the harmonic solution, the induced contribution to the
tangential airspeed is neglected. Therefore:
U (It ,,wsuI'n (3.98)
Assuming that the flapping a is a small angle:
+ + cos - E (3.99)
The yal term is the increment to X(n,$) caused by going from the
TPP to the NFP and is analogous to the ptan i component of X (n ,$),
see Fig. 15.
All of the elements needed to solve Eqs. 3.93 and 3.94 are
now available. The procedure starts with the development of an
expression for U 2a. Substituting Eq. 3.97:
T T (3.100)
Substituting Eq. 3.98 for UT and Eq. 3.99 for U into Eq. 3.100:
al< e. e7(5 ,sin U--(+ ie(i (3.101)
{ + A cos + E
Now, Eq. 3.86 can be differentiated to obtain 8 and 0:
a C d Cos + 2 sin . 26 Cos (3.102)
is ,, 4~CS#+~SvZY (3.103)
Next, Eqs. 3.86, 3.87, and 3.102 for 0, X(n,4), and 8 , respectively
are substituted into Eq. 3.101. The resulting expression for U a
is substituted into Eqs. 3.93 and 3.94. Finally, Eq. 3.86 for 8
and Eq. 3.103 for 6 are substituted into Eq. 3.93.
The final versions of Eq. 3.93 and Eq. 3.94, after all of
these substitutions, are very lengthy and will not be reproduced
here. These equations involve products of the form sinn$ sinm*,
cosn* cosm$, or sinn* cosm$. These products are eliminated by the
following trigonometric relations:
S,4i )sin(w#)'.[cos(n.. 
. cbs&n+m) (3.104)
CosWin) Cos(m 4) a cos in)S + cos (in+W) ]
(3.105)
(3.106)
This leaves sinn4 or cosne as the only function of $ in any indi-
vidual term. To ensure that n is non-negative, use the relations:
s'in (-n) = sn (3.107)
cos (-" y)a Cos (nI (3.108)
It is only necessary to retain terms for which n is less than 3
and the number of X(n,$) harmonics used is varied to ensure that
all terms having n < 3 are included.
For Eq. 3.94, the azimuth integral eliminates all sinn4 and
cosn* terms, except for cosn* when n = 0. This leaves:
l ZI + 4 - 4 (3.109)
All of the terms not containing any harmonics of X(n,$) can be in-
tegrated over n:
90
(3.110)
This can be solved for 0
L1.01 49
(3.111)
In Eq. 3.93, there are five different types of terms: those
containing no trigonometric functions of $ and those containing
either sinn$ or cosn* for n = 1 or n = 2, since all terms with
n > 2 have been dropped. Thus, Eq. 3.93 can be written:
4 ~:FCos + F, S 4Fd' + E2.*C*S z2 + (3.112)
Since Eq. 3.112 must be satisfied for all $ between 0 and 27r, the
individual factors F must each be zero. This gives five equations
for the five harmonic components of S. Solving these equations:
+~ 11 
-AAI. (3.113)
1.0
*Ai
b -fAE ~
oz*
(3.114)
4-L~P:
Is c (3.115)
P 3:, a
(3.116)
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where the integrals I are defined:
(3.117)
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These six equations (3.111 plus 3.113-3.117) are
To eliminate the a - 60 coupling, substitute Eq. 3.114
and solve for 0 :
(3.118)
(3.119)
(3.120)
(3.121)
coupled.
into Eq. 3.111
3L
-z(
1.0
+3 f(!t% '1NX')jt1 4
A,
4- IsFL I
+ dL
(3.122)
0 
-
T
To eliminate a2 - b2 coupoing, substitute Eq. 3.117 into Eq. 3.116
and solve for a2
at CLT- G
1..0
.1,.
(3.123)
To save ourselves from further algebra and longer equations,
note that a2 and b2 are normally at least an order of magnitude
smaller than e9 a0 , a1 , and b1 . This allows the use of the follow-
ing computation scheme:
1) Assume a2 = b2 = 0
2) Compute 69 from Eq. 3.122
3) Compute ai from Eq. 3.114
4) Compute a from Eq. 3.113
5) Compute b1 from Eq. 3.115
6) Compute a2 from Eq. 3.123
7) Compute b2 from Eq. 3.117
8) Repeat steps 2 through 7, using new values of a2 and b,.
Normally, one iteration is adequate.
In the equations above all integrals over q which contain
harmonics of A(n,$) are not performed since these harmonics are
functions of n. The program LDS-73 performs these integrations
numerically.
The coning angle a is an input to LDS-73 which must be
computed by hand. A simplified expression for a is, therefore,
developed, assuming: e = 0, F = 1.0, X(n,$) = X0 , and that i3 can
be neglected compared to one.
\Al ( .)[ 3- X E It O (3.124)
This can be further simplified to:
6 4 M g(3.3)
with some sacrifice in accuracy.
It is often useful to isolate the contributions of CT, e,
the various harmonics of X(n,$), a2 , and b2 to 60 , a0 , a1 , and b1 .
This is done in LDS-73 by appropriate bookkeeping when this harmonic
solution was programmed.
The harmonic solution given above neglects compressibility.
The important compressibility effect on blade motion is the increase
of the lift-curve slope 3CL/a with Mach number. An average cor-
rection factor for this (GMA) is developed in Subsection 3.3.2
(Eq. 3.161). This can be applied to the harmonic solution by re-
placing the lift-curve slope a with (a/GMA) wherever a appears.
3.3.2 Numerical Solution
The fundamental assumption of the numerical solution is that
the blade motion consists of rigid body flapping and first mode
flapwise blade bending. Given assumed mode shapes, this leads to
two linearized, coupled equations for the amplitudes as a function
of azimuth. These equations are solved numerically.
Since all blade motion is assumed to take place outboard of
the flapping hinge, the length of the blade outboard of the flap-
ping hinge L = (1 - )R is often used to normalize variables in-
stead of R. Variables normalized by L instead of R will be identi-
fied by a bar above them. Thus the normalized radial coordinate
becomes:
E 0(3.125)
The vertical displacement of point P on the n blade rela-
tive to the no feathering plane (NFP) is z(n,$) (normalized by L).
This z ) can be written in terms of two normal modes:
a ( Y. (3.126)
The first mode is rigid body flapping. Therefore:
(3.127)
NO) (3.128)
The second mode is the first flapwise mode of blade bending. The
choice of a mode shape Y2 (O) is discussed in Appendix G. The mode
shape normally used is:
Y. 4-(3.129)
based on the assumption of a uniform radial blade mass distribution
m(T) (slugs/ft) outboard of the flapping hinge.
The amplitude of the blade motion is assumed to be small
enough that all terms in the blade-motion equations which are non-
linear in q1 and q2 can be neglected. Provision is made for a
torsional spring of stiffness k (ft-lb/radian) about the flapping
hinge. This spring can be used, together with flapping hinge off-
set, to simulate a hingeless, cantilever rotor. The resulting
linearized equations of blade motion are:
MS ,+ M + M + )+
M ,i+M1+ M 4 +M1
+KQq
= Q,1
(3.130)
(3.131)
where the M's are various mass integrals, K is a normalized k, Q1
and Q2 are generalized forces due to airloads, EI(i) is the radial
distribution of flapwise stiffness (lb-ft 2) of the rotor blade, and
the dot notation represents differentiation with respect to azimuth
angle ($)).
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The equations for the M's can be simplified for the case of
a uniform blade mass distribution [m(F) = constant]. For typical
high aspect ratio rotor blades,this implies a flapwise moment of
inertia about the flapping hinge of:
I, 3
(3.141)
From the definition of LN (Eq. 3.90),
!e-!.R(3.142)
Assuming Y2 (1) given by Eq. 3.129, the M's can now be written in
terms of LN for constant m(5I) :
I LNo (Tit (3.143)
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(3.145)
(3.146)
(3.147)
Assuming a uniform stiffness distribution [EI(i) = EI = constant]:
-4
M1-- ,' 4 ER1i (3.148)
a.ccRJLR 4' L~
The normalized k can be written in terms of R and e instead of L:
- = 
(3.149)
Now the equations of blade motion can be simplified for this special
case:
S- (3.150)
(3.151)
These are the equations used in LDS-73, together with the Y2(i)
given by Eq. 3.129.
An expression for L(n,$) can be obtained by combining Eq.
3.89 and Eq. 3.94:
L.,Y)=' V)(JR) ) (\F) - (3.152)
The tangential airspeed UT is computed from either Eq. 3.84, if
tangential induced velocities are included, or Eq. 3.98, if they
are neglected. The perpendicular airspeed UP is computed assuming
that q, and q2 are small angles:
LA ) F (1 )A a +[ + ( I 7  osy (3.153)
The general expression for angle of attack is:
o(q")= 1) - i-~&' (U? /UT (3.95)
For part of the numerical solution, a small angle version of this
expression is used:
/ )- U A,2 (3.154)
These expressions for a(n,$) do not apply in the reverse
flow region (UT < 0). Taking only the principal value of
tan (Up/U T
-I) 4 ( /<(3.155)
For the small angle version:
u- (3.156)
which applies for all UT*
Now Q and Q2 can be written using Eq. 152 and Eq. 3.156):
- I 
--E( .1 7
zC TQLI (I4 lr'(1 +IF (3.157)
These equations for Q and Q2 assume that the lift-curve slope is
a constant. It is desirable to modify this assumption to include
stall and compressibility effects. Stall will be included later.
The compressibility correction is:
)CL (.5
= (3.159)
G M (1,)
0.(6
M X. (3.160)
where M(n,$) is the local Mach number:
M J?..R , 4 , oco. (3.161)
An average compressibility correction is also defined:F 0.40
GMR= M&.. 1 1  (3.162)
I I - 0.75 JAR /1001?
The average correction GMA can be applied to the lift-curve slope
a used in the harmonic solution. It is not needed for the numeri-
cal solution where GM(n,*) is used.
To understand the use of GM(n,$*), recall that a is a con-
stant input, DCL/ a, and that the actual DCL/a is obtained by
multiplying a by an appropriate factor. The equations of blade
motion are normalized by a factor which includes a but not any
factors which might multiply a. Thus, any correction factors for
a multiply the angle of attack a(n,5) in the equations of motion,
not a. This implies that:
The Up.., trsnQ{ Q2[cnti( (3.163)
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The U Pterms in Q1and Q2contain the dependent variables
qand q 2 . To isolate this dependence write:
Q1 I - 1 -
Q - C 
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For a given Y2(7i), such as Eq. 129, all of the C's, except C1 and
C6 can be integrated in closed form, if qT(n,$), the induced contri-
bution to UT, is neglected. This is not done in LDS-73 where the
option to include qT(n,*) has been retained by using numerical in-
tegration.
Dynamic stall effects will be included in the final airloads
computation (Subsection 3.4.2), but they are only very simply repre-
sented in the numerical solution for blade motion. This is because
the computation of dynamic stall effects in the final airloads
solution shows that they are small for the low advance ratio cases
considered here. Should it become necessary, dynamic stall could
be included in the numerical solution, but this would require a
major revision to accurately predict a = 3a/39.
For the numerical solution in LDS-73, dynamic stall is
simply represented by raising the static stall angle of attack
(as) to 20*. The CL vs a curve used is shown in Fig. 22, where
aCL /Da is obtained from Eq. 3.159. To apply this a(n,$) is computed
using Eq. 3.155 just before the C's are computed. If ja(n,P)| < as,
then the C's are computed normally (Eq. 3.167 to Eq. 3.175). If
la(n,$)| > as, then all of the coefficients for q1 , q2 ' q1l q2
(C2 , C3, C4 , C5 , C8, C9 , C1 0 ) are set equal to zero, since 3CL /a = 0.
The terms which do not depend on blade motion become:
1C zr"0  -V ,U d. 0( '- F) 1 (3.176)
-zf 2_FU~a
CZ-(.,)l 1G(1)0(i' -(6-0 9) (3.177)
Now the equations of blade motion (Eq. 3.150, 3.151) can be
rewritten using these coefficients C1 - C10.
M5 "+ C~ +;~(~i~ 4  )j, (Mr. Ci- 3V) O C1  (3.178)
4. 7 0 (3.179)
In review, observe that all of the blade motion (q1 , q2 ) dependence
in the equations of motion has been made explicit in Eqs. 178 and
3.179 with the exception of that contained in aCL/3a. Recall that
when these equations were normalized, they were divided by a, where
a is an input, constant DCL/a. The actual CL/ a is a multiplied
by appropriate correction factors for compressibility and stall.
These lift-curve slope correction factors multiply the coefficients
C1 - C1 0. The compressibility-correction factor is [l.0/GM(T,$)],
which is independent of blade motion. Stall is a function of
angle of attack a, which is in turn a function of blade motion.
Thus, the stall-correction factor for DCL/ a is a function of blade
motion. This dependence of aCL/3a on blade motion makes the blade-
motion equations nonlinear. To avoid this nonlinearity, a very
simple CL vs a curve is used (Fig. 22). Using this curve, aCL/a
is either a constant, for a below stall, or CL/3a is zero, for a
above stall. The choice between the two possible values of XCL/Pa
is made at each step in the iterative, numerical blade-motion
solution, by computing a (fn,$) using the best available estimate of
the blade motion.
A finite difference solution technique for equations similar
to Eqs. 3.178 and 3.179 is described on pages 668 to 672 of
Bisplinghoff, Ashley, and Halfman [56]. The basis of this technique
is a set of formulas for the first and second derivatives of blade
motion q($) with respect to azimuth angle $ in terms of the blade
motion at the last four azimuth angle steps:
(3.180)
(3.181)
These formulas can be used to compute I 2 ' 1($), and
q2 (M) and the resulting expressions can be substituted into
Eqs. 3.178 and 3.179. This leads to the following equations for
q ($) and q2
aO 1LV ) + (3.182)
11(0 + 1 a (3.183)
where:
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Solving these equations for q (p) and q2 OP):
a 221. - aIt I IL
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The results of the harmonic solution for blade motion are
used to initialize the numerical solution. Thus the initial
values for blade motion are:
SaCes / - I,, f - 41 * Z b(3.192)
e sin - cos-$ 4 24.sin 2/ -ZIicos Z (3.193)
00 (3.194)
0. 0 (3.195)
The harmonic solution result for 6 is also used as an initial0
value for the numerical solution. The initial azimuthal step
size A* used in the numerical solution is the same as the A*$
used elsewhere in LDS-73. The solution proceeds as follows:
1) Initialize the blade pitch using e0 from the
harmonic solution and an input twist eT(r)
G * = , + G.I('.) (3.196)
2) Initialize ql, 41 , q2 ' q2 for S = 0, At, 2As,..
2w using Eqs. 3.192 through 3.195.
3) Start loop where $ runs from 0 to 2w in steps
of A*
4) Compute a(n,$) using Eq. 3.155.
5) Compute C1 - C10 using either Eqs. 3.167 through
3.175 or Eqs. 3.176 through 3.177 depending
on the value of a(n,)
6) Compute new values for q(*) and q 2 ($) using
Eqs. 3.190 through 3.191.
7) Compute new values of 4,( ) and q2 (*) using
g (*) and q2('() from step (6) in Eq. 3.180.
8) End of $ loop: either increment $ by A$ and go
to step (4)or, if $ = 2w, go to step (9)
9) Check for convergence. Require:
(0) - '< EQ (3.197)
0 - 7 (3.198)
0 - (3.199)
0)Q(3.200)
for convergence, where EQ is an input (normally
EQ = 10- 5). If convergedgo to step (12), other-
wise go to step (10).
10) If more than NQIM (input, normally NQIM = 25),
iterations have been done, halve A$ and go back to
step (2). Since A$ is now less than the value
used by the rest of LDS-73, linear interpolation
is used for X(ri,$). Halving A* is only attempted
NQCM (input, normally NQCM = 1) times.
11) If less than NQIM iterations have been done,
harmonically analyze ql(*) to obtain a1 which up-
dates the value of ya 1 used in computing a(n,$).
Set ql, q2 ' q1 ' i2 equal to the weighted average
of their values from the last two iterations
(WF = input weighting factor, normally WF = 0.5).
Set: q (o) = q (2r) , q2 (o) = q2 (2w) ,q (o) =
(2r) , and q 2 (o) = 4 2(2) and go to step (3) .
12) Compute CT using a(n ,ij) from step (5) in
Eq. 3.94 (modified to include stall and compres-
sibility effects)
13) Check for CT convergence. Require
T CT I < ECT (3.201)
where CT is the required CT (input) and ECT
0 
-5
is an input (normally ECT = 2 x 10-). If con-
verged, the solution is complete. Otherwise
change 60:
O9 = G ( CTC- T (3.202)
where 360/aCT is readily obtained by differenti-
ating Eq. 3.122 with respect to C * Initialize
e(n) using Eq. 3.196 and go to step (3).
3.4 Airloads and Performance
This subsection assumes that the downwash X(n,) and the
blade motion are known. The task here is to compute rotor air-
loads and performance. The aerodynamic forces can be resolved in
various ways. The aerodynamic forces computed here are: airloads
(lift), drag, thrust, horizontal force, azimuthal force, and radial
force. All of these are computed at each point P on the rotor and
are output either in (lb/in) or, for the drag, in coefficient form.
The total thrust, horizontal force and propulsive force for the en-
tire rotor are computed as output in coefficient form. Torque coef-
ficient is computed including a breakdown into parasite torque and
induced torque. Finally, rotor equivalent lift to drag ratio (L/D)
and total vehicle L/D are computed.
The angle of attack a(n,P) is easily computed when downwash
and blade motion are known. The important part of the computations
in this subsection is therefore the CL vs a and CD vs a curves for
a two-dimensional airfoil section. These curves are functions of
Mach number and rate of change of angle of attack (& = 3a/39). For
a production airloads computation, these airfoil section character-
istics would normally be input data tables for each particular
section used. For LDS-73, this is not done. Instead, a set of
simplified functions is used to represent a generalized, cambered
helicopter airfoil section. The representation used here is much
more sophisticated than that used in the numerical blade motion
solution, but it is not complicated enough to show the effects of
different airfoil sections on rotor performance. It is anticipated
that an industrial user of this work would modify this subsection
to reflect his own airfoil section data.
3.4.1 Angle of Attack
The first step is to compute the angle of attack a(n,$) and
its time rate of change a(n,$) = 3a/3$. The angle of attack a(n,$)
is computed using Eq. 3.155, repeated here:
T)1  T
The tangential airspeed UT is computed using either Eq. 3.84, if
tangential induced velocities are included, or Eq. 3.98, if they
are neglected. The equation used for the perpendicular airspeed
U depends on which blade motion solution was used. For the
harmonic solution, Eq. 3.99 is used, where 8 and 8 are obtained
from Eq. 3.102 and Eq. 3.103, respectively. For the numerical
solution, Eq. 3.152 is used.
The time rate of change of angle of attack is approximated
by:
)L (3.203)
3.4.2 Airfoil Section Characteristics - Lift
The technique used here to represent radial flow and dynamic
stall effects on lift is adapted from Harris [57]. This technique
represents these effects by the use of an artificial DCL/aa . The
original technique [57] is adaptable to any airfoil section, but
the specialized version used here is intended to represent a typi-
cal, cambered helicopter airfoil section.
Define the chordwise and spanwise (radial) components of
the total velocity in the TPP at point P . The chordwise component
is:
CH T (, (3.204)
where UT comes from Eq. 3.84 or Eq. 3.98. The spanwise (radial)
component is:
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VSP = PCos )
The total (resultant) velocity is:
2(3
T R aCM s+ u/2 dh
To avoid |a(n,$) I> 7T/2 define a' such that 10' 1 < r/2:
)W1
(3.205)
.206)
(3.207)
where am is:
(3.208)
If am > f/2, it is also necessary to multiply VCH by minus one
(-1) to make VCH compatible with the definition of a'.
The artificial 3CL/ aa is determined using a reference angle
of attack a This a R is obtained by subtracting a dynamic stall
aa from a'. Define:
.o.o
1.071. 4 J e)4b /\, (3.209)
where b is the blade semichord and MB is the chordwise Mach number
at point P modified so that:
0.. M0(3.210)
To prevent dynamic stall effects from changing the sign of the lift,
we require:
& S (3.211)
Now:
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-r
d W1 I io I
04 (2.212)
Further, we require that:
(3.213)
The static stall angle of attack (a ss) and lift coefficient
CL are needed. For the typical cambered helicopter airfoil sec-
ti8R considered here:
55 0 /24 ,6s- M 1 (3.214)
except that in reverse flow (VCH < 0) or for a negative angle of
attack (a' < 0):
(3.215)
The static stall CL is:
L G(3.216)
where GM(n,$) is the compressibility factor, Eq. 3.160).
Now the artificial D L/3a (labeled aR) can be computed.
There are several cases. If aR< ass
(A. 0 =G M/ (3.217)
If aR > a ss
V\I (3.218)
where the factor (VR/VCH) accounts for radial flow and CL is:
s
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(3.219)
Finally, the lift coefficient CL, including radial flow and
dynamic stall effects, is:
L=L P (3.220)
where a' is defined by Eq. 3.207. To illustrate the results ob-
tained using these procedures, Fig. 23 shows the magnitude of CL
vs the magnitude of a (degrees) for the static case (& = 0) 'at
Mach numbers of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.9.
3.4.3 Airfoil Section Characteristics - Drag
The effect of dynamic stall on drag is represented by using
the reference angle of attack aR, computed in Subsection 3.4.2 in
place of the actual angle of attack. The static stall angle of
attack ass is used as computed in Subsection 3.4.2 with one ex-
ception: for negative angle of attack (a' < 0):
Oss 0 7 (3.221)
The incompressible drag coefficient CD is computed first-and a
compressibility correction CD is added later.
m
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The computation of the incompressible CD involves four
formulas: one for the unstalled case plus three stalled cases.
Two parameters used in these formulas are: CD D at zero aR
and CD (CD at aR = ass
CD 0'008 R
where the factor IVR/VCHI corrects CD for radial flow.
0 2.
(3.222)
1C, th = CO - .si C. s:
Now the incompressible Cis:
+ .4-0 (,sS)
D %
C -114 + .4-0 (0t4a)
, (A <- <
2.0 (i.z 4 < 0<t)
(3.224)
The compressibility correction C Dm is based on the drag
divergence Mach number MD'
MA= 0.8 S - 0. 33 | CL . (3.225)
where CL is obtained from Eq. 3.220. If the incompressible CD is
greater than 0.018, then modify MD
M,+ M -4 - (is 3.226)
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(3.223)
Cs
Also require that:
M. > 0.10 (3.227)
Now CD is:
m
0.0 M < M 0 1
C (MA-t 0O) <LMOS
0 ~ S+4-M
(3.228)
Finally, CDm is added to CD :
C VC + C (3.229)p 0
To illustrate the results obtained using these formulas
CD vs aR (degrees) is shown in Fig. 24 for Mach numbers of: 0.2,
0.5, and 0.9. Note that a R is in radians in the formulas quoted
here.
3.4.4 Aerodynamic Forces and Performance
The computation of aerodynamic forces, given CL and CD, is
mostly a matter of resolving these forces in various directions.
The local aerodynamic forces computed are: airloads (lift) perpen-
dicular to the local relative wind, thrust perpendicular to the
tip path plane (TPP), azimuthal force perpendicular to the blade
radial axis and parallel to the TPP, the radial force parallel to
the blade axis and parallel to the TPP, and the horizontal force
in the plane of the direction of flight and parallel to the TPP.
The total aerodynamic forces on the rotor computed here are:
thrust perpendicular to the TPP, horizontal force in the plane of
the direction of flight but parallel to the TPP, and propulsive
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force parallel to the direction of flight. The local parasite and
induced torque coefficient increments as well as the total rotor
torque coefficients are computed. Finally, rotor and total air-
craft equivalent lift to drag ratios are computed.
Various angles are needed to resolve these forces. The
angle between the local relative wind and the TPP is:
=0IA o e(1)- lcos - - 1 sB n (3.230)
where A1 and B1 are cyclic pitch components relative to the TPP.
Recalling the relationship between cyclic pitch and first harmonic
flapping (a1 and b ) in Gessow-Myers [58]:
O<. -W Sin (3.231)TPP
The angle between the blade element at point P and the TPP in the
radial direction is assumed to be small. Therefore it is:
. + .. Y cos -n (3.232)
where qlc =- 1 and l= - b1 are the first harmonic sine and co-
sine components of q O .
The local airloading (lift) at point P is:
L( ,c(L R) (3.233)
which includes dynamic stall effects in the computation of CL
(Subsection 3.4.2). The program LDS-73 also computes another
L(n,$) without dynamic stall for comparison with that obtained
using Eq. 3.233. This simplified L(h,$) is based on a(n,$) computed
from Eq. 3.154 and a modified version of the CL vs a curve of Fig. 22.
The modification to Fig. 22 is to require that CL go linearly to
zero at a= + w/2 with the decay starting at a+ (7/2 - as). Thus
the positive- and negative-a portions of the CL vs a curve become
symmetrical about a = + w/4.
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The other aerodynamic forces include components of drag
as well as lift. Define the azimuth drag DA and the radial drag
DR III
0, =CJR) (lH C (3.234)
OR-IrC(J2.R) V V (.0087) (3.235)
where V and VR are defined by Eq. 3.205 and Eq. 3.206, respec-
tively. Both the lift L(n,$) and the drags DA and DR will have
the dimensions of the factor 1/2 .pc(AR) 2. Using the normal di-
mensions for p, c, 9, and R gives (lb/ft). Since experimental
data is normally quoted in (lb/in) the various local forces are
output by LDS-73 in (lb/in). Therefore L(n,$), DA, and DR will
be understood to have dimensions of (lb/in), which involves either
measuring the chord (c) in inches instead of feet or replacing the
1/2 by 1/24 in Eq. 3.233 through Eq. 3.235.
The local thrust (lb/in) can now be computed:
v Cos at + sin A r- (3.236)
The local azimuthal force (lb/in) is:
F( v)Cw os o( Sn OkTiP? (3.237)
The local radial force (lb/in) is:
R F(_1 ') = D,,R - L (1,1 0 ' 3;n 1(3.238)
The local horizontal force (lb/in) is:
The local thrust T n,P) and local horizontal force HF(,$) are in-
tegrated over the rotor disk to obtain the total thrust (lb) and
the total horizontal force (lb).
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T Z(3.240)
00
21r F (3.241)
where R' is R measured in inches to make the units consistent. The
total propulsive force X(lb) is:
X = Tsin i - H cos (3.242)
where i is the TPP incidence which was originally estimated
(Eq. 3.4) by assuming that H is negligible compared to T.
The local increments to the total parasite torque, induced
torque, and thrust coefficients are computed to show the contribu-
tion of each point P to the overall rotor performance.
These local increments represent the contribution of a
local area, having dimensions An by A*, around point P , to the
total coefficients for all nb blades. The thrust coefficient
increment is: 6
or ' ix R (t R) 21I F (3.243)
where R' is R measured in inches to cancel the inches in TF (lb/in).
The parasite torque coefficient increment is:
ACQ 6 2. R' ) A Cos tPP (3.244)
The induced torque coefficient increment is:
A C (3.245)
The total C T C , and CQ are obtained by summing these increments
p i
over the rotor disc. The total torque coefficient is the sum of the
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parasite and induced contributions.
Q Q T QL (3.246)
The overall aircraft lift to equivalent drag ratio is a
useful measure of aerodynamic efficiency.
.AC./CQ (3.247)
The rotor lift to equivalent drag ratio removes the fuselage and
hub drag giving a measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of the
rotor in isolation.
(L /DeS P C / C, - A (3C.248)
where CX is the propulsive force coefficient:
(3.249)
/A 1r R (tR)
Finally, an angle of attack distribution a(n,$)is required
for use in the computation of the bound circulation distribution,
either for another iteration of LDS-73 or as input to a tip vor-
tex geometry computation by WG-71. Since all circulation computa-
tions use the input, constant lift curve slope a the a(n,$) is
adjusted to give the correct lift when DCL/3a = a.
'4 CL /a' (3.250)
where CL is obtained from Eq. 3.220.
This completes the computation of airloads.
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SECTION 4
ROTOR TIP VORTEX GEOMETRY COMPUTATION
The concentrated tip vortex line is the dominant part of
the rotor wake (see Subsection 1.1). It is, therefore, worth ex-
pending extra effort to obtain a more accurate estimate for the
tip vortex-line geometry than the basic rigid-wake assumption
(Subsection 1.5.1). The more accurate tip-vortex geometry is
called the distorted tip-vortex geometry, compared to the normal
rigid-wake-geometry assumption. The computation of this distorted
geometry consists of the computation of the tip-vortex distortion
D($,6). This D($,6) is the displacement of point P on the tip
vortex due to the induced velocity (see Subsection 1.5).
A computer program (WG-71) has been developed to compute
the tip-vortex distortion $($,6). This program is designed to be
used together with the airloads program LDS-73. The wake geometry
program WG-71 uses a circulation distribution which is computed by
LDS-73 and which remains constant throughout the computation of
D($,6). The relationship between the airloads computation (LDS-73)
and the tip-vortex-geometry computation (WG-71) is shown in Fig. 3.
The computation of the tip-vortex distortion E($,6) is con-
ceptually very simple. The induced velocity at various points P
on the tip vortex is computed as a function of age (time) 6. This
induced velocity is integrated over time to obtain $($6). The
problem is that the induced velocity is a function of the tip
vortex geometry which is,in turn, a function of D($,6). Thus, as
the computation proceeds and the current estimate of D(4$,6) changes,
it is necessary to recompute, or update, the induced velocity.
This repeated updating of the induced velocity is very expensive,
which means that a simple, brute-force tip-vortex-geometry computa-
tion is very expensive. It is, therefore, important to develop
various refinements to the tip-vortex-geometry computation which
reduce the expense of updating. These refinements greatly reduce
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the expense of the computation by reducing the amount of repetition
required. They also greatly complicate what is basically a simple
problem.
The distortion computation will be described in two stages.
First, the fundamental computation is described to give a clear un-
derstanding of the basic approach used. Then the various refine-
ments are described. These refinements complicate the computation,
but they reduce the expense of the computation by reducing the
amount of updating required.
4.1 Fundamental Distortion Computation
This subsection describes the fundamental distortion compu-
tation without the complication of the various refinements designed
to reduce the amount of updating required. When the fundamental
distortion computation is understood, the various refinements will
be considered in Subsection 4.2. Since it is very important to
save computational expense by the use of the simplest wake model
which can give adequate accuracy, the choice of wake models will
also be reviewed.
4.1.1 Basic Notation
A review of Subsection 1.5 will clarify the nomenclature
and notation used. It is important to understand the differences
between the notation used for airloads computations and that used
for tip vortex distortion computations. The general point P , at
which the induced velocity is computed, is located on the n blade
for airloads computations, but it is located on the tip vortex
for distortion computations. For airloads computations, the age
of point P is always zero while the age of point P is labeled 6.
For distortion computations, the age of point P can be nonzero
and is labeled 6 while the age of point P becomes 6. This change
in the definition of 6 must be remembered.
The points P and P are identified by the parameters
(n,*,6) and (k,$,6 ), respectively. These parameters are measured
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with respect to the fundamental skewed helix not the actual dis-
torted tip vortex. Thus, these parameters remain independent of
changes in the distortion. For example: n and Z are always equal
to unity for the tip vortex. To obtain the location of point P
or point P,, the corresponding point on the fundamental skewed
helix (P or P F) is found using these parameters. Then the ap-
propriate distortion, D($,6) or E($,6 ), provides a vector linking
point P or point P with the actual point P or point P on the
distorted tip vortex.
The function D($, 6) is only evaluated for a discrete set
of * and 6.
The A* used for a distortion computation is chosen to be the same
as the A$ used for the corresponding airloads computation. This
is done to ensure that the distortion is computed at the end points
of the tip-vortex line segments used in the airloads computation
(i.e., at points P for the airloads computation). The azimuth
angle $ only varies over the range 0 to 2w because the wake geo-
metry is assumed to be cyclic for the steady-state-flight cases
considered here. In other words if photographs of the rotor and
its wake are taken at two different times, chosen such that the
azimuth angles of the rotor blades are identical in both photo-
graphs, then the wake geometry will also be identical.
The azimuth angle * can be thought of as identifying the
general location of point P in the wake. The age 6 locates point
P relative to the current position of the rotor. Since only the
wake near the rotor is of interest for airloads computations, the
tip-vortex distortion is only computed for 6 ranging from 0 to 27rm.
A typical value of m is two.
The distortion D($,6 ) is the same function as D($,6), but
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is evaluated at point P L instead of at point P . Therefore, $ and
6 must also come in increments of A* to be compatible with $ and
6. The range of 6 will be discussed in Subsection 4.1.3. The
desired range of $is 0 to 2w. However, solving Eq. 1.2 for $ yields:
~+ (4.3)
Examination of this equation for $ and C between 0 and 2w and for
6 and 6 between 0 and 27m shows that $ is not restricted to the
range 0 to 2w. Thus, it must be understood that when evaluating
functions which are cyclic in azimuth angle, such as D($,6 ) and
Ybv($), at azimuth angle $, the principle value of $ is used
(i.e., the appropriate integer multiple of 21 is added or subtracted
so that: 0 < $ < 2w).
The same x,y,z coordinate system with origin at point P is
used for distortion computations as was used for airloads compu-
tations (Subsection 3.2.3). The definitions of a and b (Eqs. 3.9
and 3.10) remain the same as well. The components of a and b
are different, however, because point P is now in the wake in-
stead of on the n blade.
4.1.2 Wake Models and Circulation
The wake models used are generally described in Section 2.
There are some differences between the wake models used by WG-71
and those used by LDS-73. These differences are primarily because
the airloads program LDS-73 was rewritten more recently than the
wake geometry program WG-71. Thus, WG-71 does not have provision
for the tip vortex sheet plus vortex line (VSVL) model described
in Subsection 2.5.3 or for vortex sheets having a vortex core.
However, WG-71 retains provisions for an n trailing vortex line
model (Subsection 2.2), which was discarded by LDS-73 to reduce
the size of the QMAT matrix. Finally, the trailing and shed vortex
sheet models used by WG-71 are somewhat more complicated than those
used by LDS-73.
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The fundamental difference between the WG-71 and LDS-73
inboard trailing vortex sheet models is in the determination of
Z the outboard edge of the vortex sheet. For LDS-73, L
is computed by requiring that the area under the curve y(n,$) vs.
n be the same for the model bound circulation distribution as for
the actual bound circulation distribution.
where Ybv($) is defined in Subsection 2.8.1. The Zi ($) obtained
from Eq. 4.6 is then averaged over $ to obtain £2. If this X2
is greater than an input I2, the input value is used. This tech-
nique was at one time used for airloads computations and the
actual X.(O) was used instead of the average value k2. This lead
1 2
to difficulties with circulation iteration convergence and was
abandoned in favor of the average £2. This, in turn, was replaced
by an input ki ($) in LDS-73; however, WG-71 has not been updated
to include this option.
WG-71 has provision for either a one segment or two segment
shed vortex-sheet model, see Subsection 2.8.2. The two-segment
model is used with the inboard trailing vortex-sheet model. When
a shed vortex-sheet model is used, the trailing vortex sheet or
line segments have a linear circulation variation to conserve cir-
culation.
Since point P is not on a rotor blade in distortion com-
putations, the near wake effects associated with the rotor blade
do not apply. However, the computation of the induced velocity
contributions of the tip-vortex-line and shed-vortex-sheet segments
adjacent to point P must be done with special care. The use of
the normal straight tip vortex-line segments for this case gives
zero contribution which is unrealistic. The solution is to replace
these two straight tip vortex-line segments with a circular arc
segment passing through the three different end points of these
segments. This circular arc segment has the same vortex core radius
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as the rest of the tip vortex. The geometry and the contribution
to the induced velocity at point P of this circular arc segment
are derived in Appendix C. The problem with the adjacent shed
vortex sheet segments is the edge singularity associated with any
vortex sheet. This is avoided by replacing these two adjacent
vortex sheet segments with one big vortex sheet segment which has
point P in the middle.
The information actually input to WG-71 from LDS-73 is the
angle-of-attack distribution a(n,*) in degrees. The bound circula-
tion distribution is obtained from:
340~' '7+r~'r (4.5)
which is analogous to Eq. 3.1. This bound circulation distribution
is used directly for the n trailing vortex-line case, where n is
the number of n stations plus one. Otherwise, the circulation
models of Subsection 2.8 are used as necessary.
The vortex core radii used by WG-71 are normally the same
as those used by LDS-73. A table of ages for tip-vortex core
bursting is also obtained from LDS-73. There is no provision for
vortex sheet vortex cores in WG-71, again because this is a recent
addition to LDS-73 which did not make much difference in the
final answers.
4.1.3 Wake-Geometry Extrapolation
The tip vortex distortion is only computed for the wake
which is within 27Tm of the rotor (i.e., for 0 < 6 < 2vm). When
computing the distortion D($,6) at point P it is clearly necessary
to consider the induced velocity contributions of all of the wake
within 2nM of point P TI, where M is normally at least as large as m.
Thus, 6 will range from 0 to 6 + 2wM for any given 6 and will have
a maximum range of 0 to 2w(m + M). This implies a need to know the
geometry of the tip vortex for anges 6 , greater than 27m.
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One solution to this problem is to simply neglect all wake
for ages greater than 2wm. This means that the Y)($,6) calculated
for 6 near 2rm will be very inaccurate. This is due to the neglect
of some nearby wake which can be expected to make a large contribu-
tion to the induced velocity at point P and hence to D($,6).
Thus, m must be approximately doubled so that the inaccurate
D($,6) computed for 6 between 2w(m - M) and 2rm can be discarded
and still leave an adequate amount of accurate $(,6) near the
rotor.
A much more economical and more accurate solution is to use
extrapolation of the tip-vortex geometry for 6 greater than 2ffm.
This allows all of the wake within 2NM in age of any point P to
be included in a distortion computation, just as all of the wake
within 2nm of any point P on the rotor is included in an airloads
computation. This is the solution used by WG-71. The extrapola-
tion scheme chosen assumes that the distortion parallel to the
TPP remains constant for 6 > 2nm, while the distortion perpendicu-
lar to the TPP is computed, using a mean induced velocity for
6 > 2frm. This implies the following relations for 6 > 27rm:
,(01 i) - 0, ( z,2 m) (4.6)
DZ(0 fA)(4.7)
33 A 48
where the components of D0,6 are defined by Eq. 3.17 and X is
an input mean inflow, normally the same as for a rigid wake model.
4.1.4 Iteration Scheme
As discussed at the beginning of this section, it is neces-
sary to know the distortion in order to be able to compute the
distortion. This means that an iteration scheme is required. Any
iteration scheme must also include provisions for starting the
iteration. Various possible iteration and starting schemes are
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described in this subsection and the reasons for choosing the
particular schemes used by WG-71 are indicated.
The basic requirement for starting the D iteration is an
initial assumption for the wake geometry. One possibility is to
assume that the rotor is instantaneously started from rest, which
implies that there is initially no wake. As the rotor rotates
new wake is generated and the tip-vortex distortion is computed
for this new wake as it is generated. This scheme is analogous
to the neglect of all wake for 6 > 2nm, as discussed in Subsec-
tion 4.1.3. The problem with this starting scheme is similar to
the problem with the neglect of wake for 6 > 2nm. The D computed
for the first 2ffm or so in age is very inaccurate and extra com-
putation is required to achieve a converged result.
The scheme used by WG-71 is to start with 2nm of assumed
wake geometry. Normally, the rigid-wake assumption is used for
this purpose. As the computation proceeds, the rotor rotates
generating new wake. The tip-vortex distortion is computed for
this new calculated wake, but not for the old assumed wake, which
retains its original, assumed geometry. As new calculated wake
is generated, the rotor moves away from the assumed wake. Eventu-
ally enough calculated wake (21rm in age) is generated to provide
either a calculated D or an extrapolation of the calculated D for
all purposes and the assumed wake is no longer needed. This
starting scheme gives rapid convergence and is recommended.
After the tip-vortex distortion computation is started by
generating the first 2nm of new wake, a scheme for the rest of
the computation is required. Two possibilities will be considered;
continuous computation and iteration. For the continuous computa-
tion scheme, the rotor continues to advance generating new wake.
However, only the distortion of the tip vortex within 2wm of the
rotor is being computed. Therefore, every time the rotor generates
A$ of new calculated tip vortex (6 = 0 to A$), the oldest remaining
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A$ of calculated tip vortex is dropped (6 = 2rm to 2rm + A$) from
the computation. Thus, the calculated table of D($,6) is limited
to 0 < 6 < 2ffm. As discussed in Subsection 4.1.3, an extrapolated
E($,6 is available for 6 > 2wm. This continuous computation
continues until the calculated D($,6) converges.
For the iterative scheme, no more new calculated wake is
generated beyond the starting 2wm. Instead a new iteration is
begun. This new iteration starts with an assumed wake consisting
of 2wm of distorted wake from the previous iteration plus 2w(M - m)
of extrapolated distortion. The computation then proceeds as in
the starting scheme, but with this revised initial wake-geometry
assumption. The iteration is repeated until distortion convergence
is achieved. Normally, two or three iterations are required.
This iteration scheme is used by WG-71 because it is slightly more
convenient for use with some of the refinements described in Sub-
section 4.2. Basically, either continuous computation or itera-
tion can be used satisfactorily.
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4.1.5 Basic Distortion Iteration
A simplified flow chart for the basic distortion iteration
is given in Fig. 25. This flow chart represents one iteration of
the fundamental distortion computation, the brute-force approach
to tip vortex-geometry computation. The more complicated develop-
ment of this technique used by WG-71 will be described in Subsec-
tion 4.2.
The first step is to initialize ($) and $D which will be
defined later. Now consider the outer loops on 6M and 6. Ad-
vancing 6M by A* causes the boundary between assumed and calcu-
lated wake to move forward by A* and it causes a segment (Ap) of
new calculated wake to be generated. Thus, 6M starts at A$,
representing the first increment of new calculated wake. When
6M = 2fm, the D($,6) for 2wm of tip vortex has been calculated
and the iteration is over. The 6 loop is updating, except for
the last step when 6 = 6M. For this brute force approach, com-
plete updating is done at every step in 6M. If no updating were
done, the 6 loop would be eliminated and 6 would always be equal
to 6M'
The next loop is on P. Since both 6 and $ are now deter-
mined, it is possible to locate point P using the current best
estimate of D($,6) (see Subsection 4.1.6). The induced velocity
totals Eq, 'BV, and Aq are all set equal to zero here. These
totals are accumulated for each point P and will be needed later.
The total induced velocity at point P at age 6 is (Eq + qB'
where is the contribution of the bound vorticity. The contri-
bution of all the new wake generated by the last A* increment to
6 (i.e., the wake between 6 = 0 and 6 = A*) to the induced ve-
locity at point P is called Aq.
The next loop is on C. This is done to include the contri-
butions to the induced velocity at point P of the wake and the
bound vorticity of each blade.
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The next loop is on 6. This represents integration up
the wake from 6 = 6 + 2wM to 6 = 0. Given $, C, 6, and 6 the
value of $ is determined by Eq. 4.3. Thus, the 6 loop can be
thought of as a $ loop. When WG-71 was written this loop was con-
sidered a @ loop and the variable names in WG-71 reflect this.
The loop will be explained here as a 6 loop, however, because
this approach is much easier to understand.
Before the i loop starts, another induced velocity total qs
is set equal to zero. This q is the contribution to the induced velocity 1
at point P of all of the wake of one blade between the ages 6
and 6 - A*. The last value of if (for 6. = 0) is the only one actu-
ally used by the basic distortion iteration. In fact, if the i
loop were placed inside the 6 L loop, Aq could be defined directly
and 's would not be needed here. However, all values of 'q will
5 5
be needed by the near/far wake scheme (Subsection 4.2.1), so they
are defined here to minimize the changes required.
The t loop provides for the contributions to the induced
velocity of the wake and bound vorticity associated with the vari-
ous radial stations X. Since L, $, and 6 are now all known, the
location of point Pj can be determined using the current best esti-
mate of I($,6 ) (see Subsection 4.1.6). The vectors a andt
connecting point P with the various points P . can now be determined.
This data can then be used to compute the actual contributions to
the induced velocity at point P from the various wake elements
(q) and, when 6 = 0, from the bound vorticity (ABV). The details
of computing a, V, 4, and 4 BV will be covered in Subsections 4.1.7
and 4.1.8. The computed I is added to the totals Eq and ( s if
6 = 0, then ABV is added to (BV. This ends the L loop.
Working outward through the nest of loops, 6 and $ are
changed by A* and a test is made for the end of the 6 loop. At
the end of the 6 loop, 6 = 0, which implies that the current
value of s can be added to A. Because this is inside the C
loop, there will be a contribution to At from each blade as C changes.
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When the c loop is finished, the induced velocity at point
P has been computed. This has involved summing contributions
from various radial stations (2) and various blades (C) as well
as an integration over the azimuthal extent of the wake (6). Now
the average induced velocity at point P between ages 6 - A* and 6
is:
0 + (4 .9 )
where qBV has already been averaged (see Subsection 4.1.7).
At this point the main $ loop ends and the computation of
D($,6) occurs inside a separate * loop. This is done to avoid
the problem of trying to use a table of distortion where the bound-
ary between computed D and assumed t is 6 for azimuth angles less
than $, and 6 - A$ for azimuth angles greater than or equal to $.
Before a new $($,6) is computed, the old value is stored as ($)
and the current value of 6 is stored as 6D* Now, the incremental
distortion is computed as the averaged induced velocity times the
time increment (A*):
i =D( (4.10)
To start this incremental computation of $($,6), a value for
$(i,0) is required. At age 6 = 0, there has been zero time for
the wake to accumulate distortion since leaving the rotor blade;
therefore:
(4.11)
The 6 loop ends when 6 = M
After the boundary age, 6M, is incremented, the assumed
value of D(*, 6M - A4) is moved from DN ($) to 1s($) and the assumed
value of t(4I,6M) is stored in "N (*). The only function of DN ($) is
as an intermediary between D and Ds. For the basic distortion
iteration " could be used instead of DN, but this is not true for
0 Th f
WG-71. The function of D (M, and Th"'M(, is to aid in the location
0 S
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of point P (see Subsection 4.1.6).
The 61M loop ends when 6M = 2 rm. At this point the distor-
tion of the 2m= of wake nearest the rotor has been computed and
an iteration has been completed. There is no test for convergence
of the distortion computation in WG-71. Instead, the number of
iterations is an input (normally two is sufficient). Distortion
convergence is determined by examination of tip vortex geometry
plots for successive iterations.
The computation is arranged such that only one complete D
table is required. At the start of an iteration, this table con-
tains the assumed D. As the computation proceeds, the computed
I steadily replaces the assumed I5 in the table. The boundary
between the computed II and the assumed l is age 6 . At the end
of an iteration, the table contains only computed D. Recall that
at the start of a new iteration, the computed D from the previous
iteration becomes the assumed I5 for the new iteration. Thus
the II table does not need to be changed to start a new iteration.
4.1.6 Location of Points P and P
The location of points P and P requires careful considera-
tion because it is important to use all of the available informa-
tion to achieve the best possible estimate. The basic problem is
that the best estimate of the distortion I changes as a distortion
iteration proceeds. Furthermore, in the middle of a distortion
iteration, the D for the computed wake is more accurate than the
D for the assumed wake, since it has been computed more recently.
The estimation of the distortion at points P and P is therefore
more complicated than simply using D($,6 ) and $($,6).
Consider the state of the 'S table at a point in the middle
of an iteration. The table will have three distinct areas con-
taining different types of 6. For ages greater than or equal to
6M, the table will contain assumed . This is the least accurate
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type of t since it is the oldest. For ages less than or equal to
6D, the table will contain computed values of t which have just
been updated. This is the most accurate type of D since it is the
most recently computed. For ages greater than 6D, but less than
6M, the table will contain computed -D values which have not been
updated as recently as the t of the preceding section, if it has
been updated at all. This intermediate section of the D table
will not exist if 6D happens to be equal to 6M'
While $($,6) describes the distortion at point P., it is
not always the most accurate available description. Define D ($,6)
as the best possible estimate for the distortion at point P.
Then for 6 < 6D:
(4.12)
For 6D < 6 < 6M
o',~ Ac v + (4.13)
and for 6 > 6 :
M (4.14)
Consider the case 6 > 6M (Eq. 4.14),. For this case, the
distortion accumulated up to age 6D is estimated by D 6D '
which has just been updated. The distortion accumulated between
age (6D + ) a age (6M - Af) is estimated by E 6M '
which is calculated distortion not updated as recently as D($, 6D).
Finally, the distortion accumulated between age 6M and 6 is esti-
mated by I($,6) - I' (*), which is assumed distortion.
For point P the same technique is used. Define D ($,69)
as the best available estimate of the distortion at point P . Then
for 6 < 60:
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(4.15)
for 6D
D~ ~ + -5, 0, (4.16)
and for 6 > 6M:
D s M(4.17)
Extrapolation is never necessary to find 16 ($,6) since 6 < 27rm.
T1
However, 6 can exceed 2wm and in this case, extrapolation becomes
necessary for D ($,6R), (see Subsection 4.1.3). The extrapolation
technique includes computing I9 ($,6t) for 6 = 2wm and then adding
(1 - ytan i) (6- 2nm) to the E component of ID ($, 2wm), (see
Eqs. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8).
Once the distortions (,6) and II($,6t) have been evalu-
ated, the locations of points P and P are easily found. For
distortion computations, the absolute locations of points P and
P are not needed. What is needed is the vector (a or T) connecting
point P with point P. The formulas for the vector components of
a and b will be developed when the computation of the various con-
tributions to the induced velocity is described (Subsections 4.1.7
and 4.1.8).
4.1.7 Wake Contribution to Induced Velocity
The computation of the induced velocity contribution of the
wake in WG-71 is very similar to the induced velocity computation
in LDS-73 (Subsections 3.2.3, 3.2.5, and 3.2.6). The differences
between these computations are due to slightly different wake
models (Subsection 4.1.2) and due to differences in the locations
of points P and P n . Point P is located on a rotor blade for
airloads computations and has no distortion. For distortion com-
putations, point P is located on the tip vortex. Thus, D ($p,6)ni n
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must be included in distortion computations. At point P the dis-
tortion D6($,6) is simply looked up in the table of t for airloads
computations. For distortion computations 5 ($,6 ) must be used
(Subsection 4.1.6). It is also important to recall that the nota-
tion 6 has different meanings in WG-71 and LDS-73 (Subsection
4.1.1).
The vectors a and b are vectors beginning at point P and
ending at various points Pt (which are labeled points Pa and Pb'
as necessary) .
Recall the components of a and b:
L + +(3.9)
where t, s, and k are defined in Subsection 3.2.3. Define the
components of D ($,6) and 5(,6 ) as:
( + D (4.18)
(4.19)
Now consider the trailing wake. Point Pa is at the end of
the vortex line (or vortex sheet) segment having the smallest age.
Thus, point Pa is identified by (L,$,6 ) while point Pb is identi-
fied by (t, * - A 9, 6L + A$). The equations for the components of
t and t are analogous to Eqs. 3.18 through 3.23.and are derived
the same way:
Sin -- n +D, (4.20)
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Xb Js;n (-A )- isin 1 + - (O)S) (4.21)
= qcos -I "o + - ( - D (4.22)
ces & --A f C - 5 c + 4M + (4. 23)
24 (~itAAA aO 4 (4.24)
+D
(4.25)
For the tip vortex, n is unity. The factor (6- 6) is written as
( + ; - $) in WG-71, which is equivalent (see Eq. 4.3).
For the tip vortex line, case ya is computed using Subsec-
tion 2.8.1. The induced velocity contribution is:
' C VL (4.26)
for all 6., except (when C = 0), 6 j = 6, and 6. = 6 -$ . The
vortex core factor yc (p) is given by Eq. 3.4.1 and 'VL is given
by Eq. A.24. The vortex core radius pc is the same as that for
airloads computations, including vortex core bursting. Since
point P 1, is in the wake, not on a rotor blade, the other close
blade-vortex interaction effects do not apply.
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The two tip vortex-line-segments adjacent to point P are
represented by a single curved vortex-line-segment instead of two
straight-line segments (Subsection 4.1.2). These segments are
both shed from the same blade as point P ; i.e., C = 0, and have
ages 6 = 6 and 6 = 6 - A*. Recall from Subsection 1.5.2, that
the age of a trailing vortex-line segment is defined as the age
of its newer (smaller age, larger azimuth angle) end. Thus,
points Pa and Pb for the single curved tip vortex-line segment
are identified by ($,6 ) and ($ - 2A4, 6 + 2A$), respectively,
where 6 = 6 - A* and $ = $ + c + A$. The components of * are
computed using Eqs. 4.20, 4.22, and 4.24 directly. The components
of b are computed using Eqs. 4.21, 4.23, and 4.25, but with Al
replaced by 2A6. The vortex core radius pc and circulation y a
remain the same as for the straight-line-segment case. The _
contribution is equal to CVL (Aea + Aeb) , which is computed using
Eq. C.37. The ac and bc of Appendix C are equal to a and b,
respectively. Vortex-core effects are included in Eq. C.37.
For the single inboard trailing vortex line model, y a is
computed using Subsection 2.8.1, and the vortex core radius is an
input pI. The components of a and b are computed using Eqs. 4.20
through 4.25 with L = L.2 (Subsection 4.1.2). The contribution to
q is obtained from Eq. 4.26.
For the inboard trailing vortex sheet case, a and b are
also computed using Eqs. 4.20 through 4.25 with L = k2, and ya
is defined in Subsection 2.8.1. No vortex core radius is used,
but zm and Al are required (see Appendix B):
= J#-I, (4.27)
where X is the input root cutout, and
I a 0.5 (Z + s) (4.28)
where za and zb are evaluated for 2 = il, using Eqs. 4.24 and 4.25.
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The contribution to q is equal to gVS , which is computed using
Eqs. B.22 or B.23, as necessary.
The n trailing-vortex-line case is not included in Subsec-
tion 2.8.1 so the computation of ya will be described here. Label
the n = n trailing vortices Z., where L, runs from X at the root
cutout to in = 1.0 at the blade tip. Label the nn = n - 1 radial
stations at which Ybv k, ) is known as nk' where nk runs from n
between i1 and 12 to nn- 1 between in-1 and Zn. Let the circulation
of the trailing vortex line i be yt(i,$). Now at the root 1
and at the blade tip in = 1.0,
YU ) (4.28)
(.) , (4.29)
For all intermediate L,
t 1(4.30)
For all k , including Zin the tip vortex,
S It(4.31)
Finally, the contribution to -' is computed using Eq. 4.26.
Now, consider the shed-wake case. For this case, a is the
same as for the tip-vortex case and it is computed using Eqs. 4.20,
4.22, and 4.24. Point Pb is at the same azimuth * and age 6 as
point Pa, but at a different L. Thus, the components of b are
also computed using Eqs. 4.20, 4.22, and 4.24, but with a differ-
ent 1. For the basic wake model with a single inboard trailing-
vortex line, point Pa is at 3 and point Pb is at 2. If an
inboard trailing-vortex sheet model is used together with a vortex-
line-shed-wake model, point Pb moves to ti. For the n trailing-
vortex-line case, the shed-wake segment associated with Z has
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point Pa at Z.2. and point Pb at Y.2.10 For all shed-vortex-line
cases, the vortex-core radius is an input pL* Normally ya and Yb
are equal to ys ($) from Eq. 2.9; however, when the inboard trailing
vortex-sheet model is used, the shed-vortex-line circulation
varies from ya = s ($) to Yb = 0.0. Finally, the contribution to
q is computed using Eq. 4.26 where IVL is obtained from Eq. A.23
or A.24, as necessary.
For the shed-vortex-sheet case there is always a segment
having point Pa at t3 and point Pb at t2. For this segment both
ya and Yb are equal to ys ($) from Eq. 2.9. There is no vortex-
core radius but Ax and zm are needed. To compute these parameters
define -5s and b as a and ', now evaluated at $ + A$ instead of $5 5
and 6 -A instead of 6. Now,
where z and zbs are the k(z) components of as and bs, respectively.
The contribution to 6 is equal to "yg which is computed using
Eq. B.23.
When an inboard trailing vortex-sheet model is used, there
is a second shed-vortex-sheet segment. This segment has point Pa
at X.2 and Pb at 2. The circulation varies from ya = ys () to
Yb = 0.0. The parameters Ax and zm are obtained using Eq. 4.31
and 4.32 with the proper values of Z. The contribution to q is
qVs computed using Eq. B.22.
The two shed vortex-sheet segments adjacent to point P are
represented by one large segment to avoid the edge singularity
(Subsection 4.2.1). These segments are both C = 0 and have ages
6 = L and 6 = 6 + A$. Thus the single large segment has -' and
b defined at age 6 = 6 + A$ and azimuth angle $ = $ + C -
while a and b are defined at age 6 = 6 - A$ and azimuth angle5
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$ = i + c + A*. The rest of the computation proceeds like that
for a normal shed-vortex-sheet segment.
4.1.8 Bound Vorticity Contribution to
Induced Velocity
Assuming lifting-line theory and steady-state blade motion,
the net contribution of the bound vorticity to the induced velocity
at points on the rotor blades is zero. Thus, the contribution of
the bound vorticity to the induced velocity is neglected in air-
loads computations, except for the use of lifting-surface theory
during a close blade-vortex interaction (Subsection 3.2.4). The
bound vorticity cannot be neglected in distortion computations,
however, because the induced velocity is computed at points in
the wake.
Normally, the bound vorticity is represented by one or
more vortex-line segments. These bound vortex-line segments can
be thought of as the last of the set of shed-vortex-line segments.
While the shed-vortex-line segments have ages 6 running from
6 + 2ffM to A* the age of the bound vorticity is always zero
(6 = 0). The sign convention for Ybv($) is the opposite of the
sign convention for ys ($). Therefore points Pa and Pb are inter-
changed for the bound vorticity compared to the shed wake. Thus,
point Pa is always inboard of point Pb in bound vorticity computa-
tions. Naturally, ya is equal to ybv() or Ybv(t,$) ag necessary.
Keeping the differences listed here in mind, the contribution of
the bound vorticity to the induced velocity (AqB) is computed
using the same techniques as for the corresponding shed-wake-vortex-
line cases (Subsection 4.1.7).
While the technique outlined above is normally satisfactory,
there is a problem when the bound vortex line passes near point P .
The rotor blade is indexed in age in increments of A$ (typically
A$ = 15*). When the rotor blade is close to point P a A$ change
in the location of the blade can make a very large change in AqB
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Thus, sampling AhBV at A$ intervals is not very accurate when the
blade is close to point P
The object of computing ABV is to ultimately find its con-
tribution to the distortion D($,6). Ideally, this should be done
by integrating Aq'BV over age 6, as age goes from an initial value
6 - A$ to 6; thus obtaining the contribution to D($,6) directly.
The program WG-71 is not able to compute &($,6) at this point, so
the integrated AEBV is divided by A$ to get an average value for
A BV between ages 6 - A$ and 6. Later this will be multiplied by
A$ to get the increment to the distortion back again (Eq. 4.10).
Now recall that 6 = 0 for the bound vorticity. Thus, as
age goes from 6 - AV to 6 the azimuth angle $ of the bound vortex
line goes from $ + C + 6 - AV to $ + C + 6. Therefore, integrating
A BV over age from 6 - A$ to 6 and dividing the result by A4 is
the same mathematically (but not physically) as spreading the bound
vortex line out into a vortex sheet running from $ = p + C + 6 - A$
to $ = $ + C + 6. This is convenient since it allows use of the
vortex sheet formulas already built into WG-71. However, it is im-
portant to understand that the bound vortex line remains a line
not a sheet. All that has been done is to integrate ABV over
age 6 (which is equivalent to integration over azimuth angle $ for
this special case), and divide the result by A$ to obtain an
average AqBV'
The vectors a and b are the same as for a normal bound-
vortex-line computation. To find Af and zm define aBV and b'BV
as a and b evaluated for age AV instead of zero and azimuth angle
4 + C + 6 - A4 instead of $ + C + 6. Now:
0, (4.33)
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where zaBV and zbBV are the k(z) components of aBV and bBV, re-
spectively. The induced velocity contribution AqB is equal to
qS computed using Eq. B.23.
The computation of this integrated AqBV is much more ex-
pensive than the computation of the normal A-BV. Fortunately,
use of the integrated Aq' is only important when the rotor blade
passes near point P making AqB large. Therefore, q is
always computed in the normal way. Then, if the resulting A'qBV
is greater than an input QBM, the AqBV is recomputed using the in-
tegration technique.
4.2 Distortion Computation Refinements
4.2.1 Near/Far Wake
Consider computing the contribution of a wake element to
the induced velocity at point P . The farther away this wake
element is from point P the less accuracy is required in specify-
ing the geometry of the wake element relative to point Pn . This
is because far wake elements make a smaller contribution to the
induced velocity than near ones (assuming equal circulation),
and because a given magnitude of error in the geometry will cause
a percentage error in the geometry (and hence the induced velocity)
which is smaller for far wake elements than for near ones. This
suggests that the contribution of the far wake to the induced ve-
locity at point P can be updated less often than the contribution
of the near wake, without a significant loss in accuracy.
The basic near/far wake concept is that the contribution
of each wake element to the induced velocity at each point P is
computed at least once. After this initial computation,each wake
element is assigned to either the near or the far wake, relative
to each point Pn, based upon the magnitude of its contribution to
the induced velocity. Any wake element whose contribution is
greater than DM (an input to WG-71) becomes part of the near wake,
while the rest of the wake becomes the far wake. Clearly, each
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different point P will have a different near wake and far wake.
A particular wake element can be part of the near wake for some
points P , and part of the far wake for other points P .
The problem with this basic near/far wake scheme is the
amount of core storage (fast access memory) required to store the
induced velocity contribution of each wake element at each point
P . First consider the number of different points P . This is
the number of azimuth angle stations $(25 for A$ = 15*) times the
number of age stations 6(maximum of 97 in WG-71). This leads to
2425 points P which clearly leads to difficulties.
Consider the difference between $ and 6. At different
azimuth angles $ the whole pattern of the wake is different. At
different ages 6, with 4 held constant, the fundamental wake
geometry remains fixed and only the distortion changes. Thus,
those particular wake elements which compose the near wake and
those which compose the far wake will change greatly as $ changes,
but will change very little as 6 changes. Therefore, a different
near wake and far wake is provided for each point P having a dif-
ferent azimuth angle $, but the division of the wake into near
and far wakes remains the same for all ages 6. This provides
nearly two orders-of-magnitude reduction in core storage (25
azimuth angles * instead of 2425 points P ).
This assumption that the near/far wake division is inde-
pendent of age 6 is equivalent to saying that the near/far wake
division is a function of age 6R measured from point P 1 , not age
6 measured from the rotor. Consider a wake element associated
with point P., Normally, point P Z is identified by ( 2,,6 ) where
6 is age measured from the rotor. However, consider the problem
of assigning point P to the near wake or to the far wake. It has
been assumed that this assignment is independent of the age 6 of
point P . This means that it is also independent of the position
of the rotor, since this position will change as 6 changes. Since
6 is also measured from the position of the rotor, it is not
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suitable for identifying point P in this case. Instead, the
age of point P measured relative to point P is appropriate.
Define this relative age as
S -- - (4.35)R A
where 6R runs from 2wM down to -6 in steps of A$. Notice that
while 6 and 6 are both functions of the position of the rotor,
6R is not. To find the azimuth angle $ of point P., substitute
6R into Eq. 4.3:
~R (4.36)
Now the location of point P can be identified by (X,$, 6 R) in-
stead of (L,$,6 ).
Although the near/far wake assignment of a wake element
associated with a particular point P is independent of age 6,
the existence of the wake element is not. As an example of this,
observe that the lower limit of 6R is -6. Thus, the contribution
of either the near wake or the far wake to the induced velocity
at point P will depend upon age 6 because the number of wake
elements which actually exist depends upon 6. This implies that
two separate types of information must be stored:
1) the near/far wake assignment of each wake element
relative to each azimuth angle $.
2) the total contribution of all far wake elements
to the induced velocity at each point P .
The induced velocity contribution of the near wake does not re-
quire special storage provisions since it is recomputed every
time it is needed.
The storage of the near/far wake assignments will be con-
sidered below, starting with the total number of wake elements.
To store the far wake induced velocity contributions, define
them as F (*,6). This has the same dimensions as D($,6) and re-
quires the same amount of core storage (6.8k bytes in WG-71,
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where one k is 2 10 = 1024). As will be seen below, this 6.8k
bytes storage penalty is a minor penalty for the two order of
magnitude reduction in near/far wake assignment storage.
Now consider the number of different wake elements. At
each relative age 6 R there are n trailing wake elements (maximum
of 6 in WG-71) plus n -l shed wake elements. Now multiply this
number by nb blades (maximum of 6 in WG-71) and by the number of
relative age 6R stations (average value 1.5 times the number of
6 stations). This product comes to 9603, and when further multi-
plied by 25 points P and 4 bytes per word requires about 940k
bytes of core storage. For comparison, the entire WG-71 program
requires 200 bytes, and when this program was originally de-
veloped, only about 400k bytes were available at MIT. Since then
the amount of core storage available has increased by more than
an order of magnitude; however, it is still costly.
Observe that when counting the number of wake elements, each
point P was identified by (,,6 R ) instead of R). This is
equivalent because $ can be obtained from Eq. 4.36 given *, C,
and 6R. The use of C instead of $ is desirable because there are
normally fewer rotor blades (maximum of 6 in WG-71) than azimuth
stations (25 for AV = 150). This suggests that attempts to re-
duce the number of k stations and the number of 6R stations may
be profitable. First Z will be considered.
For a given age relative 6R and rotor blade C all of the
wake elements at the different radial stations Z are in the same
general area. This suggests that all of these wake elements could
be considered together as a unit. To do this, the contributions
to the induced velocity at point P of all of these wake elements
are added together. Then, if the total (-q in Fig. 25) is
greater than DM, all of these wake elements are assigned to the
near wake. Otherwise all of these elements become part of the
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far wake. This eliminates Z and reduces the core storage re-
quired by a factor of 11 in WG-71. However, this saving in core
storage is purchased at the cost of some extra computational ex-
pense. This is because some wake elements included in the near
wake under this scheme would not have been included if they had
been considered separately.
Due to the reduction in the cost of core storage relative
to the cost of computation since WG-71 was originally developed,
the developer of a next generation distortion computation program
should investigate considering each wake element separately. The
core storage penalty for this could be reduced from the factor of
11 in WG-71 to a factor of 3 by eliminating the n trailing vortex-
line-wake model and using only the basic wake model as in LDS-73.
Now consider the reduction of the number of 6R stations.
It can be anticipated that a far wake element will tend to be ad-
jacent to other far-wake elements more often than it is adjacent
to near wake elements. Thus, as 6 R changes with C held constant
there will be fewer transitions from far wake to near wake or from
near wake to far wake than there are 6R stations. This suggests
that, instead of storing the near/far wake assignments for each
group of wake elements having the same C and 6R, only the 6R at
which these transitions occur needs to be stored.
Define the transition age 6 T(C,$,k) as the relative age 6R
of the k'th transition in the wake of the rotor blade identified
by C, relative to all points P having azimuth angle q. Large
6T(C,*, k) are associated with small k. Assuming that the wake
at 6R = 2wM will always be part of the far wake (if it is not, M
is too small), then the first transition (k = 1) will be from far
wake to near wake. Therefore, odd values of k will always be
associated with transitions from far wake to near wake, and even
values of k will be associated with transitions from near wake to
far wake.
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In WG-71 there are provisions for a maximum of 16 different
k. Therefore, the storage required for 6T(C,$, k) is 6C times
25$ times 16 k times 4 bytes per word which equals 9.4k bytes.
The storage of 6T instead of 6R saves a factor of 9 in core storage
and when combined with the factor of 11 saving due to summing
over k, this is another two order of magnitude saving, from 940k
bytes to 9.4k bytes.
Now consider the actual use of this near/far wake scheme in
WG-71. For this program, the induced velocity contribution of
the far wake is only computed once per iteration. However, both
the near/far wake assignments and the induced velocity contribu-
tion of the far wake are computed separately for each iteration.
A program which used continuous computation instead of iteration
(see Subsection 4.1.4) would presumably also update the far wake
at about 2ffm intervals in age.
To illustrate the details of using the near/far wake scheme,
its application to the basic distortion iteration (Fig. 25) will
be considered. The near/far wake scheme primarily affects the 6
loop, both at the start and at the finish. There are two basic
cases to be considered:
1) The first time that the induced velocity contri-
bution of a particular part of the wake is computed
during the current iteration (for the basic distor-
tion iteration this is whenever 6 = 6M)*
2) During an update.
First, consider case (1). The age 6 will be computed
as in Fig. 25b, since the contribution of every wake element must
be computed the first time through the wake. Now the usefulness
of 's becomes clear. It is the sum over k of the induced velocity5
contributions of the wake of one blade having age 6.. Thus, if
|-qs < DM, this wake is assigned to the far wake. This means that
q must be added to the far wake induced velocity contribution
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qF(,6) , which will be considered in more detail below. It is
also necessary to test for a transition.
To aid in finding the next transition, define k (C,$) as
the maximum value of the counter k in 6T (C,$,k) which has been
achieved at this point in the distortion iteration. At the start
of the distortion iteration km (1,$) is set equal to zero for all
C and $. Now if k (C,$) is even, the last transition was from
near wake to far wake. Since I$qI < DM implies another section
of far wake, there is no transition. However, if k (C,$) is odd,
the last transition was from far wake to near wake. In this case,
Iqs| < DM implies a section of far wake and a transition from
near wake to far wake. Therefore, k (,$) is incremented by one
and using k equal to this new value of k m
(4.37)
Now consider the case |'| > DM, which implies a near wake
segment. In this case, odd km (c,) implies no transition. For
even km (C,$) there is a transition from far wake to near wake.
Therefore, km (?,*) is incremented by one and using k equal to
this new value of km
SkS(4.38)
The transition age 6T (C,$ik)is A$ larger than the relative age
in this case. This is necessary because the trailing-wake seg-
ments identified by 6 actually extend from 6 to 6Z + A$.
In WG-71, the vectors from point P to the various points
P (a or t as appropriate) are only computed for the current value
of 6 . Thus, the 6 loop always starts with an initial 6 for
which the vectors from point P to points P are computed but no
induced velocities are computed. These vectors become the b for
the trailing-wake segments whose induced velocity contribution is
computed at the second 6. At the other end of the near-wake
segment (Eq. 4.37), the extra A$ is not needed because this is
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the last 6 for which the induced velocity contribution is com-
puted.
The two-tip vortex-line segments adjacent to P are always
part of the near wake even if their |q5| is less than DM. These
are the two vortex-line segments which are combined into one
curved vortex-line segment (Subsection 4.1.2). The relative ages
6R of these segments are zero and A$. Thus, unless the segments
at relative ages 6R of -A$ and 2A$ are also part of the near wake,
there will be a far wake to near wake transition (odd k) for
C = 0 and all * at 6T (0,$,k) = -A$ and a near wake to far wake
transition (even k) for C = 0 and all 4 at 6T(0,4',k) = A*.
Now consider q ($,6). At the start of a distortion itera-
tion qF($,A$) is set equal to zero. As the computation proceeds
for 6 = 6M = A$ the appropriate qs are added to qF($,A$). Next,
6M is incremented to 2A$ and eventually 6 will equal 2A4. At
this point, an initial value for gy(*, 2A$) is needed. Now, all
of the far wake elements which originally contributed to q'
are A$ older in age 6., because the rotor has moved forward Ai.
However, the relative age 6 R of these wake elements has not
changed. The basic assumption of the near/far wake scheme is
that changes in the induced velocity contribution of far wake
elements are neglected whether due to changes in age S., or due
to an improved knowledge of the distortion. Thus, qF(*, 2A4) is
equal to q"(*,A9) plus the q5 of any new far-wake elements gen-
erated as the rotor moved forward by Aip. This can be generalized
to say that the initial value of any q($,6) is the final value
of q ($,6 -A49).
Now consider case (2), updating. In case (1),the transi-
-A.
tions 6T(C,$,k) and the far-wake induced velocities qF($,6) were
determined. In case (2), this information will be used. The use
of q ($,6) is clear. During any update 'q($,6) is added to Eq,
representing the contribution of the far-wake elements, which are
otherwise neglected by definition.
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The use of 6T(C,$,k) is to determine the ages 6 for which
the induced velocity contribution will be updated (i.e., the
near wake). Normally, 6 varies from 6 + 2rM to zero in steps
of A$ (Fig. 25b). For this case, 6 varies in steps of A$ from
6 + 6T(c,V,k) to 6 + 6T (r,i,k+l)for all odd k from 1 up to either
km(C,$) or km (t,$) - 1 with the exception that any 6 < 0 are
neglected. This is because they represent wake elements which do
not exist at the current value of 6. Thus, the 6 values will
come in several small groups instead of one big group.
This completes the description of the near/far wake scheme
applied to the basic distortion iteration. Its application to
WG-71 is very similar. The primary difference is that WG-71
does not employ complete updating all of the time . Thus, the
criteria 6 < 6M is no longer sufficient to indicate updating
(see Subsections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). Another difference is that,
when 6M = A$, instead of using an odd or even k m(C,ip) to deter-
mine the type of transition which last occurred, an indicator
MGO is used. This is explained in the description of the actual
distortion iteration (Subsection 4.2.5).
4.2.2 Boundary Updating
The basic distortion iteration (Fig. 25) completely updates
the computed D(i,6) each time the boundary between the computed
and the assumed wakes (6M) is incremented by A$. This complete
updating is very expensive. Therefore, consider the other ex-
treme of no updating at all until the end of a complete iteration.
This approach has been tried [18] and it proved to be unsuccessful.
However, it is useful to start with no updating and then add more
and more updating until an accurate and efficient distortion compu-
tation is achieved. This subsection will consider boundary up-
dating while the next subsection will consider general updating,
both of which are used in WG-71.
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Consider what no updating implies. As mentioned in Sub-
section 4.1.5, it implies that the 6 loop (Fig. 25) is eliminated
and that 6 is always equal to 6M. In addition to this, the 6
loop will no longer always run from 6 + 2wM to zero. For the
first step (6M = A6), the 6 loop will indeed run from A* + 2ffM
to zero. However, for the next step (6M = 2A$), the 6 loop
will only run from A* to zero. This is because the contribution
to the induced velocity of all of the wake having age 6 between
2A* + 2wM and A* has already been computed. Thus only the contri-
bution of the new wake generated when the rotor was indexed from
6M = A$ to 6M = 2A$ needs to be computed.
This may be confusing. In the first step the contribution
of the wake between 6L equal to A* + 21rM and 6 equal to zero
was computed. In the next step this same wake is referred to as
running from a 6 of 2A$ + 2wM to a 6 of A*. This is because
6 is measured from the rotor and when the position of the rotor
is advanced by A* the 6 of any particular wake element is also
increased by A$.
Another way to look at this is to consider only where the
wake is in relation to point P and to ignore the position of
the rotor. The relative age 6R developed in Subsection 4.2.1
(Eq. 4.35) is the equivalent of 6,, but is measured from point
P instead of from the rotor. Now in the first step the contri-
bution of the wake running from a 6R of 27rM to a 6R of A$ was
computed. In the next step this wake is still labeled with the
same values of 6R and the contribution of the new wake running
from a 6R of A$ to a 6R of 2A$ is computed. Thus, it is seen
that no updating includes the assumption that the contribution
to the induced velocity at point P of a wake element having
a fixed relative age 6R does not change as the rotor advances,
increasing both the age 6 of point P and the age 6 of the wake
element.
Thus under the no updating assumption, the contribution of
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the wake having any given relative age 6R is computed only once
in a particular iteration. This implies that for any step where
6 (and hence 6) is incremented by A$ (except for the first step),
the contribution of only that wake having 6 between AV and zero
and 6 between 6 - AV and 6 is computed. This wake consists ofR
the trailing-wake segments extending from 6 = 0 to 6 = AV,
which are identified with 6 = 0, plus the shed wake at 6= AV.
The contribution of the bound vorticity is also computed. The
contribution of the rest of the wake is assumed to remain un-
changed.
Now consider boundary updating. For this case, the age 6
remains equal to the boundary age 6M (hence, the name boundary
updating). However, the assumption that the induced velocity
at point P does not depend on the age 6 of point P is relaxed.
This boundary updating only occurs at intervals of nDM(P) steps
AV in the boundary age 6M, where nDM(*) is an input to WG-71.
Since only the distortion at the boundary D($, 6M) is affected by
boundary updating, each azimuth angle V can be treated independently.
This allows nDM(*) to vary with V so that the wake along the sides
of the rotor can be updated more often than the rest of the wake.
This is desirable because the wake at the sides tends to distort
more rapidly than the rest of the wake, due to the close proximity
of the tip vortices from the various blades.
A distortion computation with only boundary updating is just
like a computation with no updating until 6M reaches a value such
that:
M (4.39)
Then, at all azimuth angles * for which Eq. 4.39 holds, the induced
velocity contribution of the near wake is updated (recomputed)
for age 6 = M After this the computation proceeds with no more
updating at these * until:
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DM M (4-40)
Then the induced velocity contributions are updated again. This
process continues with more updating at each integral multiple
of nDM($), until 6 M equals 2ffm and an iteration is completed.
4.2.3 General Updating
General updating is the only place in the distortion compu-
tation used by WG-71 where the age 6 is not required to be equal
to the boundary age 6M. Clearly, when 6 is less than 6M, the
computed D($,6) is an updated value. This is because there was
another computation of this D($,6) earlier in the iteration when
6M was equal to this value of 6. Thus general updating could
also be called distortion updating. Similarly, boundary updating
could also be called induced velocity updating, since a boundary
update at a given 6M does not affect the distortion D($,6) for
ages 6 less than 6M, where the distortion has already been com-
puted.
General updating occurs every ZDM steps A* in the boundary
age 6M, where XDM is an input to WG-71. The distortion computa-
tion proceeds like a distortion computation with boundary up-
dating only (Subsection 4.2.2) until 6M reaches a value such that:
JOM .0 N be - , (4.41)
At this point, a 6 loop is activated, like the 6 loop in Fig. 25a,
where 6 runs from A$ to 6M. This causes the distortion $($i,6) to
be updated (recomputed) for all of these ages 6.
Since it would be wasteful to use a more expensive distor-
tion computation technique for updating than for the original
computation, the boundary updating scheme is applied to this dis-
tortion updating process. Thus, when recomputing D($p,6) for 6
between A$ and 6M, the boundary updating computational scheme
(Subsection 4.2.2) is used, but with 6M replaced by (6D + Ai) in
Eqs. 4.39 and 4.40. It will be recalled that 6D is the boundary
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age between the most recently updated distortion and the older
distortion. It is necessary to add A$ to 6D to make it analogous
to 6M, because 6D is the age of the most recently completed dis-
tortion computation, while 6M is the age for which the distortion
is currently being computed, except during a general update.
The general updating interval £DM is not a function of
azimuth angle V, since the distortion D($,6) is being updated
for all ages 6 from A* to 6M. The accuracy of the updated $(*,6)
depends upon the D($,6 ) for all azimuth angles $, not just the
$ which happens to be equal to $. Thus it is important to up-
date the distortion at all azimuth angles * simultaneously.
A word about the choice of the updating intervals nDM(*)
and LDM. First they should always be chosen such that some in-
teger times A* times either nDM($) or XDM'will equal 27rm. Thus,
for A$ = 15* and m = 2, the possible values of nDM() and ZDM
are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 48. Also, XDM should be
an integral multiple of all values of nDM($). Typically, nDM4'
might have values of 3 and 6, depending on $, and LDM might be
12.
4.2.4 Averaging Incremental Distortion
For some cases the computed distortion shows a tendency to
oscillate during the computation. The traditional cure for oscil-
lations in an iterative computation is to average the results of
successive iterations. This technique is used in WG-71. However,
its application must be clearly thought out.
The obvious thing to do is to average the D5($,6) from two
successive distortion iterations and use this average D($,6) for
the assumed distortion of the next iteration. This is not satis-
factory, however, because general updating changes the value of
D($,6) during an iteration. General updating can be also
thought of as another distortion iteration within the main itera-
tion. Therefore, instead of averaging the distortion from two
successive iterations, the incremental distortion is averaged over
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two successive computations.
This process is shown in the lower part of Fig. 26b. The
old value of the distortion D ($) is the same as it was for the
basic distortion iteration (Fig. 25, Subsection 4.1.5). Just be-
fore t (4) is set equal to ID($,6) , the number stored in I(($)0 hb0
will be the old value of D($,6 - Ai), except when 6 equals A*.
Thus the old value of the incremental distortion as age increases
from 6 - A1 to 6 will be:
A D, (4.42)
The current value of the incremental distortion is A4q'($), as
before. The weighted average of these two values is used to in-
crement the computed distortion:
- ~ f A ID. (4.43)
where wf is an input weighting factor, normally 0.5. For the
special case 6 = A*, the distortion D($,6 - A*) will always be
zero. Thus
A. De DOW (4.44)
and
4.2.5 Actual Distortion Iteration
The actual distortion iteration used in WG-71 includes the
various refinements described in Subsections 4.2.1 through 4.2.4.
A simplified flow chart for the actual distortion iteration is
given in Fig. 26. This subsection will amplify the flow chart
without repeating all of the details already covered.
Consider the indicator MGO, which is used to indicate the
current state of the distortion iteration. There are four possible
values for MGO: 0, 1, 2, and 3. When MGO is either 0 or 1, the
boundary age 6M is equal to A$. This is a special case because
the contribution to the induced velocity of all of the wake between
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the ages 6 of 2TM + A$ and zero is being computed for the first
time in the current iteration. The tests for 6= A$ shown in
Fig. 26b are written as tests for MGO < 1 in WG-71, because in-
teger logic is faster. These values of MGO are also used to in-
dicate the type of the last transition. For MGO = 0, the last
transition was from far wake to near wake; i.e., km(1,$) odd.
For MGO = 1, the last transition was from near wake to far wake;
i.e., km (4,$) even. In WG-71 MGO is initially set equal to unity
and km (4,$) is set equal to zero.
The cases MGO = 2 and MGO = 3 contain no information about
transitions. Instead they indicate the use of general updating
(Subsection 4.2.3). When MGO = 2, a general update is in pro-
gress. A boundary update is also in progress if (6 - A$)/AP is
an integral multiple of nDM(*). When MGO = 3, the age 6 is equal
to the boundary age 6M, and A* of new wake has been generated.
If (6M - MP)/M9 is an integral multiple of nDM($), a boundary up-
date will be in progress, but there is no general update as long
as MGO = 3.
The flow chart in Fig. 26a consists of the 6M and 6 loops.
The boundary age 6M loop is the same as in Fig. 25a. However, the
age 6 loop is modified to provide for general updating. The
loop runs from 61 to 6M instead of from A* to 6M. The initial
age 61 is A$ during a general update (MGO = 2) and 6M, otherwise.
The age 6s of the latest general update is used to test for the
start of the next general update (Subsection 4.2.3). The induced
velocity contribution (g( 6) of the far wake is initialized to
either zero (for 6 = A*), or q'(*,6 -A*). Finally, the test for
the end of an iteration is made on 6D instead of 6M to conform
with WG-71. However, 6D will always be equal to 6M at that point
in the computation so the result is the same.
The flow chart in Fig. 26b consists of the azimuth angle $
loop and the distortion computation. A new variable -E I,($) is
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introduced which was not in the basic distortion iteration (Fig.
25a). This OT(P) contains the value of EZqat azimuth angle $,
from the previous step in the age 6 loop. Thus, if Eowas written
as a function of $ and 6, this q' would equal Eq($,6 - A$).
Unless a boundary update is in progress, or 6M = A$, the initial
value of Eq is:
-Ab 41) ) = (o) E I 0(4.46)
since these induced velocity contributions are not recomputed
(Subsection 4.2.2). The actual computation of the distortion
D($,6) is modified to allow incremental distortion averaging
(Subsection 4.2.4).
The flow chart in Fig. 26c corresponds to the basic distor-
tion iteration flow chart in Fig. 25b. The details of initializing
6 and finding the next transition are not repeated here. They
can be found in Subsection 4.2.1, or the listing of WG-71
(Appendix I) can be consulted. The initial value of 6 is stored
in 6ST so that when 61 = 6 ST, point P is located, but no induced
velocities are computed. The details of finding transitions and
adding qs to q($,6) are not repeated here. These details can
be found in Subsection 4.2.1 or in the listing of WG-71 (Appendix I).
4.3 Hovering Wake Geometry
Since hovering is a special case of forward flight, it might
be expected that a forward flight-wake geometry computation for
y = 0 would be satisfactory. This is not true, however. There is
no relative wind in the hover case, so the wake does not move away
from the rotor or from itself as fast as in the forward flight
case. Thus, more wake must be included in the wake model which
greatly increases the expense of the computation. There is a sav-
ing to compensate for this expense, however, since the hovering-
wake geometry can be assumed to be axially symmetric. This elimi-
nates the i-loop with a factor of (27r/A$) saving in computational
expense.
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Ideally, a special hovering-wake-geometry program, with
an associated hovering airloads program, should be developed.
These programs should use a polar coordinate system to take full
advantage of the axial symmetry. However, to evaluate the useful-
ness of the techniques developed in WG-71 for the hovering case,
an optimum program is not required. Thus, a simple modification
of WG-71 for the hovering case has been developed. This modifica-
tion makes use of axial symmetry without converting the entire
program to polar coordinates (Subsection 4.3.1), and it provides
specialized wake models for the hovering case (Subsection 4.3.2).
A corresponding airloads computation has not been developed.
The axial symmetry assumption means that the circulation is the
same for all azimuth angles. The details of the radial variation
of bound circulation are not needed when the basic wake model is
used (Subsections 2.1 and 2.8). Thus, the circulation y0 required
for the hovering wake geometry computation is provided by hand
computations using momentum/blade element theory [58].
4.3.1 Axial Symmetry
Axial symmetry implies that the airloads and hence the
circulation are the same at all azimuth angles $. It also implies
that for any given radial station n and age 6 the wake geometry at
point P will be the same for all 9. Thus, it is necessary to com-
pute the airloads and the wake geometry at only one value of $.
This reduces the amount of computation required by a factor of
(27/A).
While the tip vortex distortion and hence, the tip vortex
geometry is computed for only one value of $, it is used at all
azimuthal stations $ when computing induced velocities. If the
distortion were computed in polar coordinates (r,O, z), this would
be no problem, since the r,O, and z components of the distortion
would be the same for all $. However, WG-71 is written in x, y, z
coordinates and while the actual distortion vector does not change
with $, it's x and y components do change with $.
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To maximize the use of the existing program WG-71, the
x, y, z coordinate system is retained. The normal table of
D($,6) is used and D($,6) is computed using qD($) in the usual
way (Fig. 26b). However, the main $-loop of Fig. 26b is executed
for $ = 0 only. This gives a value for 6(0) only. To compute
the rest of the q((), define the x,y,z components of (
0 O 0 0o (4.47)
Now:
. 0(o) C 6(. +
cD (4.49)
( ( . 0) S()S
1 0 t (4.50)
4.3.2 Hovering Wake Models
The most important difference between forward flight-wake
models and hovering-wake models is that a lot more wake is included
in hovering-wake models. A y = 0.2 distortion computation typi-
cally uses m = 2 and M = 2, while a hovering-distortion computation
typically uses m = 6 and M = 12. Thus, the distortion is computed
for the 6 turns (12ff in age) of wake nearest the rotor, and the
contribution to the induced velocity at point P of all wake ele-
ments within 12 turns (24w in age) of point P is computed. To
reduce computation expense, A$ is normally doubled, from 150 to
3Q0
In WG-71, all of the wake greater than 2fTM in age from
point P is neglected. For the hovering case, this wake is repre-
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sented by a semi-infinite vortex cylinder for each trailing vortex
line (there is no shed wake in hovering due to the axial symmetry
assumption). This cylinder is specified by point P on its upper
edge. The radius of the cylinder is (when normalized by R):
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r + D (0) (4.51)
where
+ M(4.52)
Lamb [35] has shown that the velocity potential A$ at
point P due to a closed vortex element of circulation r is:
r
p (4.53)
where w is the solid angle subtended at P by the closed vortex
element. Define p as the distance from the center of the vortex
ring to point P (normalized by r). Let x be the radial distance
from the axis of the vortex ring to point P (normalized by r) and
z to be the distance from point P to the plane of the vortex ring
(normalized by r). Now
a 0 = Y(4.54)
To define the solid angle w, consider a sphere of radius
p centered at point P, and a conical surface connecting the vortex
ring and point P. Let A be the area on the surface of the sphere
which is surrounded by the intersection of the sphere and the coni-
cal surface. When
2. (4.55)
Now, if p is so large that the curvature of the surface of the
sphere in area A can be neglected, the area A can be approximated
by a planar ellipse of minor axis r(z/p) and major axis r. Normaliz-
ing A by r2
(4.56)
Therefore
(4.57)
This leads to an approximation for the velocity potential
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(X 4 (4.58)
Now consider a semi-infinite vortex cylinder extending from
z to a>. This cylinder is made up of an infinite number of vortex
rings, each having circulation dr/dz. Therefore, the velocity
potential of this cylinder at point P is
p / (4.59)
The x and z components of the induced velocity at point P are
./ (4.60)I&7 rR x 4rR A (460
11 rR 4rR A 1 + (4.61)
where the signs are chosen in accordance with the conventions
of WG-71.
To calculate dT/dz, observe that circulation nbfr(nb = number
of blades) will accumulate as the rotor turns 27r in azimuth. Dur-
ing the same time, the wake will move downwards at velocity XAR
an amount (4
r~e = a AR(4.62)
Therefore
rR J*- -2-9'AR (4.63)
Now using
nTap, nr R (4.64)
-r
STw 0(4.65)
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S=4C,/2 (4.66)
It can be shown that
- -- -2. J2R (4.67)
rR 4d7
Normalizing the x and z components of the induced velocity with
the tip speed OR and using Eq. 4.67:
X
- /(4.68)
---7372 (4.69)
a z (x + :1)
Now expressions for x and z are needed. The vortex rings
are assumed to be parallel to the TPP. Define the x and y as
the i and j components of a vector, parallel to the TPP, which
goes from the axis of the vortex cylinder to point P (point P
in the notation of WG-71).
A I(4.70)
1P= + oil((4.71)
The magnitude of this vector is rx.
.= X, t (4.72)
Now z is the vertical (k) component of the vector from point P
to point P :
(= (1 ) ) + (4.73)
where 6 is given by Eq. 4.52.
Finally, the i,i,(x,y,z) components of the induced velocity
contribution ( of the vortex cylinder are
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X I . (4.74)
+ (4.75)
(4.76)
The hovering-wake geometry computation computes the tip
vortex distortion only. Therefore, the geometry of the inboard
trailing wake is normally determined by the rigid wake assumption
(Subsection 1.5.1). However, Landgrebe [23] has developed an
empirical wake geometry correlation for both the tip vortex and
the inboard trailing wake. This correlation shows that the in-
board trailing wake is a vortex sheet whose vertical velocity is
much smaller near the root than near the tip. A set of formulas
are given in [23] for the geometry of this inboard vortex sheet.
These formulas have been included as an option in the hovering
wake geometry computation when an inboard trailing-vortex sheet
model is used.
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SECTION 5
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here consist of top and side views
of the tip vortex geometry (for example, Fig. 1) and of plots of
airloads (lb/in) vs. azimuth angle $ at a given radial station n
(for example, Fig. 2). These results are compared with measured
data from experiments when such data are available. The calculated
tip vortex geometry is also compared with the classical rigid wake
tip vortex geometry (see Subsection 1.5.1). Unfortunately, there
is no case where experimental data is available for both tip vor-
tex geometry and airloads.
The results are primarily designed to show the effects of
the various models and of computational parameters on both tip
vortex geometry and airloads. The results presented here are
restricted to those obtained using the final versions of the air-
loads program LDS-73 and the wake geometry program WG-71 as listed
in Appendices F and I. Thus, anyone using these programs should
be able to duplicate these results. These programs and their
predecessors have been continuously developed and modified over
the past ten years. It was not financially practical to repeat
all of the cases previously run, using these older programs.
Furthermore, some wake models which were evaluated on older pro-
grams have been eliminated from the current programs to save com-
puter memory space (core storage). Thus, these older results
will be mentioned occasionally in cases where the modifications to
the programs involved do not significantly affect the point in
question.
Both airloads and tip vortex geometry have been computed
at various times for one, two, three, four, and six bladed rotors
at various advance ratios from zero to 0.45. The results presented
here are restricted to four- and six-bladed rotor airloads, with
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the corresponding tip vortex geometries, plus a one-blade tip
vortex geometry case (for comparison with smoke tests). These
results are representative of all of those obtained at low to
moderate advance ratios (p = 0.1 to 0.3). Due to the neglect of
torsional motion in the blade motion solution the airloads pro-
gram is not suitable for high advance ratios. Hover (p= 0) is
treated as a special case (see Subsection 4.3).
Most of the results presented are for the four-blade case
with advance ratio p = 0.18. This has been the standard airloads
case for many years and a large background of computational experi-
ence has been developed. A standard set of inputs (i.e., wake
model plus computational parameters) has been developed for this
case, which is designed to give good agreement with the measured
data at reasonable expense. The effects of changing the various
input parameters are demonstrated by permutations from this
standard set of inputs. This same standard set of inputs has been
tested on other cases (such as the six-blade case) to ensure that
it is not too specialized.
The largest and most important airloads occur on the outer
portion of the rotor. Thus, the radial stations chosen are more
closely spaced outboard and the results presented are normally for
the outboard radial stations. It is not necessary to present the
airloads results from all six radial stations for each permutation
of the inputs. Instead the airloads results are normally presented
for only one of three outboard radial stations, unless there is a
significant difference between the results at the various radial
stations. The radial station chosen is varied so that examples
of results from all of the outboard radial stations are shown.
Results from inboard radial stations are shown only when they
are of special interest.
The tip vortex geometry plots show the geometry of the
tip vortex from one blade at the instant when that blade is at
azimuth angle $s. The geometry will be different for each
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different $s , because the age 6 of the various points P in the
wake is changed by changing $ . However, the changes with in-
creasing age are normally slow enough so that results at one or
two values of $s (normally $s 1800 or 0*) are enough to show
the wake behavior.
5.1 Wake Model Parameters
This subsection considers the effects of variations in the
wake model on the results. Only those wake model parameters which
apply to both wake geometry and airloads computations will be con-
sidered. More specialized wake model parameters will be considered
later (Subsections 5.2 and 5.3). The results presented are mostly
rigid wake airloads for the four-blade, p = 0.18 case (Table 2).
However, these wake model parameters have also been tested for
various other cases for both airloads and wake geometry, using the
older versions of the programs LDS-73 and WG-71.
Consider A$, the azimuthal extent of the straight trailing
vortex line and vortex sheet segments used in the wake model.
Rigid wake airloads were computed for A$ = 150 with A$ = 150, 30*,
and 45*. The results at n = 0.85 are typical and Fig. 27 shows
those for A$ = 15* and 30*, compared with measured flight test
data [49]. The results for A$ = 45* are not presented, but they
show even larger differences from the A$ = 15* results. The cur-
rent programs LDS-73 and WG-71 cannot be used with A$ less than
15*. However, older versions of both programs have been run with
A= 7.50*. The results were very similar to those with A$ = 150,
for rigid wake cases. For distorted wake cases, some extra bumps
in the tip vortex were picked up but the overall pattern remained
the same. Thus, the distorted wake airloads for A$ = 7.5* were
very similar to those for A$ = 150.
It is concluded that A$ = 150 is satisfactory for rigid
wake airloads computations and for the computation of the gross
tip vortex distortion. For the details of the tip vortex
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distortion very near a rotor blade, or another tip vortex, very
small A$, much less than one degree, would be required. This is
clearly impractical for an overall computation of the entire wake,
as considered here. Any computations of local tip vortex dis-
tortion should be done as a seperate problem isolated from the
computation of the rest of the wake. For cases where the expense
of computation must be reduced even at some cost in accuracy,
a rigid wake computation with A$ = 30* is suggested (see Fig. 27).
However, A$ = 15* should be retained, or peaks in the airloads
may be lost.
The azimuthal extent of the wake included in airloads compu-
tations is 2wm. Normally, m is 4 at p = 0.10, 3 at p = 0.15,
and 2 at p = 0.20. To test the effect of m, rigid wake airloads
were computed for a four-blade rotor at p = 0.18 with m = 1, 2,
and 3. The results for m = 1 and m = 2 are shown in Fig. 28 at
n = 0.95. The results for m = 3 coincide with the m = 2 curve.
A set of distorted tip vortex airloads for m = 2 and m = 3 was
also computed for this case. Again, the results were practically
identical. Runs made with the older versions of LDS-73 and
WG-71 with M = m for various advance ratios confirm these results.
Thus, m = 0.4/p is the suggested criterion for m, with hover
(p=0) being a special case (Subsection 4.3.2).
Now consider the inboard trailing wake. Rigid wake air-
loads were computed with, and without, the inboard trailing wake
for the four-blade, y = 0.18 case. At the outer two radial sta-
tions there is some difference, while at the 75% radius (Fig. 6)
and inboard there is a marked difference, especially at $ = 0.
Wake geometry computations made using the older version of WG-71
confirm this. Thus, the inboard trailing wake should not be
neglected. This leaves the question of how to model it. The n-
trailing-vortex-line model (Subsection 2.2) is not available in
the current LDS-73; however, runs made for n = 6, 10, and 20 with
an older version of LDS-73 showed very similar results at outboard
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radial stations (q >.7) when compared with the basic wake model
(Subsection 2.1). A similar comparison was made with an older
version of WG-71 with similar results. This comparison has not
been repeated using the current WG-71 due to the great expense
involved.
The basic wake model has provision for either a large-core
vortex line model or a vortex sheet model of the inboard trailing
wake (Subsection 2.6). Rigid-wake airloads were computed using
these two options for a four-blade, y = 0.18 case. The results
at the outer three radial stations are very similar, but from
n = 0.55 (Fig. 29) inboard the large-core vortex line model
shows better agreement with the measured flight test data [49]
near $ = 0. This is surprising, since the vortex sheet model
was expected to be closer to reality.
To check this result, rigid-wake airloads were computed
for the six-blade, y = 0.108 case (Table 2) using both models.
There is no measured data at n = 0.55, but the n = 0.40 sta-
tion shows the same behavior near $ = 0 as the four-blade case,
with the vortex sheet model predicting very large airloads while
the large-core vortex line model agrees with the measured data
[51]. A tip vortex geometry computation was also run, using the
vortex sheet model, for the four-blade, y = 0.18 case. The re-
sults for $s = 0* (Fig. 30b) are compared with the large-core
vortex line model results (Fig. 30a). The large bump in vortex
sheet model geometry near $ = 180* can be traced to the influence
of the vortex sheet inboard trailing wake.
To test the sensitivity of these results to the vortex
sheet vortex core radius pvs' values of pvs as large as 0.050
(compared to the normal value of 0.0025) were tried for the four
blade, p = 0.18 case. The details of the airloads results
changed but the error near ' = 00 at the inboard radial stations
remained. Thus, it is concluded that the inboard trailing wake
partially rolls up so that its circulation distribution is more
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nearly circular than planar. This is not to say that it rolls
up into a tight, concentrated vortex similar to the tip vortex,
because the use of a small-core vortex line model leads to
large airloads peaks at the inboard radial stations which do not
appear in the measured data.
Now consider the shed wake. Rigid wake airloads were
computed for the four-blade, V = 0.18 case: with no shed wake,
with near shed wake only, and with both near- and far-shed wake.
The results show that the far-shed wake has almost no effect for
this case and that the near-shed wake effect is small. The tip
vortex distortion was also computed for this case with and without
shed wake (there is no near-shed wake in a distortion computation).
The distortion results were not changed by the shed wake. Finally,
rigid-wake airloads were computed for the six-blade, y = 0.108
case (Table 2), with and without shed wake. The shed-wake effect
on the results is larger for this six-blade case than for the
four-blade case. These six-blade airloads results are plotted at
the 85% radius in Fig. 31, including some measured flight-test
data [51].
These results were obtained using the large-core vortex-
line far-shed-wake model and the vortex sheet near-shed-wake
model (Subsection 2.7). Previous results from older versions of
LDS-73 and WG-71, which used a small core vortex line shed-wake-
model, showed much larger shed-wake effects. It is now thought
that these larger effects were due to spurious peaks in the in-
duced velocity due to the use of the small-core vortex-line shed-
wake-model. Thus it is concluded that the far-shed wake can be
safely neglected, which will save some computational expense.
The near-shed wake is another matter. To understand the
larger near-shed-wake effects in the six-blade case compared to
the four-blade case, consider their reduced frequencies:
--- (5.1)
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where w is the predominant frequency of the harmonic airloads.
The semi-chord to radius ratio (b/R) is about the same for both
cases (.025 and .030), but the frequency ratio of the harmonic
airloads (o/0) is not. In the four-blade case, the first, second,
and third harmonics predominate. Taking the second harmonic as
typical, the reduced frequency k becomes 0.050. In the six-blade
case, the first, second, third, fifth, and seventh harmonics are
all important. Taking the third harmonic as typical, k becomes
0.090. Miller [91 has developed an approximate expression for
the two-dimensional lift deficiency function F when k is less
than 0.5 which agrees well with Theodorsen:
I
F 1+ k (1/z) (5.2)
This gives values of F of 0.93 and 0.875 for the four-blade and
the six-blade cases, respectively. The shed-wake effect shown in
Fig. 31 seems to agree with this estimate of F.
5.2 Wake Geometry Results
5.2.1 Computational Parameters
The computational parameters are the near/far wake parameter
DM and the updating parameters k DM and nDM (4), see Subsection 4.2.
The values for these parameters were determined by making a series
of runs with decreasing values of the parameters until further de-
creases no longer had a significant affect on the results. A total
of fourteen runs were made, using an older version of WG-71, for
the one blade, y = 0.10 case (Table 2). The results of this study
were that DM should be less than ten percent of the induced down-
wash (X - tan i) and that DM = 12 together with n DM() = 3 along
the sides of the rotor and nD(p) = 6 elsewhere are satisfactory.
To make sure that these results are still valid for the
current version of WG-71 several runs were made for the four blade,
y = 0.18 case. For the standard set of inputs DM = 0.0020,
PDM = 12, nDM() = 3 (from $ = 450 to 135* and from $ = 2400 to 3300)
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and n DM() = 6 elsewhere. The tip vortex geometry obtained using
these inputs is shown in Fig. 1 ($s = 1804) and Fig. 30a ($P = 0*).
Runs were made for DM = 0.0010 and DM = 0.0005 together with the
standard values of Zn Da (f). The results were essentially
the same as those for DM = 0.0020. The DM = 0.0005 results are
shown in Fig. 32 for $ = 180*. Another run was made with DM =
0.0020, kDM = 4, and nDM($) = 2 (for all $). These results are
shown in Fig. 33 for 's = 1800. Comparing Fig. 33 with Fig. 1,
there are some small differences; however, they are in areas far
from the rotor and hence are not important in airloads computations.
Thus, it is concluded that the standard values of DM, ZDM, and
nDM($) are small enough to give satisfactory results.
A comparison of the execution times required for WG-71
using various values of DM, ZDM, and nDM(') is given in Table 3.
The execution time for the corresponding airloads computation
using LDS-73 is also given. While the exact times are very de-
pendent on the computer used (see Table 3), the relationship be-
tween the airloads computation and the wake geometry computation
is not. It is estimated that a four-blade, p = 0.18 case with
DM = 0.002, ZDM = 1, and n DM(P) = 1 (i.e., complete updating)
would require 400 to 500 seconds. A similar case without the
near/far wake approximation (i.e., DM = 0.0) might require 5000
to 10000 seconds.
5.2.2 Comparison with Smoke Data
Qualitative experimental data on the tip-vortex geometry
in forward flight is available from smoke tests and water tunnel
tests. However, there is a lack of accurate quantitative data.
Thus, the accuracy of the wake-geometry computation can only be
evaluated qualitatively by comparison with these smoke tests or
indirectly through airloads computations. The indirect technique
does not work because of the current poor understanding of close
blade-tip vortex interactions. Thus, we are left with a qualita-
tive evaluation.
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The clearest smoke pictures available are the culmination
of several years of part-time work by John Thompson, F.S. Stoddard,
M.W. Hurst, and Gregg Erickson. The experimental apparatus and
technique are described by Erickson [59]. The results used here
were taken by Erickson after his 16.62 project [59] was completed.
The case chosen is a one-blade case at y = 0.10. Both two- and
four-blade cases were also run at advance ratios up to 0.3; how-
ever, the one-blade photographs are the clearest. This is be-
cause the wake of the extra blades and the blades themselves
interact with the visualized tip vortex (i.e., the one with smoke
injection), causing the smoke to disperse in places.
Photographs of the smoke were taken simultaneously from
the side and from the bottom. An attempt was made to reduce these
simultaneous photographs to quantitative wake-geometry data.
However, the reduced results did not make sense. The length of
the rotor blade came out wrong, for example, and extra bumps
appeared in the reduced data which did not appear in the photo-
graphs. It was concluded that the location of the side camera
might have been in error, which would explain the problem.
The tip vortex geometry was computed for this one blade,
p = 0.10 case (Table 2). The results are compared with some
partially reduced smoke data in Fig. 34a ($p = 0*) and Fig. 34b
($s = 1800). Only the side view is shown and to clarify the
presentation, the far side of the wake ($ = 0* to 180*) is dashed.
It is believed that the lower location of the far side of the wake
in the smoke data compared to the computed data is partially due
to an error in the vertical location of the side camera. Other-
wise there is good qualitative agreement. Similar comparisons
have been made for both two- and four-blade cases using an older
version of WG-71 and the qualitative agreement is also good,
although there are some gaps in the smoke data due to dispersion
of the smoke as described above.
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The side photograph corresponding to Fig. 34b is shown
in Fig. 35. The corresponding bottom photograph is not shown
because it was taken through a fish-eye lens which caused con-
fusing distortion. The complete computed tip vortex geometry
corresponding to Figs. 34a and 34b is shown in Fig. 36a ($s = 1800)
and Fig. 36b ($, = 0*).
5.2.3 Other Forward Flight Results
All of the wake-geometry results presented here are com-
puted using circulation distributions computed by LDS-73 for a
rigid wake. To test the validity of this, a wake geometry com-
putation was made for the four-blade, p = 0.18 case using a
circulation distribution computed by LDS-73 for the tip vortex
distortion shown in Figs. 1 and 30a. The results were identical
with those in Figs. 1 and 30a. For a comparison of the airloads
associated with these two circulation distributions (i.e., rigid
wake and distorted wake) see Fig. 2.
As an example of the computed tip vortex geometry of a
different case, the six-blade, p = 0.108 case was run. The re-
sults are presented in Figs.37a ($s = 180*) and 37b ($ s =
The tip vortex geometry far downstream (y greater than 3.5) may
not be very accurate since the location of much of the wake which
contributes to the induced velocity in that region is extrapolated.
However, this is not important, since that part of the wake is
too far away from the rotor to significantly affect airloads. A
comparison of rigid vs. distorted wake airloads for this case
will be shown in Subsection 5.3.
5.2.4 Discussion of Forward Flight Results
The most important result of these tip-vortex-geometry
computations is that, over the forward portion of the rotor, the
tip vortex tends to stay in the tip-path plane until the tip
vortex from the next blade comes by to push it down (see Figs. 1
and 37a). This result has important consequences in airloads
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computations (Subsection 5.3). This subsection will consider
the physics behind this important result.
The circulation of the tip vortex is such that it induces
downwash on its concave side and upwash on its convex side when
viewed from the top. Consider the tip vortex of the $ = 180*
blade of a four-blade rotor at y = 0.18 (Fig. 1). Between
$ = 1800 and $ = 1050, this tip vortex is the outermost in a
nest of tip vortices from the various blades. Thus, it experi-
ences an induced upwash from these other tip vortices. It will
also experience an induced downwash from the inboard trailing
wakes of these blades, but this is smaller because the wake which
induces it is father away. Thus, there is a net induced upwash
on the tip vortex in this region. At about $ = 1050 on the tip
vortex, the $ = 90* blade comes by (the vertical line from the
hub in Fig. 1). The tip vortex from this $ = 90* blade is out-
board of the tip vortex from the 4 = 1800 blade and hence induces
a large downwash. However, a new source of upwash delays the
effect of this downwash 150, as discussed below.
There is a similar situation in the six-blade, y = 0.108
case (Fig. 37a). In this case, the next blade is at $ = 1200
instead of at * = 90* and its tip vortex pushes the tip vortex
of the = 180* blade down at $ = 1200 and at 4 = 1050. How-
ever, observe that the returning part of the tip vortex of the
$ = 180* blade is inducing upwash on itself at $ = 90*. This,
together with upwash induced by similar returning tip vortices
from the other blades, causes the tip vortex of the $ = 180* blade
to go back up at $ = 90*. A similar,.but less intense,effect is
also present in the four-blade, p = 0.18 case, causing the $ = 90*
point to remain in the tip-path plane.
In summary, there is a sound physical explanation for
the behavior of the tip vortex over the forward portion of the
rotor, which clearly indicates that the tip vortex should be
closer to the tip-path plane than the rigid-wake model would
suggest.
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5.2.5 Hovering Results
The hovering wake geometry program has not been modified
to include the latest modifications to WG-71. Thus, only old re-
sults from 1971 and 1972 are available. The last runs made were
for comparison with some smoke-test data by Landgrebe [23]. The
results are shown in Fig. 38. The computed geometry does not
contract rapidly enough near the rotor and hence does not go
down fast enough either. This is true of Landgrebe's computa-
tions [23] also. It is thought that this discrepancy is due to
a lack of understanding of the details of the formation and
roll-up of the tip vortex very near the blade. The vortex sheet
plus the vortex line (VSUL) tip-vortex model (Subsection 2.5.3)
was not used in these computations; however, it is probably too
crude to solve this problem in any case.
When the hovering wake-geometry computation was originally
developed, the results were unstable. The technique of averaging
the two most recent computations of the incremental distortion
(Subsection 4.2.4) was developed to solve this problem. Since
then, Landgrebe [23] and Widnall [24] have demonstrated both ex-
perimentally and theoretically that the wake beyond the first 27
or so, probably is unstable. Thus, the geometry computed in this
region represents an average value of the unstable oscillations.
5.3 Airloads Results
The original intention was to compute airloads both with
a rigid wake geometry and with a distorted wake geometry and then
to compare the results. However, very large peaks appeared in
the distorted wake airloads which either did not exist at all in
the measured airloads or were much smaller. These peaks can
easily be traced to the location of the tip vortex much closer
to the rotor, over the forward portion of the rotor, in the
distorted wake case (see Figs. 1 and 37a, for examples). This
closer location of the tip vortex is explained physically
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in Subsection 5.2.4. There remains the task of explaining the
lack of these large peaks in the measured airloads.
The first thought was the lack of a tip vortex core.
A solid body rotation vortex core model was introduced and vari-
ous values of the vortex core radius p c (normalized by rotor
radius R) were tried. It was found that pc = 0.05 (about one
chord for the four-blade case) reduced the peaks to about the
right size. This made the distorted wake airloads agree with
the measured airloads about as well as the rigid wake airloads.
Unfortunately, measurements of tip vortex characteristics show
that p c is more than an order of magnitude smaller than this
(Subsection 2.4). The current best estimate of pc for the four-
blade case is 0.0025, which results in excessively large peaks in
the distorted wake airloads. Thus, it became necessary to search
for other close blade-vortex interaction effects to explain the
lack of these peaks in the measured airloads.
The models developed for the various close blade-vortex
interaction effects are described in Subsections 2.4, 2.5, and
3.2.4. These effects are evaluated here by comparing the re-
sults of a standard case, which includes all of these effects,
with the results of removing the various effects one at a time.
The effects of changing various parameters, such as the vortex-
core size, are evaluated in a similar fashion. The four-blade,
= 0.18 case (Table 2) is used for these evaluations. The
standard set of inputs, about which perturbations are made is
shown in Table 4.
5.3.1 Lifting-Surface Solution
A close blade-vortex interaction induces a rapid spanwise
variation of bound circulation on the blade. This, in turn,
generates a trailing wake which induces airloads of the opposite
sense on the blade (see Subsection 2.5.2). Originally, this
extra trailing wake was represented by an approximate lifting-
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line solution. However, Johnson [52,53] developed a lifting-
surface solution for this case. An approximate, incompressible
version of this solution is used here (Subsection 3.2.4).
The rigid wake (Fig. 39) and distorted wake (Fig. 40)
airloads at 85% radius are shown. The results at other outboard
radii are even more dramatic. In these results, the old lifting-
line approximation is not used when the lifting-surface solution
is removed. Instead, the effects of the extra trailing wake are
simply neglected. This is because the lifting-line approximation
is no longer available in the LDS-73 program. However, experience
with older versions of LDS-73 indicates that the lifting-line
approximation reduces the peaks by about half and the lifting-
surface solution by half again. Thus, this extra trailing wake
must be represented in airloads computations and the lifting-
surface solution is by far the best way to do this.
5.3.2 Tip Vortex-Core Radius
The effect of varying the burst vortex-core radius is
shown in Fig. 41, at the 85% radius. The two values of p shown,
bracket the standard value of 0.10R. For distorted wake airloads
at 85% radius, with p = 0.10R, see the solid line in Fig. 40.
These results at 85% radius are typical of the outboard radial
stations. Unfortunately, there is no sound theoretical or ex-
perimental basis for accurately estimating p at present. The
results shown in Fig. 41 indicate that this problem should be
carefully studied so that an accurate estimate of p can be ob-
tained.
Distorted wake airloads were computed for the initial
vortex core radius pk equal to: .0050R, .0015R, .0010R, and
.0005R as well as the standard value .0025R. The results for
all except the smallest value were almost equal. The results
for pk = .0005R are compared to the standard case in Fig. 42,
at 95% radius. This radius is typical and the differences
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shown are not very significant. It should be realized, however,
that this comparison would be dramatically different if tip
vortex-core bursting were not used here. A hint of this is seen
in the effect of variations in p (Fig. 41). To summarize, un-
certainties in the initial vortex radius pk are not important as
long as tip vortex-core bursting is used, but a more accurate
estimate of the burst vortex-core radius p would be useful.
5.3.3 Tip Vortex-Core Bursting
Tip vortex-core bursting is described in Subsections
2.5.1 and 3.2.4. The effect of burst vortex-core radius p was
considered in Subsection 5.3.2. This subsection will consider
the other parameters associated with bursting.
First, consider propagation of tip vortex-core bursting
(Fig. 43). The important effect is at the 75% radius,as shown.
At the outer radial stations there is not much effect. This is
not very surprising because the close blade-tip-vortex interac-
tions which occur near the blade tip are the trigger which initi-
ates bursting and hence propagation. Thus, propagation does not
have time to build up at these outboard stations. However, the
effect is important at the 75% radius and nothing else has been
found which can replace it.
To show the effect of tip vortex-core bursting alone,
without propagation, this is compared with the no-bursting case
in Fig. 44a (95% radius), Fig. 44b (85% radius), and in Fig. 44c
(75% radius). The use of bursting without propagation is seen
to make very little difference, except for an extra secondary
peak at about $ = 90*. This peak is caused by bursting of the
tip vortex from the C = 1800 blade (i.e., the blade 180* away
from the blade upon which airloads are computed). Since this
secondary peak does not appear in the measured airloads, it is
concluded that the very simple model of vortex bursting used
here (i.e., an increase in tip vortex-core size from .0025R to
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.lOR) is inadequate. However, it is not possible to construct a
better model without a better understanding of the whole process
of tip vortex-core bursting, which would require a complete theo-
retical and experimental study of the subject. It is recommended
that such a study be undertaken. Until then, the current model
will be used.
One criterion for tip vortex-core bursting is that the
tip vortex pass within (FVB)pc of the blade, where FVB is an
input constant and pc is the tip vortex-core radius. The effect
of changing FVB from the standard value of 20.0 to 1.0 is shown
in Fig. 45, at 95% radius. The value of FVB = 1.0 is probably
much more realistic; however, 20.0 is made standard to corre-
spond to the standard rigid wake case where the tip vortex is
unrealistically far away from the rotor. In any case, the air-
loads results are clearly not very sensitive to FVB for the dis-
torted wake case.
The other criterion for tip vortex-core bursting is how
much of the tip vortex-line segment being considered has passed
beneath the blade (see Subsection 3.2.4). The standard value
of DVB = 0.0 implies that all of the segment has passed beneath
the blade, DVB = - 0.5 implies that only half of the segment has
done so, and DVB = + 0.5 implies that the segment is one-half
segment length behind the blade. The results at 85% radius for
DVB = + 0.5 and DVB = - 0.5 are compared in Fig. 46. For the
results with the standard value of DVB = 0.0, see the solid line
in Fig. 40. The DVB = 0.0 and the DVB = + 0.5 results are similar,
while the DVB = - 0.5 results are quite different. It is hard to
justify DVB = - 0.5 physically, indeed DVB = + 0.5 is probably
the most realistic value. The current version of LDS-73 requires
that any particular segment be 100% burst or 100% not burst. It
would be desirable to make provision for partially bursting a
segment and more research should be done on just when a segment
bursts.
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5.3.4 Maximum Incremental Angle of Attack
There is a provision for a cutoff on the incremental
angle of attack, due to any particular vortex-line segment
(Subsection 3.2.7). This limit aamax is 0.05 radians for the
standard case. It was thought that aamax might have an effect
similar to tip vortex-core bursting and thus might be an alterna-
tive explanation for the small measured airloads peaks. Dis-
torted wake airloads were computed for Aamax of 0.03, 0.05, and
9.0 radians both with and without bursting. No effect was ob-
served. Further investigation revealed that the maximum Ac never
reached 0.03 radians for these cases and that Act would need tomax
be less than 0.02 radians to have any effect. In the no-lifting
surface solution case, Aa does become as large as 0.075 radians;
however, aamax is not intended to replace the lifting-surface
solution. Thus, aamax is not important unless values smaller
than 0.02 radians can be justified.
5.3.5 Tip Vortex Roll-Up
The vortex sheet plus vortex-line tip vortex model is
used to represent tip vortex roll-up (Subsection 2.5.3). The
alternative is instantaneous roll-up (i.e., a vortex-line model
for the tip vortex). The effect of instantaneous roll-up on a
rigid wake airloads computation for the four-blade, V = 0.18
case at 95% radius is shown in Fig. 47a. The effect of instan-
taneous roll-up on a distorted wake airloads computation for the
same case, but with no bursting, is shown in Fig. 47b, at 85%
radius. The effect on the rigid-wake case, with bursting in-
cluded, is small; however, there is a substantial effect on the
distorted wake case, without bursting. Thus, it is concluded
that tip vortex roll-up can have a significant effect on the air-
loads in some cases. However, tip vortex roll-up cannot replace
the propagation of tip vortex-core bursting since roll-up is in-
cluded in the results shown in Fig. 43.
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5.3.6 Tangentially-Induced Velocity
The component of the induced velocity which is tangential
to the rotor blade chord is normally neglected compared to the
sum of the rotational velocity (rQR) and the free-stream velocity
(yQR sin$). To test the validity of this assumption both rigid
wake and distorted wake airloads were computed including the
tangentially-induced velocity. In the rigid-wake case, the ef-
fect was negligible. In the distorted-wake case, the effect
was small, except at the 85% radius (Fig. 48). The tangentially-
induced velocities which produced the effect shown are.only two
or three percent of the total tangential velocity. Their effect
is magnified by first harmonic flapping, however, because the
tangentially-induced velocity consists primarily of a sin$ term,
in this case. Thus tangentially-induced velocities can be sig-
nificant in special cases.
5.3.7 Effect of Distortion on Airloads
A direct comparison of rigid vs. distorted wake airloads
for the four-blade P = 0.18 case is given in Fig. 2, at 95%
radius. To compare the results at other radial stations match
the solid line in Fig. 39 (rigid wake) with the solid line in
Fig. 40 (distorted wake) for the 85% radius and match the solid
line in Fig. 49 (rigid wake) with the solid line in Fig. 50
(distorted wake) for the 75% radius. The overall agreement with
the measured data is about the same for this case.
If the effects of tip vortex-core bursting are eliminated
and instantaneous roll-up is assumed, the distorted wake case
(Fig. 50) becomes much worse than the rigid-wake case (Fig. 49),
at the 75% radius. The key factor in this is the propagation of
tip vortex-core bursting, as shown in Subsection 5.3.3. This
effect is much less significant at the outer radial stations.
If the lifting-surface solution is eliminated, the distorted-
wake case (Fig. 40) again becomes much worse than the rigid-
wake case (Fig. 39). This effect occurs at all radial stations
(Subsection 5.3.1).
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To check these results for another case, a six-blade,
= 0.108 case was run. The rigid vs. distorted tip vortex-
geometry comparison for this case is shown in Fig. 37a ($s = 1800)
and in Fig. 37b ($- = 0*). The corresponding airloads comparison
is shown in Fig. 51, at the 85% radius. These airloads were com-
puted using the same standard inputs as the four-blade case
(Table 4), with an adjustment of the initial vortex-core size due
to the different aspect ratio of the rotor blades. The distorted
wake result is substantially better than the rigid-wake result at
the 85% radius shown. However, the comparison at other radial
stations is less favorable, making the overall comparison only
somewhat in favor of the distorted wake.
5.4 Conclusions
The fundamental conclusion is that, over the forward portion
of the rotor, the actual location of the tip vortex is much closer
to the rotor than the rigid-wake assumption would predict. How-
ever, a lack of understanding of close blade-tip vortex inter-
actions causes the computed airloads to be substantially larger
than measured flight test data. This error tends to compensate
for the rigid-wake assumption's error in the location of the tip
vortex over the forward portion of the rotor, with the result that
rigid-wake airloads computations agree fairly well with measured
airloads. This same error causes airloads computed using the more
accurate distorted tip vortex geometry to be too large.
A study was made of various possible close blade-tip vortex
interaction effects. The largest one is the influence of the extra
wake trailed during a close blade-vortex interaction on the air-
loads on that blade. This effect is well represented by Johnson's
lifting-surface solution (Subsections 2.5.2 and 3.2.4). However,
this effect is not sufficient to make the distorted wake airloads
agree with the measured airloads. Thus, other effects were in-
vestigated.
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The use of a sufficiently large tip vortex-core radius
was found to reduce the distorted wake airloads by the necessary
amount. However, the vortex-core radius required to achieve
this result is about twenty times larger than that observed ex-
perimentally. This led to the concept of tip vortex-core burst-
ing due to a close blade-tip vortex interaction. However, burst-
ing alone does not explain the excessive distorted wake airloads
at the more inboard radial stations such as the 75% radius. This
led to the concept of propagation of bursting. Once a close
blade-tip vortex interaction initiates bursting it is assumed
to propagate along the tip vortex, ahead of the blade. This propa-
gation of bursting is generally successful in reducing the dis-
torted wake airloads to levels approximating those of the measured
airloads.
Since tip vortex-core bursting is still controversial and
propagation of bursting is speculative, a search was made for
alternative explanations. Ham [54,55] has suggested that local
separation limits the maximum incremental angle of attack due to
any close blade-tip vortex interaction. The values of this limit-
ing angle-of-attack increment required to have any effect on the
case test are smaller than can be justified, however. The effects
of tip vortex roll-up and of tangentially-induced velocities were
also investigated. They both have modest effects on the airloads
but they are not large enough or of the proper character to re-
place tip vortex-core bursting.
To summarize, the only satisfactory explanation found for
the discrepancies between distorted wake airlaods and measured
airloads is a combination of a lifting-surface solution and tip
vortex-core bursting with propagation. The lifting-surface
solution is satisfactory; however, the bursting model is highly
simplified because there is as yet no basis for a better model.
The distorted wake airloads computed using these techniques are
not much more accurate than rigid wake airloads. This is probably
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due to an inadequate understanding of bursting and its propagation.
However, it is possible that some other close blade-tip vortex
interaction effect, no considered here, may also be important.
To make both airloads and wake geometry computations less
expensive and hence more widely useful, a simplified wake model
was developed which gives satisfactory results without great
expense (Section 2). Special updating techniques were developed
for computing the tip vortex distortion which reduce the expense
by more than an order of magnitude (Subsection 4.2).
5.5 Recommendations
The principal recommendation is that a complete theoretical
and experimental study of the close blade-tip vortex interaction
problem be made, leading to a better understanding of the physics
of the problem and to suitable mathematical models. Special em-
phasis should be given to the effect of close blade-tip vortex
interactions on the tip vortex, including the possibility of tip
vortex-core bursting. The possibility that bursting might propa-
gate ahead of the blade which initiated it should be considered
and the properties of a burst vortex need to be investigated so
that a better model can be developed. The word bursting is used
rather loosely here. It is generalized to include any change in
the nature of the tip vortex, due to a close blade-vortex inter-
action, which changes the airloads induced by that tip vortex
(see Subsection 2.5.1).
The formation and roll-up of the tip vortex should be
studied as well. This is moderately important for airloads com-
putations and it is thought to be the key to successful computa-
tion of the hovering tip vortex geometry. A study of the struc-
ture of the inboard trailing wake might yield useful results, but
this is clearly less important than the previous recommendations.
Finally, various recommendations for improving the details
of the wake model, the airloads computation, and the wake geometry
computation are made in the main body of this report.
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TABLE 1
NORMALIZATION RULES
NORMALIZATION
Length
Time
Speed
Angle
Circulation
Airload
R = rotor radius (ft)
Q = rotor angular velocity (radians/sec)
QR = VT = tip speed (ft/sec)
Radian measure
27bQR (ft /sec), where b = rotor blade semichord
pc(QR) /2 (lb/in), where c = rotor blade chord
Note: Since the unit of length normally used
here is feet, just using the normal
values of p,Qc, and QR will give (lb/ft)
This must be divided by 12 to get (lb/in)
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TYPE OF
VARIABLE
TABLE 2
STANDARD CASES
No. Blades 1 4 6
y 0.10 0.18 0.108
0.040 0.024 0.028
a 0.035 0.0622 0.115
CT 0.0027 0.0055 0.0060
, tan i 0.0113 0.009 0.0009
6 (radians) 0.0 - 0.14 - 0.14
Locke Number 1.085 9.7 12.6
6 0.10 0.036 0.056
QR(ft/sec) 79.5 662 715
R(ft) 1.89 28 36
p(slug/ft ) 0.00238 0.00216 0.00217
Reference 59 49 51
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TABLE 3
EXECUTION TIMES*
BLADES y m/M DM zn DnM($) WG TIME LDS TIME
1 .10 4/4 .002 12 6/3 39 12
4 .18 2/2 .002 12 6/3 32 30
4 .18 2/2 .001 12 6/3 37 30
4 .18 2/2 .0005 12 6/3 43 30
4 .18 2/2 .002 4 2 86 30
6 .108 4/4 .0028 12 6/3 177 70
*
Times are CPU time in seconds on an IBM 370/168 running
under release 21.7 of OS/MVT with release 21.6 FORTRAN
Gl. Most of the CALCOMP plot time is excluded from the
WG times given. The WG times are for two iterations and
the LDS times are for 5 iterations. However, the induced
velocity influence coefficient matrix (QMAT) is only com-
puted in the LDS computations.
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TABLE 4
STANDARD AIRLOADS INPUTS
Vortex Core Radius (normalized by R)
a) Initial value pk = 0.0025
b) Burst value p = 0.100
c) Vortex sheet value pVS = 0.0025
Vortex Core Bursting Parameters
a) Distance from blade DVB = 0.0 segment lengths
b) Distance below blade FVB = 20.0 vortex core
radii
Bursting Propagation Parameters
a) Propagation rate NPRP = 3 (increment bursting
azimuth angle by one A$ for every NPRP
A$ steps in age)
b) Propagation range NRNG = 16,end propagation
at $ = (NRNG-l)A$
Lifting-Surface Solution - included
Maximum incremental angle of attack a = 0.05 radians
Vortex Sheet Plus Vortex-Line Tip-Vortex Model
Roll-up rate fD = 0.05 (fraction of
total tip vortex circulation which is
D
in the vortex sheet decreases by ft
each A$ step)
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FIG. 29 RIGID WAKE AIRLOADS, VORTEX LINE VS. VORTEX SHEET IN-
BOARD TRAILING WAKE, 55% RADIUS, 4 BLADE ROTOR, p = 0.18
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FIG. 30a RIGID VS. DISTORTED TIP VORTEX GEOMETRIES, $ = 00 BLADE,
4 BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.18, VORTEX LINE INBOARD TRAILING
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FIG. 30b RIGID VS. DISTORTED TIP VORTEX GEOMETRIES, IP = 0* BLADE,
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FIG. 31 RIGID WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF SHED WAKE, 85% RADIUS
6-BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.108
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FIG. 32 RIGID VS. DISTORTED TIP-VORTEX GEOMETRIES, $ 180* BLADE,
4 BLADE ROTOR, y=0.18, NEAR/FAR WAKE PARAMETER DM = .0005222
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FIG. 33 RIGID VS. DISTORTED TIP VORTEX GEOMETRIES, $ = 180* BLADE,
4 BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.18, UPDATING PARAMETERS LDM = 4, NDM = 2
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FIG. 36a RIGID VS. DISTORTED TIP VORTEX GEOMETRIES, $ = 180* BLADE, 1-BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.10
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FIG. 36b RIGID VS. DISTORTED TIP VORTEX GEOMETRIES, = 0* BLADE, 1-BLADE ROTOR, p = 0.10
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FIG. 37b RIGID VS. DISTORTED TIP VORTEX GEOMETRIES p = 00 BLADE, 6-BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.108
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FIG. 39 RIGID WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF LIFTING
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FIG. 40 DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF LIFTING SURFACE
SOLUTION, 85% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.18
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FIG. 41 DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, BURST VORTEX CORE RADIUS
pg = .050R VS p = .200R, 85% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR,
p = 0.18
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FIG. 42 DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF INITIAL VORTEX
CORE RADIUS p= .0025R VS. pk .0005R, 95% RADIUS
4-BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.18
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FIG. 43 DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF PROPAGATION OF TIP
VORTEX CORE BURSTING, 75% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.18
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FIG. 44a DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, TIP VORTEX CORE BURSTING
WITHOUT PROPAGATION VS. NO BURSTING, 95% RADIUS,
4-BLADE ROTOR,p = 0.18
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FIG. 44b DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, TIP VORTEX-CORE BURSTING
WITHOUT PROPAGATION VS. NO BURSTING, 85% RADIUS,
4-BLADE ROTOR, p = 0.18
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FIG. 44c DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, TIP VORTEX CORE BURSTING
VS. NO BURSTING, 75% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR, y = 0.18
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FIG. 46 DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL VORTEX
BURSTING CRITERION DVB, 85% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR,
o = 0.18
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FIG. 47a RIGID WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF INSTANTANEOUS TIP
VORTEX ROLL-UP, 95% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR, p = 0.18
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FIG. 47b DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF INSTANTANEOUS TIP
VORTEX ROLL UP ON THE NO-BURSTING CASE, 85% RADIUS
4-BLADE ROTOR, y= 0.18
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FIG. 48 DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, EFFECT OF TANGENTIALLY IN-
DUCED VELOCITY (qT) , 85% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR, p = 0.18
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FIG. 49 RIGID WAKE AIRLOADS, STANDARD CASE VS. NO BURSTING
AND INSTANTANEOUS ROLL-UP, 75% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR,
y = 0.18
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FIG. 50 DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, STANDARD CASE VS. NO BURSTING
AND INSTANTANEOUS ROLL-UP, 75% RADIUS, 4-BLADE ROTOR,
= 0.18
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FIG. 51 RIGID VS. DISTORTED WAKE AIRLOADS, 85% RADIUS, 6-BLADE
ROTOR, y = 0.108
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APPENDIX A
VELOCITY INDUCED BY A STRAIGHT VORTEX LINE SEGMENT
Consider a straight vortex line segment. Label the ends of the vortex
line segment points P and P . The nondimensional circulation is allowed to
a b
vary linearly from ya at point Pa to yb at point P . The induced velocity is
computed at point P . Point P is located by vectors a and b from point P
to points P and P (Fig. A.l). The TPP referenced x, y, z coordinate system
a b
is used with the origin at point P .
The induced velocity is computed by using the Biot Savart Relation [34]:
d £(A.1)
where dq1 is the induced velocity at point P and is perpendicular to the ri,
ds1 plane, ds1 is an element of the vortex line, ' is the circulation of ds1,
r is the distance from point P to dsi, and 0 is the angle between r1 and ds1
(Fig. A.l). Now define the following nondimensional versions of the variables:
(A. 2)
r (A.3)
(A.4)
y; r z -ftbL (A. 5)
Further, define h as the perpendicular distance (nondimensional by R) from
point P to the vortex line segment and $ as the angle between h and r
(Fig. A.1). Now substituting in Eq. A.l:
VL r 7 
(A.6)
From Fig. A.l:
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(A. 7)
J S (A k (A. 8)
Now Eq. A.6 can be rewritten in terms of h and #:
I~.YA~ ( A ) L (A. 9)
Since y is a linear variation from ya at point Pa to yb at point Pb
it can be written as (see Fig. A.l):
I b /(A.10)
Substituting into Eq. A.9 and integrating from # = - Tr/2 to $ = Tr/2 -
+4 (A.11)
Coa +b1/  as Sill-%] (A.12)
For the special case of constant circulation (y b) this reduces to:
V Fa (A.13)
To find qL in terms of 'a' and b, define ' (Fig. A.1).
-. (A.14)
Now using the dot and cross product relations and Fig. A.l:
--- -. cc-< (A.15)
C''h ((A.16)
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= Ot5 in !A (A.19)C1
Using the definition of U and recalling that
zero:
xa. i A -A, 6
a vector crossed with itself is
(A.20)
(A. 21)
Recall that the induced velocity is perpendicular to the r 1ds plane,
is the same as the , Y> plane. Define positive circulation such that
points into the paper in Fig. A.l. Now qV can be written as:
VLL
Substituting into Eq. A.12: hfILCA
-c c
Forth spcil cseof ontan crcuaton ya b )ti eue o
~ ~K~)-& O- C .D (z
which
qVL
(A. 22)
(A.23)
(A. 24)
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(A.17)
(A. 18)
CX ra
APPENDIX B
VELOCITY INDUCED BY A PLANE RECTANGULAR VORTEX SHEET
B.l Computation of the Induced Velocity in Vortex-Sheet
Based Coordinates
Consider a plane, rectangular vortex sheet whose circulation is
aligned parallel to one pair of edges, hereafter called the front and back
edges. The circulation is allowed to vary linearly from y to y parallel
a b
to the circulation vector but remains constant perpendicular to the circula-
tion vector. The induced velocity is computed at point P . Point P is
located by vectors a and b from point P to the ends of the forward edge of
the vortex sheet, points Pa and P b, and by the perpendicular distance z
from point P to the vortex sheet (Fig. B.1).
A right-handed, rectangular coordinate system (7, Y, )) with its
origin at point P is chosen. The ' axis is perpendicular to the vortex
sheet while E and y are parallel to it. The y axis is parallel to the front
and back edges, while the ' axis points forward perpendicular to the front
edge (Fig. B.1). The length of the vortex sheet in the E direction is Ax with
the front edge at x = x1 and the back edge at x = x . The width of the vortex
sheet in the y direction is IUj = It - a (Fig. B.l).
To compute the induced velocity contribution of the vortex sheet at
point P (qVS), the sheet is visualized as an infinite number of parallel
vortex lines each of infinitesimal circulation. The geometry of the vortex
line at x = x1 relative to point P is specified by a and b. To compute the
induced velocity contribution of this vortex line, it is helpful to define the
parameters ca, c , 1 n 1, and 01 with the aid of Fig. B.l. The perpendicu-
lar distance from point P to the vortex line (U) or its extension is h .
The distances from the intersection of h with U or its extension to points P
and P are c and c , respectively. The angles between a and c and between b
b a b
and 1are a 1 and Oi, respectively.
The circulation of the vortex sheet segment (nonD by 2fbQR) varies
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linearly from y at the P a edge of the sheet to y at the P edge. Spreading
this over ', the circulation of each infinitesimal vortex line varies from
[(y a/Ax) di) at the Pa end to [y b/Ax dx")] at the Pb end. Using the ex-
pression for the induced velocity of a straight vortex line segment from
Eq. A.14, the induced velocity contribution of the vortex line at x = x
(nondimensional by tip speed) is:
#V C 's J- Cc': t,
(B.1)
For the special case of a constant circulation strength vortex line (ya = yb
only the first term remains.
Now consider the induced velocity contribution of a general vortex line
at x. Since the vortex sheet is rectangular,ca and cb remain constant for all
x. The general values of h, E, a, and are, however, functions of "x and are
denoted by dropping the subcript 1 from the values at x = x1. The induced
velocity contribution of the vortex sheet is obtained by integration of the
vortex line contributions in the positive x direction from " = x2 to x = x1 .
This gives: X
7..
To integrate Eq. 8.2, h, n, a, and a must be expressed in terms of x.
From Fig. B.l:
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+A
7
Si 'rl_ _ _J~j..C~ ~ + ~1+
S ~ /3
ix
Xikj
4- X
(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.5)
(B. 6
Cos o(
C C0
,-s C 2.' (B.7
O ix ts ro an
Observing that 'n is perpendicular to h and in the plane formed by h andz
Y\ -
I)
(B.8)
+~ z .
where i, and i are unit vectors in the x and z directions, respectively.
x z
Equation B.2 can now be rewritten in terms of x" as:
-A 
.1+
t
t L + +
-k 'L +cu 6~ (-
A. + L)j
4- j /X
(B.9)
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)
L A.Z
Equation B.9 has four fundamentally different integrals in it:
X1 L + X 2 
(B.10)
iL~ ij 2~l + 77 ~1~j~(B. ll)x. J
T3  C C+ X + 2. (B.12)
x2.
4C X+ +e (B.13)
The integrals can be looked up in a table or integrated directly. To simplify
writing the results define:
Sg + + (B.14)
SI (B.15)
Za= .c (B.16)
-At+ (B.17)
The integrals are evaluated at x1 and x2 and algebraic manipulation is used to
minimize the number of natural log functions which saves computer time.
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:fI~ t'k
~=±[L (
COI
' ( C .
(B.18)
k (C)4
(SI- ct)(S + CdS)(ip-
(B.19)(S,,+ cO)(S 2 c4)(S6+
(S14 + X ,)(S, + X,
4 1(SL,+ x,1)(SaL + X2ZA- I 21+
(B.20)
(B.21)
Finally, the induced velocity contribution of the vortex sheet at point P
(nondimensional by tip speed) can be written as:
x
z + c6 K +
+ ( y~
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-b Y
+ )6 +) (B.22)
X,
.LS 1
S Z6- Cir
+C S + C1,16 is) ( 16
.~- -- 5 ' .+ Xt-) -J'( S..+ X -)- ), (S' +
C S %6+ CQ
Q (St - c6) 1
XI) +., S16+ X, )
For the special case of a constant circulation vortex sheet (ya = b) this
simplifies to:
(YR- - 1 - (B.23)
Notice that I1 (the tan 1 integral) has no singularities, but I2 (the
kn integral) is singular near the edges of the vortex sheet. 11 can be said
to represent the fundamental nature of the vortex sheet and 12 to represent
the edges. To explore the edge singularity, consider the cases: x1 =,
Ai' = Ax, ca b c, z = 0, and E << Ax, c. From Eq. B.19:
+ 2. C (B.24)
LS,+ C)(t - L f(,4c)(S -C)
Expanding S1 and S2 in E:
E
c +E' 4- H O T (B.25)
SK' ~ .+A '- 2 4 E'
E (E- z AX)
-- 
6x + f, + HOT (B.26)
Dropping higher-order terms (HOT) and plugging in to Eq. B.24:
I (I (B.27)
Now, for E very, very small:
7. C.(B.28)
A similar exercise with E << Ax << c results in I2 ' n(E/Ax). Thus there is
a logarithmic singularity when x1 or x2 becomes small compared with the
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dimensions of the vortex sheet. The way to avoid this is to stay away from the
edges of the sheet, since in reality there are no such step changes in circu-
lation.
B.2 Transformation from Vortex Sheet Based Coordinates
to TPP Coordinates
To be able to add the induced velocity contributions of the many
vortex sheets of the wake model, a common coordinate system must be used.
Since vortex sheet orientation varies greatly, the x, y, z system is not
satisfactory. Since a and b are already available in the x, y, z (TPP refer-
enced) coordinate system and all vortex line segment computations are done in
this coordinate system it is chosen. To review, it is a right-handed, rectangu-
lar coordinate system where the z axis points downward perpendicular to the
TPP, the y axis points downstream and parallel to the TPP, and the x axis
points to starboard parallel to the TPP.
It is also necessary to express the vortex sheet parameters c a, cb
Z , x1 , x2 , and Ax in terms of parameters similar to those used in vortex
line computations. The vectors a and b from point P to points P and P on
a a b
the forward edge of the vortex sheet are analogous to the a and b from
point P to points P and P at the ends of a vortex line segment. In addition,fl a b
the length of the vortex sheet A' and z , the z component of a vector from
m
point P to the midpoint of the x = x2 edge of the vortex sheet are used to
completely specify the vortex sheet geometry.
Let i, j, k be unit vectors along the x, y, z axes, respectively. Now
a and b can be written in the x, y, x coordinate system as:
X.. ~4 + + ~.L(B.29)
6 (B.30)
Recall the definition of c (Fig. B.2):
(B.31)
Define: A X X - X (B.32)
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A~ ~
£X. + j+AEI
AXl' l 4A
From Fig. B.2:
(B. 33)
(B. 34)
(B. 35)
(B. 36)
(B. 37)s ill ot
Now using the dot product relation:
.4 = I) c .. "i , 5n at (B. 38)
Therefore:
From Fig. B.2:
-b ~.&
c&~ ~
To find the relationship between the x, y, K and the x, y, z coordinate
systems, define the x, y, z components of the i.,, i~, and is. unit vectors:
x y z
+ ~x-i +
L I'h 4 Z1
(B.41)
(B. 42)
(B.43)
Now since Z is parallel to the y axis (Fig. B.2):
X - AX
(B. 44)
(B.45)
(B.46)'II
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X
Therefore:
* C~ tv
(B. 39)
(B.40)
X, & y, + 4
-Ao + +
(B.47)
Consider a vector s running from the midpoint of the x = x2 edge of the
vortex sheet to the midpoint of the x = x1 edge. The length of ' is the
length of the vortex sheet (A'), (Fig. B.3). Since E is parallel to the x
axis, it is parallel to the unit vector . The z coordinate of the x = x
x2
end of E is z from the definition of z . The z coordinate of the x = x
m m1
end of t is the average of the z coordinates of the two ends of that edge of
the vortex sheet (x and xb). Now the z component of i is the difference
a b X
between the z coordinates of the two ends of " divided by the length of s.
Therefore:
ZM 1AK (B.48)
To find the other two components of 1i , recall that i is a unit
x
vector. Therefore,
(B.49)
and that i,, is perpendicular to i . Therefore:
x 7*
... , = = A0.0 (B.50)
This gives two equations, B.49 and B.50 which can be solved for x and y with
the result that:
a~ AK + 61 tL, ). lt
X =6 A X + A (B. 51)
&I E- tK '~tM i i:~
IX (B. 52)
To find i , recall that for a right-handed coordinate system:
z
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L X L (B.53)
This relation implies the following components for iM:
z
(B.54)
(B.55)
A_ (B.56)
The parameters x 1 , x2' and z remain to be derived in terms of x, y, z
coordinates. To do this, consider a vector h which is the perpendicular
dropped from point P to the x = x edge of the vortex sheet (Fig. B.3).
T. *.
Note that the length of h is hi, as was used in Section B.l of this appendix.
Define the x, y, z components of h as:
L + (B.57)
Now from Fig. B.2:
S .((B.58)
This relation implies that:
X k(B.59)
(B.61)
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From Fig. B.3:
Cos ces (B.62)
I Co S (B.63)
From the dot product relation and Fig. B.3:
x (B.64)
LM h L~j colt Cs G (B.65)
Therefore: (B.66)
L X 1(B.67)
Finally,
SX (B.68)
In summary, the computation of the induced velocity contribution of a
vortex sheet starts given the following: b/2R, Y A, Y , (x ,y , z )a,b a a a
b(x , y , z ), z , and AE. First the values of Uc , c , and c are com-
xb b b m a b
puted from Eqs. B.36, B.39, and B.40, respectively. Next, i,, il~, and i,,
x y z
are expressed in the x, y, z coordinate system. The components of
E"(x , y , z ) are computed from Eqs. B.45, B.46, and B.47, respectively.
y y y y
The components of i,, are computed in the order z , x , y from Eqs. B.48,
x x x x
B.50, and B.51, respectively. The components of i,,, (x , y , z ) are computed
z z z z
from Eqs. B.54, B.55, and B.56, respectively. Finally, the parameters
x1 , x2 , and z are computed from Eqs. B.66, B.68 and B.67, respectively.
Using the above results in Eq. B.22 or in Eq. B.23, the induced
velocity ({V) in the x, Y, z coordinate system can be computed. To obtain
S in the x, y, z coordinate system, the expressions developed above for
i and i, are substituted into Eq. B.22 or Eq. B.23. For example, substitutingSt z
into Eq. B.23 gives:
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J, + (B. 69)
B.3 Effect of a Viscous Vortex Core
Up to now the effects of a viscous core on a vortex sheet segment have
been neglected. These effects are expected to be much smaller for a vortex
sheet than for a vortex line because of the spread-out nature of the vortex
sheet. However, these effects may still be important and should be investi-
gated. To aid this investigation, the influence of a vortex core is developed
for the case of a vortex sheet segment having constant circulation. The
"fixed-wing vortex core model", discussed in Section 2.4, is used.
Consider Eq. B.2 specialized for the case of constant circulation
(Y = Y ):
a b yX
.j J COS < + Cos
XJ -fA (B.70)
XL
Recall the vortex core circulation distribution from Eq. 2.5:
YC 
- I(B.71)
+ /0.
This Yc (h) was developed for vortex lines, but since the integral in Eq. B.70
is just the summing up of an infinite number of infinitesimal vortex lines
Yc (h) applies here as well. Recall that yc (h) is normalized by the total
circulation (Y . From Eqs. B.3 and B.8:
~L M + X
h =(B.72)
Now, putting Yc (h) inside the integral in Eq. B.70 and using Eq. B.72
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IVS CR Z]r. + c ) I (B. 73)
Notice that the only difference which the addition of a vortex core makes is
the change from h2 in the denominator to (h2 + p ). This causes a surprisingly
c
large change in the integrated results because a fortunate cancelation no
longer occurs.
The integrals I and I2 of Section B.1 are expanded into Ila' lb' 2a'
and I2b such that:
(B.74)
(B.75)
Recal
respe
Ling the definitions of cosaV, cost3, and h from Eqs. B.6, B.7, and B.3,
-tively, the integrals are defined as follows:
(B.
X2. r =
-A,/ I AlIA
76)
77)
111=
I =
Lb
(B.78)
4- ~Izf
(B.79)
2 2 2 2 2 2
There are two cases for each of these integrals pc < c , c and P > c , c
c- a b c - a' b*
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-1 1 = 1:14L
When p = 0, as in Section B.1, only the first case is possible. Recall thec
definitions of Sla' Slb' S2a and S2b from Eqs. B.14 through B.17, and define
the following:
(B.80)% 't %
C:
f6 6- fc.
(B.81)
(B.82)
(B.83)
(B.84)
The integrals can be evaluated as follows:
1=
I0..
( (21x 2.).,S ,(2 S x,R ( S - xR IID t% 7.0 ca)
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~:
(B.85)
z)
X2. C a. 
-1
L 2: r S I 46. I it 1% (
C2? cp4J [(s xRa) Stb xIb1b c6 I1- XIRI-)(Zf S2 + XILCP
2; C bS+xR )eSt - xR,6
-- I-
RC + s2R
(B. 87)
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c
6
z 2
C-f 6
{B86)
2.
c&~,
-1
I. 2.
46
(%'Cb ( Z6 + L2b
(B.88)
Finally i 9 can be written as:
VS ( (B.89)
Notice that the integrals are either O/- or (co - 0))/- when c = p or
a c
c = p . To evaluate these cases only, I and I will be considered sinceb c la 2a2 2
Ilb and I2b have the same behavior. First consider Ila when ca P , which
implies that Ca = Rca = 0. To evaluate this case, use the following ex-
pansions for tan and Zn:
f-' (() = x + HOT (B.90)
= x+ HOT
(B.91)
Using these expansions on the c > p 2and the p > c expressions for I gives
a - c 2  2 c - a la
the same answer in both cases, when c p
a
C 2 (B.92)
To evaluate I when c = p , a different expansion for tan~ is used:
2a a c
+AT -% Y% H-OT (B.93)
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Again both the c > p and the pc > c expressions give the same answer, when
2 2 a-c c-a
c =p:
a c
(B.94)
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APPENDIX C
VELOCITY INDUCED BY A CURVED VORTEX LINE SEGMENT
C.1 Computation of the Induced Velocity for a Given
Arc Length and Radius of Curvature
Consider a circular arc vortex line segment of arc length AGc and
radius of curvature pVL (nonD by R). Assume the vortex line has a viscous
vortex core of radius p (nonD by R). Label the ends of the vortex line
c
segment points P and P . Now consider the computation of the induced ve-
fl a
locity at point P . Lamb in article 163 of [351 develops an expression for
the self-induced velocity of a vortex ring. To solve the problem at hand,
Lamb's expression can be used by subtracting the contribution from all of the
ring except the segment between point P and P .
fl a
Assuming a circulation F and introducing different notation, Lamb's
expression can be written:
fv .R 4 1T fV (C. 1)
It should be noted that Lamb developed this expression assuming pc pVL
By symmetry, the induced velocity at point P due to half of the vortex ring
starting at point P and ending 1800 away is half of the result in Eq. C.l.
This corresponds to the case AOc = 7(180*) for the curved vortex line segment
problem. With circulation y(y = P/21TbQR),the induced velocity (nondimensional
by tip speed) for the case AG = T can be written as:
CV I (C.2)
To find qCVL for a general A c, the induced velocity due to the part of
the ring between 0 = AG and 6 = 7 must be computed. From Eq. A.6 in
c c c
Appendix A, the Biot Savart Relation can be written:
---- ___ 45(C.3)
y ( -,) % A
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where ds is the vortex line element at 0c (nonD by R), r is the distance from
point P to ds (nonD by R), 0 is the angle between the tangent to the circu-
lar arc at ds and the line r, y is the circulation at ds (nonD by 2TbQR),
and b/2R is the rotor blade semichord over twice the rotor radius. In
Fig. C.1 draw a tangent to the circular arc vortex line at ds. Drop a per-
pendicular of length h (nonD by R) from point P to the tangent. Now it can
be seen that:
S r (C.4)
In Fig. C.l draw a radius of length pVL (nonD by R) from the center of curva-
ture to ds. Drop a perpendicular from point P to the radius. Now observe
that the length of this perpendicular is pVL sin 0 c. Further, observe that
this perpendicular is parallel to the tangent which implies that:
h f c5 VL c. (C.5)
Now from Fig. C.1:
t + sin
(C.6)
Or, substituting for h:
r - Cos (C.7)
Substituting Eqs. C.5 and C.7 into Eq. C.4:
- os9e
sin (C.8)
Writing ds in terms of S
c
dsZf'ltd9 (C. 9)
Substituting into Eq. C.3 and integrating from 0 = AS to 0 = I:C c c
(?)(I I o (C.10)
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Recall the trig identity:
SinI -2. V (C.ll)
Therefore:
V L (C.13)
Now subtracting Eq. C.13 from Eq. C.2:
4VL (C.14)
Equation C.14 is the desired expression for the induced velocity in terms of
the arc length and the radius of curvature.
C.2 Determination of the Arc Length and Radius
of Curvature
To determine AOc and p VL, the center of curvature must be found. Re-
call that three points determine a circle. On the tip vortex there is always
at least one vortex line segment downstream of point P and at least one seg-
ment upstream. Label the ends of these adjacent vortex line segments points
P and Pa and points Pb and P , respectively (Fig. C.2). Now the three points
Pa' T , and Pb can be used to define a circular arc.
Define Ac and bc as vectors (nonD by R) from point P to points Pa and
Pb respectively. Define a and b as the magnitudes of ac and b c, respectively.
Construct radii of length p from the center of curvature to points P , Pat
and Pb (Fig. C.2). Define the angles ac , Aa , and AOb as shown in Fig. C.2.
Drop perpendiculars from the center of curvature to -c and t in Fig. C.2.
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Notice that these perpendiculars are actually perpendicular bisectors since
ac and bc are the bases of a pair of isosceles triangles having sides pVL
long. Therefore:
65 (C. 15)
Co. (C.16)
. Sin o( --. ---) (C.17)
sin .(C.18)
Recall the trig identity:
fs ) COS 5- AoS es4 S n (C.19)
Therefore, using Eqs. C.15, C.16, and C.17:
c Z os 1  ac C5( ) + tS VL (C.20)
Solving for p
II~~ f '& ces (Cs t
yL = sin"(eI. S(C. 21)
Recall the dot and cross product relations:
' 4. Co s (aCe, (C.22)
tic sin c (C.23)
Now substituting into Eq. C.21:
C (C.24)
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Now it is necessary to find expressions for tan(AO /4) and tan(Ab /4).
Recall the trig identity:
I- c s
So
Observe in Fig. C.2 that: ( AG,
CoS (- Si 04
si z. / o
Substituting into Eq. C.25 and multiplying by (2p VL/2p VL
g EC
Substituting Eqs. C.15 and C.17 into Eq. C.28:
(C. 25)
(C.26)
(C.27)
(C.28)
By a similar process an expression can be developed for tan(Ab /4):
-
VL
Define the
(C.29)
(C.30)
Zn expression in Eq. C.14 for AGa and A6b as:
8LE Bu
/It
-I4.
+&r~ (4j
(C.31)
(C. 32)
Substituting Eqs. C.24 and C.30 into Eq. C.31:
x.1 X + - . ..6
,oc 0-2(6 -
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(C. 33)
Zyo,, - qllo ZL- -A r- I
\ n )
To develop a similar expression for BL,note that an alternative expression
for VL can be developed the same way Eq. C.24 was developed, but starting
from:
C1/( ac $ 
-(C.34)
instead of from Eq. C.19. The result is:
VC (C. 35)
Substituting Eqs. C.29 and C.35 into Eq. C.32:
9L L C- (C .36)
To find the direction of the induced velocity qCVL , notice that points
Pa' T and Pb form a plane and that the induced velocity must be perpendicular
to this plane. Therefore, the induced velocity contributions of both AGa and
AG [ (A6A + A) ] are parallel to ac x . Define the circulations
b qCVL a b c c
(nonD by 27TbQR) of the segments AGa and AOb as ya and yb, respectively. The
signs of ya and yb imply CVL (a + A b) in the positive c x c direction
(i.e., into the paper in Fig. C.2). Now multiplying qCVL a b) by
(-c c )/dac c ) to obtain %CVL (A + Ab ) and using Eqs. C.14, C.24,
C.31, and C.32:
+ (u-- tl (C.37)
In summary, to compute CVL a b) givena cb c y b ,p and
b/2R, use Eqs. C.33, C.36, and C.37.
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APPENDIX D
TIP VORTEX CORE MODELS
D.1 Introduction
The simple solid body rotation vortex core model is adequately described
in Section 2.4. This appendix documents the two more complex vortex core models
in more detail than is appropriate for Section 2.4. In addition, the Betz
theory of wing-wake roll-up is applied to both the fixed-wing and rotary-wing
cases.
D.2 Fixed-Wing Vortex Core Model
The model normally used for all straight wake elements is the "fixed-wing
vortex core model" (FWVCM). This model is based on measurements of the proper-
ties of tip vortices in the wake of fixed-wing and wind-tunnel models [36,37,38,
431. The data from these references, which is used here, covers rectangular
planform wings with aspect ratios from 4.2 to 6, Reynolds numbers from
3x105 to 7x10 6, and Mach numbers from 0.08 to 0.5. The data given in the ref-
erences often covers a range of distances downstream from the wing. When it
is possible, the data used here is for downstream distances (or times) which
are typical of the first blade-vortex interaction on multibladed helicopter
rotors.
The data in [36,37,38,43] contains some plots of tangential induced
velocity (v.) vs. radial distance from the vortex centerline p. The primary
data, however, is peak tangential induced velocity V* and the radius at which
this V* occurs. This radius is, by definition, the vortex-core radius (pe c
when normalized by the wing span R). The first step in constructing a vortex-
core model is to find expressions for V* and p. Due to the limited range of
aspect ratio, it is not possible to decide from the data whether p is a func-
tion of wing span R or wing chord c. Intuitively the chord seems more reason-
able. On this basis, p varies from 2.5% of the chord to 6.3% of the chord in
c
the data selected from [36, 37, 38, 43]. A value of 5% of the chord is, there-
fore used for p in the standard FWVCM; however, p is a parameter which can
c c
be varied to suit various theories.
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The peak velocity V* can be normalized by F/(47Rp ), where F is the
c
tip vortex circulation. The problem with this normalization of V* is that Fe
is difficult to measure accurately. A much easier quantity to measure is the
lift coefficient C . Assuming that the tip vortex circulation F is equal to
the average bound circulation:
= V \ cCL (D.1)
where p = air density, V = wind speed, and c = wing chord. This allows the
normalizing factor to be written in terms of C :
L
e{CL
S8-R (D. 2)
In Section D.4, a theory is presented which says that F should be equal to the
maximum bound circulation instead of the average. For a typical rectangular
wing case this increases the normalizing factor based on CL by about 7%,
which is not significant, given the scatter in the data reviewed here.
Using either the normalizing factor based on F or based on CL, as appro-
priate, selected V* data has been normalized. The resulting values range from0
0.84 to 1.39 or from 0.78 to 1.30, depending upon whether the average F or the
peak F is used. A value of 1.0 is chosen as representative and convenient.
Therefore: r
(D.3)
The peak velocity V* and the location of the peak p have been deter-
mined. The next step is to fit a smooth curve through this peak which fairs
into Biot Savart for large p and which is linear for small p. A simple func-
tion which does this is:V. -4( )
This implies a radial circulation distribution:
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(D.4)
(D. 5)
In Fig. D.1, this FWVCM function (Eq. D.4) is compared with measured data from
Fig. 6 of [431 and with Biot Savart. For this plot, the measured values of
vortex core radius (5.3% chord) and normalized V* (0.968) are used, instead
of the standard values (5% and 1.0 , respectively). This makes the peaks
match between the measured data and the FWVCM,which allows a direct compari-
son of the shape of the curves.
The FWVCM function can be seen to approach Biot Savart faster than the
measured data. A more complicated function could be found to improve this;
however, given the uncertainty in p and V* , it is not worth the extra ex-
c 0
pense. The measured data is above Biot Savart for large p, in Fig. D.l. This
implies that the F used is too small. This r is reduced by a factor of 0.968
from the 1 of Eq. D.l in order to match peak heights. Furthermore, as men-
tioned above, the r of Eq. D.l may be 7% too small. Finally, the measured
curve in Fig. D.l is a mean drawn through the actual data points and may not
be completely accurate.
In summary, the fixed-wing vortex core model is a very simple model
based on fixed-wing tip vortex measurements. It is much more realistic than
the solid-body rotation model which has an induced velocity peak twice as
high. Finally, it is about as complicated a model as can be justified, given
the variations in the measured data and the lack of understanding of these
variations.
D.3 Rotary-Winged Vortex Core Model
Recently, detailed measurements of tip vortex properties for a rotor at
full-scale Mach and Reynolds numbers were published in [39]. This data shows
a vortex core radius almost an order of magnitude smaller than the fixed-wing
data, with a peak induced velocity which is nearly the same. This implies a
very different tip vortex radial circulation distribution for rotors compared
to fixed wings. A different vortex core model, the "rotary-wing vortex core
model" (RWVCM), is used to represent this data.
The data in [39] is presented as a function of the age of the tip vortex
measured in degrees of azimuth angle. Since we are primarily concerned with
the properties of the tip vortex when it first interacts with the following
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blade, only the data for an age of about 100* is considered. This data shows
an average vortex-core radius (p c) of about 0.008 chords and an average peak
tangential induced velocity (V*) of about 0.20(I/47TRp ), where p is norm-
a c c
alized by R. A typical plot of tangential induced velocity vs. radius is
given in Fig. 13 of [39]. A function which approximates this measured data
outboard of the vortex core is:
VA-.075 --I)J\ [i0 - i 0, (D.6)
where p is normalized by the vortex core radius p . This function is compared
with the measured data and with the Biot-Savart relation in Fig. D.2. A func-
tion with a maximum at p = 1 would be desirable but the function of Eq. D.6 is
satisfactory. The induced velocity inside the vortex core can be represented
by Eq. D.5 multiplied by 0.2 to get the correct peak height. This gives the
following expression for V
- -1
V -0kK
TR' ~ (~)F.o - 0.1 1 P e 1.0
vRr e- (71 ,P > 1. 0
Using this expression for V the radial distribution of vortex core circulation
y (p) can be determined.
(2Y,~L) +  p < 1.0
)p > = 1.0
Recently, some preliminary measurements of model rotor tip vortex prop-
erties have been published [44]. These measurements show tip vortex properties
closer to the fixed-wing data [36,37,38] than to the rotor-wing data [39]. In
addition, [44] refers to [45], which contains measurements of tip vortex prop-
erties for a full-scale rotor. The measurements in [45] are also closer to
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the fixed-wing measurements. This casts some doubt on the validity of the
RWVCM, which is another reason the RWVCM remains experimental while the FWVCM
is standard.
D.4 Betz Theory for Tip Vortex Roll-Up
Betz [41] has developed a theory for the roll-up of the trailing vortex
wake of a wing. This theory has been simplified and extended by Donaldson,
Rossow, et al.[46,47,48]. The net result is a method for computing the radial
distribution of circulation in the final rolled-up wake [r (r)], given the
c
spanwise distribution of bound circulation on the wing [rb(y)]. Define the
centroid of all bound circulation outboard of any spanwise station y as y:
(D.9)
where y and y are normalized by the span. Then let the radial coordinate of the
rolled-up vortex (normalized by span) be r. The theory says that when:
(D.lO)
then: I ( (D.11)
In other words, the total circulation within a radius r of the center of
the rolled-up vortex core [P (r)] is the same as the bound circulation on the
c
wing at spanwise station y [F b(y)], provided that Eq. D.10 is satisfied.
As is written above, the theory applies to the roll-up into a tip vortex
of the wake outboard of spanwise station y on the wing where the magnitude of
the slope of the bound circulation db (y)/dyl decreases monotonically from a
maximum at the wing tip to a minimum at y . The theory for more complicated
Ib(y) functions and for inboard wake roll-up is given by Donaldson [46]. Since
this is an inviscid theory, it cannot be expected to predict a viscous phe-
nomenon like the vortex core radius. Indeed, given the required nature of
b (y), the induced velocity will rise monotonically to a peak as r goes from
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+0 to 0+. It will then jump to an equal peak of opposite sign at r = 0- and
decrease monotonically as r goes to --. The magnitude of the induced velocity
peak is related to the slope of F (y) at the wing tip and has nothing to dob
with viscosity. Thus, this theory cannot be expected to predict either the
vortex core radius pc or the magnitude of the peak tangentially induced ve-
locity V*. The theory may be able to predict the reduction of the measured
tangentially induced velocity Ve below that predicted by Biot Savart for some
of the tip vortex outside of the vortex core.
To apply this theory to rotors, replace the word wing with rotor blade,
replace the word spanwise with radial, replace y and y with n and q , and
m m
consider an appropriate b(n). An obvious difference between wings and rotors
is the location of y . For simply loaded wings, the minimum |dF (y)/dyJ would
m b
be expected to correspond with the maximum Fb (y) and be at the center of the
wing (y = 0.5). For rotors, the average around the azimuth of the minimum
m
dFb n)/dnl also corresponds to the maximum F (n), but this maximum is located
outboard of the middle of the rotor blade, typically i = 0.85 - 0.95.
To simplify the computations, define a coordiante x which runs from
x = 1.0 at T = T to x = 0.0 at T = 1.0, the blade tip. This means that:
X (D.12)
Define a new radial coordinate from the center of the tip vortex normalized by
(1 - )R instead of R:
in (D.13)
Define a new bound circulation distribution y b(x) and a new radial tip vortex
circulation distribution y (p), both normalized by the total tip vortex cir-
culation F.
(D. 14)
x (D.15)
Note that P will be equal to the b (TI) when n = n .
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r = P(D.16)
Now introducing the new variables and combining Eqs. D.9 and D.10:
(D.17)
The Biot Savart relation gives the tangential induced velocity V0 as
a function of radius r as:
(D.18)
Introducing the new notation:
(D.19)
Recalling Eqs. D.ll, D.14, and D.15:
I' Y()
Ve (D.20)
If, for a given y b(x), one is able to invert p (x) to obtain x(p ), then y (pb x x c x
can be found by substitution of x (p ) into yb (x). Normally, this is not
practical and Eq. D.20 must be used. Equation D.20 gives V 0 (x), not 0(P
To obtain V0 (p ), the functions V0 (x) and p (x) must be tabulated or cross-
plotted. Finally, V0 (r) is obtained by the use of Eq. D.13.
Define a normalized tangentially induced velocity v(p ):
x
(D. 21)
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This v(p ) can be plotted vs. p (x) to obtain a normalized version of the V
x xr
vs. r plot. The interesting thing about this is that all of the effects of
changes in Y b(x) are in v(p ), while all of the effects of changes in n are
in the normalizing factors for v (p ) and p (x).
For an ideal, concentrated vortex Biot Savart gives:
4f(p ) = (D.22)
By definition: y b(x) = 1.0 for x > 1.0; therefore the Biot Savart value of
v(x) applies for all values of p (x) > p (1.0), no matter what yb (x) is used.
For the classic elliptical spanwise loading:
(D.23)
which implies:
6 (D.24)
This, in turn, gives:
(D.25)
Xr - -7 -)
Another y b(x) which might be used to approximate the spanwise loading on a
rectangular wing is:
(D.26)
This gives:
/ . - ( CD.27)
Figure D.3 shows the v(p ) vs. p (x) plots for these three Y (x) (Eqs. D.22,
x x b
D.24, and D.26). The value of 6 = 0.4 used in Eq. D.26 represents a rectangu-
lar wing as will be discussed later.
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Now consider the effect of going from q = 0.5 (fixed wing) to n = 0.95
m m
(rotary wing in hover). Using Eq. D.13 for a given r: for q = 0.5, p = 2r and
for n = 0.95, p = 20r. From Fig. D.3 we see that v(x) increases as p (x)
m x x
decreases. Thus, v(P ) increases as n decreases, for a given r and y (x). Let
x mb
V = K v(p ) for q = 0.50, where K is a constant. Then, for the same r and
8 x m
Y b(x), V = 10K v(10p ) for n = 0.95. The question is: which is greater Kv(p )
b 6x m X
or 1OKv(10p )? Consider the case when they are equal:
K gx( = 10 KAr (of (D.28)
It is easily shown that Eq. D.22 (the Biot Savart case) satisfies Eq. D.28.
Clearly, for any v(p ) which rises less rapidly with decreasing p , Eq. D.22 will
result in:
IK&f(fx) o (D.29)
For the type of yb (x) required by this restricted version of the theory, the
yc (p ) are all monotonically decreasing functions going from y (p (1.0)) = 1.0
to yc(0.0) = 0.0. Thus v(p ) is always less steep than Eq. D.22 for
p (x) < p (1.0), and Eq. D.29 applies. In general, therefore, if yb(x) is
fixed and q is allowed to change, then at any given r < (1 - mp x (1.0),
V will increase as n increases.
Flight test data [49,50,51] shows that the radial peak of the zeroth
harmonic (azimuthal average) of the bound circulation on a helicopter rotor
blade varies from about pm = 0.85 at moderate advance ratios to about q = 0.95
at hover. Data was only taken at a limited number of radial stations in these
tests:n = 0.25, 0.40, 0.55, 0.75, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95 for [49,50] and n = 0.40,
0.75, 0.85, 0.95, 0.98 for [51]. This limited data is enough to estimate fm
but not enough to define the shape of yb (.
For fixed wings, Fig. 3 of [42] gives the spanwise airload distribution
for one of the cases later repeated in [37] and quoted here in Table I. For
this case n = 0.7, assuming the oscillations near the wing tip are faired
m
out, as is done in [48]. Fairing out these oscillations near the tip amounts
to assuming that the various independent vortices generated by these oscillations
will ultimately all rollup into one main vortex. Betz theory ignores
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this possibility, so the only way to achieve this final result is to eliminate
the oscillations.
Looking back at Fig. 8, we see that V from the FWVCM is greater than
the V from the RWVCM for p > 1.0. This area outside of the core (p > 1.0)
is where the Betz model should work. The RWVCM is based on hovering rotor
data, and from the discussion above, should have q = 0.95. Similarly, the
m
FWVCM data should have an aj between 0.5 and 0.7. Thus, V 8is increasing
while Ti is decreasing. This implies that the y b(x) must be very much more
tip-loaded for the fixed-wing case compared to the rotary-wing case in order
to overcome the effect of -I on V . Another possibility is that the oscilla-
m 0
tions in the fixed-wing data should not be faired, in which case Ti = 0.98.
This will be examined below.
For the rotary-wing case, the measured data of Fig. 13 in [391 is
plotted in Fig. D.4. For comparison, the Biot Savart value of V0 (also from
[391) and the Betz model value of V for an elliptical y b(x) are also plotted.
The agreement is reasonable but the use of an elliptical Y b(x) is questionable.
The data in [51] shows that the bound circulation at Ti = 0.98 is about 92% of
the bound circulation at T = 0.95. The elliptical yb (x) gives only 80% at
n = 0.98. If Yb(x) from Eq. D.26 is used, a 6 = 0.4 is needed to get the 92%.
The v(p ) for this y b(x) is compared with Biot Savart and with an elliptical
y b(x) in Fig. D.3. Comparing this plot with Fig. D.4, it is clear that this
6 = 0.4 case is much too close to Biot Savart to give good agreement with the
measured data. Thus, the correlation of the Betz theory with these rotary-
wing measurements is not completely satisfactory. For a real test of the
theory, simultaneous measurement of the bound circulation and the tip vortex
properties is needed. This is not currently available for the rotary-wing case.
For the fixed-wing case, the measured data from Fig. 9 of [431 is pre-
sented in Fig. D.5. This data was taken using the same wing as [42]. Based
on the span-loading from [42], an T = 0.7 and a 6 = 0.3 is chosen. Therefore
M ) 0.7 + 0.3 Zx - xT
(Ti.30)
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In this case, a is known, DC L/D = 4.0 is assumed, and r is computed, using
Eq. D.l. The resulting V0 for both the yb(x) of Eq. D.30 and for Biot Savart
are plotted in Fig. D.5. There is reasonable agreement out to r/(b/2) = 0.15,
where the measured data levels out. If the oscillations in the span-loading
(near the wing tip) are not faired out, then n = 0.98. For this large q
m m
p (1.0) corresponds to r/(b/2) < 0.04 for either the elliptical or the rec-
tangular Y b(x). Since y b(x) = 1.0 for all x > 1.0, this means that n = 0.98
gives the Biot Savart value for V for all r/(b/2) > 0.04. Figure D.5 shows
that this results in much worse agreement with the measured data when com-
pared with the n = 0.7 case (Betz Rectangular). Thus, the fairing seems to
be justified.
In summary, the Betz model seems to work fairly well for the fixed-wing
case, provided the oscillations are faired out. More experimental data (es-
pecially on span-loadings near the tip) is needed to verify the Betz model for
rotary wings. The most practical result from the Betz model is the location
of r at Id' /dn . , which is normally at the maximum F (n). This gives a
m b min b
theoretical foundation for using the peak-bound circulation (instead of the
average) as the total circulation of the rolled-up tip vortex.
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APPENDIX E
AIRLOADS PROGRAM LDS-73
A listing of LDS-73 is provided in Appendix F. This appendix supple-
ments that listing. An explanation of the order of the input data cards is
provided. Most of the data is input by name lists. A set of lists defining
all of the inputs in each name list is provided. Many of these input variables
also appear in a COMMON statement and this is noted. A sample set of input
data is given together with some notes on typical values for the inputs. A
discussion of the output from LDS-73 is also provided. The output from a
sample case is not provided, due to its great bulk.
LDS-73 is broken up into many subroutines. A short description of
what each subroutine does is provided by comment cards in the listing in
Appendix F. Most of the important variables in LDS-73 are transmitted between
subroutines by various labeled COMMON statements. A set of lists defining all
of the variables in each of the COMMON statements is provided. If a variable
also appears in an input name list, this is noted. More detailed definitions
of some of these variables appear in the List of Symbols.
E.1 LDS-73 Input Data
1) Read GENDAT (real) at start of each case-
2) Read OPTCON (integer) at start of each case
3) If (ND>O and ND<3) read distortion D(u,6)
as punched out by WG-71
DO K=l, NPHI
10 READ 20, ((D(I,J,K),I=l,3), J=l, NPSI)
20 FORMAT {6E13.6)
4) If (IPLX>O) Read experimental airloads XLDS(,)
and (IRL/2) R
DO 10 K=l, NE
10 READ 20, (VLDS(K,J), J=l, NPSI)
20 FORMAT (10F7.3)
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5) If (IG=l) Read a(0,$) from previous iteration plus q,An
DO 10 K=l, NE
10 READ 20, (ALPHA(K,J), J=1,NPSI)
READ 30, (ETG(K), K=1,NE)
READ 30, (DETA(K), K=1,NE)
20 FORMAT (5E15.7)
30 FORMAT (10F6.3)
6) If (IRL/2) Read ROTOR
7) If (IRB<2) Read BEND
8) If (NG>IPRF) Read PERF
NAMELIST/PERF/IPRF, THl, TC, TW
These inputs are defined under GENDAT(TH1), OPTCOU(IPRF), and
ROTOR(TC,TW)
Sample Cases
A) Rigid wake (ND=O), start with y ov 0 (IG=2), plot experimental
airloads (IPLX=l):
GENDAT
OPTCOU
XLDS(,) cards
ROTOR
BEND
Note: Controls are set by program so that D, XLDS, ALPHA, ROTOR, BEND
are only read on the first iteration. When OPTCOU is read again
at the start of a new case, these controls can be reset to read
in these inputs again if desired.
B) Distorted tip vortex (ND=3), input a(n,$)(IG=1), no XLDS(IPLX=0)
GENDAT
OPTCOU
D($1,6) cards
a(TI,$P) cards
ai card
Arn card
ROTOR
BEND
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Note: If it is desired to follow Case B with another case using the same D,
then when OPTCOU is read in again, make ND=4. This avoids reading in D again
and the program will reset ND=3 before execution. If a different D is to be
read in, leave ND=3.
C) In Case B, assume it is desired to try two different rotor blad designs
(twist or thickness/chord). Then make IPRF<NI and read PERF after BEND.
E.2 Name Lists
E.2.1 NAMELIST/GENDAT/
EMU 11(COMMON/SGAM) - Advance ratio (V/QR)
AMBDA X(COMMON/SQLDS) - Uniform, average downwash perpendicular to
TPP - used to determine rigid wake geometry. (nonD by tip
speed)
EM m - number of turns of wake included in the wake
model - azimuthal extent of wake = 27m
RHOK p (COMMON/SQLDS) - Nonburst value of p - vortex
core radius. (nonD by R)
DPSl f$ - Azimuth angle interval between positions of n blade
on which airloads are computed (degrees) - Note: DANG=$
(radians)
AO a (COMMON/BURST) - Coning angle (zeroth harmonic of
rigid body flapping). This input value of a is used only
to compute a and b from P to P and P . The value ofn a b
a computed in the blade motion portion of LDS-73 is a
separate variable (radians).
BOER b/2R (COMMON/SGAM) - b = rotor blade semichord (ft),
R = rotor radius (ft)
TANMU ytan(i) (COMMON/SQLDS) - Inflow (downwash) perpendicular
to TPP due to flight speed (relative wind). (nonD by
tip speed)
GZER y (COMMON/SBVGS) - Constant value of bound circulation
used for zeroth iteration (IG>l). (nonD by 27b OR)
EPSS E - Distance behind n blade to start of near shed
s
wake vortex sheet (when IEPS/2). (nonD by b)
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CTO C (COMMON/SLDS) - Input target value of thrust coefficient,
iteration on collective pitch (0 ) until CT is achieved.
C= Thrust
T
pITR (QR)
SM G(COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor solidity
rotor blade area _n_
rotor disk area TrR
A a (COMMON/SGAM) - 3C 2/ U - Input lift curve slope which is
a constant. Various factors are used in blade motion and
airloads computations to modify the effective 3C L/ci
(per radian).
TH1 81 (COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor blade linear twist (radians),
e(n) = 0 + 0 n.
RHOG p (COMMON/BURST)- Burst vortex core radius. (nonD by R).
WF w, (COMMON/SGAM) - Weighting factor, to start a new
iteration for circulation or blade motion take w times
latest results plus (1 - w ) times previous results.
VT V = QR (COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor tip speed (ft/sec)
DEL (COMMON/PLT) - Interval size on airloads plots
ordinate (lb/in)
ELMN(6) (COMMON/PLT) - Minimum value on airloads plot ordinate
for each different n (lb/in)
QMO qmo (COMMON/SQVLS) - Minimum value of the induced velocity
contribution of any vortex line or vortex sheet seqment
for which a special printout is made in OSVL or OVS
(nonD by tip speed).
ETG(6) k (COMMON/SGAM) - Radial stations on n blade of point P
at which airloads are computed (nonD by R).
DELTA(6) Ar (COMMON/SGAM) - Delta Tk used in radial integrations
(nonD by R).
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EL(3) Z. (COMMON/SBVGS) - Radial stations on Z blade of
points P from which elements of vortex wake are shed.
91 = inboard edge of inboard trailing vortex sheet (ITVS)
92 = radial station of inboard trailing vortex line
93 = tip vortex (normally 93 = 1.0) (NonD by R)
DVB (COMMON/BURST) - If At < DVB then delay tip vortex
xy
core bursting by [1 + 2(DVB-Ak )] (truncated to an
integer) A$ intervals. This controls how much of any
tip vortex line segment must have passed close to the
n blade before the entire segment is burst.
FVB (COMMON/BURST) - If a tip vortex line segment passes
within (FVB)p above or below the q blade and the
c
nearest end of the segment is between one segment
length behind the p blade and one-half segment
length ahead of the p blade (1.0 < A9. < -1.5) then
-xy -
a close blade-tip vortex interaction has occurred.
ELI(25) 9.. ($) (COMMON/SQLDS) - Radial station of outboard
edge of inboard trailing vortex sheet at azimuth
angle $(nonD by R)
ELT(25) 9t ($) (COMMON/SQLDS) - Radial station of inboard edge
of tip vortex sheet at azimuth angle $ (nonD by R)
FTO(25) f ($) (COMMON/SQLDS) - Fraction of total tip vortex
t
circulation concentrated into tip vortex line at
azimuth angle $ and zero age (6=0)
FTD fD (COMMON/SQLDS) - Tip vortex rollup rate.t
Fraction of total tip vortex circulation concen-
trated into tip vortex line = ft (4,)
f ($,6) = fo($) + (fD)6 until f ($,6) reaches 1.0
t t t t
then f ($,6) = 1.0.
VSM (COMMON/SQVLS) - Vortex sheet margin. If necessary
the length (At) of a vortex sheet segment is extended
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so that the projection of P onto the vortex sheet is
never closer than (VSM)AZ to either the front or back
edges of the segment.
RMVS pvs (COMMON/SQVLS) - Vortex sheet core radius (nonD by R)
DAM AU (COMMON/SQVLS) - Maximum change in local angle of
m
attack due to any one vortex line or sheet segment
(radians)
E.2.2 NAMELIST/OPTCOU
NB n (COMMON/SQLDS) - Number of rotor blades
NE n (COMMON/SGAM) - Number of radial stations
on fl blade at which airloads are computed
NL n (COMMON/ SQLDS) - Number of radial stations
on t blade. For LDS-73, NL = 3.
NC Number of cases - When a case is finished NC
is decreased by one and if NC is then greater
than zero GENDAT and OPTCOU are read in and a
new case is started.
NI (COMMON/SLDS) - Number of circulation iterations,
when NG = NI this case is finished.
NG (COMMON/SGAM) - Current iteration number, increased
by one after each iteration
IG (COMMON/SBVGS) - Indicates type of circulation
computation used on first iteration.
IG=0: Compute bound circulation [Y bv()] using angle
of attack a(n,$) from previous iteration stored
in ALPHA(6, 25)
IG=l: Compute Ybv($) using a(n,$') read in from cards
along with associated 1k and Ank which can be
different from r1k and An in the rest of the
program
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IG>l: Zeroth iteration (NG=O), set all Y ($j) = y =by o
GZER (input GENDAT)
Note: Y bv() = constant implies no shed wake; however,
Ys is made very small(but not zero)so that it will
make a negligible contribution to downwash,while the
influence coefficient matrix QMAT can still be com-
puted for use in later iterations.
ND (COMMON/SQLDS) - Value of subscript9, for which a dis-
torted wake is used. If ND=NL=3: tip vortex $(#,6) is
read in from cards punched by WG-71. If ND=O: Rigid
wake case, no D(#,6) read in.
NH nh(COMMON/SAMB) - Number of azimuthal harmonics in
harmonic analysis of downwash, airloads and blade
motion.
NQ When NG=NQ recompute influence coefficient matrix
QMAT.
IS (COMMON/SQLDS) - Shed wake indicator.
IS=2: Always neglect far shed wake if IEPS=2: neglect
near shed wake as well, if IEPS/2: include
vortex sheet representation of near shed wake.
IS/2: Include both near and far shed wake contributions.
IEPS (COMMON/SQLDS) - near shed wake indicator
IEPS=2: Concentrate near shed wake (wake within A# of
n blade) in a vortex line A$ behind n blade
IEPS/2: Spread near shed wake over a vortex sheet from
c behind n blade to A$ behind n blade.
s
IVLAC (COMMON/BURST) - Controls use of lifting surface theory (LS)
and tip vortex core bursting (VCB) during close blade-tip
vortex interactions.
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2 no yes
3 no no
other yes yes
IABC (COMMON/SQLDS) - Indicates wake model used.
IABC Tip Vortex Inboard Trailing Wake Shed Wake
1 VL none VL
2 VL VL VL
4 VS + VL VL VL
5 VS + VL VS VL
VL = vortex line, VS = vortex sheet
IVCM (COMMON/BURST) - Indicates vortex core model used
IVCM=l: Fixed wing type vortex core model,
Y(p) = p 2/(1 + p2
IVCM=2: Rotary wing vortex core model,
y(p) = 0.2p2 /(l + p2 ), p < 1.0
y(p) = 1.0 - 0.9e-.075(P-1), p > 1.0
p = (radial distance from vortex line)/(vortex core radius)
IRL (COMMON/SLDS) - Controls reading of ROTOR in subroutine
LOADS and reading of XLDS in MAIN, program sets IRL=2 at
end of each iteration. If (IRL/2) read ROTOR, XLDS
IRB (COMMON/SLDS) - Controls reading of BEND in subroutine
BLADE. If (IRB/2) read BEND.
IPRF (COMMON/SLDS) - Read PERF in subroutine LOADS when
NG>IPRF.
IOQM Number of radial stations for which QMAT is printed
starting at blade tip, if IOQM=O no print of QMAT
IPGM If IPGM=O suppress print of Glauert Mach number correction
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IVLAC LS VCB
IPL (COMMON/SLDS) - Controls printer plots of airloads by
subroutine PLTL
If IPL = 1 or NG > IPL call PLTL
IPLX (COMMON/PLT) - Controls reading, plotting, and harmonic
analysis of experimental airloads (XLDS)
IPLX=O: No XLDS read in.
IPLX=2: Read, plot, and harmonic analyze XLDS
IUTQ Controls use of tangential component of induced velocity
(UTQ) in computation of tangential velocity (U ) at
point P .
IUTQ=O: U = 1n + y sin($)
IUTQ=l: UT = q + p sin() + UTQ
IUTQ=2: UT =T + P sin($) (both cases
Tn + U sin($) + UTQ )\ done I
MEP (COMMON/SBVGS) - Value of k for smallest nk considered
when searching for radial peak circulation to determine
bound circulation at each azimuth #.
NPOP (COMMON/SQLDS) - Integer ratio (A#/A$),A4=(NPOP)A$
NPRP (COMMON/SQLDS) - Propagate tip vortex core bursting
one additional A? step for every NPRP A$ steps of
blade motion since initial bursting.
NRNG (COMMON/SQLDS) - Stop tip vortex core bursting when
k = KPHl = NPRP [# = (k- 1)A].
NDLM (COMMON/SQLDS) - Maximum azimuthal extent of input
tip vortex distortion, measured in A$, [(NDLM)A < 27m].
E.2.3 NAMELIST/ROTOR
EPS E(COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor blade flapping hinge offset
(nonD by R)
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LN LN(COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor blade Locke Number (ratio aero-
dynamic forces/inertial forces)
2
LN = 27pcR , I = rotor blade
I b 2
flapwise moment of inertia about flapping hinge (slug-ft
ALPS a (COMMON/SLDS) - Stall angle of attack used in bladeS
motion solution - dynamic stall used only in airloads
computations given blade motion (input in degrees - used in
radians).
CON (COMMON/SLDS) - Dimensionalizing constant for airloads:
2
pc(QR) (lb/ft)CON = . =1 n/t (lb/in).
2 (12 in/ft)
F F(COMMON/SLDS) - Theodorsen lift deficiency function used
to approximate shed wake effects for zeroth iteration only.
EMT M (COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor tip Mach number.
TC(6) tk (COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor blade thickness/chord ratio at
radial stations
TW(6) 0 (kI ) (COMMON/SLDS) - Rotor blade twist at radialk k
station k relative to n=O (radians)
0 (T ) = 0 + a (n)k o k k
IL Controls type of blade motion solution:
HSL = harmonic solution, BLADE = numerical solution
IL = 0: HSL with no second harmonics
IL = 1: Both HSL and BLADE airloads
IL = 2: HSL airloads only
IL = 3: BLADE airloads only (note: HSL blade motion
used as initial guess in BLADE)
IPRG Controls use of full or reduced airloads print
(IPRG=0 or NG>IPRG): full print; otherwise
reduced print.
IPH Controls harmonic analysis of airloads.
(IPH=l or NG>IPH): harmonic analysis
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IPUN Controls punch of angle of attack cdn,4).
(IPUN=O or NG>IPUN): punch a(n,$p)
E.2.4 NAMELIST/BEND
Define: R = rotor radius (ft)
E = flapping hinge offset (nonD by R)
L = (1 - E = length of blade outboard of hinge
= E(R/L) =
= r/R = radial coordinate (nonD by R)
TI 7' radial coordinate from hinge to tip
m(q) = radial blade mass distribution (slug/ft)
Q = rotor angular velocity (radians/sec)
a = = lift curve slope (per radian)
c = blade chord (ft)
p = air density (slug/ft3
I = blade flapwise moment of inertia aboutb2
flapping hinge (slug-ft2
4
LN = Locke Number 2rpcR /Ib
EI = flapwise stiffness (lb-ft
The mass integrals are given in two forms:
a) the general form with m() 2
mL
b) the special case m(n) = m constant, I b -b 3
27pcR 6rpcR 1 3
LN =-3 m l1-E
mL /3
Ml M
Zir
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z - (4 39 )M2 z rac
?. F-oT)
M4
Zir a ~38 L\
4 LNOa e
M5 M
R
S LN& E
M6 P
If 2= natural frequency of 1st mode flapwise bending
Mi = M,, ( >,f - M 4- 1 K
K K=at R 3 ( 3~R
Where k(lb-ft) = spring constant of spring at flapping
hinge used to simulate a cantilever rotor
NQIM Maximum number of blade motion solution iterations in BLADE
MQCM Maximum number of times A4 can be halved in BLADE when
attempting to obtain convergence of blade motion
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NTIM Maximum number of iterations on collective pitch in BLADE
when attempting to match required C = CTO
EQ Maximum difference between amplitude of blade motion (or its
slope) at $ = 0 and at $ = 360*. If the difference is greater
than EQ not converged, therefore iterate.
ECT Maximum difference between actual C and required C = CTO.
If difference > ECT not converged, therefore iterate.
E.3 Sample Input Data for LDS-73
& GENDAT
EMU = I = Cr
AMBDA = JTh 'e
EM Micz - ( W 0. 4/,I
RHOK = .05 (C/R) 0ooZ
DPSI = I -5
AO = W .085 r Jan"s
BOER = *Iz = Oaz
TANMU = I ! tA
V C r/r
GZER = , 067
iv'
.OZ43
0%,J rijWd
In ''a een. 3.3)
M (or en. SA)
EPSS - fE 0.5
CTO= CT
semi-chords - (Miller [9])
T
R I'R(JZ )? -0005
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SM= R~
A 4CL
AA at p Cr .. J;.nAl
THI = ---JE 14 ( 8 )
RHOG =
WF = \A/
VT = Vr = jz R 4 6LZ f I/cc
DEL = 3.0
ELMN (6) = . - * 3 -
# 0Z0QMO = i
ETA(6) = = .2 
.4 0 .5 ) .75,
(plotting
parameters)
lives reasonAL)c, fre n)
.95
DETA(6) = Al - ZZ5
EL(3) = I = ./0
A
.1S, .zzs, .1 , .1, .)
.475 /,o
DVB = 0.0001 -(do not make exactly 0.0)
FVB = 20.0001
ELI(25) = .8, 3*.7, 8*.475,6*.7,.8,.7,5*.8
ELT(25) = 6*.9,l.0,l.0,10*.9,l.0,l.0, 5*.9
FTO(25) - 5*.75,.5,1.0,1.0,.75,9*.5,1.0,1.0,.75,.9,3*.75
FTD = .050
VSM = 0.20
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. OeoZZ
5.73
= El"
= o.s.
-- Ol ;a )
RMVS =P = 0.0025 - (same as P. )
DAM = 0.05 radians
Note: On choice of
An give q
Z. + An .1
.25
.225
fl, An, Z: see Table for a good example of choice of
.325
.40
.15
2
.475 .70
.55
.225
.80
.75 .85
.10 .10
Start at 91 and end at , 
as Z£ + An value near 0.5.
try to center n between adjacent Z + An, take Z2
Note: ELI, ELT, FTO are based on circulation distribution from previous
runs.
& OPTOU
NB = nb = 4 blades - (maximum of 6)
NE = n = 6 - (maximum of 6)
n
NL = n = 3
NC = 1 case
NI = 5 - (iterations on circulation)
NG = 0 - (start with zeroth guess)
IG = 2 - (start with zeroth guess)
ND = 0 - (rigid wake)
NH = 6 - (harmonics)
NQ = 4 - (recompute QMAT when NG = 4)
IS = 1 - Jinclude shed wake)
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.90 1.0
.95
.10
IEPS = 1 (use vortex sheet near shed wake)
IVLAC 1 - (use both LS and VCB)
IABC = 4 - (VS + VL tip vortex)
IVCM = 1 - (fixed wing vortex core model)
IRL = (Read ROTOR, BLADE)
IRB = 1
IPRF = 9 > NI - (do not read PERF)
IOQM = 6 - (print all radial stations of QMAT)
IPGM = 1 - (print Glauert Mach correction)
IPL = 4 - (plot airloads when NG = 4)
IPLX = 1 - (plot XLDS)
IUTQ = 0 - (no induced contribution to U )
MEP = 3 - (only search n > = .55 for y(n) peak)
NPOP = 1 - (A4 = Aip)
NPRP = 3
NRNG = 16
NDLM = 49 - (not needed since ND = 0)
XLDS cards go here
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& ROTOR
EPS = E = .0357
LN = Locke number = 9.7
ALPS = a = 20*
S
CON = pc2R) = 53.8 lb/in
F = 1.0 - (Theodorsen function not used)
EMT = M = 0.59
T
TC = 6*0.12 (12% thick blades)
TW = 0.035, -.056, -.077, -.105, -.119, -. 133
(Note TW = 8 1n for linear twist)
IL = 3 - (BLADE airloads only)
IPRG = 4 - (full print when NG = 4)
IPM = 4 - (harmonic analysis when NG = 4)
IPUN = 4 - (On NG = 4 do punch 1(n,$)
& BEND
Ml= - a. (47
M2 t-I-) ,o 4.i2~ f~
M4 = 4 4a -
m5 = 
(v 3
Mg Je' (71 )
M6 = 52,
-
iza (1-E)
M7 = M7 .0 4 EI = .077
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K = 0 - (articulated rotor)
NQIM = 25
NQCM = 1
NTIM = 5 (typical good values)
EQ = .00001
ECT = .00002
IPRQ = 4 - print when NG = 4
IPRQ Controls print of components of airloads.
If (IPRQ = 0 or NG>IPRQ) print.
E.4 Input Variables Whose Values are Changed by the Execution of LDS-73
It if is desired to run several versions of the same basic case,
with only minor variations, it is desirable to know which inputs must be
reset because they have been changed by the execution of the basic case.
LDS-73
GENDAT - none (but GENDAT is always read)
OPTCOU - NG, IG, ND, IRL, IRB
NG = NI at end of a case
IG = 0 at end of each iteration
For distorted wake case, make ND = 3 On
first basic case thereafter make ND = 4
(reset ND = 3 by program) to avoid reading
D again.
IRL = IRB = 2 at end of each iteration. They
only need to be reset if it is necessary to
change something in ROTOR or BLADE
E.5 LDS-73 Outputs
E.3.1 Printed Output
The printed output is very extensive to provide a detailed picture of
the source of the airloads and to aid debugging. For most cases, all of this
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output is not needed and various indicators are included in the input data
which can be used to suppress portions of the output. The output will be
described here for the case where almost nothing is suppressed. It is pre-
sented in the order it would be printed out.
1) Label, Wake Model, CASE=IABC - output by MAIN
2) Input data from GENDAT and OPTCOU - output by PNTIN
3) If (IPGM.NE.0) Glauert Mach number correction for lift curve
slope GMC(n,$) - output by MAIN
4) Iteration number - output by MAIN
5) If (IG.LE.1) Bound circulation data - output by GAMT: ELB = 2,
GBVR = Y(rI,$P)
GBVS not used, GBV(3) = YbT (), GS(3) = y (#)
GLMX($) = Y(l ,NE) /Y ($), GTMX
NE MAX
is GLMX extrapolated from lNE to T = 1.0
6) If (IG.LE.l) Print plot of Y (#)/Y for both the last (*)by o
and next to last (+) iterations. If both iterations plot
at the same point, only the (*) is printed for that point.
7) Special print for any vortex line or sheet segment whose
contribution to the induced velocity at point P (QL) is
greater than QMD.
The vortex sheet print is one line and comes from QVS (far wake)
or QLDS (near wake). The vortex line print is two lines long
and comes from subroutine QSVL. There is another one line print
from QLDS whenever vortex bursting first occurs. This can be
distinguished from the vortex sheet line by the first symbols.
The bursting line starts (IJK=) while the vortex sheet line
starts (I=). The three different types of printout are mixed
up randomly as they occur in the computation. For details on
these printouts see the listings of the appropriate subroutines
in Appendix F.
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8) If (10QM).GT.0) QMAT (n,$,#) - output by MAIN
9) Tangential induced velocity component q t(n,$) and tangential
velocity UT = 7 + 1 sin$ - output by MAIN
10) Downwash perpendicular to tip path plane TPP
A (n,$) =U tani + E ybv(#)*QMAT(n,$,#) - output by MAIN
11) Downwash contributions of individual blades (ZETA = C) and of
tip vortex (t = 1.0), inboard trailing wake (t = k 2, and shed
wake (k = t ), where EL = k.
SUM(n,$,C,9) = SUM(K,J,LB) where K is n subscript, J is 1 subscript,
and LB is a combined C,2 subscript - output by MAIN
12) A(n,$) = tani + E E SUM(n,$P,C,k), should be the same as item (10),
and provides a check on QMAT - output by MAIN
13) Harmonic analysis of X(n,$) - output by MAIN
14) Input data from ROTOR - output by LOADS
15) Harmonics of rigid body flapping and the contributions of thrust
(C ), twist (0 ), downwash harmonics (A , A , A , A ), and
T 1 o 2c lc 2s'
second harmonic flapping (b2 , a2 ) to the harmonic blade motion
solution. It is assumed: a($) = a - a1 cosqi - b1 sin$ - a2 cos 2$ -
b2 sin2$. The radial integrals of various A harmonics times n or
are also printed - output by HSL.1 - C
16) If (IL.LT.3) Airloads are computed using HSL blade motion data. These
can be output here, the same way the blade bending airloads are output
by PNTLDS, as described below.
17) Input data from BEND - output by BLADE
18) Harmonics of blade motion Ql = q ($) = ()
Q2 = q2(*) = first mode blade bending, harmonic analysis
is with + signs unlike a(*) in item (15) - output by BLADE
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19) Blade motion Ql = q1 (f), QD1 = dq 1/d, Q2 = q ($), QD2 = dq 2/d$, the cos$
and sin$ are just a check on the accuracy of these tables - output by
BLADE
*
20) If (IPRQ.LE.O.OR.NG.GE.IPRQ) Components of airloads: LOADS = L (r,$),
where airloads (lb/in)
2
pcV dC
L(T,$) 24 da L (,), ALPHA =
THETA = 0(p), UP/UT U (TI, 1) /U (p,p T
UT = U (,$) = tangential velocity at point P
UP = U (n,$) = perpendicular velocity at point P ,
p p
LAMBDA = A(T,$), MU*Al = pa - converts
X(p,$) from TPP to NFP, Ql = 1(4$) P cos$,
ddQ2 = q(4') pcsQD1 = 1
2
QD2 = y (T ) t- where y 2(T) = first blade bending mode shape,
DZDR = where z(p,$) is displacement of point P perpendicular todT p
TPP.
Note: UP=LAMBDA+MU*Al+Ql+Q2+QD1+QD2, ALPHA=THETA - tan 1 (UP/UT) - output
by BLADE
21) Airloads (lb/in) L(p,$) and angle of attack (degrees) acn,$) - output
by PNTLDS
22) If (IPRG.LE.O.OR.NG.GE.IPRG) Static stall angle of attack (degrees)
as (p,$) and reference angle of attack (degrees) aR (,$) - which is
used in dynamic stall model - output by PNTLDS
23) If (IPRG.LE.O.OR.NG.GE.IPRG) Thrust perpendicular TPP (lb), Azimuthal
Force in TPP (lb), Radial Force in TPP (lb), Horizontal Force in TPP (lb)
output by PNTLDS
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24) If (IPRG.LE.O.OR.NG.GE.IPRG) Section drag coefficient CD, CDM increment
to C due to Mach number, blade element Mach number M(n,$), drag diver-
D
gence Mach number M (n,4) - output by PNTLDS
D
25) If (IPRG.LE.O.OR.NG.GE.IPRG) Airloads (lb/in)
L(q,$) - same as in (21), airloads using old simple dynamic stall
model - still used in blade motion computations, angle of attack if
dC L/da were not modified by dynamic stall, actual angle of attack -
output by PNTLDS
26) If (IPRG.LE.O.OR.NG.GE.IPRG) Angle of attack
a(n,$) - same as in (21) and (25), Blade element contribution to
6
C x 10 - output by PNTLDS
T
6
27) Blade element contribution to parasite torque coefficient C x 10 ,
6
blade element contribution to induced torque coefficient C x 10 -
QI
output by PNTLDS
28) C (thrust), C H(horizontal force), C (propulsive force), C (torque),
C (parasite torque), C (induced torque), L/DE of aircraft,
* L * X
L/D of rotor alone, C = , C from - output by LDS
qd 2 qd 2
29) If (IPH.EQ.l.OR.IPH.LE.NG) Harmonic analysis of airloads L(n,$) -
output by HALDS
30) If (IPL.EQ.l.OR.IPL.LE.NG) Printer plots of airloads L(n,$) -
output by PLTL
31) Iteration number and execution times - output by MAIN
32) Bound circulation - same as (5) except that GBVR is Y(n,$) from
the most recent iteration while GBVS is y(n,$) from the next most
recent iteration. This allows a convergence check - output by GAMT
33) Same as item (6)
34) Same as items (9) and (10)
35) Same as items (13) through (30)
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36) For each iteration repeat items (31) through (35)
37) On last iteration only - repeat items (1) and (2) and then output
vortex bursting ages KPB($p) - output by MAIN
38) Same as items (31) through (33)
The SUM(l,$,C,Z) array cannot be computed from the QMAT(n,$,$) array
because QMAT has already been summed over Z and C to save storage. Therefore,
items (7), (11), and (12) cannot be repeated after the first iteration unless
the induced velocity computation is repeated, which is very expensive.
To save printing costs, items (20), (22) through (26), (29), and (30)
are normally suppressed for all but the last iteration. Item (16) is not
normally used because airloads are not normally computed using HSL blade motion.
The airloads plots (30) and items (37) and (38) are intended to be separated
from the rest of the output to provide a summary of the output for one case.
The bulky main output need only be referred to when extra detail is required.
In the event of an overflow, underflow, divide check, or square root
of a negative argument, the extended error handling facility is used to call
subroutine FXSQRT. This subroutine prints a large dump of every variable in
every COMMON statement as an aid to debugging. The unformated, namelist output
is used. If the various iterations in subroutine BLADE do not converge within
a specified number of tries, then some special output is printed by BLADE.
E.5.2 Punched Output
The only punched output is the angle-of-attack distribution c(n,$).
This is normally the only output on the last iteration. It can be used to
provide a basis for the computation of the bound circulation y(n,$) in a
WG-71 run or in a further LDS-73 run.
If (IPUN.EQ.O.OR.NG.GE.IPUN) Punch ajq,$l),n
DO 10 K = L, NE
PUNCH 20, ETG(K)
10 PUNCH 30, (ALPH(K,J),J=1,NPSI)
20 FORMAT (F6.3)
30 FORMAT (5E14.7)
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The punched out q are only used to help visual identification of the
(n,$)). The p cards must be removed before the O(n,) cards are input to either
LDS-73 or WG-71.
E.6 LDS-73 COMMON Statements
E.6.1 COMMON/SQVLS/
Used in: MAIN, QLDS, QSVL,QVS,FXSQRT
nb i
I Index i 27- + 1, ( i = 1, nb), indicates which blade on an nb
bladed rotor is the Q blade
J Index j = + 1, (j = 1, n ), indicates azimuth angle $. of
A4)
q blade
K Index k for 11 (k = 1, n ), indicates radial station 'Ik at
which induced velocity is computed
6
KP Index k = + 1, (k = 1, n), indicates age 6k of wake element
shed by R blade
k
KPHI Index k = + 1, (k = 1, n ) indicates azimuth angle kof
blade, although $k goes up to 27rm and A$ may be / A$, k  is based
on A$ and is cycli (i.e., if $ = $ + 27r then k = k
L Index k for k (k = 1, n ) indicates radial station on . blade from
which wake element is shed
IZ Indicates type of induced velocity computation in subroutines QVS
and QSVL - see subroutine listings.
XAYA, xa ' aza'" b zb - The xy,z components of a and b extending from
YBXZB point P on the q blade to endpoints P and P of the vortex lineYB,ZB 71 a b
segment (or of the front edge of the vortex sheet segment), (nonD by
R)
ZM Z - In vortex sheet computations the mean z component of vectors
from point P to the endpoints of the back edge of the vortex sheet
(nonD by R)
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VSM Vortex sheet margin (Input - GENDAT) - If necessary the length of a
vortex sheet segment is extended so that the projection of point P
onto the vortex sheet is never closer than VSM times the length (.')
of the sheet to either the front or back edges (those edges parallel
to the circulation vector).
DELL Ax - Length of a vortex sheet segment perpendicular to its circulation
vector (nonD by R)
b
GA Y - - NonD (by 27bQR) circulation of vortex line (or vortex sheet)
a 2R
segment times rotor blade semichord over twice the rotor radius
QT t - Tangential component of the induced velocity contribution
(y b/2R)
of a vortex line (or sheet) segment at point P divided by GA times
tip speed
QK k - Downwash (k component of induced velocity) contribution
(y b/2R)
of a vortex line (or sheet) segment at point P divided by GA times
tip speed
RHVS pvs (Input - GENDAT) Vortex sheet core radius (nonD by R)
DAM Act (Input - GENDAT) Maximum change in local angle of attack due
to any one vortex line or vortex sheet segment (radians)
QMO qmo (Input - GENDAT) - Minimum value of the induced velocity
contribution of any vortex line or vortex sheet segment for
which a special printout is made in QSVL or QVS (nonD by tip
speed)
E.6.2 COMMON/BURST/
Used in: MAIN, PNTIN,QLDS,QSVL,FXSQRT
IVLAC (Input - OPTCOU) - Controls use of lifting surface theory (LS)
and of vortex core bursting (VCB) during close blade-tip
vortex interactions
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LS VCB
2 no yes
3 no no
other yes yes
IVCM (Input - OPTCOU) - Indicates vortex core model used.
IVCM=l: Fixed wing-type vortex core model, y(p) = p 2/(1 + p2
IVCM=2: Rotary wing-type vortex core model
Y(.0 - 0.9 e * 0 f * '
DVB (Input - GENDAT) If At. < DVB then delay tip vortex core
xy
bursting by [1 + 2(DVB - At )] (truncated to an integer)
xy
A# intervals. This controls how much of any tip vortex
line segment must have passed close to the Ti blade before
the entire segment is burst.
FVB (Input - GENDAT) If a tip vortex passes within (FVB)p above
c
or below the fl blade and the nearest end of the vortex line
segment is between one segment length behind n blade and one-
half segment length ahead of q blade a close blade-tip
vortex interaction has occurred. (Default values DVB=0.001,
FVB=2.001)
ETAC nc - Radial location of the passage of a vortex line segment
or its extension above or below n blade or its extension (nonD
by R)
DLXY Ak - Distance in TPP (Tip Path Plane) from nearest end of
xy
a vortex line segment to the n blade or its extension,
measured parallel to the segment (nonD by segment length)
ZC Zc - Z component of the distance from a vortex line segment
or its extension to the Ti blade at the point of passage
above or below the n blade (nonD by R)
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IVLAC
RHOC pC - Vortex core radius = radial distance from the center to
the maximum induced velocity. Used in QSVL (nonD by R)
RHOG p (Input - GENDAT) Burst vortex core radius (nonD by R)
ABOER a ( ) (Inputs - GENDAT) a = ,2R D
b = rotor blade semichord, R = rotor radius
ETA q - Radial station on n blade of point P at which induced
velocity is computed (nonD by R)
AO a0 (Input GENDAT) - Coning angle (zeroth harmonic of rigid
blade flapping). This input value of a is used only for
determining a and b from P to Pa and P . The value of a
computed in the blade motion portion of LDS-73 is a
separate variable (radians)
2 2
HRS p = (h/p 2, h = Radial distance from the center of the
c
vortex line to point P (nonD by R) - p = vortex core
Ti c
radius (nonD by R)
GK y(p) - Radial circulation distribution of a vortex line
normalized so that y(co) = 1.0 and y(l.0) gives the
maximum induced velocity.
Fixed wing vortex core model:
yer - P'// +f't)
Rotary wing vortex core model:
Yf)= 0. Zfr!/(1+.o' 0 ~
Y(f ) - 0.9 4L- 0(-'
E.6. 3 COMMON/SINCO/
Used in: MAIN, GAMT,QLDS,QSVL,QVS,LOADS, BLADE,FXSQRT
S(97) sin($) tabulated every A$ from $ = 00 to $ = 3600
C(97) cos($) tabulated every A$ from $ = 0* to $ = 3600
UTS(6,25) U Ti(n,$) = local tangential velocity parallel to blade
chord U T (n$) = n + y sin$ + qt (n,$) where q (TIM
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is the tangential component of the induced velocity (nonD by
tip speed)
E.6.4 COMMON/SGAM/
Used in: MAIN, PNTIN,GAMT,QLDS,LOADS,MSL,BLADE,HALDS,HART,PNTLDS,
PLTL,FXSQRT
NE n (Input OPTCOU - number of radial stations nk on n blade
(NETA in: LOADS,HSL,BLADE,HALDS,PNTLDS)
NPSl n = + 1 - Number of azimuth angles $ considered. (NPS1O in
BLADE)
NPS NPSl-1 (NPSO in BLADE)
NG (Input OPTCOU) - Current iteration number, increased by one
after each iteration
WF w (Input GENDAT) - Weighting factor, to start a new iteration
for circulation or blade motion, take w times latest results
plus (1 - W,) times previous results
EMU p(Input GENDAT) - Advance ratio (V/ R)
DC
A a (Input GENDAT) - . This input value remains constant
during execution and various factors are used in blade
motion and airloads computations to modify the effective
L (per radian)
ba
BOER - (Input GENDAT) - b = rotor blade semichord, R = rotor radius2R
DANG A$ - Azimuth angle interval size (radians), (DANGO in BLADE)
SUM(6, q (r,$,CQ) - z component of the contribution to the induced
25,18) velocity at point P of the wake from radial station k on the
. blade. There is provision for 6q, 25$, and 18C, k combinations
(6C and 39) (nonD by tip speed)
Note: After SUM(n,$,C,k) is printed out, other arrays are stored in the same
space by means of EQUIVALENCE statements
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FTG(6) 1 (Input GENDAT) - Radial stations on n blade of point P at which
k p
airloads are computed (nonD by R), (ETP(6) in: GAMT, BLADE)
DETA (6) Ank (Input GENDAT) - Delta qk used in radial integrations
(nonD by R), (DETP(6) in GAMT)
ANG(25) $. - Azimuth angles of n blade measured in degrees, used only
J
for output (U(25) in PLTL)
PSI(25) $. - Azimuth angles of q blade measured in radians, used for
J
computations.
ALPHA(6,25) a(n,$) - Angle-of-attack distribution as a function of
radius (N) and azimuth ($) used for computation of circulation
distribution, can be input or obtained from a previous iteration.
(ALPH(6,25) in: LOADS,HSL,BLADE,HALDS,PNTLDS)
E.6.5 COMMON/SBVGS/
Used in: MAIN, PNTIN,GAMT,QLDS,FXSQRT
IG (Input OPTCOU) - Indicates type of circulation computation used.
IG Circulation [y bv()] computation used
0 Compute Ybv using a(n,$) from previous iteration
stored in ALPHA(6,25)
1 Compute Ybv using y(n,$) read in from cards along
with associated nk and Ank which can be different
from k and Ank in the remainder of the program
2 Zeroth iteration, set all y ($) = y (GZER - Inputby o
GENDAT) for all $, therefore y should be zero,
S
instead make y small but finite so that it will not
s
contribute to X(n,$) but its influence coefficient
will be computed.
MEP (Input OPTCOU) - Value of k for smallest nk considered when
searching for radial peak circulation to determine bound
circulation at each azimuth #.
GZER Y (Input GENDAT) - Constant value of bound circulation used
in zeroth iteration (IG>l) (nonD by 21TbQR)
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FL (3) 2 (Input GENDAT) - Radial stations on k blade of points P from
which elements of vortex wake are shed. ki = inboard edge of in-
board trailing vortex sheet, k2 = outboard edge of inboard trailing
sheet or location of inboard trailing vortex line, k3 = location of
tip vortex (normally Z3 = 1.0) (nonD by R)
b b
BV(25) b- j) - Bound circulation as a function of azimuth times ( )
2R Yby j 2R
(nonD by 27rbQR)
b b
GS(25) -- y (4) - Shed circulation as a function of azimuth times (-)
2R s j 2R
(nonD by 2TrbQR)
E. 6.6 COMMON/SQLDS/
Used in MAIN, PNTIN, QLDS, FXSQRT
IABC (Input OPTCOU) - Indicates wake model used.
IABC Tip Vortex Inboard Trailing Wake Shed Wake
1 VL none VL
2 VL VL VL
4 VL+VS VL VL
5 VL+VS VS VL
IEPS (Input OPTCOU) - If IEPS/2: Spread near shed wake (from A$ nearest
the i blade) over a vortex sheet starting s behind the blade. If
IEPS=2: concentrate near shed wake (from A nearest the n blade)
in a vortex line A$ behind the n blade.
IS (Input OPTCOU) - If IS/2:Compute both near and far shed wake contri-
butions to induced velocity.
If IS=2: Neglect far shed wake always, and if IEPS=2, neglect near
shed wake as well, if IEPS/2 include the vortex sheet representation
of the near shed wake.
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KZAD ( 2 ) - Increment in C. for each unit increment in i
nb
NB nb (Input OPTCOU) - Number of rotor blades
NL n (Input OPTCOU) - Number of radial stations on k blade.
For LDS-73, nk = 3
ND (Input OPTCOU) - Value of Z for which a distorted wake is used,
D($,6) is read in from cards output by WG-71,
If ND=O: Rigid wake case, no t(@,6) read in.
2 m
NDEL n = (2- + 1) - Maximum azimuth extent of wake,
measured in A$.
NPOP (Input OPTCOU) - Integer ratio A$/A$
NPRP (Irput OPTCOU) - Propagate tip vortex core bursting one
additional A# step for every NPRP A$ steps of blade motion
since initial bursting.
NRNG (Input OPTCOU) - Stop tip vortex core bursting propagation
at KPHl=NRNG
NDLM (Input OPTCOU) - Maximum azimuthal extent of input tip vortex
distortion, measured in A$, (NDLM<NDEL)
FTD fD (Input GENDAT) - Tip vortex rollup rate, tip vortex line
t
circulation as a fraction of total tip vortex circulation
D
f (#,6) is increased by A$*f every A$ step in age until all
t t
tip vortex circulation is concentrated in the vortex line
(ft (#,) = 1.0)
RHOK p (Input GENDAT) - Nonburst value of pc - vortex core radius
(nonD by R)
DPHR A$ - Azimuth angle increment between successive positions of Q
blade (azimuthal extent of trailing vortex line segment) (radians)
TANMU ptan(i) (Input GENDAT) - Inflow (downwash) perpendicular to
TPP due to flight speed (relative wind) (nonD by tip speed)
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AMBDA X(Input GENDAT) - Uniform, average downwash perpendicular to
TPP - used to determine rigid wake geometry (nonD by tip
speed)
ZETA(6) C. - Azimuth angle difference between ith k blade and n blade.
For n bladed rotor: C. = (i - 1)--
b i nb
KPB(25) k6($) - Tip vortex core bursting occurs at azimuth $ when point
P reaches age 6>A$[k(#)], b0bk )=1 + (
ELT (25) 9t ($) (Input GENDAT) - Radial station of inboard edge of tip
vortex sheet at azimuth angle * (nonD by R)
ELI(25) 9. (#)) (Input GENDAT) - Radial station of outboard edge of
inboard trailing vortex sheet at azimuth angle $ (nonD by R)
FTO(25) fo(#) (Input GENDAT) - Fraction of total tip vortex circulation
t
concentrated into tip vortex line at azimuth angle # and zero
age (6 = 0)
E.6.7 COMMON/SAMB/
Used in: MAIN, LOADS, HSL, BLADE, HALDS, HART,FXSQRT
NH nh (Input OPTCOU) - Number of azimuthal harmonics in harmonic
analysis of downwash airloads and blade motion
AMB(25, X(IU,Ti) - Computed downwash perpendicular to TPP at point P -
6) at azimuth $ and radial station n (nonD by tip speed),
(AMBDA(25,6) in: LOADS, HSL,BLADE,HALDS)
AMBO(6) A (T1) - Zeroth azimuthal harmonic of A($,n)
CLAM(9, A (1) - nth cosine azimuthal harmonic of A($,n)
6) nc
SLAM(9, A (M) - nth sine azimuthal harmonic of A($,n)
6) ns
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E.6.8 COMMON/SLDS/
Used in: MAIN, PNTIN,LOADS,HSL,BLADE,PLTL,FXSQRT
IRB (Input OPTCOU) - Controls reading of namelist BEND in subroutine
BLADE. If IRB<2: read BEND, otherwise do not.
IRL (Input OPTCOU) - Controls reading of namelist ROTOR in subroutine
LOADS. If IRL/2: read ROTOR. If IRL=2: do not read ROTOR
IPL (Input OPTCOU) - Controls printer plots of airloads by subroutine
PLTL. If IPL=l or IPL<NG (iteration number): call PLTL, otherwise
do not.
IPRF (Input OPTCOU) - Controls reading of namelist PERF in subroutine
LOADS. If IPRF<NG (iteration number): read PERF. Otherwise do not.
IUT Controls operations in subroutine LOADS when IUTQ=2; i.e., airloads
are computed both with (IUT=9) and without (IUT=2) tangential in-
duced velocity. If IUT=2: suppress punch out a (T,$), harmonic
analysis of airloads and plots of airloads. If IUT=9: suppress
reading of namelist ROTOR, printing airloads inputs and harmonic
blade motion solution.
NI (Input OPTCOU) - Number of circulation iterations to be run.
When NG=NI, stop.
CTO C (Input GENDAT) - Input target value of thrust coefficient,
iteration on collective pitch (0 ) until C is achieved.
o T
C=thrust (lb) .3C 2 2 p = air density (slug/ft ), R = rotor radius (ft),
p7TR (QR)
QR = tip speed (ft/sec)
SM Gc(Input GENDAT) - Rotor solidity:
rotor blade area cnb
rotor disk area TrR
c = rotor blade chord (ft)
TH1 0 (Input GENDAT) - Rotor blade linear twist (radians),
0(n) = 0 + 6 r1
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VT VT = QR (Input GENDAT) - Rotor tip speed (ft/sec)
EPS E (Input ROTOR) - Rotor blade flapping hinge offset
(nonD by R)
LN LN (Input ROTOR) - Rotor blade Locke number (ratio aerodynamic
4
forces/inertia forces) LN = (2rpcR )/Ib I b = rotor blade
b b 2
flapwise moment of inertia about flapping hinge (slug-ft ).
F F(Input ROTOR) - Theodorsen lift deficiency function used
to approximate shed wake effects only for zeroth iteration or
when IS=2 (no shed wake used)
CON (Input ROTOR) - Constant used to obtain dimensional airloads:
2
pc(QR) (lb/f t)
CON =1 2(12 in/ft)
ALPS as (Input ROTOR) - Stall angle of attack, read in as degrees5
used in radians
COSI Cosine of angle i between relative wind and TPP
GMA Average Glauert Mach number correction to
DC DCL L a 2
La . - GMA , GMA= 1 - (.75M )
M = rotor tip Mach number
T
ELO EL(1)=Z - Inboardmost radial station Z - normally radius of
rotor blade root cutout (nonD by R)
OMEPS l-EPS=l-E - Length of rotor blade outboard of flapping hinge
(nonD by R)
tip speed
EMT M (Input ROTOR) - Rotor tip Mach number (speed of sound
2
EMS EMU*EMU=P - Advance ratio squared
DENTH Denominator of expression for collective pitch (6 ) - a very0
complicated function of V1, S, and 2
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AlMU EMU*Al = pal = (ANFP TPP) - Inflow through NFP due to lst
harmonic flapping
AZERO a0 - Zeroth harmonic of rigid blade flapping motion (coning angle).
Computed value from blade motion solution not to be confused with
AO which is input (radians)
AONE, a1 b - Harmonics of rigid blade flapping motion -
BONE, a, b () = a - a, cos$ -b, sin - a cos2$ - bATWO, 2 2 0 2 2
BTWO sin2$ (radians)
THETAO 6 - Collective pitch at zero radius (radians)
1 k E
ETE(6) ak = - Radial stations on blade measured from flapping
hinge instead of center of rotation (nonD by L = (1 - E)R),
(ETA(6) in: LOADS, HSL,BLADE)
TC(6) tk (Input ROTOR) - Rotor blade thickness/chord ratio at radial
stations nk n blade
ELDS(6) EL(n,) - Sum over azimuth of airloads at radial station n -
used to find zeroth harmonic of airloads
TW(6) ak 1 ) (Input ROTOR) - Rotor blade twist at radial station lk
relative to n = 0 (radians)
0(nk ) = 0 + 6k (nk
GMC(6, GM (0,$) - Glauert Mach number correction:
25)
de
L
- = a/GM (n)
G Max Tl (T1 + pi sin') MT
M Max.
0.60
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E.6.9 COMMON/PLT/
Used in: MAIN, HALDS, PLTL
IPLX (Input OPTCOU) - Controls reading in plotting and harmonic analysis
of experimental airloads.
0 no experimental airloads
IPLX 1 read in and plot exp. airloads
2 read in, plot and harmonic analyze
experimental airloads
DEL (Input GENDAT) - Interval size on airloads plots ordinate (lb/in)
ELMN(6) (Input GENDAT) - Minimum value on airloads plot ordinate
for each different n (lb/in)
XLDS(6, (Read in if IPLX/0) - Experimental airloads at radial
25) station n and azimuth angle P for 6n and 25$ (lb/in)
E.6.10 COMMON/SFX/
Used in: MAIN, QLDS, FXSQRT
PZAP 6 = + - ,Age of point P
E- b
GPS -u- - Distance behind r blade to start of near shed wake vortexR
(nonD by R)
q (ii,,)QTAN(6, t - Influence coefficient matrix which when multiplied
25,25) y ($)
by bound circulation y bv() at azimuth angle $ gives tangential
induced velocity at point P (radial station n and azimuth angle
$) due to all wake elements involving bound circulation ybv
i.e., all trailing wake elements having azimuth angle $ plus shed
wake elements having azimuth angles # and $ - A$ (nonD by tip
speed)
VI(3),VK(3), i, j, k (x,y,z) components of a and b from point P on 
VK(3) blade to points P and P in wake as a function of k - radial
a b
station on i blade at azimuth angle $ (nonD by R)
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OVI(3),OVJ(3), Same as above but for -A
OVK(3)
D (3, 25, 97)
QMAT (6, 25, 25)
D(#,6) - x,y,z components of distortion vector at point
P (radial station kND, azimuth angle #, and age 6) (nonD
by R)
z- Influence coefficient similar to QTAN but
Ybv )
for z component of induced velocity (nonD by tip speed)
E.6.11 COMMON/SVS/
Used in: QVS, SFX
DX,DY,DZ
DXYS
Ax, Ay, Az - Ax = x -x Ay=y y, Az = Z - Zb a" b a'A= zb
Ax2 2
I- 1, c 2 _
C ,C
a b
z
x
{Ax2 Y 2) - z2 1-12
x
z Az
x
x , y
x x
x , y , z
z z z
C a/ 0
x , h Zh
x1
2
2
2
xI
= Ax2 Ay2 + Az2
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CL, CLS
CA,CB
ZI
RAD
ZID
XI,YI
XK, YK, ZK
CAN
XH,YH,ZH
Xl
X2, Z2S
XlS
2 2
CAS,CBS Ca, Cb
SOA S a + + C
SOB S = +Z +Clb 1 CL b
STA S = X + Z + C2a 2 -1. a
2 2 2
STB S b = + Z + C2b 2 L b
Il Igii ~ 11
12 12
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APPENDIX F
LISTING OF LDS-73
This program is normally compiled and executed on an IBM 370/168
running under release 21.7 of OS/MVT (Operating System/Multiprogramming with
a variable number of tasks) with release 21.6 of FORTRAN Gl. The core storage
requirement is 180k. The subroutine ERASE, which is used, but not listed, is
an MIT library routine which sets all elements of an array to zero.
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C 1973 AIRLOlADS CIMPUTATION
C DIMENSIONED FOR 6 BLADES, 3 EL, 6 ETA, 25 PSI, 97 PHI, AND AH=9
REAL LN,LAMP(9,6),LPHS(9,6),UTQ(6,25))
EQUIVALENCE (SUM(1),LAMP(1)),(SUM(100),LPHS(1))
COMMOJN/SQVLS/ 1,J,K,KP,KPHI,L, IZI,
1 XAYAiZA,XB,YPR7,ZM,VSMDELLGAQTQKRHVSDAM,0MO
COMMON/BURST/IVLACT VCM,
1 DVBFVRETAC,0LXYZCRHDC,RHDG,ABOERETAAOHRSGK
COMMON/SINCO/S (97) ,C (97) ,UTS (6,25)
COMMON/SGAM/NE, NPSI, NPS,NG, WF,EMUA, BOERCANG,
1 SUM(6,25,18),ETG(6),OETA(6),ANG(25),PSI(25),ALPHA(6,25)
COMMON!/SBVGS/[G,MEPGZEREL(3),8V(25),GS(25)
CrMMON/SQLDS/IABCIEPS,1S,KZAD,NPNL,ND,NDELNPOP,NPRPNRNGNDLM,
1 FTD,RHOK,DPHRTANMU,AMBDA,
2 ZETA(6),KPB(25),ELT(25),ELI( 25),FTO( 25)
COMMJN/SAMB/NHAM8(25,6), AMBO(6),CLAM(9,6),SLAM(9,6)
COMMON/SLDS/ IRP, IRL, IPL, IPRF, IUT,NI,
1 CTOSMTHIVTEPSLN,F,CONALPSCOSI,GMAELO,0MFPS,
2 FMTEMSDENTH,AIMU,A7EROAONEBONE,ATWC,BTWOTHETAC,
3 ETE(6),TC(6),ELDS(6),TW(6),GMC(6,25)
COMMON/PLT/I PLX ,GEL, ELMN(6 ) ,XLDS (6,25
COMMN/SF X/Pl AP,GPS,QTAN(6,25,25)
1 VI(3),VJ(3),VK(3),OVI(3),OVJ(3),VK( 3),D(3,25,97),QMAT(6,25,25)
NAMELIST/GENDAT/EMUAMBDAEMRHOK,DPSI,AOBOERTANMUGZEREPSS,
I CTOqSM,A,THIRHOG,WF ,VTDELELMNQMOETGDETAELOVBFVB,
I ELI ,ELT,FTO,FTDVSM,RHVSDAM
2 /OPTCOU/NB,NF,NL,NC ,NG,1G,ND,NH,NQ, ISIEPS, IVLACIAB C,iVCM,
3 IRL,IRRIPRF,IOOM
EXTERNAL FXSQRT
CALL ERRSET (207,
CALL ERRSET (208,
CALL ERRSET (2C9,
CALL ERRSET (251,
DVB3=0. 001
FVB=2.001
C START OF EACH CASE
,TPi.-M,IPLTPLXIUrQ',MEP,
0,
0,
C,
0,
NPOP , NPRP, NRNG, NDLM
0,0,FXSQRT)
0,0,FXSQRT)
S,0,FXSQRT)
0,0,FXSQRT)
MAIN0001
MAIN0002
MAINCOC3
MAIN0004
MAIN0005
MAINCO06
MAIN0007
MAIN0008
MAINCO09
MAINC010
MAINO0ll
MAINCO12
MAIN0013
MAINO014
MAIN0015
MAIN0016
MAIN0017
MAIN0018
MAIN0019
MAIN0020
MAINCO21
MAIN0022
MAIN0023
MAINCO24
MAIN0025
MAIN0026
MAT40027
MAIN0028
MAIN0029
MAINC030
MAINCO31
MAIN0032
MAIN0033
MAINC034
MAIN0035
MAIN0036
t V 9 9 Y
9~ 0 9
C READ INPUT DATA
1 READ (5,GENDAT)
READ (5,OPTCOU)
CALL TIMING (ITDAT)
C DEFINF CONSTANTS-
NLB=NL*NB
NPS=360.1/OPS I
NDEL=IFIX(EM)*NPS+l
NPSI=NPS+1
E POP= NPOP
OPHI=DPSI*EPOP
DANG=DPSI*. 174 5329E-1
DPHR=EPOP*DANG
EJLO=EL(1)
'PS=?.0*BoER*EPSS
COSI=SQRT( 1.0/( 1.0+( TANMU/EMU)
ABOER=A*BOER
I0=-1
IUT= IUTO
IF (ND.EQ.0) GO TO 6
IF (NDo.GT.NL) GO TO 5
C INPUT WAKE DISTORTION
NrDL=NrCEL
IF (NDEL.GT.NOLM) NDL=NDLM
DO 195 KP=1,NDL
195 READ (5,19) ((D(I,J,KP),=1,3)
19 FORMAT (6E13.6)
ND=NL
PRINT 1950,IABC
1950 FORMAT ('ILADS PROGRAM 1973
1 CASE =,12)
G0 TD 1952
6 CONT INUE
PRINT 1951,IABC
1951 FORMAT ( 01LOADS PROGRAM 1973
1 CASE ='t12)
,J=1,91PSI)
DISTORTED TIP VORTEX
MAINCO37
MAIN0038
MAIN0039
MAI NC040
MAINCO41
MAIN0042
MAIN0043
MAINC044
MAIN0045
MAIN0046
MA INC047
MAIN0048
MAIN0049
MAINCO50
MAINCO51
MAIN0052
MAINC053
MAINCO54
MAIN0055
MAIN0056
MAINC057
MAIN0058
MAIN0059
MAINCO60
MA IC06 1
MAIN0062
MAIN0063
MAINC064
MAIN0065
MAIN0066
MA I N C067
MA IN0068
MAIN0069
MA INC070
MAIN0071
MAIN 0072
MODEL
RIGID TIP VORTEX MODEL
**2) )
1J%2 COr)N T INUIE '
IF (IPLX.LF.1) GO TO 10?
IF ( IRL .FQ.2) GI TO 1O2
C INPUT EXPFPIMENTAL A ILOADS FlR PLOT
0O 1000 K=1,NE
1000 REAf) (5,1001) (XLDS(KJ),J=1,NPSI)
1001 FORMAT (10F7.3)
100? CONTINUE
C DEFINF PSI IN OFGREES ANDn RADIANS PLUS SIN(PSI) CCS(PSI)
ANG (1 )=0.
PSI (1 )=0.0
C(1I)= 1.0
S( 1)=0.0
C(>= COS(V'ANG)
SD= SIN(DANG)
DO 7 J=2,NPS[
JG=J-1
PSI (J) =PSI (,JG)+UANG
ANG( J)(J9)+P SI
C(J)=Cn*C(,IG)-S0*S(IG)
7 S ( J) =C0*S ( JG)+S DC (J )
C PIN T INP(UT rATA
CALL PNTIA( ILPT ,IPLXiC, HDP,0PEMEPSS,VSM,RHVS,AM)
C JEFINE LE T A
ZE TA ( I )= . 0
ZJA== 6.2 3 1 53/NB
K 7 A0= Z AD0/ DANG+9 .G00 1
D" 8 1=2,NR
8 7E T A( I)=7E TA ( 1-1)+A I)
C DE FINF GLAUERT MACH N1. CIORRECTMIN
DUL 9 K=1,NE
0 J j t=I,\PS[
UTS (K ,J )=F T G(K )+EMU*S( J
TO( K ,J =9 .3
M=5QRT(1.0-(VT*UTS(F,J)/1100.)**2)
IF ((;M.LT.O.6) (M=0.6
MAINCO74
MA I NOu "1
VAINC079MA I NC 0773
MAI N078 1
MA I N00?
MA I NC (83
MA INC083
V.A I N4U ~c 11e
M AlI N C 7
Pi NC Dl7
N['00 5
MAI NC 
MAI NC0 7
1v A, I C 6
MAINt F
V ~A NWC - 9
MA IJN090
MAI NCJ1,,)
MA!IC0092
 ICuj4
MAI NW~ 6
MA INC1C97
mAt I IC 1~M   NOG 
Mt AI NC0 29
N IC
M A I N1C1
MA 1I1 C I'7
M A I N 01 05
GMC(K,J)=GM
9 CONTINUE
IF ( IPGM.EO.0) GO To, 106
PRINT 104, (ETG(K),K=1,NF)
DO 10 J=1,NIPSI
10 PRINT 105, ANG(J),(GMC(K,J) K1,NE)
104 FORMAT ('OGLAUERT MACH N.1. CQRRECTION'/'OETA',1OF10.3/1 PSI')
105 FORMAT (IH ,F4.0,10F.IO5)
106 PRINT 107,NG
107 FORMAT ('ISTART ITFRATION ',i1)
C START OF EACH ITERATION
12 CONTINUE
C CJMPUTE CIRCULATION
CALL TTMING (ITGAM)
CALL GAMT
C SET SUM(KJ,LB)=0.C - NOTE CHANGE WHEN DIMENSIONS CHANGE
CALL ERASE (SUM,2700)
C TEST FOR ANOTHER ITERATION
IF ( I.GT.9G) GO TO 16
NC=NC-1
C TEST FOR ANOTHFR CASE
[F (NC.GT.0) GO TO 1
STOP
16 CONTINUE
IF (NG.GT.o0) F=1.0
IF (NQ.EQ.NG) IQ=-l
C TEST FOR DOWNWASH 1ATRIX COMPUTATION
IF (IQ.FQ.1) GO TO 20
C ERASE OLD DOWNWASH MATRIX
CALL ERASE (QMAT, 3750)
CALL. ERASE (OTAN,3750 )
00 18 J=1,,NPSI
18 KPB( J )=NOEL
PRINT 180,QMO
180 FORMAT ('PRINT FOR EACH VORTEX SEGMENT WITH Q.GT.QM0=',F5.3)
C CIMPUTE NEW 00W"WASH MATRIX
MAIN0109
MAIN0110
MAIN0111
MAIN0112
MAIN0113
MAINO 114
MAIN01 15
MAINO 116
MA IN0117
MAIN0118
MAI N0119
MAIN0120
MAINO 121
MAINC122
MAIN0123
MAIN0124
MAINO125
MAINO 126
MA INO 127
PAIN0128
MAIN0129
MAIN0130
MA IN0131
MAIN0132
MAIN0133
MA INO 134
MAINO 135
MAIN0136
MA INO 137
MAIN0138
MAIN0139
MA INO 140
MAINO141
MAIN0142
MA INO 143
MAIN0144
CALL OLDS
IF (I00M.FO.0) GO TO 20
IE=NEL-IflOM+1
C PRINT DOiNJWASH MATRIX
D'l 195 K=li-,N4F
EiK=K- I E-1
F-K= IK./?.0- (K- IE+1 )/?
IF (FK.GT.O.1) PRINT 201
201 FUA RMAT (lH I)
PRINT 230, cTG(K),(ANG(J ),J=1,NAPS)
200 FORMAT ('OQMAT ETA=',F5.3/'OPHI= ',?4F5.O/' PSI)
DO 183 J=1,NPSI
183 PRINT 202, ANG(J),(QMAT(KJ,KPH[),KPHI=1,NPS)
20? FORMAT (1.X,F4.0,?X,24F5.1)
185 CONTINUF
C END DOWNIWASH MAT'IX C:MPUTATON
20 C.INTINUF
IF (IUTO.EQ. )) GO TO 23
C REMJVE JLD UTO FROM UTS
00 21 K=1,NE
DO 21 J=1,NPSI
21 UITS(KJ)=UTS(KJ)-UJTO(KJ
23 CONTINUF
C USF DFlwNWASH-. MATIIX PLUS CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION TO COMOUTE DOWNWASII
00 25 K=l,NE
0 25 1=1,N SI
AMt( J,K)=TAMU
UTO( K ,1)=.0
Du 75 KPHI=1,NPS
AMb(J,K)=AM(J,K )+B3V(KPHli)*OMAT(K,J,KPHI)
UTQ(K,J)=UfO(K,J)+V(KPHI)*QTAN(K,J,KPHI)
5 CONTINUE
PRIANT 2A60,(ETG(K),KY=1,NE)
260 FRMAT ('1 TNGF1TIAL INDUCED VELOCITY COMPONENT/ETA + MU*SIN(PSI)
1/ 'OPSI FTA= ',F5. 3,5(12X,F5.3)
0W. 261 J=1,NPS[
MAIN0145
MA INO 146
MA IN0 147
MAI N0148
MA I N 0 149
MAINO150
MAI NO15 1
M41NO152
MA INO 153
MAI NO 1-4
MAIN0155
MAINC156
MAINO 157
MAI NISj3
MAIN0159
MAIN0160
MAIN0161
MA I N 0162
MA INO 163
MA! NO 164
MA INo 165
MA IN0166
MA INO 167
MAI N01bA
MA INC 169
MAIN0170
MAI NO1 71
MA IN0172
MAINO 173
MAIN0174
MAI N" 175
MAIN0176
MAIN0177
MAINO178
MA IN 0179
MAIN0180
261 PRINT 262,ANG(J),t(UTO(K,J),UTS(K,J),K=l,
262 FORMAT (1H ,F4.0,6(F9.4,/',F7.4))
IF ( IQ.FQ.1) GO TO 264
PRINT 263
263 FORMAT ('OLAMBOA TPP FROM QMAT')
GO TO 266
264 PRINT 265
265 FORMAT (*1LAMBDA TPP FROM QMAT')
266 IF (IUTQ.NE.1) G0 TO 900
DO 27 K=1, NE
DO 27 J=1,NPSI
27 UTS(KJ)-UTS(K,J)+UTO(KJ
GO TO 900
30 CONTINUE
10=1
C ADD UPDOWNWASH (LAMBDA) CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
C AT VARIOUS RADIAL LaCATIONS ON VARIOUS BLADE
DO 50 K=1,NE
DLO 50 J=1,NPSI
AMB(J,K)=TANMU
DO 50 LB=lNL3
AMB(J,K)=AMB(J,K)+SUM(KJ,LB)
50 CONTINUE
848 CONTINUF
C PRINT DOWNWASH DISTRIBUTION
PRINT 849
849 FORMAT ('1 DOWNWASH SUM(K,J,LB)')
DO 854 K=1,NE
EK=K
FK=(EK-2.0)/2.0-(K-2)/2
IF (FK.GT.0.1) PRINT 849
PRINT 855, fTG(K), (ZETA(I) ,I=1 ,N8)
PRINT 8555, ((EL(L),L=1,3),I*1,NB)
D0 854 J=1,NPSI
PRINT 856, ANG(J),(SJM(K,JLB),LB=
354 CONTINUE
NE)
WAKE ELEMENTS
S
GENERATED
MAIN0181
MA INO 182
MAIN0183
MAIN0184
MAIN0185
MAIN0186
MAINO187
MAINO188
MAIN0189
MAIN0190
MAINO191
MA INO192
M AIN0193
MA I NO194
MAIN0195
MAIN0196
MAIN0197
MAIN0198
MAIN0199
MAINO200
MAINO2 01
MAINO202
MAINO203
MAI N0204
MAIN0205
MAINO206
MAIN0207
MAINO208
MAINO209
MAIN0210
MAINO211
M A IN0212
MAINO213
MAINO214
MA IN0215
MA IN0216
1,NLR)
355 FORMAT ('0ETA=',F4.3,' ZETA=',F3.1,5(17XF4.2
855> FORMAT (' PSI EL=',F4.3,17(F6.3,1X))
856 FORMAT (IH ,F4.0,18( lX,F6.4))
PRI1T 600
600 FIRMAT (*1LAMBiDA TPP FROM SUM')
900 PRINAT 601,(ETG( II=1,NE)
601 FORMAT ('OPSI ETA=',F5.3,9Fl1.3)
DO 550 J=1,NPSI
550 PRINT 60?, ANG(J),(AMB(J,1),1,NE)
602 FORMAT (IH ,F4.0,10F11.5)
IF (IQ.NF.1) GO Tf 30
C HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF DOWNWASH
CALL HART
C PRINT HARMONICS OF LAMBDA
PRINT 603, (FTG(K),K=1,NE)
603 FORMAT ('OHARMONICS OF LAMBDA TPP'/'OETA',
I 'ONH ',6(5X,'COS',7X,'SIN',3X)/)
PRINT 604, (AMBO(K),K=1,NE)
604 FORMAT (s 0 ',6(F11.5,1OX))
DO 70 N=1,NH
70 PRINT 605, N,(CLAM(NK),SLAM(NK),K=1,N
605 FORMAT (IX,I?,4X,6(Fl1.5,Fl0.5))
C COMPUTE MAGNITUDE AND PHASE JF HARMONICS OF LAMBD
DO 72 K=1,NF
DO 72 N=1,NH
LAMP(N,K)= SQRT(SLAM(N,K)**2+CLAM(N,K)**2)
LPHS(N,K)=57.29578*ATAN?(CLAM(N,K),SLAM (N,K))
12 CONTINUF
C PRINT MAGNITUDE A) PHASF OF HARMONICS OF LAMDA
PRINT 606
606 FORMAT ('INI ',6(3X,'AMPLITUOE PHASE ')/)
PRINT 604, (AM0(K),K=INE)
DO 74 1=1,NH
74 PRINT 67,7
607 FORMA T ( 1X,I?,
IUT=IUTQ
9XF5.3,5(16XF5.3)/
E)
A
N,(LAMD(NK),LPHS(NK),K=1,'F)
X,6(F 11. 5,F8.1 ,2X))
))
MAINO2 17
IMA IN02 18
MAIN0219
MAIN0220
MAIN0221
MAIN0222
MAIN0223
MAINO224
MAINO225
MAINO226
MAIN0227
MAINO228
MAIN0229
MAIN0230
MAINO231
MA IN02.32
MAIN0233
MAIN0234
MAINO235
MAI N02 36
MAIN0237
MAINO23P
,AAI N02 39
MAINO2 40
M A NO 241
MAIN02+2
MA I N0243
MA IN0244
MAIN O,24'#5
MAIN0246
MAIN0?47
MAI NO24P
MAI NO249
M A 1 ', C?2 5 C
M A 1, 10 2' 1
MA I NO/ ?
C COMPUTE BLADE MOTION ANO AIRLOADS
CALL TIMING (ITLOS)
CALL LOADS
CALL TIMING (ITENO)
IPL=2
IRB=2
79 IF (NI.GT.NG+1) GO TO 82
IF (ND.EQ.O) GO TO 80
PRINT 1950,IAC
Gr Tu 81.
PRINT 1151,IAPIC
9 ICCON T INUFE
K PRINT IPUT nAT A
"-ALL PNT I N ( I LPT, I PLXNCNH,N, CPS I, EM, EPSSVSM, RHVS, CAM)
C P I T V-R4 TF XURST PiNTS
PR INT 8 1 , ( J, l J=11, 4P SI) , (KP (J e ,J l, INP SI)
FA10 F0,RMA T (*10J= ,2 i15/ K PPB= ,?5 15)
82 CrjNTINUL)E
IF ( IUTO.NE.2) Gf.. TO 88
IF (Iur.F0.9) G7 TO 88
80 7 V=INE
PF 87 J=1,IPSI
7 UTS (K ,J )=UTS (K,J )+uro(K,J
IUT=9
"ALL LiOU)S
f': 71G +TC7
I G=
G PD I \T E X LUT I ON
TDAT=FLPAT (I
TEND)=FL')A T( I
TQM=FLrlAT( IT
TLOS=FLcA T ( I
TOLP=FL nAT ( I
P:1 41T 700,
F)RNAT ('1$t
T i F
TU'AT )/ 100 .0
TEND) / 100.0
-!)S- I TGA M) /100. 0
TFNJ.$-ITL:S )/100.0
TFNP-I TGAM) /I00.0
'iG, rDAT,TFNIJ, QM, T
SRT tERAT r 1:,!4 a
LDS, TQLD
EXFC -TIMES
MAIN0253
MAIN0254
MAIN0255
MAIN0256
MAIN0257
MAINO258
MAIN0259
MAIN0260
MAINO261
MAINO262
MAIN0263
MAIN0264
MAIN0265
MAIN0266
MAIN0267
MAIN0268
MAIN0269
M A INC270
MAINO271
MAIN0272
MAINC273
MAIN0274
MAIN0275
MAIN0276
M A IN0277
MAIN0278
MAIN0279
MAIN0280
MAIN0281
MAIN0282
MAIN0283
MAINO284
MAIN0285
MAIN0286
MAIN0287
MAINO288( SEC) I f
I * TOAT=',F6.7,' TFNO=',F6.2,' TQM=',F6.2,' TLDS=',F6.2,' TOLS=',
2 F6.2)
GO TO 12
FND
MAIN02q9
MAIN02940
MAIN0291
MAIN0292.
SUBROUTINE PNTIN(IPLT,IPLXNC,NH,NQDPS,EMEPSSVSMRHVSIAM)
LDS-73
PRINT INPUT DATA.
COMMON/BURST/ I VLAC , I VCM,
1 DV8,FVBETAZDLXYZCRHOC,RHOG,ABOERETAAOHRSGK
COMMON/SGAM/NE, NPSI, NPSNG, WFEMU,A,B0ERDANG,
1 SUM(6,25,18) ,ETG(6),DETA(6),ANG(25),PSI(25),ALP HA(6,25)
COMM3N/SBVGS/IG,MEPGZEREL(3),BV(25),GS(25)
COMMON/SQLlS/IABC, [EPS, IS,KZADNBNLNDNDELNPCPNPRPNRNG,NDLM,
1 FTDRHOKr)PHR,TANMU, AMBDA,
2 ZETA(6),KPB(25),ELT(25),ELI(25),FTO(25)
COMMON/SLOS/ IRB, IRL, [PL, IPRF, IUTNI,
1 CTOSMTH1 *VT ,EPSLN,F, CON, ALPS, COS I,GMA, ELO,OMEPS,
2 EMT,EMS,DENTH,AIMUAZEROAONEBONEATWO,BTWOTHETAO,
3 ETE(6),TC(6),ELDS(6),TW( 6),GMC(6,25)
PRINT 100, EMUNBRHOKDVBNRNGNPRPNPOPMEPNQ,
1 TANMUGZERRHOGFVBNDNC,IVLACIPL,IPLX,
2 AMBDA,A,RHVSVSMNENLIEPS, IPRF,
3 CTO,TH1,EPSSFTD,NI,NG,IABC, IUT,
4 SM,ADEM,IG,IS,NDLM,IVCM,
5 BOERDAMDPSIWF
FORMAT (
I 0MU= IF5.3,4X,'B LADES=
2Xv'N/NPR=', 12, 0/',I1 NP
'OTANMU= ',F6.4,3X,'GZERJ
2X,'ND/NC= , 1, ',I I1, I
I0LAMRDA=' ,F6.4,3X,' DCL/DA=
2X,'NE/NL= ',11, /191, I
'OCT= ' ,F7.5, 2X ,' TW IST=
2X,'NI/Nrp= ,11,'/1,IlI,' I
OSIGMA= F6.4,3X4IA-O=
I G/IS= ,11, 1/ 1 I1 N
* 0812R ,F6.4,3X,'DAM=*',
PRINT 101, (EL(I)1=1
PRINT 102, (ETG(K),K=
PR I NT 103, (DETA(K),K
I,11,6Xv*RHOK=',F8.6,2X,DVB=UF5.2,p
OP= 1 ,11, 
1,F6.4,2X,
VLAC=0 11,
FPS= 1,11,
*,F5.3, 3X,
ABC= ',11,
1156.412X,
DE0= It12, 1
MEP/NQ=' , 1, '/ , 12/
1RHOG=' ,F8.6,2X, 'FVB= ,F5.2,
I IPL/X=', I 1, '/ , I 1/
'RHVS=',F8.6,2X,'VSM=',F5.2,
I IPRF=',I2/
' EPSS= ', F4 .2, 6X, 'F TD=' ,F 5.2,
* IUT=',11/
'M= SF3.1,18X,
IVCM=',I 1/
7 3&3X0DPI=,F4.1,6X,'WF=IF6.2)
,fNL )
1,NE)
=1, NE )
PNTNO001
PNTNO002
PNTNO003
PNTNC004
PNTN0005
PNTNO006
PNTNCO07
PNTNO008
PNTNO009
PNTNO010
PNTNOO1I
PNTNO012
PNTN0013
PNTNCO14
PNTNO015
PNTNO016
PNTNO017
PNTNO018
PNTNO019
PNTNCO20
PNTNO021
PNTN0022
PNTN0023
PNTNC024
PNTNO025
PNTNO026
PNTNO027
PNTNO028
PNTNO029
PNTNO030
PNTNO031
PNTNO032
PNTNOU33
PNTNO034
PNTNO035
PN TN0036
100
1034, (ANG(J),J=l
1031, (ELI(J),J=1
1032, (ELT(J),J=1
1033, (FTO(J),J=l
('0L=',10F7.3)
(* ETA= ',1OF7.3)
(*OF TA=',1OF7.3)
(* EL I=',25(1(,F4.2))
(' ELT=',25i(1X,F4.2))
(' FTfl=',25(lX,F4.2))
('OPS[= ',?5(1X,F4.0))
,NPSI)
,NPSI)
,NPSI)
,NPSI
P NTNC0 37
PNTNO038
PNTNC039
PNTNCO40
PNTNO041
PNTNC042
PNTN0043
PNTN0044
PNTNO045
PNTNC046
PiNTNO047
PNTNO048
PNTNC049
101
102
103
1031
1032
1033
1034
P R IN T
PR I A T
FPRIN T
F ORPA T
F 0 R MA T
FORMAT
F GRMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
RETURN
END
As
SUBROUTINE GAMT
C LDS-73
C CJMPUTES CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION FROM GIVEN ALPHA DISTRIBUTION
DIMENSION IGP(25),ETG(6),DETA(6),BVS(25),GPLT( 128) ,BVG(3,25),
I GBVS (6,9?5) ,GBVR (6,25)
EQOUIVALENCF (SUM(1),8VG(l)),(SUM(76),GBVS(1)),(SUM(226),GPLT(
COMMON/SGAM/NE, APSI, NPS,NG, WFEMU,A,PBERDANG,
1 SUM(6,?5,18) ,ETP(6),DETP(6),vAMG(25),P$I(25 ),ALPHA(6, 25)
CrOMMIN/SrVGS/ IG, MEP,GZER, EL ( 3) , BV( 25 ) , GS ( 25
COMMIN/SINCJ/S(97),C(97),UTS(6,25)
DATA BLNKSTAR,PLUS/' ','*','+'/
C CJMPUTF ,IRCULATION DISTRIBUTION FROM ALPHA (ANGLE OF ATTACK) DIS
AP=.A%/ 360.0
C TFST FOR ZEROTH ITERATION
IF (IG.'T.1) Go TO 11
C TEST FOR READ [\J ALPHA DISTRIBUTION
[F (IG.FO.1) G( T> 101
0 99 1,NF
F TG ( I )F TP ( [)
9 DCTA( I)=DETP( 1),
C TEST FOR OLD CIRCULATION CISTRIBUTION FROM A PREVIOUS ITERATION
IF (IA.FQ.I) GO TO 104,
GU TJ 1035
101 CONTINUE
D0 10 ? I=1,N"E
C READ IN ALPHA DISTRIBUTION-
102 READ (5,103) (ALPHA(I,J),J=1,NJPSI)
103 FORMAT (5F14. 7)
READ (5,1030) (ETG(I),I=1,NE)
READ (5,1030) (OETA(I),I=1,NF)
1030 FORMAT (10F6.3)
C NJ OLD CIRCUtATION DISTRIBUTION AVAILARLF
1035 FW 1.0
OWF=1.0-WF
ALL ER*ASE (GRVP,150)
DO 1036 J=1,25
1))
T.
GAMT0001
GAMTC002
GAMT0003
GAMT0004
GAMTC005
GAMT0006
GAMT0007
GAMT0008
GAMTC009
GAMT0010
CAMT0011
GAMTC012
GAMT0013
GAMT0014
GAMT0015
GAMT0016
GAMT0017
GAMT0018
GAMTC019
GAMT0020
OAMTC021
GATC022
GAMT0023
GAMTO024
GAMTC025
GAMT0026
GAMT0027
GAM10028
GAMT0029
GAMT0030
GAM T C031
GAMT0032
GAMT0033
GAMT0034
GAMTC035
GAMTOU36
1036 PVS (J )=GLER
I A=1
104 C\1T INUE
C (NF O TWO TRAIL ING V RT-X L INES
C START PSI LOOP
')' 106 J=I,NPSI
GAM=0 .0
C START ETA L-00O1
00 105 I=l,NF
C NEW POUND CIRCULATIONT DISTRIBUTION
GA=UTS(*I,J)*ALPHA(I,J)
C AVERAGE DLD AND NEW CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTIONS
GA=FW*AP*GA+WF*GBVR(I,J)
C STORE OLD CIRCULATIO'4 OISTRIBUTION
GBVS(IJ)=GBVR(I,J)
C STORE NEW CIPCULATiON~ DISTRIRUTI3N
GPVR(I,J)=GVA
IF(I.LT.MEP) GO T11 1(5
C FIND SPANWISF CIRCULATION PEAK FIR I.GE.MEP
IF (GA.LT.GAM) GO T9 105
SAM= S A
105 CDNTINU F
C TIP VORTEX CIRCULATION = B0UNDJ CIRCULATION
BV( J)=ROFR*3AM
106 CONTINUC
FW=WF
C AZIMUTHAL INTERPOLATICN OF CIRCULATICN PFAKS
DI 1061 J=l,,NPS
JM2=J-2
JM1=J-l
JP 1=J+ 1
JP2=J+2
IF(JM2.LE.0) JM?=JM2+NPSI-1
IF.(JM1.c.0) JMI=NPS
IF(JP?.FQ.NPSI+1) JP2=2
AM TO 'i 17
";A M TO 0 39PGAMTOU 39
GAMT0040
5AM T0,)4 1
GA.Nr-To u43
G AM T 044
"' AM IT 0J4 4
GAMTrC045
GAMTO 046
( AMTO0 '4T
SAMT0 4P
GAMT 0049
GAMT~u50r,  , O 0 07AM C )1
GAMTO )5G AM TO053SAMTC'0>4GAMTOi
GAMT 00)
GAMTC 7
GAMTOC3SG ANT 0060G AMTC61
GAMT0062
GAMT0063
GAMTC064
GAMTOOo
GAT0066
GAMTC067
GAMTC068
GAMT00'69
GAMTC070
GAMTC071
GAMT0072
0 -0
IF (BV(J).GE.BV(JM1)) GO TO 1061
IF (BV(J).GE.BV(JP1)1 GO TO 1061
IF (IABS(IGP(JP1)-IGP(JM1)).NE.1) GO TO 1061
IMl=IGP(JMl)
I PL=IGP(JP1)
IF(GBVR(IM1,JM1).LE.GBVR(IM1,JM2)) GOTO 1061
IF(GBVR( IM1,JM1).LE.GBVR (,IM1,J)) GO TO 1061
IF(GBVR(IP1,JP1).LE.GBVA(IPA1,JP2)) -GO TO 1061
IF(GBVR(IPI,JP1).LE.GBVR(IPlJ)) GO TO 1061
BV(J)=(BV(JM1)+BV(JP 1)/2.0
1061 CONTINUE
BV(NPST)=BV(1)
C SHED WAKE CIRCULATION
DO 107 J=1,NPS
107 GS (J) =BV(J+1)-BV(J)
GS(NPSI)=3S( 1)
C PRINT CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
PRINT 203, EL(2),(ETG(I),I1,NE)
203 FORMAT ('OBOUND CIRCULATION ELB=',F5.3,20X,'GBVR/GBV
1 'OPSI GBV(3) GS(3) ETA=',5XF6.3,5(10X,F6.3),6X,'GLM
D0 109 J=1,NPSI
BVG(3,J)=BV( J)/BOER
BVG( 1, J )=GS( J )/BOER
GLMX=GBVR(NE,J)/BVG(3,J)
IGMX=IGP(J)
GTMX=GLMX
IF (IGMX.EQ.NE) GO TO 109
GTMX=1.0-(1.0-GLMX)*(1.0-ETG(IGMX))/(ETG(NE)-ETG(IGMX))
109 PRINT 204, ANG(J),BVG(3,J),BVG(1,J),(GBVR(I,J),GBV
1 [=1,NE),GLMXGTMX
204 FORMAT (1X,F4.0,2F8.4,4X,6(F8.4,'/',FT.4),F6.2,'/%F5.2)
IF (,NPSI.GT.25) RETURN
C PRINTER PLOT OF TIP VARTEX CIRCULATION
&Z=GLER/40.0
N0=N?- 1
PRINT 1991,0,NG
GAMT0073
GAMT0074
GAMT0075
GAMT0076
GAMT0077
GAMT0078
GAMT0079
GAMT0080
GAMT0081
GAMTO082
GAMT0083
GAMT0084
GAMTO085
GAMTO086
GAMTO087
GAMT0088
GAMT0089
GAMTC090
GAMT0091
GAMT0092
GAMT0093
GAMTC094
GAMT0095
GAMTOO96
GAMT0097
GAMT0098
GAMTOO99
GAMT0100
GAM.T0101
GAMT0102
GAMT0103
GAMT0104
GAMT0105
GAMT0106
GAMT0 107
GAMT0108
S'/
X/GTMX')
S( I,J),
1C21 FCORMAT ('OPLCT OF PVG/GIER
I ', *=ITFRA TION',I3/)
PRI4T l092
PR INT 1093
1092 FORMAT (' RV'/GZ=-O.25
1 1.0 1.25 1.50
VS PS I, +=IT ERAT ION', 13,
0.0
1.75
0.25
2.0
0.50
2.25
20 2T'
1093 FORMAT (' PSI I',?5( I'))
DtO 10 94 1= 1, 1?8
1094 GPLT(I)=PL NK
OP 1096 J=1,NPSI
I X=3VSt J ) /GZ+ I. 5
IF (ILX.LT.1) IX=I
IF (IX.GT.l[) !X=128
YPL T( I X)=PLUS
I=3VG( 3,J /G Z+16.5
IF (I.LT.1) 1=1
IF (I.GT.128) 1=128
GPLT( I )=STAR
PRINT 1095, AVG(J),(GPLT(K),K=1,128)
1095 FORMAT (1X,F4.0,1?8A1)
GPLT( I )=RLNJK
GPLT(IX)=BLNK
1096 BVS(J)=BVG(3,J)
PRINT 1093
PRINT 1092
RETURN
C ZERITH GUESS - CONSTANT AZIMUTHAL CIRCULATICN DISTRIBUTION
C SHED WAKE CIRCULATIYN SHOULD BE ZERO FOR THIS CASE INSTEAD IT
C MADE VERY SMALL BUT F[NITE TO ALLOW THE COMPUTATION OF OMAT FOR
C SHED WAKE AS WELL AS THE TRAILING WAKE
it DD 13 J=1,N"SI
B G 7=BUF *GFR
35 ( J) =WGZ*l. lF-10
BVS( J )=';ZER
13 BV (J)=i3G7
0.75
GAMTC109
GAMTO 110
GAVT0 111
GAMT0112
GAMT01 13
GAMTO 114
GAMT0115
GAMT0116
GAMTO 117
GAMT0118
GAMTO 119
GAMT0120
GAPT0121
GAMT012?
GAMT0123
GAMT0124
GAMT0125
GAMTC126
GAMT0127
GAMT0128
GAMTC129
GAMT0130
GAPT0131
GAMT0132
GAMT0133
GAMT0134
GAMT0135
GAMT0136
GAMT0137
GAMTC 138
GAMTC139
GAMT0140
GAMT014 1
GAMT0142
GAMTU143
GAMT0144
iS
THE
I A=0 GAM70145
RE TJR NGAMT0146
RETUR GAM4T0147
(~END
SUFROUTINE QLIS
C L)S-73
C CIMPUTE D9WNWASH MATRIX (OMAT)
INTEGER flKPHI,0KP
COMMUN/SOVLS/I,,K,KPKPH,L,IZ,
1 XAYA, X YRLZB,ZMVSMDFLLGA,QT,0K,RHVSDAM,QMV
COMMON,/RURST/IVLAC, IVCM,
1 DVB,FVB,,FTAC,L)LXY, ZC,RHOC,iRHOrG, ABOERETA,AOHRS,GK
COMMN/SINCO/S(97) ,C(97) ,UTS(6,25)
COMMJN/SGAM/NE, NPSI, NPS,NG, WFEMUAIBERDANG,
1 SUM(6,25,18) ,ETG(6),ETA(6), ANG(?5),PSI(25),ALPHA(6,25)
COMMN/SBVGS/IG,MEP,GZEREL(3),BV(25),GS(25)
COMMJN/SQLS/IABC,IEPS,IS,KZADNBNLNDNDELNPCPNPRP,NRNGNfL
1 FTD, RHOKDPHRTANMUpAMBDA,
2 ZETA(6),KPB(25),ELT(?5),FLI(25),FTO(25)
COMMDN/SFX/PZAPGPS,0TAN(6,25,25),
1 VI(3),VJ(3),VK(3),OVI(3),0VJ3),OVK(3),D(3,25,97),QMAT(6,?5?t)
LST=2
IF (IABC.FQ.5) LST=1
IVLAS=IVLAC
IF (IEPS.NE.3) GO TO 18
RPOI=RHOG
RHOS=RH)G
GO TO 19
18 RHI=EL(?)-FL(1)
RHO S=0. 40*DPHR
L9 CONTINUE
C START AGE LOOP
DO 500 KP=1,NDELNPOP
DKP=KP+NPDP
PIAP=ANG*FLJAT (KP-1)
PZAO=PZAP+DPHR
KPH='NPS-KP
IF (OKP.LE.NDLM) GO TO 20
C COMPUTE DISTORTION EXTRAPCLATION
DELK=FLIAT ( KP-NDLM)*DANG*AMB)A
C L S 000 1
CLDSC0C2
Q LDSC00 0
Q L 0 SC 004
Q LD SC 0C5
CLDS0006
CLDS0007
Q LD SC 008
QL DSC009
QLDSOulO
QLDS0011
CL )SCJ12
QLDSO0 13
CLDS00 14
OLDSCul5
CLD05016
CLDSC017
CLD0SCJI8
QL050019
CLDSO020
QLDSC?
QLDSC 2?
QLS00 23
CLDS0024
QLD SC025
QLDS0026
CQLO0027
OLD SC02P
QLUS CC29
QLOS0030
QLDSC031
OLD SC032
QLDS0033
QLDS0034
QLD S0035
QLDS0036
M, 9
p 0 0 0
ODELK=DELK+DPHR*AMBDA
20 IF (KPH.GE.1) GO TO 21
C MAKE SURE KPH GE 1
KPH=-KPH+NPS
GO TO 20
21 CONTINUE
C START PSI LOOP
DO 490 J=1,NPSI
C START ETA LOOP
DO 480 K=1,NE
ETA=ETG(K)
ETASP=ETA*S(J)
E TACP=E TA*C ( J)
C START ZETA LO)P
00 470 I1,B1
KPHI=KPH+J+KZAD*(I-1 )+1
22 IF (KPHI.LT.NPSI) GO TO 23
KPH i=K PHI-NPS
GO TO 22
~ 23 OKPHI=KPHI-NPOP
IF (OKPHI.LT.1) OKPHI=OKPHI+NPS
NKPH'I=KPHI+NPOP.
IF '(NKPHI.GT.NPS) NKPHI=NKPHI-NPS
C SET TIP VORTEX CIRCULATION FACTOR
FS=FTO(KPHI)+FTD*PZAP
IF (FS.GT.1. O) FS=1.0
RHO=RHOK
IF (KP.GE.KPB(KPHI)) RHO=RHOG
C START L LOOP
DO 460 L=LSTNL
C C3MBINATION OF L AND I FOR USE IN SUM(K ,JL8)
LB=L+NL*( I-1)
LBS=LB-L+1
C VECTJRS FROM DOWNWASH COMPUTATION POINT TO ENDS OF VORTEX SEGMENT
V I (L)EL (L )*S (KPHI)-ETASP.
OVI(L)=EL(LI*S(OKPHI)-ETASP
QLDS0037
QLDS0038
QLDS0039
QLDS0040
QLDS0041
OLDSCO42
OLDS0043
QLDS0044
QLDS0045
QLD0t046
0L0S0047
QLDS0048
QLDS0049
QLDS0050
QLDS0051
QLDSC052
QLDS0053
OLDS0054
OLDS0055
QLDS0056
QLDS0057
QLDS0058
QLDSC059
0D0060
QOLtS0061
0OS0062
Q1DS0063
QLDS0064
QLDS0065
QLDSC066
QLDS0067
QLD50068
OLDSC069
QLDS0070
QLDS0071
QLDS0072
VJ(L)=FL(L)*C(KPHI)-ETACP+EMU*PZAP
OVJ(L)=FL(L)*C(UKPHI)-ETACP+EMU*PLAn
IF (L.FO.ND) GC TO 24
C RIGI7U WAKE CASE
VK(L)= AMBDA*PZAP-4O*(EL(L)-FTA)
OVK(L)=AMBDA*PZAo-An*(EL(L)-ETA)
fl T 25
C DISTIRTED WAKE CASE
24 IF (OKP.GT.NDLM) GO TO 245
VI(L)=VI(L)+D(1,KPHI,KP)
JVI(L )=OVI(L)+D(1,OKPHIOKP)
VJ(L)=VJI(L)+D(2,KPHIKP)
OVJ(L)=OVJ(L)+D(2,OKPHIOKP)
VK(L)=TANMU*PZAP-AO*(EL(L)-ETA)+D(3,KPHI,KP)
OVK(L )=TANMU*PZAU-A0*(EL(L )-ETA )+D( 3 ,OKPHI ,OKP)
G0 TO 25
C EXTRAPOLATION OF OISTORTION
245 VI(L)=VI(L)+D(1,KPHINDLM)
OVI(L)=OVI(L)+D(1,OKPHI,NDLM)
VJ(L)=VJ(L)+0(2,KPHI,NDLM)
JVJ(L)=flVJ(L)+0(2,OKPHINDLM)
VK(L)=TAJNMU*PZAP-AO*(EL(L)-ETA)+0(3,KPHINDLM)+DELK
OVK(L)=TANMU*PZAO-AU*(EL(L)-ETA)+0(3,OKPHI,NDLM)+00ELK
25 IF (L.EO.1) GJ TO 45
IVLAC=IVLAS
F T=FS
RHIOC=RHO
IF (L.EQ.NL) GO T" 251
IF (IABC.CQ.5) GO TO 37
IF (IABC.FO.1) GO TO 45
C THIS IS AN INBOARD TRAILING VORTEX LINE
IVLAC=3
FT=-1.0
RHOC=RHOI
C VRTFX LINE CASES
251 IF (KP.EO.NDEL) GC TO 26
QLDS0073
QLDS0074
QLDSC075
QLDS0076
QLDS0077
OLDS00/8
QLDSC079
QLDS0080
QLDS0081
OLDS0082
QLDS0083
QLDS0084
QLDS0085
QLDS0086
QLDS0087
QLDS0088
QLDSCO89
QLDS0090
QLDSC091
QLDSC092
QLDSOO)3
QLDS0094
QLDSC 095
QLDS0096
QLDS0097
OLDSOU98
OLDSC099
QLDS0100
QLD50101
QLDS0102
QLDS0103
QLDS0104
OLDS0105
QLDS0106
QLDS0107
QLDS0108
0 0 a a *
C C)NSTANT STRENGTH TRAILING LINE
GA=FT*BV(KPHI)
XA=VI (L)
YA=VJ(L)
ZA=VK(L)
XB=OV I(L)
YB=OVJ(L)
ZB=0VK(L)
CALL QSVL
SUM(K,J,LB)=SUM(K,J,LB)+QK*GA
OMAT(K,JKPHI)=QMAT(K,J,KPHI)+QK*FT
QTAN(KJKPHI )=QTAN(K,J,KPHI )+QT*FT
C TEST FOR VORTEX BURSTING
IF (IZ.LF.3) GO TO 26
[F (K.GT.1) GO TO 26
IF (L.NE.4JL) GO TO 26
IF ([L.LE.7) GO TO 253
IF (KP.GE.KPB(KPHI)) GO TO 26
KPB(KPHI)=KP
K PBT=KP
SO TO 754
253 IF (KP+1.GE.KPB(KPHI)) GO TO 26
DKP=2 .0*(DVB-DLXY )+i.0
KPBT=KP+OKP
IF (KP8T.GE.KPB(KPHI)) GO TO 26
KPB(KPHI)=KPBT
254 PRI4T 255, IJ,K,KPKPHIILt
1 XAYAZA,XR,YB,ZfZCHRSGKFTACDLXY
255 FORMAT ('OIJK=',I1,I3,I2,' KPKPHI=',I2,13,' IZ=',12,
1 ' XY7AB=',3F6.3,FA.3,2F6.3,* LC=',F8.5,' HRS=', F8.2,
2 ' GK=',F5.3,' ETAC=IF5.2,' DLXY=iF5.2)
257 CONTINUE
IF (NRNG.LE.KPHI) Gfl TO 26
C PROPAGATF VORTEX BURSTING AHEAD OF BLADE UP T0 KPHI = NRNG
C BURSTING PROPAGATES FASTFR THAN BLADE BY ONE EXTRA DPHR STEP
C FOR EVERY NPRP DPHR STEPS OF BLADE MOTION
QLDS0109
QLDS0110
QLDSO111
QLDS0112
QLDSO 113
QLDSO 114
QLDS0115
QLDS0116
QLDS0117
QLDS0118
OLDS0119
QLDS0120
QLDS0121
QLDS0122
QLDS0123
QLS0124
QLDS0125
OLDS0126
QLDS0127
QLDS0128
QLDSO129
QLDS0130
QLDS0131
OLDS0132
QLDS0133
QLOS0134
OLDS0135
QLDS0136
QLDS0137
OLDS0138
OQLDSO0139
QLDS0140
QLDS0141
QLDS0142
QLOS0143
OLDS0144
N=1
NP=1
KPRP=KPIIT
IF (NP.LE.N1PRP) GO TD 259
N =0
KDrRP=KPRP- 1
258
259 IF (KPRP.LT.KPB(KPHI+N)) KPB(KPHI+N)=KPRP
N=N+1
NP=NP+1
IF (KPHI+N.LE.NRNG) GO TO 259
26 IF (L.LT.NL) GO TO 45
IF (IABC. T.3) 0 TO 35
265 IF (KP.LF.2) GO TO 29
C CONSTANT STRENGTH SHED LINE
27 LS=L-I
IF (IS.EQ.2) GO TO 45
RHOC=RHOS
0A=GS(KPHT)
X A=VI (L)
YA=VJ (L)
4=VK (L)
Y3=VJ( L)
Z =VK(LG)
IVLAC=3
CALL QSVL
IVLAC=IVLAS
28 SUM(K,J,LBS)=SUM(K,J,LBS)+QK*GA
QPAT(K,J,NKPIi)=QMAT (K,.J,NKPHI)+0K
QTAN(K,J,NKPHI)=QTAN(K,J,NJKPHI)+0T
QTAN(K,J,KPII)=QTAN(K,JKPHT)-QT
0 TD 45
29 IF (KP.EQ.2) GO TJ 32
IF (I.GT.1) GO TO 45
IF (IEPS.EO.?) GO TO 45
QLDS0145
QLDS0146
OLDS0147
QLDS0148
OLDSO 1.49
QLDS0150
0LDS0151
OLDSC152
OLDS0153
QLDS01 4
OLDS0155
OLDS0156
QLDS) L57
CLDSCI138
QLDSC15 9
QLDS0160
QLDSOlol
QLDS0162
OLDSG163
QLCS01I4
QLDSI 0 16)-
OLD S 0 166
QL DSC 167
QLDS0 169
Q L 0 S0 1 9
0 L ) Sc; 170
OLDSO 171
QLDJS0 172
OLf)S0 173
QOL1S 17 4
QLDS0175
QLDSk10176
QLDSG177
QLDS0170
QLDS0179
OLDS01.80
NEAR SHED SHEET WITH EPSILION
GA=GS (OKPHI)
LG=L-1
Z M=. 5*(OVK (L )+OVK (LG))
DELL=0.5*DPHR*(EL(L)+EL(LG))-GPS
XA=VI (L)-GPS*CfJ)
XB=VI (LG)-GPS*C(J)
YA=VJ(L )+GPS*S(J)
YB=VJ (LG)+GPS*S(J)
ZA=AMBDA*GPS-A0* (EL L)-ETA)
ZB=AMBDA*GPS-AO*(EL( LG)-ETA)
CALL QVS
SUM(K,J,LBS)=SUM(KJLBS.)+QK*GA
Q MAT(K ,J,KP I)=QMAT(K, J,KPHI)+QK
OMATafK,J,DKPHI)=QMAT(K,J,OKPHI)-QK
QTAN(K ,J ,K PH I )=QTAN( K, J,KPHI )+Q
2 TAN( KJ,OKPHI) =QTAN ( K,J, OKPHI) -QT
C
30
31
32
C
c
35
C
3C
35
35
TO 45
(IEPS.EQ.2) GO TO 27
(I.GT.1) GC TO 27
T0 45
SHEET CASES
- VS+VL TIP VORTEX, VL
- SAME AS ABOVE RUT VS
(FT.GF.0.9999) G1 TO 26
INBOARD TRAILING WAKE,
INBOARD TRAILING WAKE
QLDS0181
QLDS0182
QLDSO183
0LDS0 184
QLDS0185
QLDS0186
QLDS0187
QLDS0188
QLDSO189
Q LDS0190
QLDSO191
QLDS0192
Q1LD00193
0LS0194
QLDS0195
QSLDS0196
QLDS0197
QLD S0198
QLDS0199
QLDSO200
QLO0S020 I
QLDSO202
0D50203
QLDSO204
QLDS0206
QLDSO207
QLDSO208
QLDSO209
QLDS0210
QLDSO211
QLDS0212
QLDSO213
0LDS0214
QLDS0215
QLDSO216
VL SHED WAKE
TIP VORT-X SHEET
CA=(1.0-FT)*gV(KPHl)
[F (KP.F0.1) GO T- 36
CONT I NIJF
DELL=EL(3)-ELT(KPHi)
I A=VK (L)
i R=QV K (L)
Z M=O. 5*( ZA+ZR)-AO*OFLL
,ALL QVS
SUJM(K,J,LAi)=SUM(K,J,LB5)+0K*GA
I F
IF
IF
VO)RTEX
I AR'=4
IF
3
)
36
C
361
362
QL=GA*QK
DA=ABS(OL/UTS (KJ))
C TEST FOR PELTA ALPHA .GT. DELTA ALPHA MAX
IF (DA.LT.DAM) GO TO 367
C REDUCE INDUCED VELOC ITY TO MAKE DA = CAM
)K=QK*DAM/DA
QT=QT*DAM/DA
QL=GA*OK
366 OTO=GA*QT
PRINT 100, IJ,KKPKPHI,L,
1 XAYA,7A,XB,Y,7BZMDELLDAQTOQL
100 FORMAT ('0l=',I1,' J=',12, K=',TI,' K
1 * L=',I1,' XYZAB=',3F6.3,F8.3,2F6.3,'
2 ' DL=',F5.3,' DA=',F5.3,' QT=',F7.5,'
GO TO 368
Q TAN(K,J,KPHI)=QTAN(KJKPHI)+QT*(1.0-FT)
GO Tu 265
IF (I.GT.1) GC TO 353
NEAR TIP VORTEX SHEET
X1=EL(3)-ETA
X2=FLT(KPHI)-ETA
CBTA=EL(3)*DPHR
DX=XI-X?
CPTAS=CB3TA*C3TA
CX1=SQRT(CBTAS+X1*Xl
CX2=SQRT(CBTAS+X2*X2)
IF (RHVS.GT.O.0) GO TO 362
QK= ALG(AS(X2*(CX1-CBTA)/(X1*(CX2-CBTA)))
GO TO 364
IF (CBTAS.GE.RHVS) G5 TO 363
RC=SQRT(RHVS-CBTAS)
OK=(CBTA/(R*DX))*(ATAN(CX1/RC)-ATAN(CX2/RC))
GO TD 364
CR=SQRT(CBTAS-RHVS)
OK=(0.5*CBTA/(CR*0X))*ALOG((CX1-CR)*(CX?+CR)/
QT=0.0
P=',I2,' KPHI=',I2,
ZM=' , F6 .3,
QL=' ,F7.5)
OLDSO217
QLUSO218
OLDS0219
QLDS0220
QLDS0221
OLDS0222
QLDSO223
QLDS0224
QLDS0225
OLDS0226
QLDS0227
QLDSO228
QLDS0229
QLDSO230
QLDS0231
QLDS0232
QLDS0233
QLDS0234
QLDS0235
OLDSO236
QLDS0237
QLDSO238
OLDS0239
OLDSO240
QLDSO241
OLDS0242
OLDSC243
QLDS0244
QLDS0245
OLD S0246
QLDS0247
QLDS0248
OLDS0249
OLDS0250
QLDS0251
OLDSO252
)/DX
((CX 1+OR )*(CX2-CR)))
363
364
0 S 0
367 IF (ARS(OL).GT.QMO) GO TO 366
368 IF (L .EQ.NL) GO TO 355
GO TO 375
C INBOARD TRAILING VORTEX SHEET
37 IF (KP.FQ.NDEL) GO TO 45
372 GA=-BV(KPHI)
IF (KP.EO.1) GO TO 38
373 DELL=ELI(KPHI)-EL(1)
ZM=0.50*(VK(1)+OVK(I))
XA=ELI(KPHI)*S(KPHI)-ETASP
XB=ELI(KPHI)*S(nKPHI)-ETASP
YA=ELI(KPHI)*C(KPHI)-ETACP+EMU*PZAP
Y B=ELI(KPHI)*C(OKPHI )-ETACP+EMU*PZAO
ZA=AMBDA*PZAP-AO*(ELI(KPHI)-ETA)
7 8=AMBf)A*PZAO-AO*( ELI (KPH I )-ETA)
CALL QVS
375 SUM(KJLB)=StUM(KJ, LB)+QK*GA
OMAT(KJKPHI)=OMAT(K,J,KPHI)-QK
OTAJ(K,.J,KPHI)=OTAN(K,J,KPHI)-QT
GO TO 45
C NEAR INBOARD TRAILING VORTEX SHFET
38 IF (I.GT.1) GO TO 373
X 1=EL I (K PH [)-ETA
X2=EL (1)-ETA
CBTA= ELI (KPHI )*DPIR
GO TO 361
45 CONTINUE
C END L LOOP
460 CONTINUE
C END ZETA LOOP
470 CONTINUE
C END ETA -LOOP
480 CONTINUE
C END PSI LOOP
490 CONTINUE
C FD AGE LOOP
QLDS0253
QLDSO254
QLDSO255
QLDSO256
QLDSO257
QLDS0258
QLDS0259
QLDSO260
QLDSO261
OLDS0262
QLDSO263
QLDS0264
QLDSO265
OLDS0266
QLDSO267
QLDS0268
QLDS0269
QLDSO270
QLDSO271
QLDSO272
QLDS0273
QLDSO274
QLDSO275
OLDS0276
QLDSO277
QLDS0278
QLDS0279
QLDS0280
QLDSO281
OLDS0282
QLDSO283
QLDS0284
QLDS0285
QLDSO286
QLDSO287
QLDS0288
w ww  U U 
U
w a e
CONT IPNUF
IVLAC=IVLAS
RE TURN
END
OLDS0289
QLDSC290
OLDSC291
OLDSO292
500
ph plkAl l &.- I- - - - --
Cw 0
SUBROUTINE OSVL
C LDS-73
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY OF FINITE STRAIGHT VORTEX LINE
C INCLUDES PROVISION FOR M=O VERSION OF WRJ LIFTING SURFA
COMMON/SOVIS/I,J,K,KPKPHI,L,IZ,
1 XAYA,7AXBYBZB,ZM,VSM,DFLL.,GAQT,QK,RHVSDAMQMO
COMMON/BURST/IVLACIVCM9
1 DVB,FVB3FTA,DLXY,ZCRHC,RfG,ABOER,FTA, AP,HRS,GCK
COMMJN/SINC3/S(9fl),C(97),UTS(6,25)
R HOS=PH0C*RHQC
IZ=0
GK= 1.'
OF=1 .0
AlOTB=XA* XB+Y A*Y8+7 A* 1B
A C= XA* XA+YA *YA+ZA*7 A
BC=X B*XB+Yf*Y Q+Zb*lB
C LS=AC+BC-2.* ADOTB
AXR I=YA*ZR-YR*ZA
AX BJ=7 A*XB-Z3 *XA
AXBK=XA*YB-XB*YA
A XB S= AXB I** + AXBJ**2+ AXBK**2
HS=AXBS/CLS
IF (HS.LT.1.0E-20) GO TO 40
C TEST IF VORTEX 13URSTI4G TO RE CONSIDERED
5 IF (IVLAC.FQ.3) G" TO 31
IKP=I*KP
C TEST FOR NEAR WA KF CASE
IF (IKP.FQ.1) GO TO 31
DX=Xo -X A
)Y=YP-Y A
DEN=DY*S(J)-fX*C(J)+1.OE-10
fDETA=AXBK/DElN
FTAC=FTA+DETA
C TEST FOR VORTEX LINE SEGMENT OR ITS EXTENSI1N PASSIN UN
IF (ETAC.GT.1.01.rlR.ETAC.LT.O.10) GO TO 31
IF (A5(nY).L T.0.001 ) GO TO 25
SEGMENT
CE THFORY
DER BLAnE
QSVLC0001
QSVLOO02
QSVL0003
QSVLO0
QSVLOO0
OSVL0006
QSVLCC08
QSVL0009
QSVLCOIO
QSVLC01I
QSVLOO 12
QSVLOO13
QSVLOO14
QSVL0015
QSVLOO16
OSVL0017
QSVL0018
QSVLOO19
QSVLCO20
QSVLC021
QSVL0022
QSVLOO3
OSVL0024
QSVL0025
QSVL0026
QSVLO27
OSVLC028
QSVL0029
OSVLCO30
OSVLC031
QSVL0032
QSVLC033
QSVL0034
QSVL0035
GSVL0036
iw
DLXY=(YA-DETA*C(J))/DY
G) TD 26
2LXY= (XA-DETA*S(J))/DX
C TE ST FfhR NEAREST END OF VL SEGMENT BETWEFN ONE SEGMENT LENGTH BEHIND
C THF BLAF ANP ON- HALF SEGMENT LENGTH AHEAD OF TiE BLLADE
IF (DLXY.LT.-1.'01.OR.DLXY.GT.I.001) GO TO 31
I Z=IJ+7?
C , = DISTANCI OF VL S*-GMENT (OR IFS EXTENSICN) BELOW BLADE
SC=?A+A*T-DLXY*( 7-1A) + 1.0E- 7
76 CT=ABS(7C/FVR)
IF (ZCT.5T.RH0C) :GJ TO 27
C 3LADE PASSED WITHIN FV1 * Vl)RTFX C'DRE RADIUS OF VL
C THCREFUl VORTFX WILL B1iRST FVENTUALLY
IZ=IZ+4
IF (DLXY.LT.DVB)) GOF To 27
C ALL OF VORTEX LINE HAS PASSED UNDER BLADE - BURST VORTEX IMMEDIATELY
IZ=IZ+4
RHOS= RHflG*RHOG
RHJC=RHOG
C TEST IF WRJ LS TO BE CONSIDERED
27 IF (IVLAC.EQ.2) GO TO 31
ZCS=ZC*ZC
C TEST FOR VORTEX CORE INFLUNCE
IF (ZCS.GE.RHOS) GO TO 28
C MJDIFY ONLY ZC TO BE USED IN WRJ-LS
ZCS=RHOS
ZC=RHOC
C Wk J LIFTING SURFACF TIFORY FOR M=0
2 ii DXY S= DX +0Y *DY
DXY=SQRT(DXYS)
CD=DEN/DXY
SD=(DY*C(J)+0X*S(J))/DXY
H=ABS (2.P65*ZC/ABrIER)
R=-2 . 865*DET A/ ABOER
CA=-SD
SA=CD
OSVLC037
OSVLO038
QSVLO639
OSVLCO40
oSVL0041
QSVLC04?
0 SVLCu43
OSVLC644
QSVLO045
OSVLCO46
QSVLCU47
QSVL004P
QSVL0049
QSVLCO50
QSVL0O51
QSVLOO52
QSVL0053
QSVL0054
QSVL0055
QSVLOO56
QSVLC057
QSVLOO58
QSVLOO59
QSVL0060
QSVL0061
QSVL0062
QSVLOO63
QSVL C064
QSVLOC65
QSVLC066
QSVLC067
OSVL0068
QSVL0069
o SVLCO70
QSVLC071
QSVL0072
w&
Lii
0
V V V 5 9w v w
ANG=ATAN2(SACA)
IF (ANG.GT.O.0) Gf) TO 29
OF=-1.0
ANG=-ANG
SA=-SA
29 IF (ANG.GT.1.5708) GO TO 30
ANG=3.14159-ANG
R=-R
QF=-QF
CA=-CA
30 R=R*SA
STA=2.*SA*CA
SANG=.63662*ANG-.999q9
CiBZ=1.926/SQR T( 1.0+2.56*SA**2)
CAO=.434+1.?1*SANG**2 .75
CA T=. 0135-.0051* 5"
CAPZ= 1.555*SANG-. 1899*STA
CAPO=-.9*SA:IG+l .15*S TA
CZ=1.683+. 563*sANG;**?.44
CJ= 1.4t7+.547*SANG7**2.13
CT=.91+.108*SANG**2.25
CPZ=4.9*(1 .O+.15*SA)
CPO=4. 15-1.58*EXP(-7.C*SA)
RC=R+CA
CRZ=-SPAN(0,RCH+CZ,1.0,0.0)
C RO=CAO*SPAN( 1,RCH+C,1.0,q0.o)
CRT=-CAT*SPAN( 2,RCH+CT, 1.0,0.0)
CRPZ=CAPZ*SPANP(O, RC, H+CPZ, CBZ)
CRPU=CAPO*SPANP( 1,RCH+CPj,CrlZ)
CRC=CRZ+CRO+CRT+CRPZ+CRPO
GG=-ABOFR*0FTA*Cf/(3.14159*(ZCS+(DET A*CD)**2))
C OF - WRJ LS FACTOR WHICH MULTIPLIES INDUCF0 DOWNWASH QK
QF=QF*CR\C/GG
C START VORTEX CORE COMPUTATIONS
31 HRS=HS/RHOS
IF (IVCM.EQ.2) GO TO 32
QSVL0073
QSVLC074
QSVL0075
QSVL0076
OSVLCO77
QSVL0078
QSVL0079
QSVLO080
QSVLOO81
QSVL0082
QSVL008
QSVL0084
QSVL0085
QSVLOO86
QSVLOO87
QSVLC 088
QSVLOU89
QSVLC090
QSVLC091
QSVL0092
OSVL0093
0SVL0094
QSVL0095
QSVL0096
QSVL0097
QSVL 0098
QSVL0099
QSVL0100
QSVLO101
QSVLO102
QSVL0103
QSVLO104
QSVLO105
QSVLO106
QSVLO107
QSVLO108
. 0 a S
C FIXED WING V)R rFX CORE MODEL
GK=HS/(RHOS+HS)
3) TO 33
C RJTARY WING V1RTFX CURE MODEL
32 IF (HS.GT .RHiS) G! TO 325
GK=0.2*HS/(RHOS+HS)
71 TJ 33
325 IF (HiRS.GT.10000.) GO T- 33
GK=1.0-0.9/EXP(O.075*(SORT(HRS)-l.0))
33 AL=SQRT(AC)
9L=SQRT(BC)
Q=GK*(AL+BL)*(I.0-ADTOTB/(AL*RL))/AXBS
C INDUCFD DOWNWASH
QK=Q*AX K*QF
C TANGENTIAL COMPINENT iF INDUCED VELOCITY
QT=Q*(AXBJ*S(J)-AXBI*C(J))
SL=GA *nK
QM=ABS(GA*OT )+ABS(QL)
DA=ABS(QL/UTS(K,J))
C TEST FOR DELTA ALPHA .GT. DELTA ALPHA MAX
IF (DA.LT.DAM) GO TO 41
C REDUCE INOUCED VELOCITY TO MAKE DA = DAM
OK=QK*D)AM/DA
OT=QT*DAM/DA
OL=G A*OK
35 QTO=GA*OT
PRINT 100, IIZ,J,K,KPKPHI,LRHOC,
1 XA,YA,I,XB, BYB, BHRS,ZCDA,
2 GKQFCRCANG
FOIRMAT ('01='
1I2, * L=Ill'
2 * XYlAB=',3F6
3 ' GK=',F5.3,'
4 ' ETAC=',F6.2
5 ' QK=',F6.2,'
RE TURN
,ETAC, DLXY, GA
,11,' IZ=',21?
RHUC=',F8.6,
.3, F8 .3, 2F6. 3
QF=',F6.2,'
,' DLXY=',F6.
QT=',F7.5, I
,0,QK,0TO,QL
,f J=',I2,6 K=', II,
,' HRS=',F8.2,' ZC=
CRC=',F7.3,' ANG=',
2,' GA=',F8.5,' Q=I
QL=',F7.5)
' KP= ', 12, 1
9,FR.5, OA
F6 .3,
,F6.2,
QSVL0109
QSVL0110
OSVLO111
OSVLO112
QSVLO113
OSVLO114
OSVLO 115
OSVLO116
QSVL0117
QSVLO118
QSVLO 119
OSVLO120
OSVLO121
QSVLO122
QSVLO123
QSVLO124
OSVLC125
OSVLO126
QSVL0127
OSVLC128
QSVLO129
QSVLO130
QSVL0 131
OSVL0132
QSVLO133
OSVLG134
QSVLO135
QSVLO136
QSVLO137
QSVL0138
QSVLO139
QSVLO140
QSVLO141
QSVLO142
QSVLO143
OSVLO144
KPH I=',
=' ,FS.3/
100
Ask
40 QK=0.0
QT=0.0
RETURN
C TEST FOR QMO PRINTED OUTPUT
41 IF (ABS(QM).GT.QMO) GO TO
RETURN
END
QSVLO145
QSVLO146
QSVLO14T
QSVLO148
35 QSVLO149
QSVLO150
QSVLO151
F UNC T ION S PAN (N, R, H., I, D2)
C L)S-73
R2=R*
12=H*H
IF (N.%T.1) G0 TO 2
IF (N.EQ.1) GA T' 1
SPAN= (-R*D1+H*C2 )/(R2+H2)
R E TURN
S PAN= 2.0*( R*D1*( -R 2+3.0*H2) -H*D2* (3. O*R2+H2) )/(R2+H2)**3
RETURN
2 R4=k2*R?
RH2=R2*H2
H4=H2*H?
SPAN=24.0*(R*D1*(-k4+10.0*RH2-5.0*H4)-
1 H*D2*(-5.0*R4+10.0*RH2-H4))/(R2+i2)**5
RETURN
END
SPA IN C00 1
SPANCO0?
SPAN0003
SPAN0004
SPANCC05
SPAN0006
SPANO007
SPANC0O8
SPAN0009
SPANO010
SPAN OI1
SPANCO12
SPAN0013
SPAN0014
SPANC0 15
SPAN0016
SPAN0017
0 0 0 0
FUNCTION SPANP(N,R,H,B.)
C LOS-73
Rii-R*R+H*H+8*B
D=RI*R1+4.0*( R*H)**2
IF (N .E041) GO TO 1
S PANP=-,B*R I/f
RETURN
SPA4P=2.0*8*( 1.0-4.0*R*R*(-RI+4.0*H*H)/O
1 -R1*( (-2.O*R*R1+8.0*R*H*H)/D)**2
2 +R1*(-R1+2.O*R*R+44O*H*H)/O)/0
RETURN
EIND
SPNP0001
SPNP0002
SPNP0003
SPNPCO04
S PNP0005
SPNP0006
SPNP0007
SPNP0008
SPNP0009
SPNPCO10
SPNP0011
SPNPO012
9 ,
SUBtUTINE OVS
LDS-7 3
COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY OF RECTANGULAR, PLANAR VORTEX SHEET
CDMMIN/SDVLS/I,J,K,KP,KPHI,,I,[Z
1 XAYAZA,X3,YBZRZMVSMDELLGA,QT,QKRHVSDAM,QMO
CDMMON/SINCO/S(97),C(97),UTS(6,25)
COMM1N/SVS/ DX,DYOZ,DXYSCLSCL,CACB,71,RACZICX ,VYI,XKYK,
1 ZKCAN,XHIYHZHXl,7,7ZX2,X2S,X1S,CAS,CBS,SDA,SOBSTA,STB,
2 11,12
REAL 11,12 ,[OA,I03,ITA,1ITB
IZ=o
DX=Xb-XA
DY=YB-YA
DZ=zB-ZA
DXYS=0X*DX+DY*DY
CLS=DXYS+DZ*DZ
CL=SQRT(CLS)
CA=-( XA*nX+Y*DY-+7A*DZ)/CL
CB=CL-CA
ZI=(.5*(ZA+ZP)-ZM)/DFLL
4AD=SQR T(DXYS-Zl*ZI*CLS)
Z10=Z 1*07
X I= (DY*QAD-f)X*Z ID)/OXYS
YI=(-DX*RAD-DY*Z )I0)/DXYS
XK=( YI*DI-II*DY) /CL
YK= (ZI*DX-XI *07 )/CL
ZK=(XI*DY-Y*DX)/CL
CAN=CA/CL
XH=XA+DX*CAJ
YH=YA+DY*C AN
ZH=ZA+D7*CAN
X1=XI *XH+YI*YH+ZI*ZH
Z=XK*XH+YK*YH+ZK*ZH
ZZ=Z-*Z
X2=XI-DELL
X2S=X2*X?
QVS 0001
QVS 0002
QVS 0003
QVS C004
QVS 0005
OVS C006
QVS 0007
QVS 0308
QVS 0009
QVS 0010
QVS 0011
QVS 0012
QVS 0013
QVS 0014
QVS 0015
QVS 0016
QVS 0017
QVS 0018
QVS 0019
QVS C020
QVS 0021
QVS 0022
QVS 0023
OVS 0024
QVS 0025
QVS 0026
OVS 0027
QVS 0028
QVS 0029
QVS 0030
QVS 0031
QVS 0032
QVS 0033
QVS 0034
QVS C035
QVS 0036
0 0 0 
0
TDELL=(VSM*DELL)**2
C TESTS FOR TRYING TO COMPUTE 0 TOO CLOSE TO EDGE OF VORTEX SHEET
IF (X2S.LT.TDELL) GO TO 4
x is=X 1*XL
IF (X1S.LT.TDELL) GO TO 5
3 CAS=CA*CA
CBS=CB*CB
RHS=RHVS*RHVS
SOA=SQRT(XlS+ZZ+CAS)
SOB=SQRT(X iS+ZZ+CBS)
S TA=SQRT (X2S+ZZ+CfAS )
S TB= SORT ( X2 S+ ZZ+C3S)
ZRS=ZZ+RHS
ZR=SQRT ( ZRS)
CRAS=CAS-RHS
CRBS=CBS-RHS
IF (RHS.GT.CAS) GO TO 6
CRA=SQRT(CRAS )
IOA=(Z*CA/(ZR*CRA))*(ATAN(X2*CRA/(STA*ZR))-ATAN(X1*CRA/(SOA*ZR)))
ITA=( 0.5*CA/CRA)*ALOG( (SOA-C1RA)*(STA+CRA)/ ((SCA+CRA)*(STA-CRA)))
34 IF (RHS.GT.CCBS) GO TO 7'
CRB=SQRT(CRBS)
10=(Z*CB/ZR*CRB))*ATAN(ZR*CRB*(X2*S8-X1*STR)/
1 (SOB*STB*ZRS+X1*X2*CRBS))
ITB=(0.5*CB/CRB)*ALOG((SOB CRB)*(Stt3+CRA)/((SOB+CRB)*(STP-CRB)))
36 I 1=(1OA+IOB) /DFLL
I?=( I TA+ITO) /DELL
QI= 1*XI+1?*XK
QJ=I 1*YI+1?*YK
0K=11*71+I2*7K
QT=QJ*S(J)-QI*C(J)
QL=GA*QK
QM=ABkS(GiA*T)+ABS(OL)
DA=AB$S(QL/UTS(KvJ))
C TEST FOR CELTA ALPHA .Gt. DELTA ALPHA MAX
IF (DA.L T.DAM) GO TO 8
QVS
QVS
QVS
0VS
QVS
QVS
QVS
Qvs
QVS
Qvs
QVS
Q VS
oQS
0VS
ovs
OVS
QVS
QvS
QVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
Q VS
QVS
QVS
QVS
oVS
QVS
QVS
QVS
0037
0038
0039
0040
C041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
C058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
C071
0072
0 0
C REOUCE INDUCED VELOCITY TO MAKE DA = DAM
QK=QK*PAM/OA
0 T=QT*DAM/DA
QL=GA*0K
35 QTO=GA*QT
PRINIT 100, IJ,,KPKPHlL,
1 XAYAZA ,XBYA,7B ,IM,DELL ,DfA,TOQL,
2 RHVSCA,CBP,X1,X2,7,XIYIZIXKYKZK,IOA,IOS,ITA,ITB
100 FORMAT ('01=',I1,' J=',12,' K=',I1,' KP=',12,' KPHI=',12,
1 L=',Il,' XYZAB=',3F6.3,F8.3,2F6.3,' ZM=',F6.3,
2 ' DL=',F5.3,' oA=',F5.3,' QT=',F7.5,' QL=',F7.5/
3* RHVS=',FS.4,' CAB=',2F6.3,' X12=',?F6.3,' Z=,F6.3,
4 1 XYZlK=',3F6.3,FA.3,2F6.3,' 10ABuT=',2F6.3,F8.3,F6.3)
RETURN
C FXTEND EDGE OF VORTEX SHEET
C TD AVOID COMPUTING 0 WITIHIN VSM OF FRONT OR BACK EDGES
4 X2S=TDELL
1 Z=2
XO=X2
X2=SIGN(VSM*DELL,X2)
X 1=X2+DELL
X1 S=Xl*XL
S0 TO 3
5 XLS=TDELL
1 Z=1
Xu=XI
X 1=SIGN( VSM*DELL,Xl)
X2=X -nELL
X2S=X2*X?
30 T! 3
6 RCAS=-CRAS
RCA=SQRT(RCAS)
IOA=(0.5*CA*Z/ (ZR*RC A) )*ALOG( (ZR*SOA-X1*RCA )*(ZR*STA+X2*PC A)
1 ((ZR*SOA+X1*RCA)*(ZR*STA-X2*RCA)))
ITA=(CA/RCA)*(ATAN(SJA/PCA)-ATAN( STA/RCA)
GO TfO 34
QVS 0073
QVS 0074
QVS C075
OVS 0u76
QVS 0077
QVS C078
QVS 0079
QvS 0080
QVS 0081
QVS C082
QVS 0083
QVS 0084
QVS C085
QVS 0086
QVS 0087
QVS 0088
OVS 0089
QVS 0090
Qvs C091
QVS C092
QVS 0093
OVS 0094
OVS C095
QVS 0096
OVS 0097
oVS 0098
QVS C099
QVS 0100
OVS 0101
QVS 0102
QVS 0103
QVS 0104
OVS 0105
QVS 0106
QVS 0107
QVS 0108
0 0
7 RCBS=-CRRS QVS 0109
RCB=SQRT(RCBS) QVS 0110
OR= (0.5*CG*Z/(ZR*RCB) )*ALDG((ZR*SOB-X1*RCB)*(ZR*$TA+X2*RCB)/ QVS 0111
1 ((ZR*SOB+X1*RCB)*(ZR*STB-X2*RCB))) QVS 0112
ITR=(CB/RCB)*(ATAN(SO/RCB)-ATANSTB/RC8)) QVS 0113GO TO 36 QVS 0114
8 IF (ABS(QM).GT.QMO) GO TO 35 QVS 0115
RFTURN QVS 0116
END QVS 0117
U,
%3
SUBROUTINE LOADS
LDS-7 3
COMPUTE RfOT0P AIRLOADS (LB/IN) AS A FUNCTION OF RADIUS AND AZIMUTH
REAL LLN
DIMENSIUN TF(6,?5),AF(6,25),HF(6,25),AIRL(6,25),ALPHS(6,25),
I RF(6,25),C-TPR(6,25),CDP(6, 25) ,CDMP(6,25) ,DQP(6,25),0QI(6,25),
2 ALPRP(6,25),ALPSS(6,25),EMAP(6,25),EMDP(6,25),DZDR(6,25),
3 ELFP(6,25)
EQUIVALFNC F
(SUM(451.),R
(SUM( 901) ,C
(SUM(1351),
(SUM(1801),
(SUM(2251),
Cr1 MMDN/SINC
F
D
D
A
E
D
COMMUN/SGAM/
1 SUM(6,25,18)
(SUM(1),TF(1) ),( SUM( 151),AF(1) )
(1)), (SUM(601 ), CTPR( 1)), (SUM( 75
MP( )), ( SUM(1051),AIRL(1)), (SUM
OP( 1)),( SUM( 1501),DOI(1) ),( SUM(
LPRP( 1)) , (SUM(1951),,ALPSS( 1)),(
MDP(1)),(SUM(2401),ELFP(1))
/ S( 97) ,C( 97) ,UTS( 6, 25)
NETA,4PSI, NPS,NG, WF,EMU,A,B
,FTG( ) ,DETA(6) ANG(25 ), PSI(25 )
CU*MMJN/SAIAB/N\H,AM3 DA( 25,6)
,(SUM( 301) ,HF(1)),
I ),CDP (1)),
(1201 ),ALPHS(1) ),
1651),ZOR(1)) 
SUM(21C1),EMAP(1)),
DERDANG,
,ALPH(6,25)
,AMBO(6),CLAM(9,6),SLAM(9,6)
COMMUN/SLDS/ IRBt[RL,[ PLIPRFIUT,NI,
I CTOSM,TH1 ,VTEPS,LN,F,CON,ALPSCOSIGMA,ELO,UMFPS,
2 FMT,EMS,DENTH,AIMU,AZERO,AONE ,BONEATWCBTWOTHETAC,
3 ETA(6),TC(6),ELDS(6),TW(6),GMC(6,25)
NAMELIST/ROT OR/FPS,LN,ALPS,CO~N,F,EMTTCTW, ILIPRGIPH,IPUN
1/PFRF/IPRFTH1,TCTW
IF (IUT.EQ.0) Gfl TO 3
IF (IRL.EQ.?) GO TOf 2
C READ AIRLOAPS PARAMFTEPS
R.FAD (5,R)TJR)
SALP=ALPS
C WRITE AIRLOADS PARAMETERS
2 PRINT l00,EPS,LNTH1,CTLSM,VT,SALPCCN,F,(TC(I), I=1,NETA)
100 FORMAT (*1LO ADS INUJTS'/1HO,
1 ' EPS=',F6.4,' LN=',F6..3,' TH1=',F5.*3/'0CT=',F6.4,' SIGMA=',
2 F6.4, ' VT=',F5.l,' ALPS=',F3.0,' CON=',F8.3,' F=',F4.2/
3 'OT/C=',10F7.3)
C DEFINF CONSTANTS
L JA D CC Cl
LCAC0002
LOUADO003
L U AD C 04
L 0 AD 005
LCAC0006
LJADCU07
LOAD0008
LOACO009
LOADC010
LOADO011
LOAD0012
LCADO013
LOAD 0014
LOAOO15
LCAD0016
LUAD017
LOADO0 18
LOAD0019
LOADCO20
LOAD0021
LGA00022
LJAD0023
LOADC024
LOAOO0?5
LCAD0026
LOAD0027
LOA00028
LOAD0029
LOADCO030
LOAD0031
LGAD0032
L J A() 033
LOAD0034
LCA0035
LOADO036
9 0'
3 ALPS=.0174533*SALP
S MLR=O.5*SM
CONST=1 .0/FLOAT (NPS)
IGO=IL
IF ( IUT.EG.9) GO TO 84
CALL HSL(IGO)
IF (IL.EO.3) GO TO 84
C CJMPUTE ANGLE OF ATTACK (ALPHA) AND AIRLOADS DISTRIBUTIONS
C USE HARMONIC SOLUTION FLAPPING
DO 40 I=1,NETA
ELDS( I)=0.O
00 30 J=1,NPSI
CTP=2.*C(J)*C(J)-1.
STP=2.*St(J)*C ( J)
UT=UTS( I,J)
UP=AMBOA(J, I)+AlMUj+EM*C(J)*(AZERO-AONE*C(J)-BONE*S(J)-ATWO*CTP-
1 BTWU*STP)+FTA(I)*(AnNE*S(J)-BUNE*C(J)+2.*ATWO*StP-?.*BTWO*CTP)
ALPH( IfJ)=THFTAO+TW( I )-ATAN(UP/UT)
C RFVFRSE FLOW
IF (UT.LT.O.0) ALPH(IJ)=-ALPH(I,J)
ALP=ALPH( I,J)
IF (ALP.GT.n.7853982) ALP1.5707963-ALP
IF (ALP.LT.-0.7853982) ALP=-I.57074b3-ALP
C STALL
IF (ABS(ALP).GT.ALPS) ALP=S[GN(ALPSALP)
AIRL(I,J)=UT*UT*ALP
ALPHS( I ,J) =ALP
30 ELDS(I)=ELOS(I)+AIRL(IJ)
40 ELDS ( I)=ELOS ( I )-AIRL ( IJ)
C ADD (1.0-F) TIMES ZERnTH HARMONIC AIRLOADS
45 ONFP=(1.0-F)/NPS
00 46 =1, NE TA
0 LDS=CFNP*ELDS (I)
DO 46 J=l,NPSI
A IRL ( I,J )=F*AIRL( I,J )+DLDS
46 CONTINUF
LOAD0037
LOA00038
LOADC039
LOADC040
LOAO041
LOAD0042
LDAD0043
LOAD0044
LOAD0045
LOAD0046
LOAD0047
LOA00048
LOAD0049
LOAD0050
LOA00051
LOAD0052
LOADC053
LOAD0054
LOAD0055
LOADC056
LOAD0057
LOD0058
LOADC059
L 000060
LQAOOO61
LOAD0062
LOADC063
LOA00064
LOAD0065
LOAD0066
LOAD0067
LOAD0068
LOAD0069
LOADC070
LOAD0071
LCAD0072
. 0 . 4p 0 1
50 DNT I NUF
C START RAG, T)RQUE, AND H FORCE COMPUTATIONS
Q=0.
T=O.
H=0.
QP=0.0
01=0.0
C START E TA LOOP
DO 80 I=1,JETA
ETB=ETG( I)
DFELTI=TW( I)
DELEP=DETA(I)*CONST
ALO=ALPH( I,NPS)
C START PSI LOOP
DO 70 J=1,NPSI
ALP=ALPH( I,J)
C DELTA ALPHA/DELTA PSI
DALP=(ALP-ALO)/OANG
ALO=ALP
C CHORDW ISE FLOW VELOCITY
VCH=UTS(1,J)
C SPANWISE (RADIAL) FLOW VELOCITY
VSP=E-MU*C(J)
C RESULTANT FLOW VFLCCITY
VR=SQRT( VCH*VCH+VSP*VSP)
C S'EEP CORRECTION TO COO
CDO=0 .0087*VR/ABS(VCH)
C BLADE ELEMENT MACH NUMBER
EMA=APS(VCH*EMT)
EMB=EMA
IF (EMR.GT.O.60) hMQ=0.60
IF (EM.LT.9.2C) EMR=0.20
C ASSUME HUB PLANF = TPP
C COMPUTE PITCH ANGLE OF BLADE
THE=THETAO+DELTH+BO0NE*C(J
C CJRRECT LIFT CURVE SLIPE FO4
LUADC073
LOA00074
LOAD0075
LOADC076
L UAD0077
LOAD0078
LOAD0079
LOAD0080
LOAD0081
LOA00082
LOAD0083
LOAD0084
LCAD0085
LOAD0086
LOAD0087
LOAD0088
LOAD0089
LOADC090
LOAD0091
LOAC0092
LOADC093
LO0AD0 094
LOAD0095
LOAD0096
LOADC097
LOAC0098
LOAD0099
LOAD01C
LOAD0101
LOAD0102
L-OAD0103
LOAD0104
LOA00105
LOAD0106
LOAD0107
LOAD0108
ELEMENT RELATIVE TO HUP PLANE
)-AONE*S(J)
MACH NUMBER
DCLDA=A/GMC(!,J)
ALPP=ABS(ALP)
IF (ALPP.LT.1.5708) GO TO 54
ALPP=3.14159-ALPP
VCH=-VCH
ALP=-SIGN( ALPPALP)
C DYNAMIC STALL PARAMETER
54 DSP=SQRT(ABS(2.0*BOER*DALP/VCH))
C DELTA STALL ALPHA DUE TO PITCHING VELOCITY
GDS=1.076*ALOG(0.60/EMB)*DSP
IF (3DS.GT.ALPP) GDS=ALPP
C REFERENCF ALPHA
ALPR=ABS(ALP-SIGN(GDS,DALP))
C REQUIRE ALPR.GE.ALPP/2
ALMN=0.50*ALPP
IF (ALPR.LT.ALMN) ALPR=ALMN
IF (ALPR.GT.1.5708) ALPR=1.5708
C START LIFT COMPUTATION
C STATIC SUALL ALPHA
ALSS=0.26-0.0065/(0.65-EMB)
IF (VCH.LT.3.0) ALSS=0.130
IF (ALP.LT.O.0) ALSS=0.130
C STATIC STALL CL
C LSS=ALSS*DC LDA
C START DETERMINATION OF REFERENCE LIFT CURVE SLOPE
AR=DCLDA
IF (ALPR.LE.ALSS) GO TO 58
C FIND STATIC CL AT ALPR
IF (ALPR.G.0.280) GO TO 55
CLS=CLSS+(1.0-CL$S )*( ALPR-AL SS )/( 04 280-AL SS)
30 TO 57
55 IF (ALPR.GT.O.7954) GO TO 56
CLS=1.0
30 TU 57
J56 i.CLS=SIN( ALPR)
C REFFRENCE LIFT CURVE SLOPE - INCLUDING SWEEP EFFECT
LOAD0109
LOAD0110
LOAD0111
LOAD0112
LOAD0113
LOAD0114
LOAD0115
LOAD0116
LOAD0117
LOAO0118
LOAD01 19
LOAD0120
LOAD0121
LOAD0122
LOAD0123
LOAD0124
LCAD0125
LOAD0126
LOAD0127
LOAD0128
LOAD0129
LOAD0130
LOAD0131
LOAD0132
LOAD0133
LOAD0134
LOAD0135
LOAD0136
LOAD0137
LOAD0138
LOAD0139
LCJAD0140
LOA00141
LOAD0142
LOAD0143
LOAD0144
7 AR=AB S(CLS*VO/(ALPR*VCH))
IF (AR.GT.DCLDA) AR=CCLOA
C L IF T INCLUDING DYNAMIC EFFECTS
CLN=4LP*AR
E LF=VCH*VCI*CLN
C START DRAG COMPJTATIQN
C ACTUAL DRAG IS STATIC DRAG AT ALPHA PEFERENCE (ALPR)
IF (ALP.LT.D.0) ALSS=0.070
IF (ALPQ.G T. ALSS) GO TO 60
C UASTALLED DRAG
CD=CD-ALPR*(0.0216-0.40*ALPR)
30 TO 62
C STALLFO DRAG
60 COSS=CDO-ALSS*(0.0216-0.40*ALSS)
IF (ALPR.GE.0.260) GO TO 61
CD=CDSS+(O.?0-CDSS)*(ALPR-ALSS)/(0.260-ALSS)
G0 Ti 62
e 61 C0=0. 20+I.8* (AL P R-0 . 260 )
IF (CD.GT.2.0) C0=2.0
C DRAG DIVERGENCE MACH NUMBER
62 EMD=0.85-0.33*ABS(CLN)
IF (CD.GT.F.018) EMD=FMD-SORT(CD-0.018)
IF (EMP.LT.0.10) FMD=0.10
DEM=FMA-FMO
CDM=C0.0
IF (DEM.LE.0.0) ;;) TC 63
C DM=DFM*4DEM
IF (fEM.GT.'.15) CDM=0.02?5+0.40*(DFM-0.15)
C )=CDp,+CI)M
C A7IMUTHAL DRAG
63 DA=VCH*VCH*CO
C RADIAL DRAG
DR=0. 00 97*VSP*VR
C SIN AND COS OF ANIGLF EET WEEN LOCAL WIND AND TPP
STA=S IN( ALP-THF)
C TA=COS( ALP- THF)
LCADO0145
L.CA DC 0146
LOADO147
LCAD0148
Li JA D C 149
L FiA D0150
LUAO 151
L[ADOl 2
L0AD0153
LCAD0154
LCAD0155
LUADO 156
LOAD0157
LGAC0158
LOAD0 15(
LOAD0160
LOAC0161
L[ADC162
LOAD0163
L CAD0 164
L CADO 165
LOAD0 166
LO AD0 167
LCAD0168
LOADC0169
LADCC 170
L GA0 171
L0AD01 72
LOADC173
LOAO174
LOAD017(5
LOADCl 76
L dAD 0177
I OACC1768
LOADC1 79
LOAD0180
a a a e a B 0 a
C CJRRECTIJN FOR ANGLE BLADE ELEMENIT MAKES WITH TPP IN RADIAL
SZRL=ELF*S IN( OZOR( IJ))
C THiRUST RELATIVE TO TPP
TFOR=ELF*CTA+DA*STA
C AZIMUTHAL FORCE IN TPP
AFOR=DA*CTA-ELF*STA
C RADIAL FORCF IN TPP
RFOR=DR-SZRL
C HORIZONTAL FORCE IN TPP
HFOR=RFOR*C( J)+AFPR*S(J)
C PARISITE TOROUE INCREMENT
DOP(IJ)=DA*CTA*FTB*CELEP*SMLR*1.OE+6
C IN4DUCED TORQUE INCREMFNT
r)I( I,J)=-ELF*STA*ETB*DFLEP*SMLR*1.0F+6
C SUM UP ELEMENTAL FORCES AND TORQUE
T=T+TFOR*DELEP
H=H+HFOO?*DELEP
Q=Q+FTB*AFOR*DELEP
QP=QP+DOP( I, J)
Oi=Qi+0oi( iJ)
C STORF FOR LATER PRINT OUT
CDP(I,J)=CD
CDMP( I ,J)=CIM
TF( I,J )=TFOR*CON
AF(IJ)=AFOR*CON
,IF(I ,J)=HFOR*CCN
RF( I,J)=RFOR*CON
ELFP( IJ)=ELF*CON
ALPtiS (I,J)=57.29578*ALPH( I,j)
ALPRP(I ,J)=57.?9578*ALPR
ALPH( I,J)=57.?9578*CLN/A
ALPSS ( I,J)=57.29578*ALSS
CTPR( I ,J)=TFOR*DELEP*SMLR*I .3E+6
FMAP( I ,J)=EMA
EMDP( I,J)=EMO)
AIRL I,J )=DCLPA*CiAN*AIRL ( I,J)
DIRECTION LOAD0181
LOAD0182
LOAD0183
LOAD0184
LOAD0185
LOAD0186
LOAD0187
LOAD0188
LOAU0189
LOAD, 190
LOAD0191
LOAD0192
LOAD0193
LOA00194
LOAD0195
LOADC196
LOAD0197
LOAD0198
LOAD0199
LOAD0200
LOADO201
LCAD0202
LOAD0203
LOAD0204
LOADO205
LDADO206
LOAD0207
LUAD0208
LOADO209
LOAD0210
LOAD0211
LOAD0212
LOADO213
LOAD0214
LOAD0215
LOAD0216
C LNID PSI LOOP
70 C)NTINU F
C SUBTRACT OUT LAST INCREMFNT TO ALL SUMS - SINCE J=1 SAME AS J=NPSI
T=T-TFOR*DELEP
H=H-HFOR*DELFP
Q=Q-ETB*AFOR*DELtE P
OP=QP-PQP( I,J)
QI=QI-DQl(IJ)
C EAD FTA LOD
30 CDNTINUE
C VEHICLE L IFT/DRAG
ELD=EPU*T/Q
C NET PROPULSIVE FORCE
x=T*SQRT(1.0-COSI*CHSI)-H*COSI
C ROTOR LIFT/rRAG
ELDR=EMU*T/(0-EMU*X)
C CJMPUTE THRUST, HORIZONTAL FORCE, AND TORQUE COFF. (CTPCgCQ)
CTF=T*SMLR
CH=H* SMLR
CQ=O*SMLR
CQP=DP*1.CF-6
COI=QI*1.DE-6
C PROPULSIVE FORCE COEF.
CX=X*SMLR
C LIFT & PROPULSIVEz FURCE/(Q*D**2*S[GMA)
CLSTR=0.7854* T/EMS
:xsrf=0.7854*X/FMS
C PRINT AIRLOA\S OUTPUT
CALL PNTLDS (IPRG)
PR INT 140, CTFCHCX,COCQP,CQI,ELD,ELDR,
140 FORMAT ("OCT=',F '.6,' CH=',F8.6,' CX=',F8.6,
1 ' COP=',FP.6,' COI=',F8.6,' L/D=',F7.3,' L/
2 'OCLSTAR=',F8.6,' CXSTAR=',F8.6////)
IF ( IGO.NF.1 ) GO TO 90
94 CONTINUF
0=2
LOAD0217
LOAD0218
LOA00219
LOADC220
LJAD0221
LUACO222
LCA00223
LUAD0224
LOAD0225
LOAC0226
LOAD0227
LUAD0228
LOAD0229
LOAD0230
LOADC231
LOADO232
LOAD0233
LCAD0234
LOAD0235
LOADO236
LOAD0237
LGA00238
LUAD0239
LOAD0240
LCADO241
LOAD0242
LOAD0243
LOAC0244
LOAD0245
t OAD0246
LOA00247
LOADO248
LOAD0249
LOA00250
LOA00251
LOAD0252
CLSTRCXSTR
CQ=',F8.6,
DR=',F7.3/
0 0
FLAPPING
PLUS ALL
CALL
G3 TO
IF (I
IF (I
SOLUT IN
HARMONICS
BLADE
50
UT.EQ.2)
PUN.GT.O.
INCLUDING ALL FLAPPING HARMONICS
OF FIRST BLADE BENDING MODE
RE TURN
AND.IPIN.GT.NG) GO TO 92
C PUNCH ALPHA DISTRIBUTION FOR GAMMA COMPUTATIONS
DO 91 I=1,NETA
PUNCH 904,ETG(I)
904 FORMAT (F6.3)
PUNCH 902, (ALPH(I,J),J=1,NPSI)
902 FORMAT (5E14.7)
9? CONTINUE
C HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF AIRLOADS
IF (IPH.EO.1.OR.IPH.LE.NG) CALL HALDS
C CARTFSIAN AIRLOAOS PLOTS
IF (IPL.F.1.OR.IPL.LE.NG) CALL PLTL
IF (NG.LE.IPRF) RFTURN
REA.U (5,PERF)
RETURN
END
IN WG71
C
C
90
LOAD0253
LOADO254
LOAD0255
LOAD0256
LOAD0257
LOAD0258
LOAD0259
LOAD0260
LDADO261
LOAD0262
LADO263
LOAD0264
LOAD0265
LOAD0266
LOA00267
LOAD0268
LOAD0269
LOADO270
LOAD0271
LOAD0272
LOA00273
I
0 
-
SUBAnUT I NE HS L (I GQ) HSL 0001
C L OS-13 .SL C002
C HARMDNIC StIT Il\ OF FLAPPING EQUA IEMN IN NFP HSL 0003
REAL LLN HSL C004
C7MM9N/SGA M/NET ,,' PSI , NPSNG, WF, EMU, A, HOER, CANG, HSL COC 5
1 SUM(6,?5,18),ETU(6),0ETA(6) ,ANG(?5),PSI(25),ALPH(6,25) HSL 0006
COMMON/SAMB,/NH,AMDA(25,6),AMBr8O(6),CLAM(9,6),SLAM(9,6) HSL 0007
C1VMN/SLDS/IRP,tI\L,IPL,IPRF,IUT,NI, HSL 0008
1 CTO, SM, TH1, VT ,EPS, LN ,F ,CONgALPS, COSI ,GMA ,EL0, CMEPS , HSL 0009
2 E MT, E MS, ENT H, AIMU, A /ER, AONE, BONE, A TWO ,BTWO, THE TA , HSL 0010
3 ETA(6) ,TC(6) ,FLDS(6),TW(6),GMC(6,25 HSL C011
7 MS= E MU*F4(U HSL 0012
HEMU= .5*EMU HSL 0013
HE MS=. 5*FMS HSL 014
3MA= SOR T (1.0- ( . 75*EMT) 2 S 015
IF (GMA.LT.O.6) GMA=0.6 HSL 0016
CTSA=2 .O*CTO/ (SM*A ) SL 0017
A( WTP=A/(6.7i318*GMA) HSL 0013
C START HARMANIC FLAPPING SOLUTION HSL 0019
C DEFINE CONSTANTS HSL 0020
0E1=l.-FLD HSL 021
]F2=1.-EL0**? HSL 0022
F3=1 .- L* HSL 0023
~iE=1 -FL1~4HSL 0024'lE4=1.-ELO**4
IF 5= 1 .- FLU' 5 HSL 025
E INZ= .5*( 0E2-2.*EPS*CiE 1) HSL 0026
E IN1=.333333*(CE3-1.5*FPS*OF2 HSL 0027
F IN2=.5*(E 4-l.33333*EPS*OF4) 3) S 0028
EIN 3= . 2* 5- 1. 25*EPS*(4 HSL 0029
DFNF=EMS*E N HSL 0030
D IN=VE I N?-EPS*E IN1 HSL 031
)FNT= 3.*DENF+4.'DIN HSL 0032
D EN= E3+1 .5--MS HSL 0033
E NUM=F?* (1. -. 5EP S)- EPS*0E1 HSL 0034
D F = NB DEN\4F+ 4. *'-f I NS 0 3HSL 0 2
DCNT=CFN12 *VASEI l*F\UM/fENTHSL 0013
0 0 0 0
FEPSI=((1.-.5*EPS)*EIN1-.5*EPS*EINZ)
HALN=.5*AOTP*LN
FLN=F*AOTP*LN/6.
EFLN=2.*FLN* (EIN2-EPS*EINl)
FTWO=2.*EPS*EINZ-(1.+EPS)*EIN1
ALZ=0.
CLZ=0.
ZLZ=0.
ALC=0.
ALS=O.
CLS=0.
ZLS=0.
RLC=0.
BLS=O.
A2IN=O.
R21N=0.
C RADIAL INTECRALS
DU 20 I=1,NETA
ETA( I )=(E TG( I)-EPS)
E DETA=ETA( I)*CETA( 1)
3DE TA=ETG(I)*rDE'TA(1)
ALZ=ALZ+FnETA*AMB0( I)
CLZ=CLZ+GOFTA*AMBO ( I )
ZLZ=Z LZ+ETA( I )*GDETA*AMBt)( I)
ALC=ALC+EDETA*CLAM(?, I)
ALS=ALS+ETG( I )*EDETA*SLAM( 1,I)
CLS=CLS+DETA( I )*SLAM(1, I
ZLS=ZLS+EDETA*SLAM(1,1)
PLC=BLC+FDFTA*FrG( I )*CLAM( 1,)
BLS=BLS+EDETA*SLAM(2, I)
A21N=A2[N+FDETA*(HEMU*(SLAM(1,I)-SLAM(3,I))-ETG(I)*CLAM(2,I))
[ ?IN=B2IN+EDE rA*(HEMU*(CLAM( 1, 1 )-CLAM( 3,1) )+ETG(I )*SLAM(2, I))
2u CONTINUE
C COLLECTIVE PITCH
THAF=6. 0*EMU*ENUM/0ENT
THCT= 3.O*CTSA/DENTH
HSL 0037
HSL 0038
HSL 0039
HSL 0040
HSL 0041
HSL 0042
HSL 0043
HSL 0044
HSL 0045
HSL 0046
HSL C047
HSL 0048
HSL 0049
HSL C050
HSL C051
HSL 0052
HSL 0053
HSL 0054
HSL 0055
HSL 0056
HSL C057
HSL 0058
HSL 0059
HSL 0060
HSL 0061
HSL 0062
HSL 0063
HiSL 0064
HSL 0065
HSL 0066
HSL 0067
HSL 0068
HSL 0069
HSL 0070
H SL 0071
HSL 0072
0 0
THTW=TH1* (-0.75*(oE4+0E2*EMS)+12.O*EMS*ENM*E IN2/CENT)ENTH HSL CU11
THLZ= ( 3. 0*CL7- THAF*FMU*ALU) /DENTH HSL C074
TfLC=THAF*HEMU*ALC/DFNTH HSL 0 U7-
THLS=(1.5*FMU*CLS-THAF*ALS)/DENTH HSA 0076
THETA)=THC T+ TH TW+THLZ+THLC+THLS HSL C077
C NJ FEATHER ING PLANE FLAPPING HARMDNICS HSL 0078
AOAF=4.0/DENT HSL C079
AOTF=8. *EMU*E IN/DENT hSL 0U80
A BTW= 9*EMLU*E I12*TH 1/DEN T+A( TF* THTW HSL 00,91
AOCT=AOTF*TUHCr HSL 0082
AOLZ=AOTF* THLZ-A(VF*FMU*ALZ HSL 0083
AOL C= AOTF*THLC+AJAF *HFMIJ*ALC HSL 0034
AOLS= AOTF* THLS -Af]AF * ALS HSI 0085
ADNE=A(OTW+ AOC T+AOL7+ACLC+AOLS HSL 0086
AZTF=HALN*(FIN2+HMS*FIZ) HSL 0087
AZAF=HALNJ*FFPS I*FMU. H StL 0088
AZTW=HALN* (F I N3+HEMS*EINI1 )*TH1+AZTF*THTW-AZAF*AOTW HSL 08)
AZCT= A7Tr*THCT-A7AF*AOCT ISL 0090
AZLZ=AZTF*THLZ-AZAF*AOL7-HAL*A*ZLI HS[ 0091
AZLC=AZTF* fHLC-AZAF*AOLC HSL 0092
AZLS=AZTF*THLS-\ZAF*ACLS-HALN*HEMAU*ZLS HSL Cu93
A7FRO=ATW+A7CT+ALLZ+ AZLC+AILS 1 0094
BZ F=4 .0*EMIJ*E IN I DEN B H 0095
0H)R F=4 .( /DENF3 lSt C096
31 w= BO7F*AZTW HSL 00 Q7
BCT= IMOIF*AICT fSt 0098
BOL=BR07F*A L7 HSL C099
B OLC -j= RB FF*B L C HSL 0100
B9LS '= BO Z F *AZ7L S HSL 0101
SOLCT=0F*ALC102
IL1LST=2fl F *F-E MU*BLS
[- NEE= FlnTW+BJC T+BOL 7+fOLCD+ 63LS(j+BOLC T+POLST HSL 0104
AI MU=EMU*AONF HSL 0105
IF (I190.0.0) GO TO 40 HSL 0106
A2C=A2 IN-HEm S*TH 1*F IN HSL 0107
62 C=-HEMS*Ai ERC'- I N1 *FFPS I * MI*B)NE-/P2 IN HSL 0108
ATWO= FLN*(-H4EMS*THETA*EINZ+FEPSI*AIMU+A2C+EFLN*B2C)/(1.+EFLN**2) HSL 0109
BTWO=FLN*B2C-EFLN*ATWO HSL 0110
C RECOMPUTE USING 2ND HARMONIC FLAPPING HSL 0111
THBT=3.0*EMS*BTWO*f-0.25*OEI+ENUM*FTWO/DENT)/DENTH HSL 0112
THETAO=THETAO+THBT HSL 0113
AOBT=AOTF*THBT+2.0*EMU*FTWO*BTWO/DENT HSL 0114
AONE=AONE+ AOBT HSL 0115
AZBT=AZTF*THB3T-AZAF*AOBT+0. 5*HALN*HEMS*EINZ*BTWC HSL 0116
AZERO=AZERO+AZBT HSL 011T
BOBT=BOZF*AZBT HSL 0118
BOAT=-2.0*EMU*FTWO*ATWO/DFNB HSL 0119
RONE= BONE+B3BT+BAT HSL 0120
A1MU=EMU*A0NE HSL 0121
2C=-HFMS*AlFRO*EINZ+FEPSI*EMU*BONE-821N HSL 0122
ATWO=FLN*(-HEMS*METAO*EINZ+FEPSI*A1MU+A2C+EFLN*B2C)/(1.+EFLN**2) HSL 0123
B TWO= FLN*FB?C-EFLN*ATWO HSL 0124
C END HARMONIC FLAPPING COMPUTATION HSL 0125
30 CDNTINUE HSL 0126
PRINT 101, AZERO,AONF, BONE,ATWOBTWOTHETAO HSL 0127
101 FORMAT (1H0/'0HARMONICS OF FLAPPING'/'OAZERO= ,F8.5/'0AONE=', HSL 0128
1 F8.5,' BONE=',F8.5/'0ATWO=',F8.5,' BTWO=',F8.5/'0THETA=',F8.5) HSL 0129
PRINT 102, THETAOTHCTTHTWTHLZTHLCTHLSTHBT, HSL 0130
1 AZERO,AZCTAZIW, AZLZAZLCAZLSAZBT, HSL 0131
2 ADNE,AOCT,AITW,AOLZ,ACLCAOLSAOBT, HSL 0132
3 BD)NE,BOCT,bJTW,ROLZiBOLCT,BnLS0,BOBT,80ATBOLCOBOLST HSL 0133
102 FORMAT (//'3 FJNCTION = F(CT) + F(THl) + F(L-0) + F(L- HSL 0134
12C) + F(L-1S) + F(32) + F(A2) + F(L-IC) + F(L-2S)'/ HSL 0135
2 'OTHETAO =,pF8.5,' =',5(F8.5,2X),F8.5/ HSL 0136
3 '0AZERO =',F8.,' =',5(F8.5,2X),F8.5/ HSL 0137
4 'OAONE =',F8.5,' =',5(F8.5,2X),F8.5/ HSL 0138
5 'OBONE =I,F8.5,' =',8(F8.5,2X),F8.5) HSL 0139
PRINT 103, ALIZ,CLZ,1LZ,BLCCLS,ZLS,ALSALC,BLS HSL 0140
103 FORMAT (//'TLAMBDA INTEGRALS - ETA= (ETG-EPS)/(1.0-EPS)'/ HSL 0141
1 '0ETA*L-0=',F9.6,' ETG*L-0=',F9.6,' ETA*ETG*L-0=',F9.6, HSL 0142
2 ' ETA*ETG*L-1C=ItFq.6/ HSL 0143
3 'OL-IS=',F9.6,' ETA*L-1S=',F9.6,' ETA*ETG*L-IS=',F9.6, HSL 0144
4 ' ETA*L-2C=',F9.6,' FTA*L-?S=',F9.6)
RETURN
40 ATWO=0.0
RTW'=0.
GO TD 30'
E ND
HSL 0145
HSL 0146
HSL C147
HSL 0148
HSL 0149
HSL 0150
0 0 0 0 0 0 *0 0 0
SUBROUTINE BLADE
LDS-73
COMPUTE BLADE MOTICN DYNAMICS INCLUDING FLAPPING AND 1ST
REAL KLLNM1,M2,M4,M5,M6,M7
DIMENSION ALP(6,49),01(150),QD1(150),02(150),QD2(150
1 G(6),GP(6),TH(6),NQ(20),QC(9),0SI(9),0C2(9),QS2(9),
2 QA1(9),QP1(9),QA2(9),0P2(9),.
3 A IRL (6, 25),ALPHS(6, 25),0ZDR (6,25)
EQUIVALENCE (SUM(1), ALP(1)), (SUM (300 ),0Q1(1)), (SUM(45
I ( SUM( 601) ,02 f( ) ) , (SUM(751 ) , 002 (t) ), (SUM (1051 ), A IRL (1
2 (SUM(1201),ALPHS(1)),(SUM(1651),DZDR(1))
COMMON/S INCO/S(97 ) ,C(97),UTS (6, 25)
COMMDN/SGAM/NE TA , NPSIO,NPSO, NG, WF, EMU, A, BOER, CANGO
1 SUM(6,25,18),ETP(6),0E TA(6),ANG(25),PSI(25),ALPH(6,2
COMMON/S AMB/NH, AM60A(25,6 ), AMBO( 6),CLAM( 9, 6), SL AM ( 9,
COMPUN/SLDS/IRB, IRL, PL,1PRFIUT,NI,
1 CTO,SMTH1,VTEPS,LN,F,CON,ALPS,COSIGMA,ELOOMEPS,
2 EMTEMSfENTH,A1MUgAZERO,AOE,BONE,ATWO,BTWO,THETAC,
3 E TA(6 ) ,TC (6) , ELOS (6) ,TW (6 ), GMC (6, 25 )
NAMELIST/BEND/1,M2,P4,M5,M6,M7,K,NQIM,NQCM,NfI.M,EQ,
IF ( IRB.LT.2) READ (5,BEND)
OMEPS=1 .-EPS
THE TA=THFTA)
NJPS I=NPSIO
DANG= DAN GO
WFO=1.0-WF
SMAr=.5*SM*A
CTSA=( 1.0-F)*GMA*CT/SMA T
DTHD=DENTH*SMAT/ (3.f*GMA)
E MK1=Ml+K
EMK2=M2-3. *K
EMK4 =M4+M7+9 .*K
NPH=1
NQC=0
NT I=0
0lO 10 I=19,NETA
MODE BENDING
) ),
9
5)
6)
ECT, IPRQ
), I
BLDE0001
BLDE0002
BLDE0003
BLDE0004
BLDE0005
BLDE0006
BLDE0007
BLDE0008
BLDE0009
BLDE 0010
BLDE0011
BLDE0012
BLDE0013
BLE00 14
BLDE0015
BLDE0016
BLDE0017
BLDE0018
BLDECO19
BLDEC020
BLOE0021
BLDE0022
BLDE0023
BLDE0024
BLDEO025
BLDE0026
BLDEC027
BLDE0028
BLDEC029
BLDEC030
BLDE0031
BLDE0032
BLDEC033
BLDE0034
BLDE0035
BLDE0036
F TA( I)=('TP( I )-FPS)/DMEPS
C FLAPW ISE BENrING MODE SHAPE
G( I )=EFT A (I) *(4 .*FTA ( 1)-3.
C RADIAL DERIVATIVF OF G
GP( I)=P.*FTA( 1)-3.
C TWISTEO eLAnE DITCF DISTR[IBJTION
10 TH(I)=THETAD+TI(N )
11 NQ0I=0
DPS=DANG*DAN
OPST=?./DPS
SDP=6.*DANG,
SDPE=ll./SDP
D 15 J=1,NPSI
STP=2.*C(J )*S(J)
C USE HARMDNIC SOLUTION FLAPPING FOR INITIAL ESTIMATE OF 01
01(J)=AZERO-ADNE*C(J)-ATWC*CTP-BCNE*S(J)-BTWO*STP
02( J)=0.
QD1(J)= ADNE*S(J)-8O\JE*C(J)+2.*(ATWD*STP-BTWO*CTP)
15 QD2(J)=0.
20 J1=NPSI-1
J2= NPS 1-2
J3=NPSI-3
IF (NPSI. T. 49) G TO 209
C STORE PRE VIDUS SrLUTIDJS
JB=NPS1+1
IF (NQI.EO.0) JP=1
204 JE=Jr+NP S[I-l
DO 205 J=JqJE
JS=J+NPSI
" 1 ( J S ) =0 I( J)
02(JS)=02(J)
01 (JS)=01(
0D2( JS)=00J2(
IF (JB.EO.1)
JB=1
I)
I)
GD
3 L fD E C 37
BLCE00'_ 3q
BL)ECC3 -
BL DEC )4C
BLDEOJ41
BLDEC042
BLDEC0343
BLDE0044
BLOE0045
BLDEC046
BLDEC047
BLDE0048
BLDEC049
BLDEC050
6LDE0051
BLDE0052
BLDEC053
BLDE0054
BLDE0 J55
BLDE0056
BLDE0057
ELDE0058
BLDECC59
BLDEC060
BLD)E0061
BLDEC062
FLDECO63
ELDEO64
BLDE0065
BLDEC066
BLDE0067
BLDE0068
BLDEC069
BLDEC070
BLDE0071
BLDEC072
TO 206
205
a B 0 0
GO TO 204.
206 IF (NQI.LT.5) GO TO 209
C AVERAGE LAST TWO SOLUTIONS
DO 208 J=1,NPSI
JS=J+NPSI
JO=JS+NPSI
01(J)=WF*01(JS)+WFO*Q1(JO)
02(J)=WF*Q2(JS)+WFO*02(JO)
OD1(J)=WF*QD1(JS)+WF0*QD1(JO)
208 002(J)=WF*QD2(JS)+WFO*QD2(JO)
C SET 0 AND 360 EQUAL
209 Q1(1)=Q1(NPSI)
02(1)=02(NPSI)
QD1( I )=OD1 (NPSI)
0D2( 1,)=QD2(4P S[)
C START PSI LOOP
DO 30 J=1,NPSI
E MC=E MU*C ( J)
C INITIALIZE CONSTANTS
Cl=0.
C2=0.
C3=0.
C4=0.
C5=0.
C6=0.
C8=0.
C9=0.
C10=0.
C DEFINIE INTERPOLATION PARAMETERS
JL=1+(J-1)/NPH
JU=JL+1
IF (JU.GT.NPSIO) JU=2
DAMB=FLOAT(J-1-NPH*(JL-1) )/FLOAT(NPH)
C START ETA LOOP
DO 28 I=1NETA
C INTFRPOLATE GLAUERT MACH NO. CORRECTION
BLDEC073
BLDE0074
BLDE0075
BLDEC076
BLDE0077
BLDE0078
BLDE0079
BLDE0080
BLDE0081
BLDE0082
BLDE0083
BLDE0084
BLDE0085
BLDE0086
BLDE0087
BLDE0088
BLDE0089
BLDEC090
BLDE0091
BLDECO92
BLDEC093
BLDE0094
BLDE0095
BLDECO96
BLDE0097
BLDE0098
BLDEC099
BLDE0100
BLDEO0101
BLDE0102
BLDE0103
BLDE0104
BLDE0105
BLDE0106
BLDE0107
BLDE0108
.,M=GMPIC( I ,JL)+DAMR*(GMC( I,JU)-GMC( 1,JL))
,tEPS=r M*Dm EPS**2
C INTFRPOLATE LAMdIDA (DOiWNWASH) AAD CONVERT FROM LAMBDA-TPP
C TO LAMBDA-NFP BY ACOING AIMU
AMB=AMBDA( JLI)+D)AMB*(AMBDA(.JUI)-AMBDA (JL,1))+AlMU
C IN4TFlPDLATF UT
UT=UTS(IJL)+0AMB~*(JTS (I,JU)-UTS (1,JL))
TH T=UT*TH( I)
UP=AM3+(Q1(J)+Q2(J)*GP(I))*EMC+ETA(I)*QD1(J)+G( I)*QD2(J)
C ANGLE OF ATTACK
ALP(IJ)=TH(I)-ATAN(UP/UT)
C REVERSE FLOW
IF (UT.LE.D.D) ALP(IJ)=-ALP(IJ)
C STALL TEST
IF (ABS(ALP(I,J)).GT.ALPS) ri TO 22
21 UT=ABS(UT)*D)ETA(I)*F/GMEPS
UTDE=UTD*ETA (I)
UTDG=UTD*I( )
EMCGP=EMC*GP( I)
C1=C-(AMf3-THT )*UTCE+CTSA*DETA( I )*ETA( I )/OMEPS**2
C2=C2+UTDE*E TA(I)
C3=C3+UTDE* (I)
C4=C4+lJT0E*EMC
C5=C5 +EMCGP*JUCE
C6=C6-(AMB-TfHT)*UTDG+CTSA*DETA(I)*G(I)/CMEPS**2
C8=CP+UJTOG*G( I)
C9=C9+UTDG*ENC
C 10=C 10+FMCSP*LTDG
GD TJ 28
C STALLED CASt
22 UT AD=SIGN(F* ALPS*PET A (I)*UT**2/GMEPS, ALP , J) )
S1=CI+UTAD*E TA(I)+CTSA*D)ETA(I)*ETA(I)/GMEPS**2
C6=C6+UTAD*G (I )+CTSA*DETA( I) *G( I )/MEPS**2
C END ETA LOOP
28
BLDE0109
BLDE0110
BLDE0111
BLDE0112
BLDE0 13
BLDEO 14
BLDE0115
BLDE0 116
BLDE01 17
BLDE0118
BLDE0119
BLDE0120
BLDE0121
BLDE0122
BLDE0123
BLOE0124
BLDE0125
BLDE0126
BLCE0127
BLDE0128
BLDE0129
BLDE0130
BLDE0131
BLDE0132
BLDE0133
BLCE0134
BLDE0135
BLDEC136
BLDE0 137
BLDE0138
BLDE0 139
BLDE0140
BLDE0141
BLDE0142
BLOE0143
FLDE0144
ClN ri NUE
AI=DPST +( SDPE*C2+EMK l+C4) /M5
' o0--
81= (S DPf*C3+EMK2+C5 )/M5
A2=(SDPF*C3+EK2+C9)/M6
B2=DP ST+ ( SDPE*C8+EMK4+C10) /M6
000= 18.*Q1(J1)-9 .*Q1(J2 )+2.*1(J 3)
QDT=18.*02(JI)-9.*Q2(J2)+2.*02(J3)
Y l=( 5.*Q1( JL)-4.*Q1( J2)+Q1 ( J3) )/OPS+ (Cl+(C2*QDO+C3*QDT )/SDP )/M5
Y2=(5.*02(Jl)-4.*Q2(J2)+02(J3) )/DPS+(C6+(C3*QDO+C8*QDT)/ SDP) /M6
DEN=A1*B2-Bl *A2
C FLAPPING AMPLITUDE
Q1(J )=(Y1*B2-B1*Y2)/DEN
C BENDING AMPLITUDE
Q2( J)=(A*Y2-Y1*A2)/DEN
C DERIVATIVES WITH RESPFCT T TIME (AZIMUTH)
001 (J )=( 11 .*01 (J )-QDO )/SDP
0D2(J)=(11.*Q2(J)-QDT)/SDP
J 3= J 2
J 2=J 1
Ji=J
C E4D PSI LOOP
30 CONTINUE
IQT=1
NOI=NOI+1
C C)NVERGENCF TFSTS
IF (ABS(01(1)-Q1(NPSI)).G'T.EQ) GO TO 32
IF (ABS(02(l)-Q2(NPSI)).GT.EQ) GO TO 32
IF (A8S(0Dl(1)-001(NPSI)).GT.EQ) GO TO
IF (ABS(QD2(1)-0D2(NPSI)).LE.EQ) GO TO
32 IF (NQI.GT.NQIM) GO TO 34
IF (01(J).GT.1.0) GO TO 34
C COMPUTE HARMONJIZS OF FLAPPING
CALL HARO (NH,NPS1,0ANG,01,QZ1,QC1,0S1)
A1MU=-EMU*Z01(1)
GO TJ 20
C EITHER 1.0 NOT CONVERGE IN NQIM ITERATIONS
C TRY HALVING AZIMUTH INTERVAL SIZE
C IF MDkE THAN NQCM HALVINGS NEEDF) - GIVE UP
32
40
)R BLEW
BLDE0145
BLDEC146
BLDE0147
BLDE0148
BLDE0149
BLDE0 150
BLDE0151
BLDE0152
BLDE0153
BLDE0154
BLDE0155
BLDE0156
BLDE0157
BLDE0158
BLDE0159
BLDE0160
BLDE0161
BLDE0162
BLDE0163
BLDE0164
BLDE0165
BLDE0166
BLDE0167
BLDE0168
BLDE0169
BLDEC170
BLOE0171
BLDEC172
BLDEC173
BLOE0174
ELDE0175
BLDEC176
BLDE0177
BLDE0178
BLDE0 179
BLDEO180
(~1J
34 PR INT 341, NPHNQl,T, THE TA,C T,CTD
341 FURMAT ('1NPH=',Il,' NQI=',13,' NTI=',12,
1 ' CfT=',F9.6,' CrD=',F8.6/
2 'OBLADF MJTION FROM N, N-1, AND N-2 ITFRA
3 '0 J' ,3(' Cl ),3(' Q2 '),3(
4 3(' o2 ))
DD 343 J=1,\PSI
J S=J+NPS I
Jf==JS+NPSI
343 PR INT 344, J,Q1( J) ,Ql( JS) ,01(JO) ,2
1 Ql (J) ,001 (S),01( J),D(Jo ) J002( ),D2(JS ),002
344 FORMAT (IX,I2,12(I1X,F9.6))
IF (IOT.EQ.2) GD TD 47
NQC=NQC+l
IF (NOC.GT.NQCM) 30 TO 40
\JPSI=2*( NPSI-1)+1-
DANG=DANG/2.
N PH=2 *NPH
CD=CoS ( F)ANG)
SD=S IN ( fDA'JG)
DD 35 J=2,INPSI
JG=J-1
C(J)=CD*C(J)-SD*S(JG)
35 S (J )=CD*S(JG)+SD*C(JG)
Al MU=EMU*AONE
Dn 36 1=1,NETA
36 TH( I )=THETA3+TW( I)
GO TO 11
C CJNVFRGED BLADE MOTION SCLUTICN
C CJMPUTE HARMONICS OF FLAPPING
40 CALL HARD (NH,NPSI,DANG,1,QZl,QC1,QS)
A1MU=-EMU*QC1(1)
CT= ( 1.-F ) *LT
NIPS=NPS [-1
SMATS=F*SMAT/FLDAT (NPS)
C CDMPUTE .T (THRUST COFFFICIFNT)
' THETA=',F7.5,
TIONS' /
QD1 I),
(J) , 02 (JS) ,Q2(JO),
(JO)
BLDE0181
BLDE0182
BLDEC183
BLDE0184
BLDE0185
BLDEC186
PLDE0 187
BLDE0188
BLDE0189
BLDE0190
BLDE0191
BLDEC192
BLDE0193
BLCE0194
BLDEC 195
BLDEC196
BLOE0197
BLDE 0198
BLDEC199
BLDE0200
BLDE020 1
BLDE0202
BL DE 0203
BLDE0204
BLDEC205
BLDE02C6
BLDE0207
BLDE0208
BLDE 02C9
BLDE0210
BLDE0211
BLDE0212
BL DE0213
BLDE0214
BLDE0215
BLDEC216
DO 45 J=1,NPS
JL=1+(J-1)/NPH
JU=JL+l
IF (JU.GT.NPSIO) JU=2
DAMB=FLOAT(J-1-NPH*(JL-1))/FLOAT(NPH)
DO 44 I=lNETA
GM=GMC( I,JL)+DAMB*(GMC(1, JU)-GMC(IJL))
UT=UTS(I,JL)+DAMB*(UTS(I,JU)-UTS(IJL))
ALC=ALP(I,J)
IF (ABS(ALC).GT.ALPS) ALC=SIGN(ALPS,ALC)
44 CT=CT+SMATS*UJT*UT*ALC*DETA( I)/GM
4S CONTINUE
C TEST FOR CT CONVERGENCE
IF (ABS(CT-ZTO).LE.ECT) GO TO 48
C ADJUST COLLECTIVE PITCH TO GET CORRECT CT
NTI=NTI+1
N0W(NTI)=NQI
10T=2
IF (NTI.GT.NTIM) GO TO 34
r TH=( CTO-CT) /DTHD
THETA=THETA+DTH
DO 46 I=1,NETA
46 TH(I)=TH(I )+DTH
NQI=O
GO TO 20
C IF MORE THAN NTIM PITCH ADJUSTMENTS NEEDED
47 CONTINUE
C CT CONVERGENCE
48 CONTINUE
C CJMPUTE HARMONICS OF FLAPWISE BENDING
CALL HARR (4HNPSI,DANGQ2,0Z2,QC2,QS2)
PRINT 100, THETA, Ml,M5,K,
I E,0M2,M6,NQI,
2 ECT,M4,M7,NTI
100 FORMAT (,'lBLADE BENDI4G SOLUTION'/
1 ' OTHE TA=' vF7.4,' MI=' ,F7.4,' M5=' ,F7.
BLDE0217
BLDE0218
BLDE 0219
BLDE0220
BLDE0221
BLDE0 222
BLDE0223
BLDE0224
BLDE 0225
BLDE0226
BLDE0227
BLDE0228
BLDE0229
BLDE0230
BLDE0231
BLDE0232
BLDE0233
BLDE0234
BLDE0235
BLDE0236
BLDE0237
BLDE0238
BLDE0239
BLDE0240
BLDE0241
BLDE 0242
BLDE0243
B LDE0244
BLDE0245
BLDE0246
BLDE0247
BLDE0248
BLDE0249
BLDE0250
BLDE0251
BLDE0252
GIVE UP
4,' K=%FT.4/
2 'OEQ=',F7.6,' M?=',F7.4,' M6=',F7.4,' NQI=',I13/
3 '0ECT=',F7.6,' M4=',F7.4,' M7=',F7.4,' NTI=',13)
C COMPUTE MAGNITUDE AND PHASE OF RLADE MOTION HARMONICS
VDf 491 NJ=1,JH
0AI(N )=SORT(OC1(N)**2+OSI(N) **2)
QA2(N)=SQoRT(QC2(N)**2+QS2(N)**2)
OPI('4)=57.29578*ATAN?( QC (N) ,QSI(N))
481 OP2(\f)=57.2957P*ATANJ2(QC2(N),QS2(N))
PRINT 4P2
482 F)RMAT ('OHARMONICS OF BLADE MOTION'/
1 'C', 14XK, '1' ,19X, '02 ',21X, '01', 17X, 'Q2' /
? 'ONH ',2(6X,'COS',7X,'SIN '),2X,2(* AMPLITUDE PHASE'))
PRINT 483, QZ1I,QZ2,OZQZ2
483 FORMAT ('0 0 ',F11.5,10X,FL1.5,12X,F11.5,8X,Fl1.5)
C0 4F4 N=1,H
484 PRINT 485, N, QC1(N),QSI(N),QC?(N),QS2(N),QA1(N),0P1(N),
1 QA2(N),QP2(')
FORMAT (1X,12,1X,2
AZERO=0Z1
40Nc=-QC1( 1)
pONE=-QS1( 1)
ATWJ=-QCl (2)
STWJ=-OSl (2)
Do 50 tM=1,NPSID
J=1+N-PH*(M-)
C (M)=C( J)
S(M )=S( J)
01(M)=01(J)
02(M)=Q?(J)
,0D)1( M)=001 ( J)
002(M)=002(J
DC 49 I=1,NETA
ALPH( I,M)=ALP(I,J)
CDNT INU F
PRINT 101
FORMAT ('OPSI',5X,
(F11.5, F10.5), ?X, 2(F 11.5,F8. 1))
BLDE0253
BLDE0254
BLDE0255
BLDE0256
BLDE0257
BLDE0258
BLDEC259
BLDE0260
BLDE0261
BLDE0262
BLDE0263
BLDE0264
BLDE0265
BLDE0266
BLDE0267
BLDE0268
BLDE0269
BLDE0270
BLDE0271
BLDE0272
BLDE0273
BLDE0274
BLDE0275
BLDE0276
BLDE0277
BLDE0278
6LDE0279
BLDE0280
BLDE0281
BLDE0282
BLDE0283
BLDE0284
BLDE0285
BLDE0286
BLDE0287
BLDE0288Il' ,9X ,* 001' ,8X, ' Q2 ' ,9X, 'Q02 ', 8X, 'COS',8X
oo
0
485
49
50
101
1 'SIN')
DO 55 1=1,NETA
ELDS(I)=0.O
DO 54 J=1,NPSIO
UT=UTS(I,J)
ALC=ALPH(I,J)
IF (ABS(ALC).GT.ALPS) ALC=SIGN(ALPS,
AIRL( I,.1 )=UT*UT*ALC
ALPHS(IJ)=ALC
54 ELDS(I)=ELDS(I)+AIRL(IJ)
55 ELDS(I)=ELDS(I)-AIRL(IJ)
OFNP= (1 .- F)/ (NPS 10-1)
DO 56 1=1,NETA
DLDS=OF4P*ELDS( )
DO 56 J=1,NPSIO
AIRL(I,J)=F*AIRL(I,J)+DLDS
C DELTA Z/DELTA R RELATIVE TO TPP
DZDR( I,J)=01(J)+GP(I)*02(J)+AONE*C(J
56 CONTINUF
DO 57 J=1,NPSIO
57 PRINT 102, ANG(J),Q1(J),QD1(J)
1C2 FORMAT (1H ,F4.0,6FI1.7)
PRINT 103, (NQ(I),lNTI)
103 FORMAT ('ONQI=',20I5)
IF (IPRQ.GT.0.AND.IPRQ.GT.NG) RETURN
C OUTPUT COMPONENTS CF LOADS
DO 60 I=),NFTA
OCD=FLOAT( I)/2.0-[/2
IF (ODD.GT.0.1) PRINT 105
PRINT 106,FTP(I)
DO 60 J=1,NPSIO
UT=UTS(iJ)
QO=01(J)*EMU*C(J)
QT=Q2(J)*GP( I)*EMU*C (J)
QD0=ETA( I) *001 (J)
ODT=G(I)*OD?(J)
ALC)
)+BONE*S(J)
BLDE0289
BLDE0290
BLDE0291
BLDE0292
BLDE0293
BLDE0294
BLDE0295
BLDE0296
BLDE0297
BLDE0298
BLDE0299
BLDE0300
BLDE0301
BLDE0302
BLDE0303
BLDE0304
BLDE0305
BLOE0306
BLDE0307
BLDE0308
BLDE0309
BLDE0310
BLDE0311
BLDE0312
BLDE0313
BLDE0314
BLDE0315
BLDE0316
BLDE0317
BLDE0318
BLDE0319
BLDE0320
BLDE0321
BLDE0322
BLDE0323
BLDE0324
,Q2(J),QD2(J),C(J),S(J)
UP= AYMDA( J, I) +AlMU+QO+QT+QDO+ODT
UPT= U P/IT
PRINT 107, ANG(J),AIRL(T,J),ALPH( I,J),TH(I),UPT,UTUP,
1 AMB)^(J, I),AlMU,QzJ,QT,QOrc,0DT,D7D)R(I,J)
C UNT I NUE
FORMAT (*1C)MPCNENTS OF LOADS')
F ORMA T ('FETA=',9F 5. 3/
1 ' PSI LoADS ALPHA THETA UP/UT UT UP
26;A MU*A1 01 Q2 0D1 00? DZDR')
FORMAT ( IXF4.0,13F9.5)
R E URN
F N
BLDE0325
BLDE0326
BLDEC327
BLDE0328
BLDE0329
BLDEC330
BLDE0331
LAM BLDE0332
BLDE0333
BLDEC 334
BLDE0335
BLDE0336
60
105
106
107
SUBROUTINE 4ARO(NHNPSIDANG,T,AZ,A,8)
C LDS-73
C HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF 1-0 VARIABLE T(PSI) FOR PSi = 0 - 360
REAL T(97),A(9),B8(9)
Q=DANG/9.424778
NPS=NPSI-I
DO 10 N=1,NH
DPSIN=DANG*FLOAT(N)
CD=COS (OPS IN )
SO=SI N( DPSIN)
C=CD
S =S f)
A(N)=T(1)+T(NPSI)+4.0*CD*T(?)
B (N)=4. 0*SD* T ( 2)
DO 8 Jr3,NPS,2
C A=CD*C-SD*S
SA=CD*S+ SD*
C=CD*CA-SO*SA
S=CO*SA+SD*CA
A(N)=A(N)+2.O*CA*T(J)+4.0*C*T(J+1)
13 B(N)=B(N)+2.0*SA*T(J)+4.0*S*T(J+1)
A(N)=Q*A(N)
10 R(N)=Q*B(N)
AZ=T( 1)+T(NPSI)+4.0*T(2)
DO 12 J=3,NPS,2
12 AZ=AZ+?.0*T(J)+4.0*T(J+i)
AZ=0.5*0*AZ
RETURN
END
HAR00001
HAR00002
HARC0003
HAR00004
HAR00005
HAR00006
HAR00007
HAR 00008
HARCO09
HAR00010
HARO0011
HAR00012
HARO0013
HARO0014
HAR00015
HAR00016
HAROC017
HAR000 18
HAR00019
HAROC020
HAR00021
HAR00022
HARO0023
HAROC024
HAR00025
HAROC026
HAROC027
HAR00028
HAR00029
SUHROUTINE IAR T
C LOS-73
C HARMJNIC ANALYSIS OF AMB(PSI,ETA) FOR PSI=0-360
COJMMflN/SGAM/NF, IPSI, NPSNG, WFEMtJ,A,80ERvOANG,
1 SlJM(6,25,18) ,ETG(6),DETA(6),ANG(25),PSI(25),ALPHA(6,25)
COlMMON/SAB/NH,AM0(25,6), AMBJ(6),CLAM(9,6),SLAM(9,6)
Q=DANG/1.424778
NPS=NPSI-1
D 10 N=1,NH
OPS IN=DANG*FLOA T (N)
CD=CO)S(09S[I)
SD=cSN(DPS IN)S D = S I N ( 0 P S I N)
C=CD
S=S)
D) 4 K=1,NE
CLAM(N,K)=AM! (1,K)+AMB(NPSIK)+4.0*CD*AMB(2,K)
4 SLAM(N,K )=4.0*SD*AM3( 2,K)K
DC 8 J=3,NPS,2
CA=CD*C-SDl*S
SA=CD*S+SD*,C
C=CD*CA-Sf)*SA
S=CD* SA+SD* !C A
DO 8 K=1,NE
CLAM(N,K )=CLAM(N, K )+?.0*CA*AMB(J,K)+4.0**AMt3J+l,K)
SLAM(NK)=SLAMUN,K)+?.0*SA*AMB(J,K)+4.0*S*AMB (J+1,K)
3 CDN TI NUE
DO 10 K=1,PNE
CLAM( N,K)=Q*CLAM(NK)
10 SLAM( N,K)=0*SLAM(NK)
DO 14 K=1,NE
AMBO( K)=AMB (1 ,K)+AMB (NPSI,,K)+4.0*AMB(2,K)
D01 12 J=3,NPS,2
12 AM130(K )=AMB(K )+2.0*AMB( J,K)+4.0*AMB(J+1,K)
14 AM3(K)=0.5*0*AMB0(K )
RE TURIN
FN D
HAR T000 1
H ART C 0 C 2
HAR[0003
HiART0004
HAR TC003
H AR T0006
HART0007
HAR TC008
i AR T CC 09
H AR T0010
HARTC 0 11
HARTOt12
HAR T0013
HART0014
HAR T0015
HAR T0016
HART0017
HAR T0018
HARTOGI
HARTO020
HARTC021
HART0022
HART0023
H ART0024
IAR T025
HAR T 'u26
HARTO027
HAR TO28
HARTC029
HART0030
HAR T0031
H AR T 032
HART0033
HART 0034
HARTC035
HART0036
9 S 9 0
SUBROUTINE HALDS
C LDS-73
C HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF AIRLOADS
DIMENSION ELAMP(9,6),ELPH(9,6),AIRL(6,25)
EQUIVALENCE (SUM(1051),AIRL(1))
COMMON/SGAM/NETANPSI, NPSNG, WFEMU,A,80ERCANG,
1 SUM(6,25,18),ETG(6),ETA(6),ANG(25),PSI(25),ALPH(6,25)
COMMON/SAMB/NH,AMBDA(25,6),AMBO(6),CLAM(9,6),SLAM(9,6)
COMMON/PLT/IPLXDELELMN(6),XLDS(6,25)
IETA=O
IOUT=IPLX
C COMPUTED AIRLOADS
PRINT 950
950 FORMAT ('1C3MPUTED AIRLOADS')
DO 95 I=1,NETA
DO 95 J=1,NPSI
AMBDA(J,I)=AIRL(I,J)
95 CONTINUE
955 CALL HART
C MAGNITUDE AND PHASE OF AIRLOADS - F(TH)=AMP*SIN(TH+PH
00 96 K=14NETA
IF (K*EO.IETA) GO TO 96
DO 96 N=1,NH
ELAMP (NK )=SQRT (SLAM(N,K )**2+CLAM(NK)**2)
ELPH(N,K )=57 .29i78 *ATAN2(CLAM (N, K), SLAM (N,K) )
96 CONTINUE
C PRINT HARMONICS OF AIRLOADS
PRINT 960, (ETG(K),K=1,NETA)
960 FORMAT (1OHARMONICS OF AIRLOADS'/'0ETA',9XF5.3,5
1 'ONH ', 6( 5X, 'COS', 7X ,' SIN' , 3X) /)
PRINT 961, (AMBO(K ) , K=1, NE TA)
961 FORMAT (' 0 0,6(F1I.5,10X))
DO 962 N=lNH
962 PRIHT 963, At(CLAM(NK),SLAM(NK),K=1,NETA)
963 FORMAT (IX,I?,1X,6(F11.5,F10.5))
PRINT 964
H AL00001
HALDG002
HALDC003
HALD0004
HALD0005
HALD0006
HALD0007
HALD0008
HALD0009
HAL DC010
HALD0011
HALD0012
HALD0013
HALDO014
HALD0015
HALD0016
HALD0017
HALD0018
HALD0019
HALDO20
HALD0021
HALD0022
HAL00023
HALD024
HALDOO25
HALD0026
HALD0027
HALD0028
HALD0029
HALD0030
HALD0031
HALD-0032
HALOC 033
HAL00034
HALD0035
HALDC036
)
(16X,F5.3)/
964 FORMAT ( 'ONH ',6( iX, 'AMPLITUDE PHASF ')/)
PRINT 961, (AMB0(K),K=l,NETA
DO -65 N=1, NH
%65 PRI4T 966, A,(FLAMP(NK),ELP
966 FOIRMAT (IX I,pl, 1,6(F11.5,FR.1,2X))
IF (RuU.NE.2 RETURN
I0 LT=0
C EKPERIMENTAL AIRLDADS
PRINT 967
967 FORMAT ('0EXPERIMENTAL AIRLOADS')
DO 968 [=1,NETA
IF (XLDS(I,1).EQ.0.0) IETA=I
DO 968 J=l,NPSI
968 AMBCA(JI)=XLDS(I,J)
IF (IETA.EQ.0) GO TO 955
DO 969 N=1,NH
ELAMP(N, IETA)=O.0
969 ELPH(N, ETA)=0.0
S0 TO 955
END
H( N,K) ,K=1,NETA)
)
HALD0037
HALD0038
HALDC039
HALOO40
HALD0041
HALD0042
HAL00043
HALD0044
HALD0045
HAL00046
HAL0047
HALDC048
HALDCG49
HALC0050
HALDC051
IIALDC052
HAL00053.
HALD005 4
HALDC055
HALD0056
S 9 9 0 9 9 0 1
SUBROUTINE PNTLDS (IPRG)
S-73
INT AIRLOADS, ETC. (UP TO 8 ETA)
DIMENSION TF(6,25),AF46, 25),HF(6,25)
1 RF(6,?5) ,CTPR(6,25),COP(6,25 ),CDMP(6
2 ALPRP ( 6,25), ALP SS( 6,25) ,EMAP(6,25), E
3 ELFP(6,25)
,AIRL(6,25),ALPHS(6, 25),
,?5),DQP(6, 25),DQI(6,25),
MDP(6,25) ,DZDR(6,25),
EQUIVALENCE (SUM(1 h T F (1 ) ), (SUM( 151 ),AF ( 1 ) ), (SUM( 301), HF (1) ),
1 (SUM(451),RF(1)),(SUM(6 01),CTPR(l)),(SUM(751),CDP(l)),
2 (SUM(901),CDMP(l)),(SUM(1051),AIRL(1)),(SUM(1201),ALPHS(l)),
3 (SUM( 1351) ,DQP(1 ) ), (SUM(1501 ),DQI(1 ) ), (SUM( 1651),DZDR( 1) ),
4 (SUM(180)1) ,ALPRP(l)) ,(SUM(1951),ALPSS(1)), (SUM(2101), FMAP(1)),
5 (SUM( 2251NEMDP(.1) ), (SUM( 2401),ELFP( 1) )
COMMN/SGAM/NETA,NPSI, NPS,NG, WF, EMUABOERDANG,
1 SUM(6,25,18) ,ETG(6),DETA(6), ANG(25), PSI (25),ALPH(6,25)
PRINT 106, (ETG(K),K=1,NETA)
DO 105 J1l,NPSI
105 PRINT 107, ANG( J) , (ELFP(K,J),ALPHS(K, J),K=1,NETA)
106 FORMAT ('IAIRLOADS(LB/IN)/ALPHA(DEGREFS)'/
1 '0ETA=,v8(7XF5.3,4X)/' PSI')
107 FORMAT (lxF4.0,8(1X,F7.2,'/',F7.2))
IF (IPRG.GT.0.AND.IPRG.GT.NG) GO TO 126
PRINT 109, (ETG(-K),K=1,NETA)
Do 108 J=1,N#SI
108 PRINT 110, ANG(J) ,(ALPSS(K,J),ALPRP(KJ)hKZlNFTA)
109 FORMAT ('0STATIC STALL ALPHA(DEGREES)/REFERENCE ALPHA (DEGREES
I '0ETA=',8(7XF5.3,4X)/l PSI')
110 FORMA T (1X ,F4.0,8(IX ,F7.3 91 / 1,F7.3))
PRINT 112, (ETG(K)K=1,NETA)
DO II1 J=1,NPSI
111 PRINT 107, ANG(J),(TF(KJ),AF(K,J),K=1,NETA)
112 FORMAT ('1ThRUST(LB/IN)/AZIMUTHAL FORCE(LB/IN)'/
1 'OETA=,8(7X,F5.3,4X )/1 PSI )
PRINT 115, (ET G(K),K=l,NETA)
r.) 114 J=1,NPSI
114 PRINT 110, ANG(J),(RF(KJ),,HF(KJ),K=1,NETA)
PNT L0001
PNTLOO02
PNTLOO03
PNTLOO04
PNTLG005
PNTL0006
PNT L0007
PNTLOO08
PNTLCO09
PNTLOO10
PNTL0011
PNTL0012
PNTLOO13
PNTLOO14
PNTLOO15
PNT10016
PNTL0017
PNTLOO18
PNTLOO-19
PNTLOO20
PNTL0021
PNTL0022
PNTL0023
PNTL0024
PNTLC025
PNTL0026
PNTL0027
PNTL0028
PNTL0029
PNT L0030
PNTLC031
PNTL0032
PNTL0033
PNTL0034
PNTL0035
PNTL0036
) I/
F1i 2RMAT ('ORADIAL FORCE(L6/IN)/HORIZUNTAL FORCE(LB/IN)'/
1 'OETA=',8(7XF5.3,4X)/' PSI')
PRINT 117, (ETG(K),K=1,NETA)
DO 116 J=lNPSI
116 PRINT 113, ANG(J),(CDP(KJ),CDMP(KJ),K=1,NETA)
117 FDRMAT ('lCD/CDM'/
1 'OETA=',P(8X,FS.3,3X)/' PSI')
113 FORMAT (lX,F4.0,8(3X,F6.4,'/' ,F6.4))
PRINT 119, (ETG(K),K=1,NETA)
DO 11F J=1,NPSI
118 PRINT 113, ANG(J),(EMAP(K,J),EMDP(K,J),K=1,NETA)
119 FORMAT ('0BLADE ELEMENT MACH NUMBER/DRAG DIVERGENCE MACH NUMBER/
1 '0ETA=',8(8XF5.3,3X)/' PSI')
PRINT 121, (ETG(K),K=1,NETA)
DO 120 J=1,NPSI
120 PRINT 107, ANO(J),(ELFP(KJ),AIRL(KJ),K=1,NETA)
121 FORMAT ('lDYNAMIC STALL AIRLOADS(LB/IN)/OLD AIRLOADS(LB/IN)'/
1 '0ETA=',8(7XF5.3,4X)/* PSI')
PRINT 123, (ETG(K),K=1,NETA)
00 122 J=1,NPSI
122 PRINT 107, ANG(J),(ALPH(KJ),ALPHS(K ,J),K=1,NETA)
123 FORMAT ('0CL/A(DESRFES)/ACTUAL ALPHA(DEGREES)'/
1 'OETA=',P(7XF5.3,4X/' PSI')
PRINT 1?5, (ETG(K
DO 124 J=1,NPSI
PRINT 107, ANG(J)
FORMAT (*1ALPHA(DEGRFES
1 'OETA=',8(7XF5.3,4X)/l
CONTINUF
PRINT 128, (ETG(K
DO 127 J=l,NPST
PRINT 1I1, AN(J)
FORMAT ('OPARASIT[ TURQ
I DELTA CQ'/
2 ' OFT=',P( 7X,F5.3,4X)/'
RE T U RN
),K=1,NETA)
,(ALPHS(KJ),CTPR(K,J),K=1,NETA)
)/(DELTA CT)*1.OE+6'/
PSI')
),K=1,NETA)
,(DOP(KJ),DQI(KJ),K=1,NETA)
UE/I4DUCED TORQUE - MULTIPLY BY 1.OE-6 FOR
PSI' )
PNTL0037
PNTL0038
PNTL0039
PNTLC040
PNTL0041
PNTL0042
PNTL0043
PNTL0044
PNTL0045
PNTL0046
PNTL0047
PNTL0048
PNTL0049
PNTLOC50
PNTLC051
PNTLOO52
PNTL0053
PNTLC054
PNTLOO55
PNTL0056
PNTLC057
PNTL0058
PNTLOU59
PNTLC060
PNTLC361
PNTLOO62
PNTL0063
PNTLC064
PNTL0065
PNTLOO66
P1NTLCO67
PNTL006P
PNTL0069
PNTLC07C
PNTL0071
PNTLOG 72
124
125
126
127
123
0'
cri00
ELO011Nd GN3
SUibRUTINF PLTL
L)S-73
CARTFSIAN AIRLOADS PLOTS
PR INTFR VERSION
REQUIRES NPSI.LT.26
DIMENSION AIRL(6,25),ELAF(I3)
FOUIVALFNCE (SUM(1051),AIRL(1
COvM'N/S(AM/NF, PSI, NiPS,NG
1 SUM(6,25,18) ,EI17(6),OETA(6),U
CfOMMIFN/SOLS/IABC, IF PS, IS ,KA
1 FTDRHOKDPHRTANMUAMBDA,
2 ZETA(6) ,KPB(25),ELT(25),ELI (2
0MMIN/SL1DS/IRB,1RLIPL,IPPF,
,ELPLT(128)
, WFEMU,A,BER,DANG,
(25 ), PS I( 25)9 ALPHA( 6, 2)
D,NRNL,NDNPHINPCPNPRPNRNG,
5),FTU(25)
IUT ,NI,
1 CTOSM, TP1,VTEPS,LN,F,CON,ALPS,COSI ,GMAELO,OMEPS,
2 EMT,EMS,DOENTH,A1MU,AIERO,ADLNE,BONE,ATWOBTWO, THETAO,
3 FTE(6), TC(6),ELDS(6),TW(6),GMC(6,25)
COMMN/PLT/IPLX,t)EL,ELMN(6), XLOS(6,25)
DATA BLNKSTARXPNT/* ','*','X'/
C TEST FOR NPSI 1-0 PIG
IF (NPSI.LT.26) GVO TO 10
PRINT 100,NPSI
100 FORMAT ('LCALLEO PRINTER PLOT FOR NPSI=',13)
10 IX=1
C DEL = AIRLOADS INTERVAL SIZE ON PLOT
C ELMN = STARTING, AIRLOAOS VALUE OF PLOT
TDEL= 10. 0/FDL
C START ETA LOOP
DO 30 K=1,NE
C DEFINE LAFL FOR AIRLOADS AXIS
ELA'( 1)=FLM\(K)
00 12 T=2,13
12 ELAb'(I)=FLAl(I-1)+DEL
TK=FLJAT(K)/?.C-K/2
IF (TK.LT.0.10) G3 TJ 13
C PRINT PL T LAPEL
PLTL10001
PLTLCCO2
PLTLCO03
PLTL0004
PLTL005
PLTLCO06
PLTL0007
PLTL0008
PLTLCO09
PLTLCIC
PLTL0011
PLTLOO12
PLTL0013
PLTLOO14
PLTLO015
PLTLC016
PLTL0017
PLTL10018
PLTLC0l 9
PLTLC020
PLTL0021
PLTL0022
PLTLOO23
PLTLOu24
PLTL0025
PLTLC026
PLTL0027
PLTL0028
PLTLC629
PLTLCC C
PLTL0031
PLTL0032
PLTLC033
PLTL0034
PLTL0035
PLTLC036
PRINT 101, FTG(K),NBEMUAMBDANDTANMUCTO,SMNG,IABC
101 FORMAT ('1ETA=',F5.3,' AIRLOADS(LB/IN) VS PSI(DEGREES)',
1 1 - THEORY = *, EXPERIMENT = X'/
2 1H ,I1, RLIADES MU=',F5.3,' LAMBDA=',F6.5,' ND,1,
3 MU*T AN(i)=',F6.5,' CT=',F6.5,0 SIGMA=',F5.4,
4 * ITFRATION=',12, CASE=', 12/)
C PaINT LABEL FOR AIALOADS AXIS
PRI1T 102, (ELAB(I)I=1,l3)
102 FORMAT (' LS= ',F5.1,12(5XF5.1))
SO TO 14
13 PRINT 104,ETG(K)
104 FORMAT (Q0ETA=',F5.3)
O PRINT AIRLOADS AXIS
14 PRINT 103
103 FORMAT (I PSI [905(' 16))
C FILL FLPLT WITH BLANKS
DO 15 I=1,128
15 --ELPLT(I)=BLNK
C START PSI LOOP
10 20 J=1,NPS[
IF (IPLX.EQ.O) GO TO 17
C FIND LOCATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AIRLOADS POINT
I=TDFL*(XLDS(K,J)-ELMN(K))+6.5
C CHECK FOR POINTS BEYOND RANGE OF PLOT
IF (I.LT.1) 1=1
IF (I.GT.178) 1=128
C PUT X IN ELPLT FOR FXPERIMENTAL AIRLfADS POINT
FLPLT (I)=XPNT
I X=I
C FIND LOCATION OF THEORETICAL AIRLOADS POINT
17 I=TDEL*(AIRL(KJ)-ELMN(K) )+6.5
C CHECK FOR POINTS BEYOND RANGE OF PLOT
IF (I.LT.1) 1=1
IF (I.GT.12A) I=1?8
C PUT * 14 ELPLT FOR THFORETICAL AIRLOADS POINT
ELPLT41)=STAR
PLTL0037
PLTL0038
PL TL0039
PLTL0040
PLTL0041
PLTLU042
PLTL0043
PLTL0044
PLTLC045
PLTLC046
PLTLOO47
PLT L0048
PLTL0049
PLTL0050
PLT L0051
PLTLOO52
PLTL0053
PLTL0054
PLTLCO55
PLTLCO56
PLTL0057
PLTL0058
PLTLCOL59
PLTLOO60
PLT LOO61
PLTL0062
PLTL0063
PLTLQ064
PLTLC065
PL TL066
PLTL0067
PLT LC068
PLTLC069
PLT L0070
PLTL0071
PL TLC072
C P I\JT PLVT LINE
PR INT 105, U(J),(ELPLT(N),N=1j128)
105 FORMAT (IH ,F4.0,128Al)
C RESET ELPLT TO rLANKS
ELPLT( I )=RL\1K
ELPLT(IX)=BLNK
C END PSI LOOP
20 CONTINUF
C PRINT AIRLOADS AXIS
PRINT 103
C PR INT LAPEL FOR AIRLOADS AXIS
PR IAT 102, (ELAM(I ),9I=1,13)
C END ETA LOOP
30 CONTINUF
RETURN
FND
PLTLC07.3
PLTL0074
PLTLC075
PLTLC076
PLTL0077
PLTLCO78
PLTLC079
PLTL0080
PLTL0081
PLTLO082
PLTLOO83
PLTL0084
PLTL0085
PLTLC086
PLTL0087
PLTL0088
0 9 9 0 9 9 9 0
SUBROUTINE FXSQRT (MNDATA)
C LDS-73
REAL TI,12,LN
COMMON/SQVLS/IJKKPKPHlILIZ,
1 XAVA, ZAXBYBZB, ZMVSM, DELLGAQT, QKRHVSDAMQMO
COMMON/BURST/IVLAC, IVCM,
1 OVBFVBETAC ,DLKY,7CRHOC ,RHOGABQERETAAOHRS ,GK
COMMON/SINCO/S(97),C(97),UTS(6,25)
COMMON/SGAV4/NE, NPSI, NPSNG,'v WF, EMU, AtBOER, DANG,
1 SUM(6,25,18) ,ETG(6),DETA(6) ,ANG(25),PSI(25),ALPHA(6,25)
COMMYJ/SBVGS/IGMEPGZEREL(3),BV(25),GS(25)
COMMON/SOLOS.I[ABCTIEPS, IS KZIAONBNI ,NO-NDEL, NPOP,NPRPNRNG,NOLM,
1 FTDRHlK,DPf4R,TANMu,AMBDA,
2 ZETA( 6bKPB( 25) ELT( 25),9ELI (25),FTO( 25)
COMMON/SAM8/NHAMll(25,6), AMBO(6),CLAM(9,6),SLAM(9,6)
CrOMMO"4/SLDS/IRBIL,!PLIPRFIUTNI,
1 CTOSmTH1,VT,EPS,LNFC3NALPSCOSI ,GMhAELOMEPS,
2 EMT, EMS, DENTH, AIMU, AlERO, AONEBO"IEATWOBTWO, THETAO,
3 ETE(6) ,rC(6),ELos(6),TW(6),GMC(6,25)
CfMMON/SFX/PZAPGP'SQTAN( 6,25925),9
1 V1(3),VJ(3),VK(-3),OVI(3),OVJ(3),POVK( 3),0t(3,25,97),QMAT(b,25,25)
COMMONJ/SVS/ DXOY,97,DXYSCLSCLCACBZIRAOZIO, KIYIKYK,
1 71< CAN,)(HYHZH, XIl,ZZXX xStXlStcAStCBSSOASOB,STASrB,
2 11912
NAMEL IST/OVS/DX, OYIflDXYSCLS, CL, CACB Z IvRAD, ZID, X1 ,YIVKYK,
I ZKCrANX1AY4,Z~4Xlvl,1ZX?,K?S,XlSCAS, CBSSOASORSTAST8,
2 119,12,GAA3JER,[It
N AMLI ST/DUP/1 , Jv K, K PKPH ItL,9P ZAP G PS ,ET ADELLitV SM qOK9Q Tv
1 1IVLAr nw)v ~FV %09 ACDLYZCHRSGKRHVSRHUCRH0GPRHOKtDAM,
2 XAVAZAK3,tYBZBZMVIVJVKOVI ,OVJOVK,
3 IZ, IG,1SPIA8C,[EPSKZADMEPIf4BNENLNflNPS1,N0ELNP)P,
4 EMU,At'BfATANMU,A,A p0,OER9CTOpSM 9VT, TH 1,GZER9 WFqOANG, CPHR,
5 FLT'4,CflN,/LPSELOAlMUEPSGMACOSI ,DENTH,CMEPSEMtE45,
6 A RI~vAONE 9 BE, ArWOvTWO,9THPEtAOt
7 S,9C sZET 4,ETG,9ETE I DET AEL 9ANGPItS1,TC, EL DS,9
8 ALPHAAMF4,AAf0CLANSLAMPGMCUTS
FXSQ0001
F XSQC002
F XSQC 003
FXSQ0004
FXSQ0005
F XSQC006
FXSQ0007
FXSQOQO8
FXSQC009
FXSQOOIO
FXSQ0011
FXSQ0012
FXSQ0013
FXSQ0014
F XSQ00015
FXSQC016
FXSQ0017
FXSQ0018
FXSQC019
FXSQ0020
FXSQ0021I
FXSQ50022
FXSQ0023
FXSQ0024
F XSQ0025
FXSQ0026
FXSQ00027
FXSQ0028
F XSQC029
FXSQ0030
FXKSQ003 1
FXSQ0032
FXSQ0033
FXSQ0034
FX)SQC035
FX~SQ0036
NAMLt IST/PSUM/SUMQMAT
WkI TE (6 ,DVS )
WRITF (6,DUM1)
WRITE (6,PSUM)
IF (NC.EQ..0) STOP
DO 10 JA=1,25
PRINT 100,JA
FORMAT ('1 J=, I?)
DO 10 KA=J1,NDLM
PRINT 101, KA,(D([A,JAKA),IA=1,3)
FORMAT (I K=',12,' 1IJK=',3E13.6)
CONTI NUE
I TEST=2
IF (ITEST.FD.2) STOP
RETURN
END
F X S C00U 37
F XS)CO3S
FXSQCC 9
FXSQ0040
FXSC0041
FXSOCJ42
FXSQ0043
FXSQ0044
FXSOC045
FXSQ0046
FXSQ0047
FXSQCu49
FXSQ CC4 )
F,(SQOU0O
F X SC 0 1
FXSQCo2
100
101
10
APPENDIX G
BLADE BENDING MODE SHAPE
The blade bending mode shape is chosen to be the simplest9
function which will satisfy the most important boundary conditions.
The minimum power series polynomial for this purpose is a quadratic.
For comparison, a quartic is also considered. The mode shape is
a function of the radial mass distribution m(F) of the blade.
Normally, this is assumed to be uniform outboard of the flapping
hinge. The case of a concentrated tip mass on an otherwise uni-
form blade will also be considered.
For the quadratic case, it is assumed that m(W) is a con-
stant, m (slug/ft). The assumed mode Ohape is:
4 (G. )
The boundary conditions are:
1) Zero displacement at the flgpping hinge:
O0 (G.2)
2) Unit displacement at the blade tip:
S1.6 (G.3)
3) orthogonality with the rigid body mode:
I (G.4)
These conditions lead to:
395
I (G. 5)
For the quartic case m(T) is again assumed to be a constant
m (slug/ft). The assumed mode shape is:
Y'GA) j'4I+. b1  C - 4 e (G.6)
Two extra boundary conditions can be included compared to the
quadratic case:
4) Zero bending moment at the flapping hinge:
5) Zero bending moment at the blade tip:
0.O (G.8)
The result is:
7) (G. 9)
The y2 (5) shapes obtained from Eq. G.5 and Eq. G.9 are compared
in Fig. G.l. There is very little difference, so the simpler
quadratic expression (Eq. G.5) is normally used.
Finally, consider the case of a concentrated tip mass of
M(slugs) on an otherwise uniform blade. The length and running
mass of the blade outboard of the flapping hinge are L(ft) and
m (slug/ft), respectively. Using a quartic y2 (G) and the same
396
five boundary conditions:
w -enal-M N - +
30
397
(G.10)
APPENDIX H
WAKE GEOMETRY PROGRAM WG-71
A listing of WG-71 is given in Appendix I. This appendix supplements
that listing. The order of the input data is explained. Most of the data is
input by NAMELIST. A set of lists defining the inputs in each NAMELIST is
therefore given. If an input variable also appears in a COMMON statement this
is noted. An annotated set of sample input data for WG-71 is given. The out-
put is not included, due to its great bulk. Finally, there is an alphabetical
list which defines the most important variables.
H.l WG-71 Input Data
1) Read WDAT (real) at start of each case.
2) Read WCON (integer) at start of each case.
3) If (IG=l) Read ADETA
Read ct(n,$i) from LDS-73.
DO 10 K=1,NE
10 READ 20, (ALPHA(K, J), J=1,NPSI)
20 FORMAT (5E14.7)
4) If (Il > 0) Read distortion D($,6) as punched out by a previous WG-71 run.
DO 10 K=l, NPPMI
10 READ 20, ((D(I,J,K),I=l,3),J=l,NPSI)
20 FORMAT (6E13.6)
5) If (CALCOMP Plot) Read DPLT
ILAB If ILAB=2 no label on plot
SR TPP scale factor- rotor radius is SR inches in plot
SK Vertical scale factorcan be different from SR, if
expanded vertical scale is desired
6) If (CALCOMP Plot and ILAB/0)
then: Read plot labels (2 cards)
Labels are the image of columns 1-60
7) If (CALCOMP Plot)Read $P and number of $s
READ 10, Jl, NS
10 FORMAT (13,12)
398
Ji = 1+($s/A$) where $1 = starting azimuth of plotted wake =
position of the ra blade which shed plotted wake
NS = number of different cases plotted; last (Jl,NS) card has
5
NS=1
Program expects a set of plot input cards [5, 6, 7 above] for every
iteration of D plotted.
H.2 Namelists
H. 2.1 NAMELIST/WDAT/
EMU y (COMMON/SSPIOT) - Advance ratio (normalized by tip speed)
ANBDA A (CONMON/SSPLOT) - Uniform, average downwash perpendicular
to TPP - used to determine rigid wake geometry (normalized by
tip speed)
TANMU ytani (COMMON/SQCAL) - Inflow (downwash) perpendicular to TPP
due to flight speed (relative wind) (normalized by tip speed)
ETA n (COMMON/SSPLOT) - Radial station of point P , at which the
distortion is computed .normally Tj = 1.0 for tip vortex
(normalized by R)
EL(6) 1, (COMDN/SGAN) - Radial.stations on I blade which shed ele-
ments of the vortex wake. Up to 6 t can be used but normally
only 3 are used, in which case they are defined as in LDS-73
with one exception. See definition of IABC in NAMELIST/WCOU
(normalized by R)
RHOK p (COMMON/SQCAL) - Nonburst value of
p - vortex core radius (normalized by r)
PC
RHOG p (COMON/SQCAL) - Burst value of p (normalized by R)
g c
AO a (COMMN/SQCAL) - Coning angle (zeroth harmonic of
0
rigid body flapping) (radians)
SM Y - Rotor solidity, a = rotor blade area =
rotor disk area irR
DPS1 A$(COMMON/SGAM) - Azimuth angle interval between positions
of the T1 blade, which sheds points P at which distortion
is computed (degrees)
399
DM Determines the assignment of wake elements to either the near
wake or the far wake. If the magnitude of the contribution
to the induced velocity at point P of a group of wake elements
is Jqs , then, when jqsf is greater than DM, those wake elements
become part of the near wake relative to point P (normalized by
tip speed) (Subsection 4.2.1)
QMO (COMMON) - Minimum value of the induced velocity contribution
of any vortex line or vortex sheet segment for which a special
printout is made in QSVL, QCVL, or QVS (normalized by tip speed)
QMB (COMMON) - If the induced velocity contribution of a bound
vortex line is greater than QMB, integrate the induced velocity
contribution over time (azimuth angle) ,as the blade sweeps
through A$.in closed form instead of assuming that the induced
velocity contribution remains constant during A* (normalized by
tip speed) (Subsection 4.1.8)
FWD w (COMMON/SDCAL) - The increment in distortion (b) during an
azimuth interval A$ is computed as FWD times the latest esti-
mate plus (1.0-FWD) times the previous estimate (Subsection 4.2.4)
RHOI p (COMMON/SWQC) - Vortex core radius of inboard trailing
vortex line (normalized by R)
RHOL pL (COMMON/SWQC) - Vortex core radius of shed vortex lines
(normalized by R)
H. 2.2 NAMELIST/WCOU/
NI Number of wake geometry iterations
NC Number of cases - When a case is finished NC=NC-l and if NC
is still greater than zero, WDAT and WCOU are read in and a
new case is started
IG (COMMON/SGAM) - Indicates type of circulation computation used.
IG = 0: Compute bound circulation [ybv ($)] using angle-of-
attack distribution [a(n,$)] left over from a previous
case.
IG = 1: Compute ybv($) using a(r,$) read in from cards along
with a = DC L/3a,, and Af in NAMELIST/ADETA
400
2CVa
IG > 1: Set all y ($) = Y = 2 no shed wakeby o 2ir( 1 - 22
IS (COMMON/SGAM) - Shed wake indicator
IS = 2: No shed wake
IS / 2: Shed wake included
Il (COMMON/SGAM) - Indicates initial wake model
Il = 0: First iteration starting with rigid wake
Il = n: nth iteration starting with D
read in from a previous run of WG-71
IABC (COMMON/SGAM) - Indicates wake model used
VS = vortex sheet, VL = one vortex line, nVL = n vortex lines
IABC Tip Vortex Inboard Trailing Wake Shed Wake
0 VL VS VL
1 VL none VL
2 VL VL VL
3 VL nVL VL
4 VL VL VS
5 VL VS VS
When IABC = 0 or 5, an inboard trailing vortex sheet model is
used. The outboard edge of this vortex sheet is located at
radial station i. The value of Lb is constant for all azimuth
angles and is equal to either Z2 or the average location of
the radial peak in bound circulation, whichever is smaller
(Subsection 4.1.2).
IPS Controls punch out of distortion D(V, )
IPS = 1: Punch only D for last iteration
IPS = 2: No punch
IPS = 3: Punch D for all iterations
IPR (COMMON/SDCAL) - Controls print out of intermediate D results
before each general update.
IPR = 0: No intermediate print
IPR = n: Intermediate print for azimuth angles:
$=O 0, nA*,2n$, ... ,2f - n#
401
IPLT Controls CALCOMP plots of wake geometry
IPLT = 0: No plots
IPLT = 1: Plot only last iteration
IPLT = 2: Plot all iterations
INPS Controls print out of D at the end of each iteration except
the last one. The D for the last iteration is always printed
in full. If INPS=n: print D for azimuth angles:
$ = 0, nA$i, 2nA$, ... ,27r - nA$
NB n (COMMON/SGAM) - Number of rotor blades
NL n (COMMON/SGAM) - Number of radial stations £ on the k blade.
Use nZ = 3, except for IABC = 3 when n = number of trailing
vortex lines.
ND (COMMON) - Value of subscript X for which wake distortion (I)
is being computed. ND=NL for tip vortex
M m - Number of turns of wake whose distortion 1t) is computed.
This wake covers 2rm in age.
MB M - Number of turns of wake below point P included in wake
model for computing I at point P . If the age of point P
is 6 then the total azimuthal extent of the wake model is
6 + 2rrM (Subsection 4.1.3).
LDM DM (COMMON/SDCAL) 
- General updating parameter. Every kDM
steps A$ in the boundary age 6M a general (distortion) update
is executed (Subsection 4.2.3)
NDM(25) nDM($) (COMMON/SGAM) - Boundary updating parameter. At a
given azimuth angle $ a boundary (induced velocity) update
is executed every n DM() steps A$ in the age 6 (Subsection
4.2.2).
KPB(25) (COMMON/SQCAL) 
- Tip vortex core bursting occurs at azimuth
# when point P reaches age 6 > 6b (f). KPB($) = 1 + 6b (0)/A4
[output by LDS-73]
H. 2.3 NAMELIST/ADETA/
LA a = [ Same as LDS-731
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NE n - Number of radial stations in angle of attack distribution
a(n,I) input for circulation computation [same as LDS-73]
ETG(1O)T - Radial stations of a(O,*) [same as LDS-73]
DETA(10) Ak - Radial integration intervals for a(n,$) [same as LDS-73]
H.3 Sample Input Data for WG-71
& WDAT
EMU = .18
AMBDA = .0243 [same as LDS-73]
TANMU = .009
ETA = 1.0 [tip vortex]
EL = .10, .85, 1.0 EL(2) = .85 is the max. allowable
location of the outboard edge of
the inboard trailing vortex sheet
since IABC = 0 for this case
AO
SM
DPS1
= .085
= .0622
= 15.
[same as LDS-731
DM = .0020
RHOK =
RHOG =
RHOL =
RHOI =
QMO =
QMB =
FWD =
.0025
-10
[use (.04 + .08)(X - ytani)]
[same as LDS-73 with IVCM = 1
.105 [use I'U 0.4 A$]
.30 [use o 0.5 (22 1
.015 [use (.5 + 1.0) (A - ytani)]
.0020 [about the same as DM]
.5
& WCoU
NI = 3 [sometimes 2 iterations is enough]
Il = 0 istart with rigid wake]
NC =1
IG = 1 [input a(Ti$)]
IS = 1 [include shed wake - it makes a difference]
IABC = 0 [normally best choice]
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IPS
IPR
IPLT
INPS
NB
NL
ND
M
MB
= 1
= 12
=2
=6
=4
=3
=3
=2
=2
LDM = 12
[punch D for last iteration only]
[intermediate print for $ = 0*, 1800]
[plot every iteration to check convergence]
[print D at $ = 0*, 90*, 1800, 2700 for all
but last iteration]
[4 bladed rotor]
[IABC = 0]
[tip vortex (ND = NL)]
[m ' 0.4/p is about right]
general updating is expensive - not done very
frequently - every 180* works well normally
NDM = 6,6,6,7*3,6*6,7*3,6,6,
boundary updating is less expensive - done every
90* fore and aft and every 45* along the sides
of rotor because there is more tip vortex inter-
action along the sides
KPB = 7*49,4*6,5,9,9,10,6*49 [printed out by LDS-73]
& ADETA
A 5.73
NE = 6
ETG = .25,.40,.55,.75,.85,.95,
DETA = .225,.15,.225,.10,.10,.10
a cards from LDS-73 with n cards removed
[same as LDS-73]
& DPLT
ILAB
SR
SK
=l
=2
= 2
[read in plot labels]
[scale factor in TPP + radius = 2 inches]
[vertical scale factor]
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The next two cards are the image of the two line label at the top of each
CALCOMP plot. Anything in columns 1-60 of these two cards will appear on
the plots.
The next cards are read by READ 10,Jl,NS
10 FORMAT (13,12)
J1 is the subscript of the azimuthal position of the blade for which a
CALCOMP plot is made. For example: J1=25 + = 360*, J1 = 13 + $ = 180*
NS controls the number of different starting $'s read in. When NS > 1,
the program will try to read in another starting $P card after it finishes
the current plot.
There is a complete set of plot cards, starting with the scale factor card
and ending with the starting $ (blade position) cards, for each iteration
whose D is plotted.
H.4 WG-71 Outputs
H.4.1 Printed Output
The printed output is presented in the order in which it is output.
1) Label plus input data from WDAT and WCOU - output by MAIN
2) Bound circulation y (*) and 22 - output by WGAM
3) Iteration number - output by MAIN
4) Special print for any vortex line or vortex sheet segment whose
contribution to the induced velocity at point P is greater than
QMO - output by QSVL, QCVL, and QVS
5) Intermediate distortion results, output before each general update.
At this point in the computation KDLL = 1 + S /9. The index N
refers to the vector components: N = 1 - 4 N = 2 - J, N = 3 - k.
The index J gives the azimuth angle: J = 1 + $ A9. These results
are only output for selected 41 controlled by the input IPR. The un-
labeled numbers are t($,6) starting at 5 =$ and going to 6 = 21rm.
'he labeled numbers are: DS = D ($j)', DSN (m , DVO = D ,
s 
N qVEL=~QJ, ),and QBV =~-output by DCALC.CUR = qB 1VL F MiV
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6) Transition points KTR = 6 (C,$, k)/Aq. Under each PSI = 4 the KTR for
the different values of C are listed in rows: 1st row - = 0, 2nd row -
AC, etc. Within a row, the numbers are in order by k, from k = 1 to
k (C,$) - output by MAIN.
7) Main output of h($,6) and q (W,6). Each page is for a given value
F'
of azimuth angle PSI = $ or starting azimuth angle PSI - S = VS = V +
Column 1 is the age DELTA = 6. The next 6 columns are for the given $.
Columns 2-4 are the T ',, and k components of D(PSI) = D($,6). Columns
5-7 are the i, 3, and k components of VEL(PSI) = q F($,6). The remain-
ing 7 columns are for the given VS = $ + 6. These columns are useful
for plotting the distortion of a given tip vortex line, because they
are all for the same $s. The starting azimuth angle $s is the position
of the q blade at age 6. Hence it is where the tip vortex line starts.
Column 8 is V = $ - 6, where 6 comes from column 1 and $) from the top
S S
of the page. Columns 9-11 are the 1,3, and k components of D($,6), where
$ comes from column 8. Column 12 (DK) is column 11 plus 6itani. This
is the actual vertical displacement of point P since age zero. Column 13
(VK) is the average downwash required to give column 12(DK), VK = DK/6.
Column 14 (WK) is the average downwash required to give column 4 WK =
Dk( 
- output by MAIN.
8) Execution times in hundredths of a second - output by MAIN.
9) Repeat numbers 3 through 8 for each iteration.
H.4.2 Punched Output
The only punched output is the distortion D(4$,6). This data can be
used as input to LDS-73 for a distorted wake run or to WG-71 for more distor-
tion iterations. Normally, D(41,6) is only punched out for the last iteration;
however, this can be controlled by input IPS.
DO 10 K=l, NPHI
10 PUNCH 20, ((D(I,J,K),I=1,3).J=lNPSI)
20 FORMAT (6E13.6)
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H.4.3 CALCOMP Plots
Subroutine SPLOT makes Calcomp plots of D($,6). The input IPLT con-
trols the calling of SPLOT. Subroutine SPLOT reads in two lines of labels,
up to 60 characters long, which are printed at the top of each plot. It also
reads values for the starting azimuth angle $ . There is a separate plot
s
for each $s. Each plot consists of a top view (perpendicular to the TPP) and
a side view of the tip vortex of the T1 blade from 6 = 0 to 6 = 27m. Both the
rigid wake and the distorted wake versions of the tip vortex are shown. For
an example, see Fig. 1.
H.5 Selected Variables Used by WG-71
To aid the reading of the listing of WG-71 in Appendix I, the most
important variables are defined here. When possible, a variable is defined
by reference to symbols defined in the List of Symbols or by reference to
the input namelists WDAT, WCOU, and ADETA (Subsection H.2).
AC u
A a D= (input ADETA)
ALPHA(10,25)
AMBDA
ANG(25)
AO
AXBI,AXBJ, AXBK
AXBS
BOER
BVG (6,25)
CUR(3,25)
D(3,25,97)
DANG
DELL
DELTA
DETA (10)
DM
DPSI
a(T),$) - input from LDS-73
A (input WDAT)
$ (degrees)
a (input WDAT)
(axb)., (axb)., (axb)
Iax$|
b/2R
2R bb (,
D0
A4 (radians)
Ax
6
ArL (input ADETA)
(input WDAT)
A$ (degrees) (input WDAT)
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DS (3, 25)
DSMI,DSMJ,DSMK
DSN(3,25)
DVO(3,25)
D3 (3)
EL(6)
EMU
ETA
ETACP
ETASP
ETG(10)
FWD
GA, GB
GBV(6,25)
GS(6.25)
GZER
I
IABC
IG
INPS
IPLT
IPR
IPS
IS
Ii
J
K
KDLL
KDLS
D (4)
i,j, and k components of Aq
D ($9)
D ($)
DI ($,6)
k (input WDAT)
yp (input WDAT)
Tl (input WDAT)
n cos $
n sin $
(input
w (input
Ya' b
ADETA)
WDAT)
y M10492R t
i- Yt(k
2R s
2 (CT/ ()
2
1 + C/AC
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
1 + $/A$
k in 6 ($, C,k)
M/ 4 normally, however KDLL = 1 + 6M/A$ just before
a general update
1 + 6M
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KM(6, 25)
KP
KPB (25)
KPHI
KSTRT
KT
KTR(6,25,16)
L
LD
LDM
LG
LL
LL1
LS
M
MB
MGO
NB
NBIGM
NC
ND
NDI
NDN(25)
NE
NGO
NI
NL
k (C,$)
m
1 + /A
1 + 6b(W/ (input WCOU)
1 + #/AiJ, principal value only 1 < KPHI < NPSI
1 +6 S/A
Value of KTR for end of current near wake
section of wake
6 T (C, $, k)/A$
Index 2 from
1+ 6 D/A*J
1+D
DM (input WCOU)
L - 1
1 + 6/A$p
1 + 6 /A
1 + 6 /v$+s
m (input WCOU)
M (input WCOU)
Indicates current state of distortion iteration,
See Subsection 4.2.5.
n (input WCOU)
2WM/A
(input WCOU)
(input WCOU)
AC/L$
nm($) (input WCOU)
n (input ADETA)
Indicates curved tip vortex-line
segment when NGO = 2
(input WOOU)
n 9 (input WCOU)
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NPHI
NPSI
OKPHI
OLD (3)
OLDM
OVI (6) ,OVJ(6),
OVK (6)
PHI
PSI (25)
PZAP
QBV (3)
QMB
QMO
PHOC
RHOG
RHOI
RHOK
RHOL
SKPHI
SM
START
SUMI,SUMJ,SUMK
SVI (6) ,SVJ(6),
SVK(6)
TAMB
TANMU
TOT(3,25)
VEL(3,25,97)
VI(6),VJ(6),
VK(6)
XA,YA,ZA
1 + 27Tm/A$l - number of age stations 6
n = 1 + 2ff/A$
1 + (# - A$)/A$, principal value only 1 < OKPHI < NPSI
AD
0
When OLDM = 0, there is a boundary update; i.e.,
(6 - A$)/A$ is an integral multiple of n DM()
Vectors a or b from point P to various points P
as a function of 2 for the previous age 6 + Aip
# (radians)
$p (radians)
S+ C- =6, - 6 6R
q BV
(input WDAT)
(input WDAT)
pPc
p (input WDAT)
p (input WDAT)
pk (input WDAT)
pL (input WDAT)
1 + (0 - 2A$)/A$p, principal value only 1 < SKPHI < NPSI
G (input WDAT)
2JTM
1, j, and k components of Eq
Same as OVI(6), etc., but for age 629 + 2A$, used for
curved-tip vortex-line segments.
X - ptani
ptani (input WDAT)
q F($)
q ($,6)
Vectors aor b from point P to various points P
as a function of k for the current 629
x , y , z
a a a
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Xb, yb' ZbXB,YB, ZB
ZETA
411
APPENDIX I
LISTING OF WG-71
This program is normally compiled and executed on an IBM 370/168
running under release 21.7 of OS/MVT (Operating System/Multiprogramming with
a Variable number of Tasks) with release 21.6 of FORTRAN Gl. The core
storage requirement is 200k. Subroutine SPLOT make plots of the tip vortex
geometry on a CALCOMP 563 Drum Plotter with a CALCOMP 905 Controller. If no
plots are required remove statements MAIN0039, MAIN0040, MAIN0162, MAIN0163,
MAIN0164, MAIN0165, MAIN0166, MAIN0189, and Subroutines SETCAL and SPLOT.
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0 0 0 0 
0
C WG 71
C INCLUDES PROVIS ION FOR VORTEX LINE S AND SHEETS
INTEGER OKPHI,SKPHI
COMM3N XA, YAZA ,BYBB ,ZMt4,ELLGA ,GBRHOCRHOS, QICJ, QK,
1 IEG, I ,J,K,KPKPHIKti,KDLLL ,LD,LG,LLMGO,NCONOKPO,KSTRT,
2 QMO,Q0MB,SQ
COMMON/SSPLOT/EMU,AM8DA,ETA,C(97) ,S(97) ,PSI (97) ,D(325s97)
COMMON/SGAM/ IABC, 11, IGI SPLS'TNL,NB,NPSI ,NPHI ,NINNOUT ?DI,
1 EMDPSIDANG,TAMBGZER80ER,
2 ErL(6),FLB(25),ANG(97),ZETA(6),GBV(6,25),BVG(6,25),GS(6,25),
3 ENDM( 25) vN( 25)
COMMON/SQCAL/"OKPH,SKPHI, OLDM, PHISUMISUMJ,SUMK,
1 OSUMI ,OSUMJrSUMK, TANMU, TAM, tPZA, PZAP, AO, ET ASP, ET ACP, DELTA, DMS,
2 RHOK, RHlG, STAR T,NB3IGM,
1 ADt(3),D3(3)+VI(6i),VJ(6), VK(6),OVI(6),0VJ(6),OVK(6),
2 0VO(3,25),S0(3,25lYDSNt3,75)*,TOT (3,25), CUR (3, 25),QBV(3),
3 KM('6,25),KTR(6,25,16),VEL(3,25,97),KPB(25)
COMMON/SOCAL/IPR9PSR,LOM,FWD, EWDDSMI,DSMJDSMKDSMS
COMMON/SWOC/LIBRHQIRHOL, RHO
NAMELIST/WDAT/EMUAMBDATANMUVETAELRHOKRHOGAOSM,
I DPS I, DM,(4M0,r MA FWD, RHO ,RL ,
2 /WCOU/NI,NC, IG,I5,I1, IA3C,IPSIPRIPLT,I4PS,
3 NBRNL,ND,M#MBLOM,ND0,KPB
4 /TIME/ITDATITGAMITSTRTITEND,ITEXITPLT,
5 1 OOAT ,IOGAM, I09tRT, InENO,IOPL T
EXTERNAL FXOF
CALL ERRSET (2C7,0,0,0,FX0F)
CALL ERRSET (208,0,0,0,FXOF)
CALL ERRSET (209,0,0,0,PXCF)
N1N=5
N1UT=6
MPLTIl
1 CD(N TINUP
C START NEW CASE
CALL TIMING (ITOAT,n00AT)
C READ ' INPUT DATA
MAIN0001
MAIN0002
MAINC003
MAIN0004
MAIN0005
MAIN0006
MAINCO07
MAIN0008
M AIN0009
MAINOOI0
MA IN00 11
MAIN012
MAIN0013
MA IN0014
MAINOO15
MAIN0016
MAIN0017
MA IN0018
MAINCO19
MA INCO20
MA I N002,1
MAIN0022
MAINC023
MAIN0024
MAIN0025
MAIN0026
MAIN0027
MAiN0028
MAIN0029
MAIN0030
MAIN0031
MAIN0032
MA INC033
MAIN0034
MAINCO35
MAINC036
  0
READ (NINWDAT)
READ (NINWCOU)
NPLT=IPLT*MPLT
IF (IPLT.GT.0) CALL SETCAL (MPLT)
C COMPUTE CONSTANTS
NPSI=360.1/DPSI
NDI=NPSI/NB
NPHI=M*NPS I+1
NBIGM=MB*NPSI
NIPSI=NPSI+1
NPSR=NPSI-IPR
TAMB=AMBDA-TANMU
CT=2.0*TAMB*SQRT(FEMU*EMU+AMBDA*AMBDA)
CTSM=CT/SM
E N B =N B
BRER=0.7854*SM/ENB
GZER=CTSM/(1.5708*(1.O-EL(2)**2))
B IGM=MB
E P=M
STAR T=6. 2831853*BIGM
C WRITE INPUT DATA
WRITF (NOUflT,2) EMIJ,SM,DPSI,LDM,N DM(1),
1 TANMU,BER,MB ,tM,IABC,
2 AMBDARHOK,NPSI,NPH ,NI,I 1
3 ETARHOG,DM, IG,
4 EL(2),CTQMP,IS,
5 AOCTSM,0MO, IPS, IPR,
6 NB,GZERNL,9VD,FWD
2 FORMAT ('1WAKE' GFOMETRY 71'//
1 'OMU=',F5.3,8X,'SIGMA=',F5.3,' OPSI=',
1 F4.1,5X,'L/NDM=',12,'/1,[1/
2 ' OTANMU=',F7 .4,' B/2R=',F6.4, ' BM/M=',
2 11, '/',I1,6X,'IAUC=' ,11/
3 'OLAMBDA=',F6.3,' RHOK=',F6.4,' NPS/H=',
3 12,'/1 ',9 , X NI/ = ',F,'/', 1 DM
4 '0EFTA=',PF5.3,p7X,'RHOG,=fF6.4,' DM=' 1
MAIN0037
MAINC038
MAI NC039
MAIN0040
MAI N0041
MAINCO42
V AIN0043
MAIN0044
MAIN0045
MAIN0046
MAIN0047
MAINC048
MAINCC49
MAIN0050
MAIN0051
MAINCO52
MAIN0053
MAIN0054
MAINC055
MAINC056
PAIN0057
MAIN0058
MAIN0059
MAIN0060
MAI N0061
MAINCO62
MAIN0063
MAIN0064
MAIN0065
MAINC066
MAIN0067
MAIN0068
MAINCC69
MAINO070
MAI NC071
MAINCO72
0 09 0
4 F7.5, 1IG=',I1/
5 'OL(2)=,F5.3,6X,'CT=F7.5, QMB ,
5 F6.4,1 IS',I1/
6 'OA-0=,F6.4,6X,'CT/S=, F 5.3,
6 ' QMO= 1F6.4, IPS/R= i 1,/ 12/
7 0 ONB=' ,v1r12 X ,' GZER=* ,F6.4 ,' ,NL/ND=l,
7 Il,'/%I1,5X,'FWD=IF4.2)
WRITE (NOUT,3) (NOM(J),J=1,NPSI)
3 FORMAT (ONOM(J) J= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
116 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25'/' NCM=',12#2413)
WRITE (NOUT,4) (KPB(J),J=1,NPSI)
4 FORMAT ( KPB=I, I2, 2413)
C COMPUTE 4CONSTANTS
DANG= . 1745319E- 1*OPSI
TAMO=T AMB*DANG
B ODEP=BOER*DANG
TAD=- tANMU*DANG
ELONMLOM
DMS=0M*OM
NG=Il 1
EWD=1.0-FWO-
CALL TIMING (ITGAM,IOGAM)
C COMPUTE CIRCULATION (,GAMMA)
C SET UP SIN, CJS, AND ZETA ARRAYS
C INITIALIZE OISTORTION (D)'
CALL WGAM
L IB=LST
IF (IABC.LE.0) LI9=1
C START NEW ITERATION
14 CJNTINUE
CALL TIMING (ITSTRTI0STRT)
NG=NG+1
WRITE (NOUT,5) NG
5 FORMAT (1PSTART ITERATION 4UMBER',12)
C INITIALitE
on 15 N=1,3
MAIN0073
MAIN0074
MAIN0075
M A IN00 76
MAI N0077
MAIN0078
MAIN0079
MAIN0080
MAIN0081
MAI N0082
MAIN0083
MAIN0084
MAIN0085
MA I1O8 86
MAIN0087
MAIN0088
MAIN0089
MAIN0090
MAIN0091
MAIN0092
MAINO093
MAINC094
MAIN0095
MAI1N0096
MAIN0097
MAIN0098
MAIN0099
MAIN0100
MAIN0101
MAIN0102
MAIN0103
MAIN0104
MAIN0105
MAIN0106
MAIN0107
MAINOlC8
DO 15 J=1,NFPSI
DjS(NJ)=0 .0
DSN( N,J)=0.0
VEL(N,J,)=0.O
15 VEL(N,J,?)=0.O
C START LOOP SYSTEM
C CJMPUTATIoN OF WAKE DISTORTION D(N,J,LL)
CALL DCALC
C -IOORAY---HAVE NOW COMPUTED A TABLE OF 0
CALL TIMING (ITEND,IOEND)
ITEX=ITEND-ITSTRT
C PRINT OUT TRANSISTION POINTS
WRITE (
FORMAT
00 455
WRITE (
FORMAT
DO 455
NOUT,452)
( '1TRANSITION POINTS
J=1,NPSI
NOUT,453) ANG(J)
' PSI=*,F4.0)
1=1, NB,
KMIJ=KM(I,J)
WRITE (NOUT,454) (KTR(I
FORMAT (' KTR=',1614)
CONTINUE
PRINT OUT DISTORTION
IF (NI.fO.1) INPS=1
DO 511 J=1,NPSI,INPS
WRITE (NOUT,512) ANG(J)
JK=J
K=1
ADD=O. 0
PK= 0.0
VLK=0 .0
WK=0. 0
CONTINUE
I,J,K) GIVES T
I,JKK) GTVES
WRITF (NOUT,
KTR')
MAIN0109
MAI N0 110
MAINCIll
PAIN0112
MAIN0113
MAINC114
MA IN0115
MAIN0116
MAIN0117
MA IN0 118
MAIN0119
MAIN0120
MAIN0121
MAIN0122
MAIN0123
MAIN0124
MAIN0125
MAI NO 126
MAIN0127
MAIN0128
MAIN0129
MAING130
MAINO 131
MAIN0132
MAIN0133
MAIN0134
MAIN0135
PAINC136
MAIN0137
PAING13P
PAIN0139
MA INC 14 C
MAINC141
MAIN0142
MAINO 143
MAIN0144
,JK),K=1,KMIJ)
IME HISTORY OF DISTORTION AT GIVEN PSI
SNAPSHOT OF DISTORTION AT GIVEN PSI-START
513) ANG(K),(D(I,J,K),1=1,3),(VEL(I,J,K),1=1,3),
452
453
454
455
C
510
C
C
0 0
1 ANG(JK), (D(I,JK,K),I=1,3),DKVLKWK
K=K+1
IF (K.GT.NPHI) GO TO 511
JK=JK-1
IF (JK.EQ.0) JK=NPSI-l
ADD=ADD-TAD
C OK ADDS MU*TAN(I) TO D(3,JKK)
OK=ADD+0(3,JK,K)
C VLK IS AVERAGE LAMBDA TO GIVE OK
VLK=DK/PSI (K)
C WK IS AVERAGE LAMBDA TO GIVE D(3,J,K)
WK=D(3,J,K)/PSI(K)
GO TO 510
511 CONTINUE
512 FORMAT ('LPSI(PSI-S)=',F4.O/'ODEL
I 'VEL(PSI)* ,14X,'PSI' ,11X,'D(PSI-S
- NO MU*TAN(I)
TA',11X, D(PSI )',22X,
)',14X,' OK',8X,*VK',8X,*WK'/)
513 FORMAT (1X,F5.0,3F9.5,2X,3F9.5,4XF5.O,3F9.5,3F10.5)
IF (IPLT.EQ.0) GO TO 549
IF (IPLT.EQ.1.AND.NI.GT.1) GO TO 549
C CALL CALCOMP PLT ROUTINE
CALL SPLOT (NPH4I,NPSI,TADDANG)
549 CONTINUE
C PlIlT OUT TIME
CALL TIMING (ITPLTIOPLT)
WRITE (NOUTTIME)
C 'JOW TEST FOR ANOTHER ITERATION
I=NI-1
IF(NI.LE.0) GO TO 550
11=11+1
IF (IPS.LE.2) GO TO 14
C PUNCH OUT DISTORTION
DO 5495 K=1,NPHI
WRITE (7,551) ((D(I,J,K),I=1,3),J=1,NPSI)
5495 CONTINUE
30 TO 14
550 NC=NC-1
MAIN0145
MAIN0146
MAIN0147
MAIN0148
MAI N0149
MAIN0150
MA INO 151
MAI N0152
MAIN0153
MAIN0154
MAIN0155
MAIN0156
MAINO157
MAIN0158
MAIN0159
MAIN0160
MAIN0161
MAI N0162
MAIN0163
MAINOL64
RAI NO 165
MAIN0166
MAIN0167
MAIN0168
MAIN0169
14A INC 170
MAIN0171
MAINO172
MAINC173
MAIN0174
M AI NO 175
MAIN0176
MAINO177
MAIN0178
MAIN0179
MAIN0180
IF (IPS.FQ.2) GO TO 555
DO 552 K=INPHI
WRITE (7,551) ((D(IJ,K) ,1
FORMAT (6E13.6)
CONTINUE
CON TI NUE
TEST FOR MORE CASES
[F(NC.GT.0) GO TO I
IF (IPLT.GT.0) CALL ENDPLT
STOP
END
=1 ,3) , J=lNPS I)
VAIN0181
MAIN0182
MA IN0183
MA IN0184
MAIN0185
MAIN0186
MAIN0187
MAINO 188
MAIN0189
MAIN0190
MAIN0191
(0.0,0.0,999)
551
552
555
C
0 0 0 0 0 Q
SUBROUTINE SETCAL (MPLT)
MPL T=0
CALL PLOTS (IDUMIDUM,9)
RETURN
END
STCL0001
STCLCO02
STCLOO03
S TCLOO04
STCLOC05
SUBROUTINE WGAP
W3 71
SFT UP SIN, COS, AND ZETA ARRAYS
COMPUTE CIRCULATION (GAMMA)
I41TIAL1ZE DISTORTION (D)
DIMENSION ALPHA(10,25),ETG(10),DETA(10),8V(6,25)
COMMDN/SSPLOT/EMUAMBOA, ETAC(97),S(97),PSI(97),0(3,25,97)
COMMON/SGAM/
EM,DPSI,DANG
EL (o) , EL B( 25
ENDM(25),NDM
NAMELIST/AD=
IABCi1,IG, ISLSTNL,NBNPSI,NPHININ,NOUTNDI,
,TAMB,GZER,BOER,
),ANG(97),ZETA(6),GBV(6,25)p8VG(6,25),GS(6,25),
(25)
TA/ANE,ETGDETA
C SET UP TABLFS OF ZETAPSI,ETC. AFTER DEFINING NECESSARY COUNTERS
ZETA( 1 )=0.
ZADD=6.283 185 3/NB
DO 7 I=?,'JB
7 ZETA(I)=ZETA(I-1)+ZA00
PS1(1)=0.0
C(1)=1.0
S (1 )=0 .0
ANG (1) =0.
DO 8 J=?,NPHI
ANG(J)=ANG(J-1)+0PSI
PSI(J)=PSI(J-1)+DANG
8 CONTINUE
KKK=NPSI+1
NEM=EM-.999
CD= COS(DANG)
SD= SIN(DANG)
ENOM( 1 )=NDM( 1)
DO 9 J=?,NPSI
ENDM(J)=NDM(J)
JG=J-1
C(J)=CD*C(JG)-SD*S(JG)
S(J)=CD*S(Jf)+SD*C(JG)
DO 9 M=1,NEM
WGAMC001
WGAMCC2
WGAM0003
WGAMC004
WGAMCGOS
WGAM0006
WGAM0007
WGAMOC08
WGAM0009
WGAM0010
WGAM0011
WGAM0012
WGAM0013
WGAMC014
WGAMC015
WGAM0016
WGAM0017
WGAMCU18
WGAM0019
WGAV0020
WGAM0021
WGAM0022
WGAM0023
WGAMC0O24
WGAMC025
W)GAM0026
WGAM0027
WGAMCO28
WGAM0029
WGAM0030
hGAMC031
WGAMC032
WGAM0033
WGAM0034
WGAMC035
WGAM0036
a a S 0 0 0
JM=J+M*(NPSI-1)
C ( JM) =C ( J)
S (JM)=S(J)
9 CONTINUE
ELBM=EL(2)
C CIR'ULATION (GAMMA) CALCULATION
C BVG = BOUND CIRCULATION
C GBV = TRAILING WAKE CIRCULATION
C GS = SHED WAKE CIRCULATION
IF ( IG.GT.1) GO TO 11
IF (FG.EO.0) GO TO 104
C READ IN ANGLE OF ATTACK DISTRIBUTION FROM AIRLOADS COMPUTATION
R EAD (NIN, ADE TA)
00 102 I=1,NE
10? READ(NIN,103) (ALPHA(IJ),J=1,NPSI)
103 FORMAT (5E 14.7)
104 CONTINUE
C ALL GAMMA MULTIPLIED BY B/2R
AP=BOER*A/360.0
IF(IABC.EQ.5) GO TO 110
IF(IABC.EQ.3) GO TO 114
C VJRTEX LINE WAKE MODEL WITH 1 OR 2 TRAILING VORTEX LINES
105
106
107
103
DO 106 J=1,PSI
EMS=EMU*S(J)
3AM=0.0
DO 105 I=1,0E
GA=(ETG(I)+EMS)*ALPHA(I,J)
GAM=AMAXI1(GAMGA)
,BV( 3,J)=AP*GA4
IF( IS.cQ.2) GO TO 108
NPS=NPSI-1
DO 107 J=1,NPS
GS(3,J) G8V(r3,J+1)-GBV( 3,J)
G S (3NPS I 1izGS 43,1)
C ON TI NUF
LST=?
WGAM0037
W GAM0038
WGAM0039
WGAM0040
WGAM0041
WGAMOO42
WGAM0043
WGAM0044
WGAM0045
WGAM0046
WGAM0047
WGAMOO48
WGAM0049
WGA*0050
WGA #0051
WGAM0052
WGAM0053
WGA M0054
WGAMOO55
WGAM0056
WGAM005 7
WGAM.0058
WGA140059
WGA40060
WGAM006 1
WGAM6062
WGA#0063
WGAM0064
WGAM0065
WGAM0066
WbGAM0067
WGAM068
WGAM0069
WGAM0070
WGAM0071
WGAM0072
AH
1085 DO 109 J=1,NPSI
33V(2,J)=-GB3V(3,9J)
BkVG( 3,J )=SBV( 3,J)
BVO(3,J )=BVG(3,J )/BOER
ELB(J)=EL(2)
109 CONTINUE
WRITE (NOUT,203)
203 FORMAT (1HO//'OBOUND CIRCULATION'/IHO,'PSI BVG
WRITE (NOUT,204) (ANG(J),8VO(3,J),ELB(J),J=1,NPSI)
204 FORMAT (1H ,F4.0,F12.8,F6.2)
GO TO 12
C VORTEX SHEET WAKE MODEL
110 CONTINUE
SEL6=0.0
DO 112 J=1,NPSI
EMS=EMU*S(J)
GAM=0.0
GAS=0.0
DO 111 I=1,NE
GA=(ETG(I)+EMS)*ALPHA(I,J)
GAS=GAS+DETA(I)*GA
111 GAM=AMAXI(GAMGA)
GBV(3,J )=AP*GAM
FLB(J)=2.*(1.-GAS/GAM)-EL(1)
SEL3=SELB+ELB(J)
112 CONTINUE
NPS=NPSI-
EL(2)=(SELB-ELB(NPSI))/NPS
IF (EL(?).GT.ELBM) EL(2)=ELBM
DO 113 J=1,NPS
113 GS(3,J)=GBV(3,J+1)-GBV(3,J)
GS(3,NPSI)=GS(3,1)
LST=1
Go TO 1085
C VDRTEX LINE WAKE MODEL WITH MANY TRAILING VORTEX LINES
114 Do 116 J=1,NPSI
ELB')
WGA0073
WGAMC074
WCAM0075
WGAM0076
WGAMC077
WGAMC078
WGAM0079
WGAM0080
WGAMC081
WGAM0082
WGAM0083
WGAMC084
WGAM0085
WGAM0086
WGAM0087
WGAM0088
WGAM0089
WGAMC090
WGAMC091
WGAM0092
WGAMC093
WGAMC094
WGAM0095
WGAM0096
WGAMC097
WGAM0098
WGAM0099
WGAM0100
WGAMO101
WGAM0102
WGAM0103
WGAM0104
WGAM0105
WGAM0106
WGAM0107
WGAM0108
* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EMS=EMU*S(J)
BVG(1,J)=0.0
DO 115 I=1,E
BVG(I+1,J)=AP*(ETG( I)+EMS)*ALPHA(IJ)
115 GBV(IJ)=BVG(IJ)-8VG(1+1,J)
116 GBV(NL,J)=BVG(NL,J)
NPS=NPSI-1
DO 118 I=2,NL
DO 117 J=1,NPS
BVO ( I, J )=BVG( I, J) /BOER
117 GS ( I, J )=BV G( I, J+1 )-VG( I, J)
B VOL N/PSORBVG(INPSI /8ER
118 Stl4GS(I1)
4ITE (NOUT,200) (ETG(1),I1,NE)
200 F RMAT (1HO//'OBOUND CIRCULATION'/1HO ,ETA= ,F9.3,9F11.3)
WRITE (NOUT,201)
201 FORMAT (' PSI")
DO 20 J=1,NPSI
20 WRITE (NOUT,202) ANG(J),(BVO(I,J),1=2,NL)
202 FORMAT (LH ,F4.0,10F11.7)
GO TO 12
C C3NSTANT GAMMA(PSI) - NO SHED WAKE
11 CONTINUE
00 13 J=1,NPSI
13 GBV( 3,J)=BOER*GZER
LST=2
IF (IABC.EQ.5) LST=1
GO TO 1085
12 CONTINUE
C INITIALIZE DISTORTION
IF ( 11.G T.0) 'GO TO 18
C THIS IS A FIRST ITERATION
C USE RIG[D WAKE FOX INITIAL ESTIMATE
00'17 J:=1,NPSI
DO 17 K=1,NPHI
WGAM0109
WGAM0110
WGAMO 111
WGAM0112
WGAM0113
WGAM0114
WGAM0115
WGAM0116
WGAMC117
WGAMO118
WG A O 119
WGAM0120
WGAM0 121
WGAM0122
WGAM0123
WGAM0124
WGAM0125
WGAM0126
WGAM0127
WGAM0128
WGAM0129
WGAM0130
WGA?0131
WGAM0132
WGA0 133
WGAM0134
WGAMO 135
WGAM0136
WGAM0137
W GAMO 138
WGA*0139
WGAM0140
WGAM0141
WGAM0142
WGAM0 143
WGAM0144
D( 1,J,K)=0.0
D(2,J,K )=0.0
17 D(3,J,K)=TAM B*PSI(K)
S0 TO 14
C THIS IS AN ITERATION AFTER THE FIRST
C READ IN RESULTS OF PREVIOUS ITERATION
18 CONTINUE
DO 195 K=1,NPHI
READ (NIN,19)((D(I,J,K),I=1,3),J=1,NPSI)
19 FORMAT (6E13.6)
195 CONTINUE
14 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
WGAMG145
WGAM0146
WGAM0147
WGAMC148
WGAM0149
WGAP0150
WGAM0151
WGAM0152
WGAM0153
WGAM0154
WGAMC155
WGAM0156
WGAM0157
NGAM0158
0 0 0 0
SUBROUTINE DCALC
C WG 71
C COMPUTE D(NJLL) = WAKE DISTORTION
C P-ETA = POINT IN WAKE WHERE D(N,J,LL) IS CURRENTLY BEING COMPUTED
C N = 1,3 = INDEX FOR XY,Z COMPONENTS OF DISTORTION VECTOR
C J = 1,NPSI = INDEX FOR PSI = AZIMUTH ANGLE OF P-ETA
C LL = 1,NPHI = INDEX FOR DELTA = AGE OF P-ETA
INTEGER OKPHI , SKPH I
DIMENSIIN OLD(3)
COMMON XAYAZA ,XB,Y8, ZB, ZM, DELL , GA, GB, RHOC,RHOS, QIQJQK,
1 IEG,I,J,K,KP,KPH4I,KTKDLL,L,LD,LGLLMGCNGONDKPOKSTRT,
2 QMO,QMB,SQ
COMMON/SSPL3T/EMU, AMBDA, ETA;C(97 ),S('97)PSI(91)(3, 25,97)
CQMMON/SGAM/IABC, I1, IG, IS , LST,NLi NB, NPS I,NPHTf1NNddT,NeD 1
1 EMDPSI ,DAN,TAMB,GZERBOER0,
2 EL(6),ELB(25),ANG(97),ZETA(6),GBV(6,v25),BVG(6,25) ,GS(6,25),
3 ENDM(?5),NDM(25)
C.MMON/SQtA/OKPHiSKPHI,OLDMt,PHI,SUMISUMJ,SUMK,
1 1 SUMI ,OSUMJ,OSUMK, TANMU, TAMD,PLA ,PZAPAO,E TASPETACP,DELT AOMS,
2 RI4OK,RHOG, STARTNBIGM,
1 AD(3) ,D313YVI (6)VJ(6),VK(6),OVI(6),OVJ(6),0VK(6),
2 DVO(3,25)DS(3,"25',D SN(325), TOT(3'i25)C6A(i3,254;Q8V(3),
3 KM(6,25 3,KTR (6,25,16) ,VEL (3, 25,97),KPR( 25)
COMM3N/SDCAL/IPRNPSRTLDMFWDEWDDSMIDSMJDSMKDSMS
C IN IT IAL IZE
QMS=QMO
IEG=2
KT=0
MGO= 1
NGO=1
KDLLi1
L D=2
L S=2
LL1=2
C STAR 'BOUNDARY AGE LUOP
DCAL0001
DCAL0002
DCAL0003
DCALCO04
DCAL0005
DCAL0006
OCAL0007
DCAL0008
OCAL0009
DCAL0010
DCAL 0011
OCALOO 12
DCALOO13
DCALOO14
DCAL0015
DCAL0016
DCAL0017
DCAL0018
OCAL0019
DCAL0020
DCAL0021
DCAL0022
DCAL0023
DCAL0024
OCAL0025
DCALOO26
DCAL0027
DCALCO28
OCAL0029
OCALCO30
DCALC031
DCAL0032
DCAL0033
DCALC034
OCAL0035
DCAL10036
23 CONTINUE
LL=LL I
C START AGE (DELTA) LOOP
230 CONTINUE
DELTA=PSI ( L)
C START AZIMUTH ANGLE (PSI) LOOP
DG 403 J=1,NPSI
F TASP=ETA*S( J)
ETACP=ETA*C(J)
C FSTIMATE DISTORTION OF P-ETA
D3(1)=D(1,J,LL)
D3(2)=D(2,J,LL)
D3(3)=D(3,J,LL)
IF (MGO.LE.1) GO TO 233
IF (LL.LF.KDLL) GD TO 232
C KDLL - BOUNDARY BETWEEN CALCULATED & ASSUMED DISTORTION
C OS(NJ) = ASSUMED VALUE OF D(N,J,KDLL)
03(1)=D3(1)+D(1,J,KDLL)-DS(1,J)
03(2)=D3(2)+D(2,J,KDLL)-DS(2,J)
03(3)=D3(3)+0(3,J,KOLL)-DS(3,J)
IF (KDLL.EQ.LO) GO TO 233
232 IF (LL.LE.LD) GO TO 233
C MODIFY D(N,J,iLL) TO INCLUDE UPDATED D(N,J,LO) INFCRMATION
C LD = VALUE OF LL DLRING MOST RECENT COMPUTATION OF D(N,J.LL)
C DVO(NJ) = VALUE OF D(N,J,LD) BEFORE MOST RECENT UPDATE
D3(1)=D3(1)+D(1,J,LD)-DVO(I,J)
)3(2)=03(2)+D(2,J,LO)-DVO(2,J)
)3(3)=D3(3)+0(3,JLD)-DVO(3,J)
233 CONTINUE
QMO=QMS
C CHECK FOR FIRST PASS
IF (MGO.LE.1) GO TO 24
C SURPRESS QMO OUTPUT DURING GENERAL UPDATE
IF (MGO.EQ.2) QMO=1.0
235 JLDM=(LL-2)/FNDM(J)-(LL-2)/NDM(J)
C CHECK FUR BOUNDARY UPDATE
DCALC007
6 CAL00 38
DCAL0039
DCALC040
DCALCO41
DCAL0042
DOCALO043
DCALC044
OCALOO45
DCAL0046
DCAL0047
DCAL0048
DCAL0049
OCALCO50
OCALC051
DCAL0052
DCALCO53
DCALC054
DCAL0055
DCAL0056
DCALC357
DCAL005P
DCAL0059
OCALC060
DCAL0061
DCAL0062
DCAL0063
DCALC064
DCALOJo5
DCALC066
DCALC067
DC AL00 68
DCAL0069
DCALCC70
DCAL0071
DCAL0072
aa 0 0 0
IF (OLDM.GT.0.01) GO TO 25
C SIRPRESS QMO OUTPUT DURING BOUNDARY UPDATE
QMO=1.0
24 CONTINUE
C EITHER BOUNDARY UPDATE OR FIRST PASS
C RECOMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY (Q) FOR ALL AGES
TOT(1 ,J)=O.O
TDT( 2 ,J)=O.O
TOT( 3,J )=O.O
25 SUMI=TOT(1,J)
SUMJ=TOT(2 ,J)
SUMK=TOT(3,J)
C INITIALIZE.
OSUMI=SUMI
OSUMJ=SUMJ
OSUMK=SUMK .
QBV (1 )=O.0
QBV(2)=0.0
QBV(3)= 0.0
C COMPUTE Q
CALL TRANS
IF (MGO.LE.1) GO TO 96
IF (3LDM.GT.0.01) GO TO 96
C ADD IN FAR WAKE CONTRIBUTION (ALL Q.LT.DM)
SUMI=SUMI+VEL(1,,J,LL)
SUMJ=SUMJ+VEL( 2,J,LL)
SUMK=SUMK+VEL(3,J,LL)
96 CONTINUE
C AVERAGE 0 AT START OF LAST DELTA INCREMENT WITH Q AT END
C ADD IN Q DUE TO BOUND VORTICITY
CUR(1 ,J)=SUM-0.5*DSMI+QBV(1)
CUR(? ,J)=SUMJ-0. 5*DSMJ+QBV (2)
CUR( 3,J)=SUMK-0.5*DSMK+QBV( 3)
C SAVE Q fOR POSSIBLE FUTURE USE
TOT(I,J)=SUMI
TfiT(2,. )=SUMJ
DCAL0073
DCAL0074
OCAL0075
DCAL0076
DCAL0077
DCAL0078
DCAL0079
DCAL 0080
OCAL0081
DCAL0082
DCALOO83
DCAL0084
DCALO085
DCAL0086
DCALCO87
DCAL0088
DC A L0089
DCALC090
OCALOO91
DCALOO92
DCALOO93
DCALCO94
DCALOO95
DCALO096
DCAL0097
DCAL0098
DCAL0099
DCAL0100
DCAL0101
DCAL0102
DCAL0103
DCAL 0104
DCAL0105
DCAL 016
DCAL0107
DCALO108
TOIT (3,J)=SUMK
C END AZIMUTH ANGLE (PSI) LOOP
403 CDNrINUE
C COMPUTE DISTORTION
C AVERAGE PREVIOUS AND CURRENT COMPUTATIONS OF INCREMENTAL DISTORTION
C DURING ONE DELTA PSI STEP IN AGE USING WEIGHTING FACTOR FWD
IF (LL.FO.?) GO TO 415
DO 410 N=1,3
DO 410 M=1,NPSI
DLD(N)=D(NMLL)-DV0(NM)
DVO(NM)=D(NMLL)
D(N,MLL)=D(N,M,LL-1)+DANG*FWD*CUR(NM)+EWD*OLD(N)
410 CONTINUE
GO TO 4?5
413i CONTINUE
DO 420 N=1,3
DO 420 M=1,PSI
DVO(N,M)=D(NMLL)
D(N,M,LL)=DANG*FWD*CUR(N,M)+EWD*DVO(NM)
420 CONTINUE
425 CONTINUE
LD= L L
C El D AGE (DELTA) LOOP
IF (LL.GF.LL2) GO TO 450
LL=LL+l
so Tm 230
450 CONTINUE
C C-iECK FOR JUST ENDED GENERAL UPDATE
IF (MGO.FQ.2) GO TO 470
C KDLL = LARGEST VALUE OF LL FJR WHICH D(N,J,LL) HAS BEEN CCMPUTEO
KDLL=LD
C CHECK TO SFE IF CLRRENT ITERATION FINNISHED
IF (KDLL.GE.NPHI) RETURN
C CHECK FOR NEXT GENERAL UPDATE
IF (LL-LS.LT.LDM) GO TO 471
C START GENERAL UPDATE OF Q AND D
DCAL0109
DCALC110
DCALO 111
DCAL0112
OCAL0113
OCAL 0114
DCAL0115
DCAL0116
DCAL0 117
DCAL01 18
DCAL0 11)
DCAL0120
DCALO121
DCAL012?
DCAL0123
DCAL0124
OCAL0125
DCAL0126
DCAL0127
DCAL0128
DCAL0129
DCAL0130
OCAL0131
DCAL0132
DCALO 133
DCAL0134
DCAL0135
DCALC136
DCALC137
DCAL0138
DCAL0139
DCAL0140
DCALO 141
DCAL0142
DCAL0143
DCAL0144
0 0 0 0 0 9 0
C RECOMPUTE
MGO=2
ALL Q.GT.DM (NEAR WAKE)
LLI=2
LL2=KCLL
L S=LD
IF (IPR.LT.1) GO TO 23
C PRINT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
00 4500 M=1,NPSR,IPR
DO 4500 N=1,3
4500 WRITE (6,4501) KDLL,N,M,
1 DS (NM),DSN(NM),DVO(NM)
2 (D(N,M,K),K=2,NPHI)
4501 FORMAT (I KDLL=',12,' N='
1 0 DS=',F7.4,' DSN=',F7.4,
2 1 QBV=',F9.6/
3 (1X,18F7.4))
GO TO 23,
C NO 3ENERAL UPDATE
C INCREMENT BOUNDARY AGE
C COMPUTE ONLY Q DUE TO NEW WAK
C ALL OTHER Q REMAINS UNCHANGED
470 CONTINUE
471 LL1=KDLL+1
LL2=LLl
MG0=3
KDLS=LL1
C UPDATE VFL, DS, DSN ARRAYS
DO 476 N=1,3
Do 476 J)=1,NPSI
C VEL = SUM ALL Q.LT.DM
VEL(NJ,LL1)=VEL(N,J,KDLL
C DS,DSN = SAVED VALUES OF D
DS(NJ )=DSN(NJ)
476 0SN(N,J)=D(NJ,KDLS)
SO TO 23
END
,CUR(N, M) , VEL(N, M,KDLL ) ,QBV(N),
11,* J=',2 1 7
DVO', F7.4,'
E GENERATED BY
CUR=' ,F 7.4,' VEL=',F7.4,
tCREMENTING DELTA
DCAL0145
DCAL0146
DCAL0147
OCAL0148
DCA L0149
DCAL0150
DCAL0151
DCALC 152
DCAL0153
DCAL0154
DCAL0155
DCALO156
OCALO157
OCALO158
DCAL0159
DCAL0 160
DCAL0161
DCAL0162
DCAL0163
DCALO164
DCAL0165
DCA LC 166
OCALO167
DCA10168
DCAL0169
DCALO170
DCAL0171
DCAL0172
DCAL0173
OCAL0174
DCAL0175
DCAL0176
OCAL0177
DCAL 0178
DCAL0179
OCAL0180
SUB'RiUTINE TRANS
WG 71
TRANS DOES COKEEPING TO INSURE THAT ONLY C.GT.DM (NEAR WAKE) UPDATED
INTLGER OKPHISKPHI
COMMON XAYAZA,XBI,YfUR,ZM,DELLGAGBRHOC,RHOSI ,QJ,QK,
I IEG, ,J,K,KPKPHIKT,KDLLL,LDLG,LL,MGONGOND,KPOKSTRT,
2 OMO,QMB,SQ
COMMON/SSPLOT/EMU,AMBDA,ETA,C(97),S(97),PSI(97),D(3,25,97)
COMMON/SGAM/IABC,Il,IG,IS,LST,NL,NB,NPSI,NPHI,NIN,NOUT,NDI,
1 EM,DPSI,DANG,TAMB,GZER,BOER,
2 EL(6),ELE(25),ANG(97),ZETA(6),GBV(6,25),BVG(6,25),GS(6,25),
3 ENDM(25),NDM(25)
COMMON/SQOC AL/OKPHI ,SKPHI ,OLDMPHI,SUMI,SUMJSUMK,
1 JSUMI,tJSUMJ,OSUMK,TANMUTAMD,PZAPZAPAOETASPETACPDELTADMS,
2 RHOK,RHOG,STARTNQIGM,
I 4D(3),D3(3),VI(6),VJ(6),VK(6),OVI(6),OVJ(6),OVK(6),
2 DVO(3,25),DS(3,25),DSN(3,25),TOT(3,25),CUR(3,25),cBV(3),
3 KM(6,25),KTR(6,25,16),VEL(3,25,97),KPB(25)
COMMON/SDCAL/IPRNPSRLDMFWDEWDDSMICSMJDSMK,DSMS
COMMJN/SWOC/LIB,RHOI,RHOL,RHO
DSMI=0 .fl
DSMJ=0.0
OSMK=0. 0
P-ETA = POINT I\ WAKE WHERE D(N,J,LL) IS CURRENTLY BEING CCMPUTED
POINT P-EL LOCATES AN ELEMENT IN THE WAKE WHOSE INDUCED VELOCITY
AT POINT P-ETA IS BEING COMPUTED
ETA-BLADF = BLADE iHICH TRAILED POINT P-ETA
FL-BLADE = RLADE WHICH TRAILED POINT P-EL
I = INDEX FOR ZETA = AZIMUTH ANGLE BETWEEN ETA-BLADF AND EL-BLADE
START ZETA LOOP
Do 400 I=1
PZA=PSI(J)+IETA(I)
INITIAL[7E AGE DELTA-L, AZIMUTH ANGLE PHI, AND TRANSITICN POINT
KPHI=1,NPSI - IN\DEX FrIP PRINCIPLE VALUE OF PHI
PHI - AZIMUTH ANGLE OF POINT P-EL
KP=1,NBIGM - INDEX FOR OLTA-L - AGE OF POINT P-EL
TRAN0001
TRANCO02
TRANCCC3
TRAN0004
TRAN0005
TRANCO06
TRAN0007
TRAN0008
TRANG009
TRANC010
TRANO011
TRANCO12
TRANCO13
TRAN0014
TRANCO15
TRAN0016
TRAN0017
TRAN0018
TRANCO19
TRAN0020
TRAN0021
TRAN002?
TRANC023
TRAN0024
TRAN0025
TRANC026
TRAN0027
TRAN0028
TRANC029
TRAN0030
TRANG031
TRAN0032
TRANC033
TRAN0034
TRAN0035
TRANC036
C CHECK FOR FIRST PASS
IF (MGO.LE.1) GO TO 30
C CHECK FOR BOUNDARY UPDATE
IF (OLDM.LT.0.01) GO TO 28
C COMPUTE ONLY 0 DUE TO NEW WAKE GENERATED BY INCREMENTING DELTA
26 KT=-LL-1
KP=2
PiI=DELTA+PZA-DANG
KPHI=PHI/DANG+1.1
C KPHI ONLY FOR PRINCIPLE VALUE OF PHI
27 IF (KPHI.LT.NPSI) GO TO 31
KPHI=KPHI-NPS 1+1
GO) TO 27
C BJU0DARY UPDATE - RECOMPUTE ALL Q.GT.DM (NEAR WAKE)
C KTR(U,J,K) TABLE OF TRANSISTIONS BETWEEN O.GT.DM AND QbLT.DM
o KM(IJ) = TABLE OF MAX VALUES OF K
28 IF (KM( I,J).EO.0) GO TO 26
KP=KTR( I,J 1)+LL
IF (KP.LT.2) GO TO 26
r KT = NEXT TRANSISTION FROM Q.GT.DM TO Q*LT.DM
KT=KTR(t,J,2)
C K = TRANSISTION NUMBER
K=2
KPHI=J+LL-KP+NDI*( I-1)
PHI=0ANG*(KPHI-1)
C KPHI ONLY FOR PRINCIPLE VALUE OF PHI
285 IF (KPHI.GT.0) GO TO 29
KPHI=KPHII+NPS I-I
3 TO ?85
?9 IF (KPHI.LT.NPSI) GO TO 31
KPHi,=KPHI-NPSI+1
70 TO 79
C CDJMPJTE ALL 0 FIRST TIME THROUGH
30 KP2+NBIGM
MGO=1
K=0
TRAN0037
TRAN0038
TRAN0039
TRAN0040
TRAN0041
TRAN0042
TRAN0043
TRAN0044
TRAN0045
TRANC046
TRAN0047
TRAN0048
TRAN0049
TRAN0050
TRAN0051
TRANC052
TRAN0053
T RAN0054
TRAN0055
TRAN0056
TRAN0057
TRAN0058
TRAk*0059
T R AN0060
TRAN0061
TRAN0062
TRAN0063
TRAN0064
TRANC065
TRAN0066
TRAN0067
TRAN0068
TRANC069
TRAN0070
TRAN0071
TRANC072
KM( I,J )=O
PHI=PZA-START
KPHI =P7A/DAN +1 .1
C KPHI ONLY FOR PRINCIPLE VALUE OF PHI
IF (KPHI.GE.NPSI) KPHI=KPHI-NPSI+l
31 CONTINUE
C SAVE INITIAL VALUE OF DELTA-L
KSTRT=KP
C START AGE DELTA-L LOOP
C PZAP = RELATIVE AGE
32 PZAP=P7A-PHI
C SET VORTFX CORE SIZE
C KPB(KPHI) = INDEX FOR AGE AT WHICH VORTEX BURSTS
RHO=RHOK
IF (KP.GF.KPB(KPHI)) RHO=RHJG
C COMPUTE INDUtCED VELOCITIFES (Q)
CALL WQCAL
C INCRFMENT AGE DELTA-L AND AZIMUTH ANGLE PHI
KP=KP-1
PHI=PHI+DANG
SKPHI=OKPHI
DKPHI=KPHI
KPHI=KPHI+l
C RESET KPHI FVERY 360 DEGREES
IF (KPHI.EO.NPSI) KPHI=1
DO 83 L=LIR,NL
DVI(L)=VI(L)
DVJ(L )=VJ(L)
OVK(L)=VK(L)
83 CONTINUE
r)SI=SUMI-OSjMI
DSJ=SUMJ-3sUMJ
DSK=SUMK-OSJMK
C CIECK FOR FIRST DELTA-L
IF (KP+1.EQ.KSTRT) GO TO 94
C CHECK ON TRANSISTIONS AND STORE ANY Q.LT.DM (FAR WAKE)
TRAN0073
TRAN0074
TRAN0075
TRAN0076
TRAN0077
TRAN0078
TRAN0079
TRAN0080
TRANC081
TRAN0082
TRAN0083
TRAN0084
TRAN0085
TRAN0086
TRAN0087
TRAN0088
TRANC089
TRAN0090
TRAN0091
IRANC092
TRAN0093
TRAN0094
TRANC095
TRANC096
TRAN0097
TRANC098
TRANC099
TRAN0100
TRAN0101
TRAN0102
TRANC103
TRAN0104
TRAN0105
TRANC106
TRAN0107
TRAN0108
0 0 0 0
C CHECK FOR GENERAL UPDATE
IF (MGO.EQ.2) GO TO 87
C FIRST PASS - FIND TRANSITIONS AND STORE Q.LT.DM (FAR WAKE)
DSMS=DS1*DSI+DS J*OSJ+OSK*OSK
0SUMI= SUMI
OSUMJ=SUMJ
OSUMK=SUMK
IF (MGO.EQ.3) GO TO 91
C CHECK FOR CURVED TIP VORTEX SEGMENT
IF (NGO.EQ.2) GO TO 85
IF (DSMS.GT.DMS) GO TO 86
C Q.LT.DM
IF (MGO.EQ.1) GO TO 84
C PREVIOUS Q.GT.0M
MGO=l
C INCREMENT TRANSISTION NUMBER K AND MAX K KM
K=K+1
KM(I,J) K
C STORE TRANSISTI3N
KTR(I,J,K)=KP-LL+l
C STORE Q
84 VEL(1,JLL)=VEL(1,J,LL)+DSI
VEL(2,J,LL )=VEL(2, JLL)+DSJ
VEL(3 ,J,LL)=VEL(3,J,LL)+DSK
30 TO 94
85 NGO=1
C Q.GT.DM
86 IF (MGO.EQ.0) GO TO 94
C PREVIOUS Q.LT.DM
MGO=O
K=K+1
KM(I ,J)=K
KTR(I,J,K)=KP-LL+2
GO TO 94
87 CONTINUE
C SEC3JD PASS (OR LATER) CHECK FOR TRANSiSTION
TRANC109
TRANC110
TRAN0111
TRAN0112
TRAN0113
TRAN0114
T R ANO115
TRAN01 16
TRANO 117
TRAN0118
TRAN0119
TRANC120
TRANO121
TRAN0122
TRAN0123
TRAN0124
TRAN0125
TRAN0126
TRAN0127
TRAN0128
TRAN0129
TRANC130
TRAN0131
TRAN0132
TRAN0133
TRAN0134
TRAN0135
TRAN0136
TRAN0137
TRAN0138
TRAN0139
TRAN0140
TRAN0141
TRAN0142
TRAN0143
TRAN0144
IF (KT.LT.KP-LL) GO TO 94
C END OF CNE O.GT.DW SEGMENT LOOK FOR NEXT ONE
KPG=KP
K=K+2
C CHECK FOR ANY MORE WAKE WITH Q.GT.DM
IF (K.CT.KM(I,J)) GO TO 90
C F]UNDO ANJJTHER TRANSISTION
KT=KTR(I,J,K)
88 KP=KT(I,JK-1)+LL
KSTRT=KP
KPD=KPO-KP
PHI=PHI+PANG*KPDC
KPHI=KPHI+KPD
89 IF (KPHI.LT.NPSI) GO TO 94
KPHI=KPPI-NPSI+1
GO TO 89
90 IF (K.GF.KM(I,J)+2) GO TO 905
KT=-LL-1
GO TO 88
C ALWAYS RECOMPUTE KP=1 TO GET LATEST POUNC VORTICITY CONTRIBUTION TO Q
905 CONTINUE
IF (KP.EO.0) GO TO 95
KT=-LL-1
KP=2
KSTRT=2
PHi=DELTA+PZA-CANG
KPHI=PHI /DANG+l.1
GO TD A9
91 CONTINUE
IF (KP.GT.1) GC TO 87
L)DKM=KM( I ,J) /2.-KM(I ,J)12
IF (30KM.GT.O.1) GO TO 92
C PREVIOUS Q.LT.OM
IF (DSMS.LT.DMS) GO TO 23
C Q.GT.DM
IF (KM(TJ).GE.16) GO TO 490
TRAN0145
TRANO 146
TRAN0147
TRAN0148
TRAN C149
TRAN0150
TRAN0151
TRAN0152
TRAN0153
TRAN0154
TRANO0155
TRAN0156
TRAN0157
TRAN0158
TRAN0159
TRANC160
TRANC161
TRAN0162
TRAN0163
TRANG164
TRAN0165
TRAN0166
TRAN0167
TRANC168
TRAN0169
TRAN0170
TRANC171
TRAN0172
TRAN0173
TRANC174
TRAN0175
TRAN0176
TRAN0177
TRAN0178
TRAN0179
TRAN0180
a 0e 0
KM(I ,J)=KM(I ,J)+1
KTR( I,J,KM(IJ))=KP-LL+2
GO TO 94
C PREVIOUS Q.GT.DM
92 IF (DSMS.GT.DMS) GO TO 94
C Q.LT.DM
KM( I ,J)=KM( I, J)+1
KTR(I ,J,KM(1 ,J))=KP-LL+l
93 VEL(1,J,LL)=VEL(1,J,LL)+DSI
V EL(?,J, LL)=VEL(2,J,LL)+DSJ
VEL(3,J,LL)=VEL (3,J,LL)+0SK
94 CJNTI1N UE
C FND AGE DELTA-L LOOP
IF (KP.GE.1) GO TO 32
95 CONTINUE,
DSMI=DSMI+DSI
DSMJ=DSMJ+DSJ
D SMK=DSMK+lSK
C E4D ZETA LOOP
400 CONTINUE,
RE TURN
C TOO MANY TRANSISTION POINTS
490 CONTINUE
WRITE (NOUT,491)
491 FORMAT ('1TOO MANY TRANSISTION POINTS$)
DO 492 J=1,4PSI
WRITE (N4UT,453) ANG(J)
DO 492 I=1,NB
KMIJ=KM( I, J)
WRITE (NOUT,454) (KTR(I,J,K),K=1,KMIJ)
492 CONTINUE
453 FORMAT (' PSI=',F4.0)
454 FORMAT (' KTR=',1614)
STOP
END
TRAN0181
TRAN0182
TRAN0183
TRAN0184
TRAN0185
TRAN0186
TRANO187
TRAN0188
TRAN0189
TRAN0190
TRAH0191
TRANO 192
TRAN0193
TRAN0194
TRAN0195
TRAN0196
TRAN0197
TRAN0198
TRAN0199
TRANO200
TRANO201
TRANO202
TRANO203
TRANO204
TRANO205
TRANO206
TRANO207
TRANO208
TRANO209
TRANO210
TRANO211
TRAN0212
TRANO213
TRANO214
TRANC215
LAJ
SUGRJUTINE WOCAL
C WG 71
C CJMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITIES (0)
INTEGER OKPHI,SKPHII
DIMENSION SVI(6),SVJ(6),SVK(6)
COPMUON XA,YA, ZA,XB,Yp,ZB,ZM,DELLGA,'B,RHOC,RFOS,QI,0QJ,QK,
1 IFG,I,J,K,KP,KPHI ,KT,KDLL,L,LD,LG,LLMGCNGO,NDKPCKSTRT,
2 QMO,0MB,SQ
COMMON/SSPLOT/EMUAM60A,ETA,C(97,S(97),PSI(97),D(3,25,97)
iCOMMON/SGAM/IABC,IIG,IS,LST,NLNB,NPSI,NPHININ,NOUT,ND,
1 EM,DPSI,DANGTAMB,GZER,BPOER,
2 EL(6) ,ELP(25),ANG(97),ZETA(6),GRV(6,25),BVG(6,25),GS(6,25),
3 ENDM( 25),NDM( 25)
COMMJN/SoCAL/OKPHISKPHIOLDMPHI,SUMISUMJSUMK,
1 OSUMIOSIUMJOSUMKTANMUTAMD,PZAPZAPAOETASPETACPDELTA,D'MS,
2 CHOK,RHOG, START,NPIGM,
1 AD(3),D3(3),VI(6),VJ(6),VK(6),0VI(6),OVJ(6),CVK(6),
2 DVO(3,25),DS(3,25),DSN(3,25),TOT(3,25),CUR(3,25),QBV(3)
3 KM(6,25) ,KTR(6,25,16),VEL(3,25,97),KPB(25)
'IOMMJN/SW0C/L IB,RHOI ,RHDL ,RHO
C L = INDEX FOR EL = RADIAL STATION ON EL-BLADE WHICH TRAILED P-EL
C START L LCOP
DO 82 L=LIB,NL
L G=L- 1
C NOW DEFINE CURRENT VECTORS
IF(L.EQ.ND) GO TO 41
C RIGID WAKE
AD(1)=-D3(1)
AD(2) =-03(2)
AD(3)=TAMB*(PZAP+DELTA)-D3(3)
GO TO 515
C DISTORTED WAKE
41 IF (MGO.LE.1) GO TO 511
C KDLL = LARGEST VALUE OF LL FOR WHICH D(N,J,LL) COMPUTED SC FAR
IF(KP.GT.KDLL) GO TO 42
AD(1)= D(1 ,KPHIKP)-D3(l)
WCCL0001
WCCLCO02
WQCLCCC3
WQCLO004
WQCLOO05
WQCLCCO6
WQCL0007
WCCL0008
WOCLCCC')
WQCLCO10
WQCL0011
WQCLOU12
WQCLC013
WQCL0014
WCCLOJI5
WQCLCO16
WQCLOO17
WCCLOO18
WQCLCO19
WQCLOJ20
WQCL0021
WQCLO022
WQCL00?3
WQCL0024
WQCLC02?
WOCLCj26
WQCL0027
WQCLOOA8
WOCLCO?
WUCL0030
WQCLQ03 1
WOCL0032
WQCLC 633
WQCL0034
WQCL0035
WOCLCO036
- a B 0 0 0 0 0 0
AD(2)= D(2,KPHI,KP)-03(2) WQCL0037
AD(3)= D(3,KPHIKP)-D3(3) WQCLOO38
GO TO 51 WQCLOO39
42 IF(KP.GT.NPHI) GO TO 44 WQCLOO40
C USE COMPUTED VALUES OF D FOR DISTORTION ACCUMULATED UP TO AGE KLL WQCLOO41
C USE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF D FOR DISTORTION BEYOND AGE KDLL WQCLOO42
C DS(NJ) = D(NJ,KDLL) BEFORE LATEST UPDATE WQC10043
AD(1)=0(1,KPHI,KP)-DS(1,KPHI)+D(1,KPHI,KDLL)-03(1) WQCLO044
AD(2)=D(2,KPHI,KP)-DS(2,KPHI)+D(2,KPHIKDLL)-03(2) WQCLOO45
AD(3)=D(3,KPHI,KP)-DS(3,KPHI)+D(3,KPHI,KDLL)-D3(3) QCLOO46
30 TO 51 WQCL0047
C EXTRAPOLATE DISTORTION FOR AGES BEYOND NPHI (LIMIT OF 0 TABLE) WQCL0048
44 AD(1)=0(1,KPHI,NPHI)-DS(1,KPHI)+D(1,KPHIKDLL)-03(1) WQC10249
AD(2)D0(2,KPHI,NPHI)-DS(2,KPHI)+D(2,KPHI,KDLL)-D3(2) WQCL0O5O
AD(3)=D(3,KPHI,NPHI)-DS(3,KPHI)+D(3,KPHI,KDLL)-C3(3)+FLOAT(KP- WQCLCO51
1 NPHI)*TAMD WQCL0052
51 CONTINUE WQCLOO53
IF (KDLL.EQ.LD) GO TO 515 WQCL0054
C L3 = VALUE OF LL DURING MOST RECENT D(N,J,LL) COMPUTATION WQCLOO55
IF (KP.LE.LD.OR.KP.EQ.2) GO TO 515 WQCLOO56
C USE RECENTLY COMPUTED VALUES OF D FOR DISTORTION ACCUMULATED UP TO AGE LD WQCLCO57
C USE OLDER INFORMATION FOR DISTORTION BEYOND AGE LC WQCL0058
AD( 1)=AD( 1)+D( 1,KPH ILD)-DVD( 1,KPHI) WQCLO59
AO(2)=AD(2)+0(2,KPHI,LD)-DVO(2,KPHI) WQCL9060
AD(3)=AD(3)+D(3,KPHI,LD)-DVO(3,KPHI) wQCLCO6L
GO TO 515 WQCLOO62
C FIRST PASS - NO COMPUTED DISTORTION YET WQCLQO63
C TEST FOR DISTORTION EXTRAPOLATION WQCL0O64
511 IF (KP.LE.NPHI) GO TO 512 WQCLOO65
C EXTRAPOLATE DISTORTION WQCLOO66
AD(1)=D(1,KPHINPHI)-03(I) WQCLOO67
AD( 2)=D( 2,KPHINPHI)-D3(2) WQCLCO68
AD(3)=D(3,KPHI,NPH I )-D3(3)+FLOAT(KP-NPHI )*TAMD WQCLOQ69
GO TO 515 WQCL1070
512 AD(l)= D(1,KPHI,KP)-D3(1J WQCLCO71
AD(2)= 0(2,KPHIKP)-D3( Z) WQCL007
AD(3 )= D(3,KPHIKP)-03(3)
515 CDNTINUF
C CDMUTE COMPO'JEN4TS OF VECTOR FROM P-ETA TO P-EL
V I(L)=EL(L )*S(KPHI)-ETASP +AO(1)
VJ(L)=EL(L)*C(KPHI)-FTACP+EMJ*PZAP+AC(2)
VK(L)=TANMU*PZAP-AO*(EL(L)-ETA) +AD(3)
52 CONTINUE
C START LOGICAL SEPARATION TO FIND METHOD FOR Q
IF (L.LT.LST) GO TO 81
IF (KP.FO.KSTRT) GO TO 81
IF (IABC.GT.3) GO TO 65
C VJRTEX LINE WAKE MODEL
IF (I.GT.1) GO TO 60
IF (LL.NE.KP) GO TO 57
IF (L.EQ.LST) GO TO 62
53 IF (L.NE.ND) GO TO 56
C FIRST HALF OF CURVED TIP VL
C SAVE VECTORS FOR LATER USE
0 54 SVI(L)=OVI(L)
SVJ( L )=OVJ (L)
SVK(L)=OVK (L)
GO TJ 91
C CONSTANT GAMMA TRAIL ING VL
56 S A=GBV(L,KPHI)
XA=Vl(L)
Y A=VJ(L)
ZA=VK(L)
XB=UVI(L)
YB=OVJ(L)
ZE=0VK(L)
IF (L.EQ.ND) GO TO 563
IF (IABC.GT.0) GO TO 562
C INBJARD TRAILING VS
DELL=EL(?)-EL(1)
ZM=0.5*(VK(1)+CVK(l))
WQCL0073
WQCLC074
WQCL0075
WQC10016
WQCLC077
WQCL0078
WQC10079
WQCLCU80
WQCLOO81
WQCLOO82
WQCL0083
WOCL0084
WQCLOO85
WQCL0O86
WQCLO087
WQCL0088
WQC10089
WQCLC090
WQCL0091
WQCL0092
WOCLC093
WQCLC094
WQCL0095
WQCL0096
WQCL0097
WQCL0093
WQCLOO99
WOCL0100
WQCL0101
WQCLO102
WQCL0103
WQCLC104
WQCLOIC5
WQCLO106
WQCLO107
WQCLO108
* a B B 0 0 .. ~. . 0 4
CALL QVS
GO TO 565
C INBOARD TRAILING VL
562 RHOC=RHOI
GO TO 564
C STRAIGHT TIP VL
563 RHOC=RHO
564 RHOS=RHOC*RHOC
CALL QSVL
565 SUMI=SUMI+QI
SUMJ= SUMJ+Qj
SUMK=SUMK+QK
GO TO 81
57 IF (L.EQ.LST) GO TO 63
IF (KP.GT.1) GO T9 59
C CONSTANT GAMMA BOUND VL
572 A=BVG(LKPHI)
X AdV I (.G)
Y A=VJ (I G)
ZA=VK( LG)
XB=VI (L)
YB=VJ(L)
ZB=VK (L)
RHOC=RHOL
RHOS=RHOC*RHOC
CALL QSVL
IF (SQ.LT.QMB) GO TO 578
C AVERAGE OBV AS BLADE SWEEPS THRU DEPSI
ZM=0. 50*(DVK(LG)+OVK(L) )
L=L-1
DELI=SQRT( (V I (L)-OV f (L) )**2+(VJ (L )-OVJ (L) )**2+(VK (L )-OVK (L) )**2)
578
L=L+1
DELO=SQRT( (V I (L)-OVI(L) )**2+( VJ( L )-OVJ(L) )**2+( VK( L)-CVK(L) )**2)
DELL=0.5*(DELI+DELO)
"ALL QVS
CONT INUE
WQCLO109
WQCLO110
WQCL0111
WQCLO112
WQCLO113
WOCLO114
WQCLO115
WQCLO116
WOCL0117
WQCLO118
W QCLO 119
WQCLO120
WQCL 121
WQCLO122
WQCL0123
WQCL0124
WQCL0125
WQCLO 126
WQCLO127
WQC L0128
WQCL 0129
WQCLO130
WQCLO131
WQCL0132
WQCL 0133
WQCL0134
WQCLO135
WOCLO136
WQCLO137
WOCLO138
WQCL0139
WQCLO140
WQCLO141
WQC L0142
WQCLO143
WQCLO144
QBV(1 )=FV(I )+QI
OBV(2) =0BV(2 )+QJ
BV( 3)=QBV(3)+QK
5P [F (I.GT.1) GO TO 56
581 IF (LL-i.NE.KP) GO T
IF (L.NFE.ND) GO TO 5
C CURVED TIP VL
C COVERS FWO VL SEGMENTS (
GA=GBV(LKPHI)
GB=GBV(L,3KPHI)
XA=VI(L)-OVI(L)
YA=VJ(L)-OVJ(L)
ZA=VK( L)-OVK( L)
XB=SVI(L)-OVI(L)
YB=SVJ (L )-OVJ (L)
ZB=SVK(L)-OVK (L)
RHOC=RHO
RHOS=RHOC*RHDC
CALL QCVL
GO TO 565
C SHED WAKE
59 IF (IS.EQ.2) GO TO 5
591 GA=GS(L,KPHI)
XA=VI(L)
YA=VJ(L)
ZA=VK(L)
RHOC=RHOL
RHOS=RHOC*RnC
IF (IABC.GT.0) GO TO
C LINEAR GAMMA SHED VL
XB=VI(1)
YB=VJ(1)
ZB=VK(1)
GB=o. 0
IEG=1I
CALL QSVL
O 56
6
KP=LL,LL-1)
WQCL0145
WQCLC146
WQCLO147
WCCLO148
WQCL0149
WQCLO150
WQCLO151
WQCLO15?
WQCLU153
WQCLO154
WQCLO155
WQCLO156
WQCLC157
WQCLO158
WQCLO159
WQCLO160
WQCLCI61
WQCLO162
WQCLO163
WOCLO164
WQCL0165
WQCL0166
WQCLCI67
WOCL0168
WCCL0169
WCCLO170
WOCLC171
WQCLC172
WQCLO173
WQCLC1 74
WOCLO175
WQCLO176
WQCL 177
WQCLO178
WQCL0 179
WQCLO180
593
Akk a
IEG=2
GO TO 595
C CONSTANT GAMMA SHED VL
593 CONTINUE
XB=VI(LG)
YB=VJ (LG)
ZB=VK(LG)
CALL QSVL
595 CONTINUE
SUMI=SUMI+QI
S UMJ= SUMJ+QJ
SUMK=SUMK+QK
Go TO 58
60 IF (L.EQ.LST) GO TO 64
IF (KP.EQ.1) GO TO 572
IF (IS.NF.2) GO 1O 591
G ( TD 56
62 IF (IABC.EQ.1) GO TO 54
GO Td 53
63 IF (I AC.EQ.1) GO TO 81
GO TO 581
64 IF (IABC EQ.1) GO TO 81
90 TO 56
C VORTEX SHEET WAKE MODEL
65 CALL VSCAL
81 C ON TI NUE
C E10 L LOOP
f12 CONTINUE
RETURN
F ND
WQCLO181
WQCLO182
WQCLO183
WQCL0184
WQCL0185
WQCLO186
WQCL0187
WQCL0188
WQCL0189
WQCL0190
WQCLO191
WQCLO192
WQCLC193
WQCLO194
WCCL0195
WQCL0196
WQCLO197
WQCLO198
WQCLO199
WQCLO200
WOCLO201
WQC10202
WQCLO03
WQCL 0205
WQCL 0206
WQCLO207
WQCLO208
WOCLO209
WQCL 0210
SUBROUTINE VSCAL
C WS 71
C VORTEX SHEET WAKE MODEL
INTEGER OKPi-I,SKPHI
DIMENSION SVI(6),SVJ(6),SVK(6)
COMMJN XAVYAZA,XBYB,ZBZM,DELLGA,GB,RHOCRHOSQIQJ,QK,
1 IEG,! ,J,K,KPKPH[,KTKDLLLLDLGLLMGO,NGO,NDKPO,KSTRT,
2 QMOQMB,SQ
COMMJN/SGAM/IABC,IlIG,IS,LSTNLNB,NPSINPHI,NINNGUT ,NDI,
1 EM,DPSI,0ANG, TAMB,GZER,80ER,
2 EL(6) ,ELB(25) ,ANG(97),ZETA(6),GBV(6,25),BVC(6,25),GS(6,25),
3 ENDM(25),NDM(25)
COMMON/SQCAL/OKPHISKPHI,OLDMPHI,SUM!,SUMJSUMK,
1 OSUMI,OSUMJ,OSUMKTANMUTAMDPZAPZAPAOETASPETACPDELTADMS,
2 HOK,RHOG,STARTNBIGM,
1 AD(3),D3(3),VI(6),VJ(6),VK(6),0VI(6),OVJ(6),0VK(6),
2 DVC(3 ,25) ,DS (3,25),DSN(3,25),TOT (3,25),CUR(3,25),QBV( 3),
3 KM( 6,25) ,KTR( 6,25, 16) ,VEL(3,25,97) ,KPB(?5)
8 65 CONTINUE
IF (LL.NE.KP) GO TO 70
66 SVI(L)=nVI(L)
SVJ(L)=OVJ(L)
SVK(L)=OVK(L)
N GO =2
IF (L.EQ.1) GO TO 81
IF (I.GT.1) GO TO 67
IF (L.NF.ND) GO TO 67
GO TO 81
67 IF (IApC.EQ.4) GO TO 68
IF (L.FQ.2) GO TO 69
C LINEAR GAMMA TRAILING VL
68 IEG=1
GA=GPV(L,KP1)
3B=GBV(LOKPHI)
XA=VI(L)
YA=VJ (L )
VSCL0001
VSCLO0O02
VSC10003
VSCLOG004
VSCLCOC5
VSCLOO06
VSCL0007
VSCLG008
VSCLOO09
VSCLOO10
VSCLG011
VSCLOO12
VSCLO013
VSC10014
VSCLOO15
VSCLOO16
VSC10017
VSCL0018
VSCLOO19
VSCLC020
VSCLC021
VSCL0022
VSCL0023
VSCL0024
VSCL0025
VSCL0026
VSCLC027
VSCL0028
VSCL0029
VSCLC030
VSCLC031
VSCL0032
VSCL0033
VSCL0034
VSCL0035
VSCL0036
a a B 0 S 0
685
ZA=VK (L)
XB=OVI (L)
YB=DVJ(L)
Z B=OVK (L )
CALL QSVL
SUMI=SUMI+QI
SUMJ= SUMJ+QJ
SUMK=SUMK+QK
GO TO 81
LINE AR GAMMA TRAILING VS
69 IEG=I
GA=GBV(2,KPHI)
B=GBV4 2 ,OKPH I)
DELL= EL ( 2)-EL ( 1)
X B= OV 1 (2)
YB=0VJ(2)
ZB=JVK (,2)
IM=O.5*(VK(1 )+OVK( 1))
XA=VI (2)
YA=VJ( 2)
Z A=VK( 2)
CALL QVS
GO TO 685
70 IF ( IABC.EO.5) GO TO 76
IF (L.EQ.LST) GO TO 75
705 IF (KP.GT.1) GO TO 72
C CJNSTANT GAMMA BOUND VL
71 I E G=2
3 A=BVG(L,KPHI)
XA=VI (LG)
YA=VJ(LG)
ZA=,VK (L-G)
XB=VI (L),
YB=VJ( L)
ZB=VK(L)
CALL OSVL
VSCL0037
VSCL0038
VSCL0039
VSCL0040
VSCL0041
VSCLC042
VSCL0043
VSCL0044
VSCL0045
VSCLCO46
V SCL0047
VSCLC048
VSCL C 049
VSCLO050
VSCLOO51
V SC L C052
VSCLOO53
VSCL0054
V SCL0055
VSCL 0056
VSCL0057
VSCL0058
VSCLCO%59
VSCL0060
VSCL0061
VSCLC062
VSCL0063
VSCL0064
VSCL0065
VSCL 0066
VSCL0067
VSCL0068
V SCL C069
VSCL C070
VSCL0071
VSCL0072
C
0 1
IF (SQ.LT.QMB) GO TO 715
C AVERAGE OBV AS BLADE SWEEPS THRU DEPSI
ZM=0.50*(OVK(LG)+0VK(L))
715
L=L-1
DELI=SQRT((VI(L)-OVI(L))**2+(VJ
L=L+1
DELO=SQRT((VI(L)-OVI(L))**2+(VJ
DELL=0.5*(DELI+DELO)
CALL QVS
CONTINUE
QBV(1)=QBV(1)+QI
DBV(2)=QBV(2)+QJ
QBV(3)=QBV(3)+QK
IF (LL-1.NE.KP) GO TO 78
CJNSTANT GAMMA NEAR SHED VS
(L)-OVJ(L))**2+(VK(L)-CVK(L))**2)
(L )-OVJ (L) )**2+( VK(L )-OVK (L) )**2)
VSCLC073
VSCL0074
VSCL0075
VSCLC076
VSCLC077
VSCL0078
VSCL0079
VSCLC08C
VSCLOO81
VSCLOO82
VSC10083
VSCL0084
VSCL0085
VSCLOO86
VSCLOO87
VSCLOO88
VSCL0089
VSCLC090
VSCL0091
VSCLO09?
VSCLC093
VSCL0094
VSCL0095
VSCLC096
VSCL0097
VSCL0098
VSCL0099
VSCL0100
VSCL0101
VSCLO102
VSCL0103
VSCLO104
VSCL0105
VSCLO106
VSCLO0107
VSCLO108
73 IEG=2
GA=0.5*(GS(3,OKPHI)+GS(3,SKPHI))
ZM=0. 5*(VK(2) +VK(3))
DELO=SQRT((VI(3)-SVI(3))**2+(VJ(3)-SVJ(3))**2+(VK(3)-SVK(3))**2)
DELI=SQRT((V I(2)-SVI(2))**2+(VJ(2)-SVJ(2))**2+(VK(2)-SVK(2))**2)
DELL=.5*(DELO+6ELI)
XA=SVI(3)
Y A=SVJ(3)
ZA=SVK(3)
XB=SVI(2)
YB=SVJ( 2)
ZB=SVK(2)
CALL OVS
SUM I=SUMI+QI
SUMJ=SUMJ+QJ
SUMK=SUMK+QK
74 IF (I.GT.1) GO TO 68
IF (L.NE.ND) GO TO 68
C CURVED TRAILING VL
SA= V(L ,K PHI )
GB=GV(L,JK2H)
72
C
0 0 S S S 
S 0
XA=V I (L)-OVI (L)
YA=VJ(L)-nVJ(L)
ZA=VK(L)-OVK(L)
X B=SV I (L )-OV I (L)
YB=SVJ(L) -OVJ (L)
ZB=SVK(L)-OVK(L)
CALL QCVL
GO TO 685
75 IF (LL-1.EQ.KP) GO TO 74
GO TO 68
76 IF (L.E0.3) GO TO 705
IF (L.EQ.1) GO TO 81
761 IF (KP.G T. 1) GO TO 77
C LINEAR GAMMA BOUND VL
IEG=1
GA=8VG(3,KPHI)
GB0.00 DO
XA=V I(2)
YA=VJ(2)
ZA=VK( 21
X B=V I)
yB=VJ()
.A Z=VK(1)
CALL QSVL
IF (SQ.LT.QMB) GO TO 765
C AVERAGE QBV AS BLADE SWEEPS THRU
ZM=0.50*(OVK(LG)+OVK(L))
765
VSCLO109
VSCL0110
VSCLO111
VSCLO112
VSCL0113
VSCL0114
VSCLO115
VSCLO116
VSCLO117
VSCLO118
VSCLO119
VSCLO120
VSCL0121
VSCL0122
VSCL0123
VSCLO124
VSCLO125
VSCLO126
VSCL0127
VSCLO128
VSCLO129
VSCL0130
VSCLO131
VSCLO132
VSCL0133
VSCLO134
VSCLO135
VSCLO136
V SCL 0137
VSCLO138
VSC10139
VSCLO140
VSCLO141
VSCLO142
VSC L0143
VSCLO144
DEPSI
L=L-1
DELI= SQR T( (VI(L)-OVI (L))**2+(VJ(L)-OVJ IL) )**2+(VK(L I-OVK(L ) )**2)
L=l+1
DELO=SQRT((VI(L)-OVI(L))**2+(VJ(L)-OVJ(L))**2+(VK(L)-OVK(L))**2)
DELL=0.5*(DELI+DELO)
CALL QVS
CONT INUE
QBV(2)=QBV(12)fQI
QBV( 2)=ORV (2)+OJ
0 0 - 0 0 0
QtV(3)=0BV(3)+QK
77 IF (LL-l.EQ.KP) GO TO 794
C LINEt-AR GAMMA SHED VS
775 IEG=1
GA=GS (3 ,OKPHI)
7B=0.0
ZM=0.5*(VK(1)+VK(2))
DELO=SQRT((VI(2)-OVI(2))**2+(VJ(
DELI=SQRT((VI(1)-OVI(1))**2+(VJ(
DELL= .5*(DELD+DELI)
XA=OVI(2)
YA=QVJ(2)
ZA=OVK(2)
XB=OVI( 1)
YB=OVJ(l)
ZB=OVK( 1)
CALL QVS
777 SUMI=SUMI+01
SUMJ=SUMJ+QJ
SUMK=SUMK+QK
GO TO 69
C CDNSTANT GAMMA SHEC VS
78 IEG=2
GA=GS(3,OKPHI)
Zt=0.5*(VK(2)+VK(3))
DELJ=SORT((VI(3)-VI(3))**2+(VJ(
D)ELI=SQRT((VI(2)-'iVI(2))**2+(VJ(
DELL=.5*(DELO+DELI)
XA=UVI(3)
YA=f)VJ(3)
IA=UVK(3)
XB=OVI (?)
YB=JVJ(?)
Z B=OVK ( 2)
CALL QVS
SUMI=SUMI+QI
2)-OVJ (2))**2+( VK( 2)-OVK(2) )**2)
1)-OVJ(1))**2+(VK(1)-OVK(1))**2)
VSCLO145
VSCLC146
VSCLC147
VSCLO14P
VSCLO149
VSCLCL50
VSCLO151
VSCL0152
VSCLC1 53
VSCLO154
VSCLO155
VSCLO156
VSCLO157
VSCLO158
VSCLO159
VSCL0160
VSCLO161
VSCLO162
VSCL0163
VSCL0164
VSCLO165
VSCLO166
VSCL0 167
VSCL0168
VSCLO169
VSCLC17C
VSCLO171
VSCLC172
VSCLC173
VSCLO174
VSCLO175
VSCLC176
VSCLO177
VSCLO178
VSCLO179
VSCL0180
3)-OVJ(3))**2+(VK(3)-OVK(3))**2)
2)-DVJ(2))**2+(VK(2)-CVK(2))**2)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SUMJ=SUMJ+QJ
SUMK=SUJMK+0K
GO TO 68
C LINEAR GAMMA NEAR SHED VS
794 IEG=l
SA=0.5*(GS(3,OKPHI)+GS(3,SKPHI))
ZM=0.5*(VK(1)+VK(2))
DELO=SQRT((VI(2)-SVI(2))**2+(VJ(2)-SVJ(2))**2+(VK(2)SVK(2))**2)
DE LI =SQRT ( (V I (1 )-SVI (1) )**2+ (V J (1 )-SVJ (1) ) **2+( VK ( 1)-SVK (1) ) **2)
DELL=.5*(DELO+DELI)
XA=SVI( 2)
YA=SVJ(2)
ZA=SVK( 2)
XB=SVI( 1)
YB=SVJ(1)
ZB=SVK(1)
CALL OVS
GO TO 777
81 RETURN
E ND
VSCLO181
V SC L0182
VSCL0183
VSCLO184
VSCLO185
VSCL0 186
VSCLO187
VSC10188
V SC L0189
VSCLG 190
VSCLO191
VSCLO192
V SCLO 193
VSCLO194
VSCLO195
VSCL0196
VSC10197
VSCLO198
V SC L0199
VSCL0200
SUBROUTINE QSVL
C W3 71
C STRAIGHT VORTEX LINE SEGMENT INDUCED VELOCITY
COMMON XA, YALA,XB,YB,ZB ,ZM,DELL,GA,GBRHOCR HOS,01,0J,QK,
1 IEG, ,J,K,KP,KPHI,KTKDLL,L,LD,LG,LLMGrNGO,ND,KPO,KSTRT,
2 QMOMB,SOQ
33 ADUTB=XA*XB+Y A*Yb+ZA*ZB
AC=XA*XA+YA*Y A+ZA*ZA
BC=XB*XB+YB*YBi+ZB*ZB
AL=SQRT(AC)
BL=SQRT(BC)
CLS=AC+'lC-2.*ADOTB
AXBI=YA*ZR-YB*IA
AXBJ=7A*XB-ZB*XA
AX3K=XA*YP-XR*YA
AXBS=AXqI**?+AXBJ**2+AXBK**2
HS=AXBS/CLS
QF=HS/(RH0S+HS)
5 Q=QF*GA*(AL+3L)*(1.0-ADOTB/(AL*BL))/AXBS
Q I=Q*AXRI
0J=0*AX9J
QK=Q*AXK V
IF (IEG.EO.?) GO TO 40
DFLQ=0F*(GB-GA)*((BL-AL)/(AL*BL)+(AC-ADOTB)*Q/GA)/CLS
35 QoI=QI+DELQ*AXBI
QJ=QJ+DELO*AXBJ
QK=QK+DELO*AXBK
40 CONTINUE
SQ=ABS(QI)+ABS(QJ)+ABS(QK)
IF (SQ.GT.QMO) WRITE (6,100) I,J,L,KPtI,KPKT,K,MG0,KDLLLL,LD,
I XAYA,7A,XB, YBZBQIQJOK, SQ
100 FORMAT ('OIJLKPHI=',[13,I2,13,' KPKTKMG=,12,213,12,' KDLLLD=',
1 12,213,
2 ' XYZ=',6F6.3,' US=',F7.4,2F8.4,F9.4)
RFTU.RN
END
QSVLC001
QSVLCOO?
QSVL0003
QSVLOO04
QSVLCCC5
QSVLOU06
QSVLOO07
QSVLC008
QSVLC009
QSVL0010
QSVL0011
QSVLOO12
QSVLCG13
QSVLOO14
QSVLCO15
QSVLCO16
OSVLOO17
QSVLOO18
QSVLCO19
QSVL0020
QSVL0021
QSVLCO2
QSVLC023
OSVLOO24
QSVLC025
QSVLC026
QSVL0027
QSVL0028
OSVLCO29
QSVLCO30
OSVLOO31
QSVL0032
QSVLCOi33
OSVLO034
OSVLO035
QSVLC036
SUBRDUTINE QCVL
C WG 71-
C CURVED VORTEX LINE SEGMENT INDUCED VELOCITY
COMMON XA, YAZAXB,YB,2BZMDELLGAGBRHOCRHOS,0IOQJ,QK,
1 IEGI,J,K,KPKPHI,KTKDLL,L,LDLGLL,MGO,NGO,NDKPCKSTRT,
2 QMOQMBSQ
AXBI=YB*ZA-YA*ZB
AXBJ= XA*ZB-XB*ZA
AXBK=XB*YA-XA*YB
AXBS=AXBI**2+AXBJ**2+AXBK**2
AS=XA**2+YA**2+ZA**2
BS=XB**2+YB**2+ZB**2
AB=XA*X8+YA*Y 8+ZA*Z8
A=SQRTfAS)
B=SQRT(BS)
AD=AS- AB
BD=BS-AB
ADS=AX85+AD*AD
BDS=AX 8S+80*BD
BDR=SQRT (SDS)
ADR=SQRT( ADS)
RAB=RHOC*AXBS
AL=4.0*A*(BDS-BD*BDR )/RAB
BL=4. 0*8*(ADS-AU*ADR)/RAB
0=(GA*(ALOG(AL)-0.25)+GB*(ALOG(BL)-0.25))/(A*BR)
QI=Q*AXBI
QJ=Q*AXBJ
QK=Q*AX8K
SQ=ABS(I )+ABS(QJ )+ABS(QK)
IF (SQ.GT.QMO) WR[TE (6100) IJ,LiKPHI#,KP,KTKMGO,KDLLLLLD,
1 XA,YAZA,XB#YBtBQIQJQK,SO
100 FORMAT (*0IJLKPHI=,l1,13,I2,I3, KPKTKMG='912,213,12,* KDLLLD=*,
1 12,213,
2 1 XYZ=',6F6,3,* QC=',F7.4,2F8.4,F9.4)
RETURN
END
QCVLOO01
QCVLOO02
QCVLCO03
CCVLOO04
QCVL0005
QCVLOO06
QCVL0007
QCVL008
QCVLOC09
OCVLCO10
QCVL0011
QCVLOO12
QCVLOO13
QCVL 0014
QCVLOO15
QCVLO16
QCVLCO17
QCV10018
QCVLOO19
QCVL0020
QCVLC021
QCVLOO22
QCVL0023
QCVL 0024
QCVL0025
QCVL0026
OCVL0027
QCVLC028
QCVL0029
QCVL0030
QCVL0031
QCVL0032
QCVL0033
QCVL0034
QCVL0035
QCVL0036
SUIBR(JUTINF OVS QVS COOL
C WS 71 oVS 0002
C RECTANGULAR, PLANAR VJRTEX SHEET INDUCED VELOCITY QVS 0003
REAL I,12,13,14 QVS 0004
CDMM]N XAYAZA,XBv,YB,ZB,ZM,90ELL,GA,GRRHOC,RHOSQI,QJ,QK, QVS C05
I IEGI,J,K,KPKPHI,KTKDLL,L,LD,LG,LLMGCNGO,NDKPO,KSTRT, OVS 0006
2 QMO,QMB9,SQ QVS 0007
DX=XB-XA QVS 0008
)Y=YH-YA OVS C009
DZ=ZK-ZA QVS 0010
DXYS=0 fX*OX+DY*0Y QVS 0011
CLS=DXYS+DZ*DZ QVS 0012
CL=SORT(CLS) OVS C013
CA=-(XA*DX+YA*DY+ZA*DZ)/CL CVS 0u14
CB=CL-CA oVS 0015
ZI=(.5*(4CZA+ZB)-ZM)/DELL QVS C016
R AD=SQRT( DXYS-7 1*7 I*CLS) QVS 0017
ZI0=ZI*0Z QVS 0018
XI=(DY*RAD-DX*ZID)/DXYS 0vS C019
Y I=(-X*RAD-DY*ZID) /DXYS OVS 0020
XK=( Y I*DZ-ZI *DY)/CL t, QVS 0021
YK=(ZI*DX-XI *0Z)/CL OVS 0022
ZK=( XI*)Y-YI *D)X) /CL QVS C023
CAN=CA/CL QVS 0024
XH=XA+DX*CAN OVS 0025
YH=YA+DY*C AN OVS 0026
ZH=ZA+DZl*CAN QVS 0027
X1=XI*XH+YI*YH+Z1*ZH QVS 0023
Z=XK*XH+YK*YH+ZK *ZH QVS 0029
ZZ=Z*Z OVS 0030
X?=XL-DELL QVS 0031
X2S=X2*X2 QVS 0032
TDELL=n.01*DELL OVS 0033
IF (X?S.LT.TDELL) GO TO 4 QVS C034
X1 S=X 1*X I QVS 0035
IF (X1S.LT.TDELL) GO TO 5 QVS C036
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 CONTINUE QVS C037
CAS=CA*CA QVS 0038
CBS=CB*CB QVS C039
SOA=SQRT(X1S+ZZ+CAS) QVS C040
SOB=SORT( X 1S+ZZ+CBS) QVS 0041
STA=SQRT(X2S+ZZ+CAS) QVS 0042
STB=SQRT(X2S+ZZ+CBS) QVS C043
11=(GA/DELL)*(ATAN(CA*X2/(Z*STA) )-ATAN(CA*X1/(Z*SOA)) QVS 0044
1 +ATAN(CB*X2/(Z*ST8))-ATAN(CB*X1/(Z*SOB))) QVS 0045
I2=GA*ALOG(((STA+CA)*(SOA-CA)*(STB+C8)*(SOB-CB))/ QVS C046
1 ((STA-CA)*(SA+CA)*(STB-CB)*(SOB+CB)))/(2.0*DELL) QVS 0047
QI=11*XI+12*XK QVS 0048
QJ=I1*YI+[2*YK QVS 0049
QK=11*ZI+12*ZK QVS C050
C IEG = 1 FOR GA.NE.GB; IEG = 2 FOR GA=GB QVS 0051
GO TO (7,8),1EG QVS 0052
4 X2S=TDELL QVS 0053
X2=S IGN( 0.1*DELL, X2) QVS 0054
X1=X2+DELL QVS 0055
x1s=x1*X1 QVS C056
GO TO 3 QVS 0057
5 XlS=TDELL QVS 0058
X1=SIGN(0.1*DELL,X1) QVS 0059
X2=X1-DELL QVS 0060
X2S=X2*X2 QVS 0061
GO TO 3 QVS 0062
7 CONTINUF QVS 0063.
G= (GB-GA)/CL QVS 0064
13=Z*ALOG(((STA+X2)*(SOB+Xl))/((SOA+X1)*(STB+X2)))/DELL QVS 0065
I 4=(SOA-STA+STB-SOB)/DELL QVS 0066
CG=CA/GA QVS 0067
0I=QI +G*(CG*QI+13*XI+14*XK) QVS 0068
QJ=OJ+G* (CG*QJ+13*YI+14*YK } QVS 0069
QK=QK+G*(CG*QK+l 3*Z1+14* QVS C070
8 CONTINUE QVS 0071
SQ=ABS(QT)+ARS(QJ)+ABS(QK) QVS 0072
IF (SO. T.0MO) WRITE (6,100) I,J,L,KPIUKPKT,K,MGJ,KDLLLL,LD,
1 X A,YAZA,XBY,ZB,01,QJQK, SO
FORMA ('O IJLKPH[=', 11, 13, 12,13, ' KPKTKMG=',1 2, 213,12,' KDLLLD=*,
1 12,213,
2 ' XY7=',6F6.3,' QA=',F7.4,2F8.4,F9.4)
RETURN
END
OVS C073
QVS 0074QVS 0075
QVS C076
QVS 0077
QVS 0078
QVS C079
100
0 0 .0 0 S
SUBROUTINE SPLOT (NPHINPSITADCANG)
DIMENSION 8(512),SX(99),SY(99),SZ(99),ABEL(15),8BfL(15),ZLAM(99)
1 OSX(99) ,ZZK(97,25),TX(15),TY(15),TZ( 15 )
COMMON/SSPLOT/EMUAMBDAETA,C(97),S(97),PSI(97),D(3,25,97)
NAMEL IST/DPLT/IL AB, SRSK
NIN=5
C READ IN SCALE FACTORS
READ (NINDPLT)
IF (ILAB.EQ.0) GD TO 10
C READ PLOT LABEL
READ (NIN,100) (ABEL([),I=1,15)
READ (NIN,100) (BBEL(I) 1115)
100 FORMAT (15 A4)
10 C ONT I NUE
DR= I.0/SR
DZ=1 .0/SK
TDR=-2. 0*DR
SDR?.-70*DR
T D Z=-3.*()Z
N P0 N PH I +I
NPT=NPHI+2
C PUT FIRSTV AND DELTA INTO ARRAYS TO RE PLOTTED
SX(NPO)=0.O
SX(NPT)tDR
SY(NPO)=SDR
SY(NPT)=DR
ZLAM(NPO)=TDZ
ZLAM(NPT)=DZ
C RIGID WAKE 7 COMPONENT
DO 15 K=1NPHI
15 ZLAMftK)=-AMBD A*PSI(K)
C DISTORTED WAKE Z COMPONENT
00 20 J=1,NPSI
ADD=0.0
DO 20 K=1,NPHI
ZZK(K,J)=ADD-D( 3,J,K)
SPLTC001
SPL 10002
SPLTC003
SPLT0004
SPLTO005
SPL 10006
SPLTC007
SPLT0008
S PLTOOO9
SPLT0010
SPL TOO 11
SPLTO012
SP LT0013
SPLT0014
SPLT0015
SPLT0016
SPLT001T
SPL T0018
S PL T0019
SPLTOO20SPL TCO21SPLT0021
SPLTOO22
SPL T023
SPLTC024
SPLTOO25
S PLT0026
SPL T0027
SPLT0028
SPLTOO29
S PLTOO30
SPLT0031
SPLTOO32
S PLTO033
SPL T0034
SPLTC035
SPLT0036
20 ADD=ADD+TAD
DFMU=EMJ*DANG
C READ IN STARTING PSI
30 READ (NIN,101) J1,NS
101 FORMAT (13,12)
PSIS=DANG*FL1AT(J1-)
C COMPUTE RIGID WAKE TPP VIEW
ADD=1.0
J=J1
D3 31 K=1,NPHI
SX(K)=ADD+C(J)
SY(K)=S(J)
ADD=ADD+DEMU
J=J-1
IF (J.EO.O) J=NPSI-1
31 CONTINUE
C LENGrH OF PLOT AXIS
MM=SR*(2.0+DEMU*NPHI)
IF (MM.LT.8) MM=8
XMM=MM
DMM=XMM+2.0
IF (ILAB.EO.0) GO TO 33
C PLOT LABEL DREVIOUSLY READ IN
CALL SYMBOL (0.1,10.,.14,ABEL, 0. 0v60)
CALL SYMBOL (0.1,9.8,.14,BBEL,0,60)
33 CONTINUE
C "LOT LINE OF HUB MOTION
CALL PLOT (0.0,7.0,3)
CALL PLOT (XMM,7.0,2)
C PLOT TIP PATTH PLANE (TPP)
CALL PLOT (XMM,3.0,3)
CALL PLOT (0.0,3.0,2)
C PLOT HUB AXIS
CALL PLOT (2.0,0.5,3)
CALL PLOT (2.0,9.0,?)
C X AXIS = CALCOMP Y AXIS
SPLT0037
SPLTC038
SPLT0039
SPLT0040
SPLT0041
SPLT0042
SPLT0043
SPLT0044
SPLT0045
SPLT0046
SPLT0047
SPLT0048
SPLT0049
SPLT0050
SPLT0051
SPLTC052
SPLT0053
SPLT0054
SPLT0055
SPLT0056
SPLT0057
SPLT0058
SPLTC059
SPLT0060
SPLT0061
SPLT0062
SPLT0063
SPLT0064
SPLT0065
SPLT0066
SPLT0067
SPLT0068
SPLTC069
SPLT0070
SPLT0071
SPLTC072
0 0 0
CALL AXIS (0.O,5.0,'XI1,4.0,90.O,TDR,DR)
C Y AXIS = CALCOMP X AXIS
CALL AXIS (0.0,4.0,'Y',1,XMM,0.O,0.0,DR)
C PLOT RIGID WAKE TPP VIEW
CALL LINE (SX,SY,NPHI,1,0,4)
C Z AXIS = CALCOMP -Y AXIS
CALL AXIS (0.O,3.0,'Z',-1,3.0,270.0,0.0,0DZ)
C PLOT RIGID WAKE SIDE VIEW
CALL LINE (SXZLAMNPHI,1,0,4)
JS=J1
C DISTRTED WAKE IS PLOTTED WITH TWO DIFFERENT SYMBOLS - ISYM=3,4
C ISYM=3 IS FOR PSI = 0 - 180, ISYM=4 IS FOR PSI 180 - 360
NPM=(NPSI-1)/2+1
JP=1
ISYM=3
NP=JS
IF (NP.LE.NPM) GO TO 35
\P=JS-NPM+1.
ISYM=4
35 00 40 J=1,NP
TX(J )=SX( JP)+D( 2,JSJP)
T Y(J)=SY(JP)+D(1,JS, JP)
TZ( J) =ZZK(JPJS)
JP=JP+1
JS=JS-1
IF (JS.EC.0) JS=NPSI-1
40 CONTINUF
PO=NP+1
NPT=NP+2
C PUT FIRSTV AND DELTA INTO ARRAYS TO BE PLOTTED
TX(NPO)=0. 0
TX (NPT )=OR
TY (NPO) =SDR
TY( NP T)=DR
T Z(NPO )= TDZ
T Z (NPT ),=[)
SPLT0073
SPLT0074
SPLT0075
SPLT0076
SPLT0077
SPLT0078
SPLT0079
SPLT0080
SPL TOO81
SPLTC082
SPLT0083
SPLT0084
SPLT0085
SPLT0086
SPLT0087
SPLT0088
SPLTOC89
SPLT0090
SPLT0091
SPLT0092
SPLT0093
SPLT0094
SPL T0095
SPL T0096
SPLTO097
SPL TC098
SPLTC099
SPLTO100
SPLT0101
SPLT0102
SPLT0103
S PLT0104
SPL T0105
SPL T0 106
SPLTO107
SPLT0108
C PLOT rlI STCRTF[) WAKE TPP VIEW
CALL LINE (TX,TY,NP,1,l,ISYM)
C PLOT DISTORTFO WAKE SIDE VIEW
CALL LINE (TXTZNPel,1,1SYM)
IF (,JP.rT.NPHI) GO TO 50
JP=JP-1JS=JS+1I
NP=N4PHI-JP+1
IF (NP.GT.NPM) NP=NPM
IF (ISYM.EQ.4) GO TO 45
I SYM=4
30 TO 35
45 ISYM=3
GO TO 35
50 CONTINUE
CALL PLnT (DMM,0.0,-3)
NS=NS-1
IF (NS.GT.0) GC TO 30
RETURN
END
SPL T0109
SPLT0110
SPLT0111
SPLT0112
SPLT0113
SPLT0114
SPL T 0115
SPLT0116
SPLT0117
SPLT0118
SPLT0119
SPLT0120
SPLT0121
SPLT0122
SPLT0123
SPLT0124
SPLT0125
SPLT0126
SPLT0127
SPLT0128
* A
SUBROUTINE FXOF (M,'JDATA)
W- 71
PRINT DUMP IF ERROR
INTEGER OKPHI,SKPHI
COMMON XAYAZAXBYBZB3,ZMDELLGA GBRHOC,RHOS,QIQJQK,
1 IEGI ,JKKPKPHIKTKDLLL,LDLGLLMGCNGOPNDKPOKSTRTP
2 QMBQMoVSQ
COMMON/SSPIOT/EMU,AMBOAETAC(97),S(97),IPSI(97),D(3,?5,97)
COMMON/SGAM/IABC,111,IG,ISLSTNL,NBNPSI,NPHININNOUTNDI,
1 EMDPSI,D4NJ ,TAMRG7ERBOERI
2 EL(6),ELB(25),Ai4G(97),ZETA(6),GBV(6,25),BVG(6,25) ,GS(6,25),
3 ENDM(25),NDM(25)
COMMCJN/SOC-AL/OKPHISKPHIOLDMPHI,SUMISUMJSUMK,
I 3SUMI ,fSUJMJOSUMKTANMU, TAMDPZAPZAPAOETASP,ETACPOELTADMS,
2 RFOKRH0G,STARTN8IGM9
1 AD(3) ,D3(3),VI(6),VJ(6),VK(6),OVI(6),OVJ(6)CJVK (6),p
2 DVOC 3,25),DS( 3925),fDSN( 3,25) ,TOT(3,25) ,CUR(3,25),QBV(3),
3 KM(6,25),KTR(6,?,,16),VEL(3,25,p97),PKPB(25)
COMMON/SDCAL/T PR ,NPSR, LDM ,FWD, EWOOS MI, OSMJ, DSMK, OSMS
NAMELIST/DUP/,J,KKPKPHIOKPH1IISKPHI,KSTRTKTKDIL,
1 LLGLDltLiLS'TMG0JNGOIABCI1,ISIGIEGNLNE3,NPSINPHIND19
2 EMgOPSlI DANG7,EP"UAMBDATANMUTAMBTAMOPHIPZA, PZAP,
3 ETAFTACPE fASPAO13OERGZERDELTADMS,CLD~,RHOK, RHOGRHOC,
4 SUMISUMJ,StJMKU-SUJMIOSUMJIcOSUMKQI ,OJ,QKSQQMB,QOO
5 XAYA,ZAXBYBZB, 114DELLGAGB, OSMI ,DSMJDSMK, DSMSFWDEWONPSR,
6 ADD3,VIVJVKOV[ ,OVJOVKZETAPSIELELBNOMKPBGBVI3VGGS,
7 KM, Qi3VTOTCURVELK TRDVO, DSOSND
WRITE (6,DIJMP)
STOP
END
FXOF00
FXOFC002
FXOFC003
FXOF0004
FXOFC005
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FIG. B.3 VIEW OF VORTEX SHEET VIEWED PARALLEL TO TPP
FIG. C.1 CURVED VORTEX LINE SEGMENT AS PART OF A HALF VORTEX RING
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